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INTRODUMTON

P. SWINGS
Iwtifaeu d'Awrophy..qu. d Lidps

Au conre des vingt, on trente dernibree ann~es, l'6tude des
mitre. du systbme solaire a Wt fort n~gligde. Bien sfir, ol.e no
rev6tait peas le prestige do cortaine autres ohapitree do I'Astronomie,
comme l'6tude, dos n6buleusess oxtragalactiques, do Is srtruture
des atmosph~res et intdrieurs d'6toioes, do Is, oosmogonie, do Is
radio-eatronomie on des souroes d'dnorgie steflairo.

La situation est on train do so modifier. Gr~w aux: vdhioules
epatiaux, noune ommes h Ia voillo do d6oouvortes importantes au
sujet do Is iunn, des planifes ot de leur satellites naturele, du
milieu intorplandtaire et des oombtes. Ul est indiepoe uable quo cea
oxpdrences spatial.. soient pr~par6ee aveo le maximum d'effioacit6,
afin, quo none puiusione en tirer lo plus grand profit scientifique.

JI nowe a done paru utile deo oneacrer notre onzibme coiloqus
&Is physique des planifes, a~fin quo none puiesiona arriver I. uno

misn an point satisfaisante dn problbme. Ce projot fut ciscutA &
Berkeley & l'ocoauion de I'Aseembl6e GAn6ralo do M'. A. IL, lore
d'une reunion & laquello avaient bion voulu aesiete quelques
cooli~gues spdcialis6s. 11 y fut d~cid6 do pr6oiser le sujot eft d'6liminer
les satellites (y comprie Isa lune), los ast~roldes, les com~tes, l'espaoe
interplandtaire, Ia cosmogonie, lee probl~mes biologiques, loe
questions d'orbites. Sonle, lee probl~nmes physiques relatifa aux
plmnbtes devaient 6tre envieag~s.

Le Professeur M. G. J. Minnaert, Direoteur do l'Obeervatolre
do l'Univeruit6 d'Utrecht, a bien vonin acceptor Is pr~dsdenoe, do



notre 110 Colloque. Pendant toute Is pr~parstion, il nous a fait

profiter do s- oonseil et avis oomp/tents. C'et, pour uue large
part, & lui qu'est due Ia rdussite du Colloque. Pendant Is Congris

hui-m~me, le Pr6sident Minnaert s'est dzpensd sans oompter.
I1 termina, d'ailleurs, en beaut6 en nous r6sumant, de fa*on remar-
quable, lee contributions esuentielles de Is r/union. Qu'il trouve
ioi l'expression do notre vive gratitude.

Nous remercions auini oordialement, les auteurs des excellents
rapport. intro•wtiJfs, MM. R. Wildt, A. DoUfus, C. H. Mayer,
V. 0. van de Hulst et W. Irvine. L'aditoire oomprenait les
persow'i-thit/s suivantes :

d'Allemajae . W. Lohmann, H. K. Paetzold;
du Brbdl : R. R. de Frei,, Y ourao;
du Canada : G. Herzberg;
du Congo: L. Hager;

de France: H. Camichel, A. DoUfus, P. Gudrin, M. Marin, J. C.
Pecker, J. Rl•sch, G. Wl6rick;

des 2tats-Unis : A. Arking, A. H. Barrett, C. H. Barrow,
R. A. Becker, J. C. Brandt, J. W. Chamberlain, R. E. Danielson,

W. C. De Marcus, J. B. Douglas, G. de Vaucouleurs, L. Dunkel-
man, R. Gallet, 0. K. Garriott, T. Gehrels, J. S. Goldstein,

R. Hide, P. Hodge, G. R. Huguenin, H. C. Ingrao, M. W. Irvine,
J. B. Irwin, G. P. Kuiper, B. Leason, E. Levinthal,
R. J. Levy, A. J. Masley, C. H. Mayer, D. H. Menzel,

Miss B. Middlehurst, R. F. Mlodnoeky, D. Morris, G. W. F. Mul-
ders, R. B. Norton, G. Ohring, J. M. Pasachoff, S. I. Raslol,

M. S. Roberts, C. Sagan, G. F. Schilling, W. M. Sinton,
A. G. Smith, H. J. Smith, H. Spinrad, H. E. Sums, J. Swenason,

L. Wallace, J. W. Warwick, R. Wildt, D. Williams, A. T. Young.
R. L. Younkln;

do Grande Bretagne et driande : R. Beer, E. H. Oollinson, G. Fell-

der, H. A. Gebbie, J. F. Grangepr, J. V. Jeney, W. H. MokUra,
R. 0pik, B. M. Peek, D. W. N. Stibbe.

de Grboe: J. R. Fooas;
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do Holande M. G. J.Minnawt, C. J. &,uurmua, H. C. vando
Hulot ;

d'Itelie :F. Bertola, G. Demottoni, G. Bighinl,
du Japon :M. Shimizu;
do Suisse B. Miesoher;
do Tohdcoslovaquie F. Link;
d'U. R. S. S. :M. S. Bobrov, A. D. Kullmin, D. Y. Martynlov,

V. V. Sharonov.
do Belgique :S. Arend, Mne D. Bosman-Cresipin, A. Boury,

R. P. Courtoy, R. Coutrez, F. Deo.n, L. Delbouille, A. Del-
wemme, Moo D. Delsemme-Jehoulet, J. Depireux, J. Domman-
get, F. Dossin, R~. Duysimx, MUG L. Oaumst, 0. Godart, N. Gre-
vesso, Mile C. Guillaume, L. Houslaux, J. Humblet, A. Kos-
kelonberiA, P. Leoux, D. Malaise, M. Migeotte, A. Monfils,
M. Nioolet, F. Remy, Mae L. Remy-Battiau, H. Robe,
Mile G. Roland, ".Rosen, M. Ruelle, A. Sauval, Mile M.-J.
Sequaria, I' Swings, R. Zander.

ies discn' --. zu ntre les thdoriciena, lee exp6rimentateurs et
lops 'boervatew~f, atilisant des m6thodes tr~o diverses ont Wt trio
fi-uttueuqee. Noun lee avons rdsum&-s comme dans les volumes des
ooiloqutA- anthrieurs.

CVest & nouveau Madame D. Bosman-(>espin qui, apr~s avour
Wt I& cheville ouvribre do l'organisation du Colioque, W'est oharg6e

du travail d'6di'dc~n du pr~sent volume. CVest le neuvi~me volume
publih par see soinin. Nous lui exprimons notre vive rewonnais-
BMWa.

The 11th International Astr~phyrial Symposium was spon-
sored by the University of Iebge and by the Cambridge Research
Laboratories of the Office of Aerospace Research, United States
Air Forcs, through its European Office. We wish to express to them
our most sincere gratitude.
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SECTION I

THE INTERNAL CONSTITUTION OF THE PLANETS



1. - PLANETARY INTERIORS; INTRODUCTORY REPORT

Ruim WILDT

Yake Ur.vereit,, U. S. A.

It seems far to my that astrophysicists, since relegating to

the clamsscl astronomer the gravitational aspects of planetar

astronomy, have been rather indifferent about the Earth as a planet

and its kin, at any rate in so far their internal constitution is
concerned. Indeed, what we know of the chemical, thermal, and

magnetic state of the Earth's interior we owe to the geodesists,

seismologists, and geophysicists, whose strategy has set an example

how to attack analogous problems in studying other planets.

* Nevertheless, among astrophysicists - met for the first time, if I am
not mistaken, to consider the physics of the planets - it is fitting

to introduce the discussion of planetary interiors by glancing at
what the theories of planetary and stellar constitution have in
common, and what sets them apart. The common traits are rooted,

of course, in the identity of the primary laws of physico ruling the
mechanical and thermal equilibrium of masses both of stellar and

planetary order of magnitude. Marked differences of secondary

nature are due to the less tractable behavior of matter in the solid
and liquid state, which we presume to be realized throughout the
bulk of planetary matter. Little is known about the properties of

wholly gaseous bodies of planetary size, now under investigation

by Prof. Opik, from whom we shall hear later on. Irrespective of
their relevance to particular planets, such models and more massive

ones, bridging the gap between planets and dark stellar companions,
command interest because they would populate a void in the other-

wise weil-charted domain of stellar configurations.

In order to do justice to the precision attained in measuring

the figure and the gravitational potential of some planets, the theory

of rotating bodies had to be carried far beyond what as yet is
required for application to stars. No loss is incurred by here ignoring
these refinements and focusing attention upon the steady-state
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characteristics of a slowly rotating planet without internal con-
vection, since the latter will be discussed by Prof. Kopal. A flow
diagram descending from the expressions for the pressure and
temperature gradient, in the nottion familiar from the theory of
stellar interiors, affords a condensed representation of the theore-
tical concepts and empirical data singled out for consideation.

Such a graph (Fig. 1) exhibits more clearly than lengthy discourse

F PLANETARY CONSTITUTION---

hy'eosst eqWtwm(ft i roftama slee-afe teldreet ud- (no corewchoe)

~ ~~~i {. t1  ii,,Tatmisirc iJr-C,,- gw.wrl yT-f , 74 k " .4A
oppruMmaWt o r 1a"o poi" t

7-~0, P-PVt',C) p bowioej opacity

Ion cwtaP- ,Ttt I

nwmwcd oftiqvotian -- swo ca inte~ation
p nista m l. ry mod, 08- O MY is

m oss- rodjs rWtm t l pyrorzMonltSnT of tl meln fte lot l -kfe
stP 1ate coo motr PhSas Senonequatot isindooc ofI

anyi re ifivOtitlThte tderging v PpeI of Awn radodcthvit

coreiew* syk ons
t•x e-depntoeio swuthons

"wthel •*oftr e

(*) -' lnete�nyconfqotoL,

RO.ileyp-LeifdtoI, Sni• ozmsnfD*Marcuz Pr5t of soktcahokt

mny ramifications, the diverging lines of argument, and their

confluence. The foilowing remarks will supplement my eatfier
review* by pointing to recent advances. The principal ones are
the impressive pertection of the art of experimentation with pres-

sures matching those encountered deep below the surface of the
planets, and the recognition of radiative transfer as a possibly

(*) 4 Planetary Inenoins., pp. 159-212, VoL M of The Solar System.
G. P. Kuipee., Editor, University of Ohiosgo Pree, 1901. No rdeofemo listed
in the bibliogaphy atteaihd to that ohaptes will be repeate a6 the ed of
this pape.
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oritical mechanism lowering the internal temperature gradients.
I shall conclude with a simple argument, of the type often called

dimensional a"alysis, which bears upon the shape of the asteroids.

MAss-RADIus RzLAnoN op PilI S

If the dependence on temperature of the equation of state is

so weak that, in zero-order approximation, it may be neglected,
the equations of hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium become

+ 35 - ------ -- - T t F- -.7

+34

+33

+32 -

-J+30

÷31SATURN ---

:-!9r NEPTUNE-* -URANUS

+ 28

+27-

+26 Z -• I I . I i I I
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Radius
Fig. 2
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unooupled. For any given pressure-density relation p - p (P, C),

where C is a shorthand for the chemical parameters, the equation

of hydrostatic equilibrium can then be integrated numerimlly. The

resulting mass-radius relation for spherical configurations of solid

pure hydrogen (DeMarous) is shown in Fig. 2 (male unit of radii

109 em), which illustrate. the existence of a maximum radius for

a cold body, often referred to as Russell's conjecture; the terminal

INSTABILITY OF SMALL CORES OF ROTATING PLANETS

Lighthotl(1950) - DeMorcus (1954)

Pressu -density relation with sin* phase transition

P{ (P), PsP"

instobilty criterion
WtX q 4,rG pP=d

rodus-moss relation triple-volued over a fnte moss rn,,ve

moss M(R,) - M(R2) = M(R3)

rodius R, < R2 < R3

total energy E(R,) < E(Rg) > E(Rs)

configuration P has core of high pressure phase, R3 has no core

Fig. 3

point at the upper left side of this graph is the Chandrasekhar limit.

In the hatched area of Fig. 2 the course of the mass-radius graph

cannot be clearly shown to this scale. In that mass range the

hydrostatic equilibrium has triple-valued solutions. This inde-

terminacy (of. Fig. 3) is caused by a discontinuity (phase transition)

in the adopted pressure-density relation for solid hydrogen. The

resulting instability of small planetary cores (Ramsey) has been

il:y discussed iu my earlier review. We shall have a report by

18



Prof. DeMaroum on the ma-radlus relations for oonfigurations

of pure helium aid for a mixture of heavier elements, called, Mud ,

which shed some light on the constitution of Uranus and Neptune.

Since the mas-radius graph of helium runs far to the left of that

of hydrogen, on Fig. 2, the location of the image points of Jupiter

and Saturn indicates that them bodies are predominantly composed

of hydrogen.

TEMPERATURE (CC)

M000 1600 a000 2600 3000

1000 ----------------------

- - S10 1  COESITE
too___

If
IOL '

DEPTH (KM)

Fig. 4
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PoLYxouMnIsM o0 SoUD,

The equatlm of state of almost any ohemically homogeneous
solid differs strikingly from that of its gaseous form : the density,
as function of pressure and temperature, ohanges disoontinuouuly
across certain P, T-lines that demaroate the fields of thermodynamic

stability of what are called the several phases 6f the solid. Thes
have distinct rystal struoturm and, under extrem pressure,

may even differ in ekotronio exoitation. There are also phase tran-
sitions with a discontinuity in the derivative of the density (seoond-
order tranitions)instead of the density itself (first-ordertramsitions).

PESgMg IMOM)

ID•// Ip 11 7 22" S3

II00

Soo- -/Z ------7 -• • t -

DEPTH (KM)

Fig. 5

It is still an open ques~ion whether or not progressive pressure
ionization is aecmpanied by first-mder phase tranmitions, the only
OMAes apable of engendering the Ramsey type instability of plane-
tary cores. Examples of phase transitiomns relevant to the state of
the Earth's mantie ane given in Fig. 4 and 5 (MeDonald 1962).
An Interesting eas, thvug of no geophysioal oonsequence, is a
tranition in nieao ot" imu (]ig. 6), where the coexistent phases

s0



belong to the smaie crystallographlc system, but differ in laWee

cUBoc- COENSED UIC TRAN• IN CEMJM
' I ' I j I I i

0

161

14 '- a ,

12

10 / 'U

" /
TRANaMO

4-

2-

dWV. N PERCENT; PESSiM WdIT IOWO ATMOWH4flE

Fig. 6

LIQUDw PNa8sM AND MLr-WG

All phases of a chemically homogeneous solid turn on melting

(a first-order phase trasition)into the some liquid phase. Immiscible

liquid phases re known in cheminally inhomogeneous system, but

so far have not beoo encountered among pure substances. Landau

and Zeldovich have survsed that pure liquid metals at high

temperatures, close to the critical point liquid-vapor, might undego

a transformation into a dielectric liquid phase (of. Fig. 7). Liquid

oonduetive cores are required in planets for the generation of

magnetic felds, aecording to the dynamo theory. Moreover liquid

21



belong to the some crystaloraphlc s#yam, but diffe in lattoe

spcig.

cUUe-C,•DENSED LIOC TRANSTION IN CEMRM

16/

4 -

12-

I0_

a-

6/
TRANSMMO

4-

t00 200 300 400 500 lO OK

aU#V. N RRENT; PRESSUE UN'T COO ATMWP9ES

LiQuiD PHAsr AxD MxLTn. G

All phases of a chemically homogeneous solid turn on melting

(a firnt-order phase transition) into the same liquid phase. Immiscible

liquid phams are known in chemically inhomogeneous systems, but

so far have not been encountered among pure substances. Landau

and Zeldovich have surmised that pure liquid metals at high

temperatures, close to the critical point liquid-vapor, might undergo

a transformation into a dielectric liquid phase (of. Fig. 7). Liquid

conductive cores are required in planets for the generation of

magnetic fields, according to the dynamo theory. Moreover liquid

21



friction afiords a much more efficient mode of dissipation of
rotational energy than solid friction or other mechanisms. Therefore
considerable interest attaches to the variation of the melting
temperature in the deep interior of the planets. Simon's semi-

L.Londou aid J.Zsedavlch, Acto-Physicochernica U.RS.S. 16,194(1943)

"On the relation between the liquid and gaseous state of metals"

trivalcll theI'sase houndary dlecric -metallic (asoned first -order tramsition
CoickIdes with the wqulibrium curve vapor -liquid)

T T C
doelectnic vow liia

metalc T solid

P P

non- trivil cases: a new triple point T, may appe

T T

IAIB

P ! P
Y " metaic gas" stbl 7 "eacric liquid" stoWl

Landau - Zeldovch onectre (can I8): there exists a non-conducting "luid piase:
at enipertures and pressures above ft cifical values a phose sttnsi•ion with
discontinuos chan"e of conductivity, volume,etc.,takes place

Fig. 7

empirical equation (Fig. 8) has been widely used to extrapolate
experimental melting data. Before such were available for iron

(Strong 1959, cf. Fig. 9), guesses at the constant c by Simon, and
Gilvarry, had led to overestimating the melting temperature of
iron at the boundary between mantle and core of the Earth (about
1.4 x 104 atm, marked on Fig. 9). Moreover, Simons' formula
aamuee a monotonic rise of melting temperature with pressure.
A startling exception is the melting curve of cesium metal (Kennedy

et aW. 1962, of. Fig. 10), which shows two maxima and two cusps.
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Simon's equotion Tma To(I + Wa)I/C

Gilvarrys relation from Debye theory of solids c
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He (Dugdole and Simon 1953) 0.992 16.45 0.992

Hp (Do Marcus 1958) 13.96 242.24 1.83
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Ni (Strong 1960) 1726 40,)00 10
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At the pressures of the latter solid cesium is known to undergo

phase transitions tentatively attributed to changes in the electronic
configuration of the atom, which at zero pressure has an incomplete
inner shell. Another disturbing case is germanium, which lacks an
incomplete inner shell of electrons. The melting temperature of

350 1II I I I

300-N

20-

150 0

too) CS

so

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 TO
Pressure (Kb)

Fig. 10

this metal continues to decrease up to about 170.000 atm. without
a new solid phase appearing when the melting temperature begins
to rise again. Under these circumstances, one cannot accept without
some misgivings the drastic extrapolation of the melting curve of
iron. Finally, what remains in doubt is the asymptotic behavior of
the melting curve. Does it terminate in a critical pointl
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TzvMPEATuRz GRADIEMI AND RADIATIV ThANMM

Undoubtedly in stellar interiors the transport of heat by
conduction is negligible beside that by radiation, but it must not
be assumed that the converse regime prevails inside the planets.
Following a suggestion of Preston (1956) on the possibility of
radiative heat transfer in the Earth's mantle, Clark (1957 a),
Lawson and Jamieson (1958), and Lubimova (1958) have concurred

S! • IF. 10 CK,

IS IME KUM,

500-T~URVE FOR F

//I0 MAR I Ti

I UNIFORM RADIOACTIVITY

*.0o -~

40400- -
20DETH00 4400 WO M60 200 2200WooWooDEPTH (KM)

Ing. I1

that this meohanism markedly lowers the temperature gradient,
although their numerical results still differ in orders of magnitude.
Accordingly, models of planetary temperature distributions and
their evolution that do not include the effects of radiative transfer
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now stand in need of arful rexmdnatho Definitive conclusions
oannot be rmehed until the ourmnt estimates of the planetary

opacity (RoMseland mean) have been replaced by reliable figures.
The uncertainty of the index of refraction, whose square appears
in the expression for the temperature gradient (of. Fig. 1) by way

of Kirehhoff's law, probably is not serious. Clark (1957b) measured
at room temperature a few absorption spectra of silicates pre-
sumably occurring in the Earth's mantle; but no corrections for
temperature and pressure are available, and the best one can do is

OmUTM ( RM)

to fail back on the clahsical relation between electrical oonduotivity

and optical absorption ooefficient. Evidently it will be a long time
before the variation of opecity with depth in the planet can properly

be taken into account. For the purpose of preliminary orientation
it may sufflce to put xp =- cost throughout the planet, a procedure
adopted by MacDonad -(lS ; N. B. tois used as symbol for the

quantity x, in the standard notation of the theory of stellar
interior). He has derived the temperature distributions for
numerous models of termtrial planets, in which %. ranges from
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1000 cm-' to 10-1. Fig. 11, 12 and 13, taken from his work, will

give some idea of how the temperature gradient is reduced by lower-
ing the opacity (the limiting case of infinite opacity corresponds
to ignoring radiative transfer).

SKPz o01 mfloR BoDnrU

Obviously self-gravitation of a sufficiently small mans cannot
overcome the intrinsic strength of solids. Hence there must be a
minimum size of configurations assuming spherical shape under
their own gravitation. Now, yield or fracture of materials occur

under a tension or load of
8 < 10' g cm-1 sr 3 .

If this quantity is matched by the weight of a column of unit

cros-section, of density p, and length L,

S = L p V1 , gn = 10'acm me-$, p gm--•,

the characteristic length is, on Earth,

L < 10km.
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8truotures exceeding this height, say mountains, would be in
danger of yielding under their own weight. Op a planet of radius R
and mean density j the acceleration of snrfaem gravity is

g(R)/g (R/A.) (i/r), pn - 5.5 V om-'
and the corresponding oharacteristo length is

L(R) - p(-) < [10 kin] (R./R) (-pz•).

We now ask : what is the critical radius, say R, for which L(R)
equals the planetary radius BI! The numerical result is

B* - [250 kin] V;Z.fp,
or, if the mean density of the planet is that of the denser rooks,

.* __ 400 km,

i. e. the very size of the largest asteroids. Thus we find support for

another conjecture Henry Norris Russell made many years ago :
t In the cae of such Small bodies the gravitational forces, which

compel a large planet to be nearly spherical in form, would be

relatively inefficient, and it is not impossible that some of them

may be of irregular shpe * (RumeU 1924).
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2. - THE EFFECTS OF CONVECTION IN THE MANTLE
ON THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD OF THE EARTH

ZDomi' KOPAL
Depotarmn of Aaremony, Univwaiy of MwacA r.Wr Eiiglnd

and
Jet P opukSon Labraory, OCalfornia Intuft of Twchology, U. S. A.

Recent analyses of secular perturbations of artificial Earth

satellites (1) have revealed the extent to which the terrestrial globe

departs from a figure of equilibrium determined by its axial rotation.

In particular, if the internal distribution of density inside the Earth

as deduced predominantly by seismic evidence (c. f., e. g., Bullen (2)

and other standard sources) is adjusted for the theoretical (equili-

brium) coefficient of the dominant second harmonic of polar
flattening to agree with the observed perturbations (i. e., the a dyna-

mical ellipticity ,), the corresponding equilibrium coefficient of the

fourth harmonic of rotational origin is found to be 2.2 times as

large as that deduced from the satellite observations (8); and,

moreover, all odd harmonics whose presence has been established

in the exterior potential of the Earth (4) remain, of course, wholly

unaccounted for.
This failure of the equilibrium model to provide for adequate

representation of the Earth's external gravitational field suggests

the desirability of considering a more general hydrodynamical

model for the interior of the terrestrial globe ; and the likeliest cause

of motion which may significantly affect the distribution of density

inside the Earth is thermal conveion due to radiogenic heating -

not only in the core, but also throughout the mantle. The necessary

condition for the occurrence of convection - the superadiabatie

temperature gradient - appears to obtain even for the minimum

estimates of the proportion of radioactive elements (K*, Thm, Um

and U06) in the mantle; and even a visoswity as high as Io" g/om.
sen frequently quoted as the uppe limit for terrestriaol rooks (4) is
sufficient (for ooeffieients of isothermal oompresion of the order of
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l0-1 5s/dyne) for the mantle to behave eumentially as a uid over
"a much shorter time sale than 10' yeas.

The conditions for the stability of convection characterized by
"a given spherical-harmonic symmetry (of even as well as odd orders)
were recently investigated by Chandrasekhar (6) for incompressible
flow in liquid spheres (or shells) radioactively heated within; and
several geophysical phenomena - such as anti-symmetric distribu-
tion of continents and oceans (%), or indications of continental
drift (8) - suggest that slow oonvecion in the mantle of the Earth
may indeed occur (o). Let us, therefore, tentatively adopt a hypo-
thesis that the observed coefficients of odd harmonies (as well as
the difference between the observed coefficient of the fourth har-
monic and one computed on hydrostatic equilibrium) in the gravi-
tational field of the Earth do arise from thermal convection in the
Earth's mantle as represented by Chandrasekhar's theory. What is
the velocity of convection (or the corresponding variation of density

or temperature) necessary to account for the observed charact-
eristics of the external gravitational field of the Earth in this
manner?

In order to answer this question, let us recall that, in accor-
dance with Chandraaekhar's theory (and using largely his notations),
the radial velocity component U. of convective motion in a shell of
the radii v)R and R, varying as a surface harmonic S (O, p), should
be given by

_W,,r)

r

where

W,,(r) = A,,{at'A' +%( j

+ zB, + x"'B, + x-(*+1)B, +- x-(--')BJ); (2)

z M r/R being the fractional radius comprised between - and 1;

and A,, the arbitrary scale constants. In this equation,

= J-(.+w (at,) J,(w) - J,+,(a1 •) J_,(W); (3)
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zx being first root of the equation
W.+%', .+,%(X) -- 0; (4)

and (provided that the outer boundary of our spherical shell at
z = I is free), the constants BI on the right-hand side of (2) are
obtained by solving the simultaneous set of linear equations

B, + BI + B3 + B 4 = 0,

,n*B + + + ± "+-'+)B8 + *-(B-1) B 4 = 0, (5)

n(n-1) (BI+B,)+(n+ 1) (±+2) (B2 + B3) - - (2w %+&j, ()_
(2n + 3) i

and

n(n-1) (j"-3 B1 + v•--'B4 ) + (n+ 1) (n+2) ("Bt+±--'-3Bx
2W.+,&.+./, (al,')

(2n + 3) a4 /

if the inner surface at x = 1 is free, or

nvj"-'B 1 + (n + 2)B, - (n + l)-'B 3 - (n - 1) i-"B 4

= (2n + 3)• (7)
if it is rigid.

The mean radius R of the Earth is equal to 6371 km ; and the
radius of its liquid core v)= 3473 km leads to 7 = 0.545-approxi-
mately half way between 7 = 0.5 and 0.6, for which Chandraaekhar
and Elbert (10) evaluated the roots at of equation (4) for different
values of a with the following results:

I. TABrz or T=n ]ooTs •

2 3 u,= 4 n= 5 n=6

1)-0.5 7.1116 73M45 6.7168 O .6630 j10.7077
- 0.6 8.4438 8.0913 9.6717 10.45,6 11.3210

The oonstat B, (j = 1,, 3and 4) as defined by the systm
of equations (5) and (6) or (7) have been evaluated by Mrs. Natim,
Greew and Mrs. Gail Lambert of the Division of Space Mnesos,
J. P. L., and their numerical values are:
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II. Tajzmu om THm ComTnAw BI

10'B, IO&B, 106B, IOAB,

Free Surface at -- 1

=•2

1- 0.5 -1.6662 4.1301 0.8477 -3.3116
S= 0.6 -- 0.7204 1.8591 0.6467 -1.7854

91f=3

0.5 1.6022 -2.1931 -- 02080 0.7989S11i=0.6 0.8076 -1.1705 -- 0.22IO 0.5839

S- 0.5 -1.0165 1.1716 0.05358 -0.2087
- 0.6 -0.5998 0.7299 0.07851 -- 0.2086

"'=5
vq= 0.5 0.6016 -0.6441 -- 0.01447 0.05704
• = 0.6 0.4065 -0.4549 -0.02857 0.07691

n==6

'2 0.5 -- 0.3561 0.3683 0.004105 -0.01629
= 0.6 -- 0.2689 0.2872 0.01064 -- 0.02895

Rigid Surface as x

n=2

7= 0.5 5.9491 2.4511 1 2.5267 -10.9269
14- 0.6 0.1884 1.5952 0.9106 -2.6942

a -3

1,- 0.5 1.4378 -2.1532 -- 0.2478 0.9633
1-- 0.6 -1.6767 -- 0.1220 ---0.9365 2.7353

S-W 0.5 --0.287 0.9810 0.2441 -- 0.9765
"7- 0.6 -2.0079 1.2m44 -0.4160 1.1995

11- 0.5 0.3403 -- 0.5790 --0.07907 0.3183
S- 0.6 0.03214 -- 0.3213 --0.16n 0.4513

'2 0.5 -0.2659 0.3457 0.02665 -- 0.1065
7- 0.6 -- 0.1110 0.2298 0.06690 -0.1857
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With the aid of the foregoing numerice, data we can now
proceed to compute the absolute values of the expressions (2)for
W. - apart from the multiplicative factors A. which remain arbi-
trary. Let us attempt, in what follows, to determine them from
known values of the coefficients of the harmonic expansion of the
exterior potential V of the Earth, which may be due to this cause.
In order to do so, let us recall (cf., e. g. section 1I1- of (11) and nota-
tions used therein) that the n-th term of the harmonic expansion
of V can be theoretically represented by

V. = Gr-1-1 f P,(cos y)r'"dm (8)

where G stands for the constart of gravitation,
cos y = cos 0 cos 0' + sin 0 sin 0' cos (4-? '), (9)

and the element of mass
dm = p'r'2 sin 0 dr' dO' d9 '. (10)

In so far as the perturbations p' of density are due to thermal
convection, then within the framework of Chandrasekhar's theory

P' - Po 0-.(r') SM(0", V'),

@ 47cGzxp0R/ n(n + 1,I) x'

where Po denotes the equilibrium density (in the absence of convec-
tion) and R, the radius of the Earth ; while m is the coefficient of
volume thermal expansion ; and ji, the coefficient of viscosity.

Imposing on (8) the limits of integration appropriate for a
shell of thickness (1 -- ý) R we find that

acpqG•R~v. .I.2n

V. =-- f--i -(x')P.(cosy)S'.(O', "')x'na+dx'sin O'dO'd4
r0 (12)

which by virtue of the orthogonality theorem

inP.(co y) S.'(O', c') sin O'dO'dqp' = 47 Sn'(O, p) (13)

can be simplified to
V's ~311 A. R"+' 80.(0, T) X"%f .+I'+(t •x(4

+1)(2n+ )per",f
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On the other hand, King-Hele and other investigators of the
gravitational field of the7Earth (13) have formally represented its
external potential in the form

=V 1-I ~J(R S (0, P) ~ (15)

4
where mq =4p&RI is the mas of the Earth, and the J. are

appropriate coefficients (*) whose values can be deduced from obeer-
ved secular perturbations of the orbits of artificial satellites. Equa-
ting (14) with (15) we find the constants J. and A, to be related by

J. = as(p.R/x)*C,A.F.(j), (16)

where c denotes the rate of energy liberation per unit mass ; x, the

coefficient of heat conduction of the rocks in the mantle; C., the
specific heat of such material at constant volume, and

I" XW4---'• 8/ ,.., (mlx)dx, (17)
= n(n + 1) (2n + 1) Ci "+(

where
C. 47cdpcRC. (18)

is the nondimensional Rayleigh number characteristic of a flow

pattern of the spherioal-harmonic symmetry of order s.
According to Chandrasekhar (of. Table XXII, p. 24 of (13))

the characteristic values of the Rayleigh numbers C, are as given in
the following tabulation :

M. TAwx or 10-4C,

u-2 n-3 %s-4 5 S- *M-e

S01.5 2.181 I1.924 2 .1"6 3673~ 3.4
0.6 6.133 4.404 4.076 .818 4.9"

(*) Not to be comitsid with thO Bond fant J,(z) of equation (3).
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and the function F,(w) as defined by equation (17) above has been
evaluated by quadratures of Mrs. Patricia Conklin of the Division of

Space Sciences, JPL, with the following results:

IV. TAsLE or 1O'F,,(I)

n-2 n-3 n=4 n=5 n -6

-4= 0.5 15.94 -5.170 1.799 0-0.893 0.2916
S= 0.6 3.316 -1.337 0.5625 -- 0.2448 0.1130

Let us, furthermore, assume for the purpose of our discussion

that the behaviour of rocks in the terrestrial mantle is characterized

by the following mean values of physical parameters

S= 2 x 10-5 deg-',

C, 7 x 10o erg/g. deg,
x 2 x 10o erg/cm. sec. deg,

s = 2 x 10-$ erg/g. sec.
while the mean density po in the mantle is approximately 4 g/cma

and, of course, R = 6.37 x 10' cm.

On the other hand, according to the authors of references (1)

and (4), the most probable values of the coefficients J, of the

potential expansion (15) are :

IOJ, = 1082.2 ± 0.2,

104J3 = - 2.4 ± 0.2,

10SJ4 = - 1.4 ± 0.2,
10oJ, = - 0.2 ± 0.1, (

1OJO = 0.9 - 0.8,

10JJ, = - 0.3 ± 0.1.

etc. The dominant coefficient J2 of the second harmonic is pre-
ponderantly due to polar flattening of the Earth due to its axial

rotation - a cause which is also bound to invoke a second-order

contribution to J., third-order contribution to J3, etc. However,
it has recently been shown by Kopal and James (8) that the theore-
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tieal equilibrium value of J, appropriate for internal density
distribution reproducing the observed value of J2 is equal to
- 3.15 x 10-6 - i. e., more than twice as large as the value of J4

listed in (20) - a fact which leads us to conjecture that the diffe-

rence 3.2 - 1.4 = 1.8 may be equal to the actual value of J 4

arising from convection. At any rate, the values of

J3-= - 2.4 x 10-4 and J. = + 1.8 x 10-' (21)

lead, by (16), to

A3 = 1.6 cmr/sec. and A4 = 3.4 cm'/sec, respectively. (22)

The corresponding radial-velocity component of convective

flow then will, in accordance with equations (1) and (2), be clearly

of the order of magnitude of

u A (23)

where r is an appropriate scale length which, for the Earth's

mantle, can be approximated by 5 x los cm. If so, it follows by a

combination of (22) and (23) with the data of Table III that, for

n = 3: U3 = 6 Y 10-12 cm/sec.
n =4: U4= I x 10-'1 cm/sec. (24)

Velocities of this order of magnitude would correspond to displace-

ment of the order of 10-4 cm (i. e. a micron) per year, or a flow length

of the order of 10 km during the entire age of the Earth. Velocities

so small are all that is required for convection to account for the

observed coefficients of higher harmonics in the external gravita-

tional field of the Earth; but are manifestly quite inadequate to
provide motive power for the continental drift or other geophysical

phenomena which have been mentioned in this connection (8.).

As a corollary, it should also follow from equation (18) that the
coefficient ý, of viscosity consistent with the physical constants (19)

and the Rayleigh numbers characteristic for this type of flow

should be of the order of 107? g/om. sec - i. e., by five orders of

magnitude greater than those inferred by other methods (6).

Only so high a viscosity can retard the convective flow to the low

absolute flow velocities (24) quoted above.
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Is there any escape from these conclusions, by any admissible
variation of the physical constants of the Earth involved in ouw
computations? Of such constants, the values of a as well as of C,
appear to be sufficiently well known for terrestrial rocks that at
least their order of magnitude can be considered as 4xed. The

value of x is perhaps less firmly established ; and that of, still less so.
However, an increase of x by not less than two orders of magnitude,
a diminution of c by four orders, or a suitable combination of both
would be required to harmonize the characteristic Rayleigh num-

bers C, with a viscosity of the order of 102' - 102s g,/cm. see; and
(by increasing the values of A. for given J, in equation 16 by the
same factor) to obtain a flow velocity of the order of 1 cm/year
required for the continental drift. Whether or not so large a change
in x or t may indeed be supported by other independent evidence,

only the future can tell.
Before considering this too seriously, however, we should, at

least mention that our present failure to reconcile the consequences
of Chandrasekhar's theory of convection in the Earth's mantle
with the observed values of J, for the most probable values of the
physical constants based on independent evidence may also go

back to the fact that Chandrasekhar used too restricted an equation
for the changes in state (at the basis of the Boussinesq approxima-
tion). This equation relates the changes of density invoked by
convection with the changes of the Itemperature alone; and the
validity of this approximation under conditions prevailing in the
Earth's mantle appears to be somewhat questionable (14). A con-

sistent development of a more general theory of convection in

which the changes of density are related with those of the pressure
as well as temperature, remains, however, still a task for the future.
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3. - COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL
CONSTITUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF PLANETS

B. J. LEVIN
0. Schmidt In•titfta of Phynce
of the Earth, Aoad. Sc. USSR

A comparative analysis of the internal constitution and
evolution of planets gives important results for planetary physics
as well as for geophysics. The most developed branches of such
analysis are a) the comparison of mean densities of related groups
of planets and satellites and b) a comparative study of thermal
histories of terrestrial planets and the Moon.

The analysis of the mean densities of planets consists in the
calculation of planetary models with radial distribution of density,
which satisfy to the values of mass and radius, and in some cases
of the moment of inertia, deduced from observations. The calcu-
lations require the knowledge of the equation of state of planetary
matter and therefore some assumptions on its chemical composition
and on phase transitions are needed. (Wildt, 1961).

For terrestrial planets the analysis of their densities is intima-

tely connected with the important problem of the nature of the
dense core of the Earth and of the presence of similar cores in
other planets.

The old iron-core hypothesis presents several difficulties

1. If this hypothesis is admitted the inference of different

content of iron in planets, already made by Jeffreys in the thirties,
is inevitable. The attempts to ascribe these differences to different

fractionation during the formation process (H. C. Urey, 1952,
1954, 1956, 1960; A. Ringwood, 1959) cannot be regarded as
successful. Insurmountable difficulties remain even within the
artificial schemes proposed by these authors.
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2. When the cold origin of terrestrial planets was established
the formation of the iron core was ascribed to the gravitational
differentiation, which began after the radioactive heating and
softening of the interior of the Earth and planets. But the possibility
of such segregation of iron is doubted by several authors (see f. i.

Lyustikh, 1948).

3. Recently the experiments on the shock-wave compression

of iron (Altshuler and oth., 1958) showed that at pressure existing

in the Earth's core the density of iron is somewhat too great. If we

try to obtain a lower density increasing the supposed temperature

of the core the unacceptable high temperature is needed. (Zharkov,

1960). We can decrease the density of iron without the increase of

temperature, supposing for example the admixture of silicium or

magnesium to the core's matter. But this would mean the rejection

of analogy with iron meteorites, which is one of the main arguments
in favour of the iron core hypothesis.

4. The melting temperatures of iron and silicates at high

pressures are such that the iron core hypothesis is unable to combine

the solid state of the Earth's mantle with the liquid state of its core,
which is needed to explain the magnetic field of the Earth.

The alternative point of view on the nature of the Earth's
core is represented by the Ramsey's hypothesis. The analysis of the

densities of terrestrial planets based on Ramsey's hypothesis leads
to almost common composition of Venus, Earth, Mats and Moon,

and all difficulties of the iron core hypothesis mentioned above do

not rise (*).
But the real existence of the phase transition in rocks at the

pressure of about 1.5.106 atm. has no direct confirmation. Calcu-

lations for MgO by Trubitsin (1958) as well as experiments by

(*) The high density of Mercury remains properly unexplained. As was
already mentioned (Levin, 1957) it is probably due to the formation of
Mercury from particles most heated by the Sun or even condensed under the
conditions of higher temperature. Unfortunately a thorough study of the
chemical evolution of the protoplanetary cloud remains still lacking.
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Altshuler and Kormer (1961) on shook wave compression of dunite
failed to give a phase transition at this pressure.

However the present author is not inclined to regard these
results as final. Comparing the difficulties of the iron core hypothesis

with the merits of Ramsey's hypothesis he continues to support the

latter.

The analysis of densities of giant planets shows that with any

existing variant of equation of state for hydrogen its content

TABLz 1

Mean Mean
Mass Diameter Density

k m g/cm'

Planets:

Mercury 0,0543 4 800 5,6 - 0,2
Venus 0,8136 12200 5,11
Earth 1 12 742 5,516
Mars 0,1069 6 760 3,95
Jupiter 317,38 139 400 1,34
Saturn 95,03 115400 0,70
Uranus 14,6 48 200 1,48
Neptune 17,2 45 800 2,06
Pluto 0,03 -+'0,7 6 400 + 12 700 ?

Satellites:

Earth : Moon 1 3 476 3,34
Jupiter : I. Io 0,95 3 470 3,2

II. Europa 0,64 3 100 3,0
III. Ganymede 2,09 5 000 2,4
IV. Cailisto 1,19 4700 1,6

Saturn : I. Mimas 5,14.10-' 500 0,6 -[0,2
II. Enceladus 1,14.10-' 570 0,9 - 0,3
III. Tethys 8,65.10-' 900 1,7 ± 0,3
IV. Dione 0,015 850 3,4 0,3
V. Rhea ? 1400
VI. Titan 1,886 4 850 2,3
VII. Iapetus 0,025 1 330 1,5

Neptune : I. Triton 1,88 3 770 4,9
II. Nereid 4,7.10-' 300 2,4
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diminues monotonously from Jupiter to Neptune. It is no reason to
connect this change with the differences of masses of these planets.
Obviously it is due to differences in their distances from the Sun.
A tentative explanation was presented some years ago (Levin, 1957).

For the further more refined analysis of densities of planets
the most reliable values of their masses and radii must be used.
S. Kozlovskaya compiled a review of all determinations and deduced
the most probable values, which are given in Table I with corres-
ponding values of the mean density. The full review will be

published elsewhere.

II.

In the analysis of thermal histories of planets as in the analysis
of their densities a comparative study of related bodies gives much
advantages.

For terrestrial planets their internal temperature at the end
of their formation was low and was determined mainly by the
radiogenic heat, generated during the formation. Only in the more

massive planets - Earth and Venus - some additional increase

of temperature was caused by the compression of internal parts
under the weight of accumulating outer parts. But even for these

planets the heat output by the shocks of planetesimals from which
they were formed was very small (Safronov, 1959).

Radioactive elements form only nonvolatile compounds, and
therefore their content in all terrestial planets must be almost
the same. The heating of these planets must be similar (if we

neglect the differences in the outflow of heat to the outer space),
but nevertheless their thermal histories were different. It is due
to the differences in their internal pressures, which cause differences
in the melting temperatures.

On fig. I the curves of the melting temperature versus radius
are drawn for the Earth, Venus, Mars and Moon. The calculations
by Uffen (1952) and Zharkov (1959) based on the quantum theory
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of solid bodies and on the analysis of seismic velocities give for
the Earth's mantle substantially different curves (*). These curves
were recalculated for the mantle of Venus and Mars (in the latter
the mantle embraces almost the whole planet) assuming that even
in the upper mantle of the Earth the curves by Uffen and Zharkov

t'C !Melting temperatures

07000
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500- .5000

4000. 9 4000

F d
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, ° ° ° . ....... °. . . . ... .. ° °.. . .. °.. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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(0 0.9 Qd o.7 0,6 4,5 Qý 0,3 42 0 fr o

Fig. I

are determined by changes of pressure and not of chemical compo-
sition. The melting curve for the Moon is based on the experimental

data for dunite. For the Earth's core the melting curve for iron

according to Zharkov (1959) as well as his curve for metallized

silicates (Zharkov, 1962) are given. These both curves are recal-

(*) The curve by Uffen was improved by Zharkov and in addition he
obtained a new curve using a different method of calculations.
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oulated also for pressures existing in the core of Venus. For a small

Martian core, whose dimensions are badly known, only the melting

curve of iron is given.

The calculations of radiogenic heating of the Earth and

planets (see, for example, Levin and Majeva, 1961) show that in

the internal parts of such great bodies the changes of temperature

along the radius are small, i. e. that the internal parts are almost

isothermic. The absolute values of the temperature of these parts

are determined mainly by the assumed content of radioactive

elements.

In the Earth, on the boundary of the core the melting point

of iron lies for 6000 higher than the melting point of the mantle

according to Zharkov and only 2000 lower than its melting point

according to Uffen. For a molten state of the outer core up to the

boundary of the inner core a temperature of about 60000 is needed

(for an iron core), but at, this temperature the whole mantle would

be also molten. However it is not so. In the case of metallized sili-

cates a temperature of about 20000 is enough for a molten state

of the outer core and at this temperature the mantle remains solid.

Only at the depth of about 0,1 of the Earth's radius the temperature

curve turns to be close to the melting temperature, which indeed

is needed for a gradual smelting of the crust from the upper mantle.

It must be added that such temperature of the Earth's interior

corresponds to a most probable content of radioactive elements.

At the temperature of about 20000 the core of Venus, if

composed from metallized silicates, must be molten up to the

centre. In the upper mantle of Venus the conditions must be

similar to those in the Earth and therefore the formation of the

outer crust must proceed in a similar way.

For the study of the thermal history of Mars the choice

between the two variants of the melting curve for the mantle is

of importance : if Uffen's curve is correct then at the temperature

of 2000-30000 the central parts of Mars remain solid, but the

outer part is molten ; if Zharkov's curve is correct the wholeMartian
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interior was sometimes molten and has undergone a physioo-
chemical and gravitational differentiation similarly to what has
probably occurred in the Moon. The melting of the whole interior
of Mars, or at least a total melting of its upper mantle must lead
to a relatively rapid completion of differentiation, i. e. to the
completion of formation of the outer sialic crust similar to the
Earth's crust. Since a sialic matter when completely differentiated
can amount to 10-15 % of the total mass of silicates (Vinogradov,
1959, a, b) the thickness of Martian crust can reach 40-60 km.

The existence in Mars of a small dense core (Bullen, 1949, 1957)
can be most easily explained by the gravitational differentiation
of iron. This explanation gives an argument in favour of the
melting of the whole interior of Mars, i. e. in favour of Zharkov's
melting curve for the mantle. But the data on the melting curves

of some minerals are in favour of the curve by Uffen.
In the Earth (and in Venus) the temperature only approaches

to the melting curve at the depth of 500-1000 km and therefore
the formation of the crust has a long durable character. On the
Earth the formation of the crust continues till now at almost
constant rate without obvious signes of slackening. The associated
tectonic movements and orogenic processes are going on now with
about the same intensity as hundreds of millions years ago.

The internal parts of Mars, owing to its smaller dimensions,
as compared with the Earth, and greater collection of radio-
active elements into the outer crust, must be already cooling, and
the formation of the crust has already finished.

Mountain chains of the Earth's type are lacking on Mars and
there exist only highlands. Their absence is often explained by
an accidental coincidence of the present time with the epoch of
temporary slackening of Martian tectonic processes. One refers
to the existence of such epochs in the geologic history of the Earth.
However the synchronism for the whole Earth of the slackening
and resumption of tectonic processes is unproved and even seriously
doubted. Another possible bxplanation for the absence of mountains

on Mars can be proposed : climatic conditions on its surface are such
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that the weathering proceeds much rapidly than on the Earth and
therefore mountains are destroyed before they become high. But
the above conclusions on the evolution of Martian interior give

good reasons to admit as a most probable cause of flatness of the
Martian surface the weakness or a total absence of modern tectonic

movements.
Only few can be said on the thermal history of the giant

planets. In these planets the gravitational energy liberated in
their formation process caused them to be initially hot. (The ter-
restrial planets rapidly lost this heat into space). This is manifested
in the density distribution of the main Jovian satellites, which
is similar to the distribution of planetary densities caused by the
solar radiation. How high was the initial surface temperature of the

giant planets and how did proceed their subsequent cooling require
further investigation.
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4. - JUPITER : CHEMICAL COMPOSITION,

STRUCTURE, AND ORIGIN OF A GIANT PLANET (*)

E. J. OPIK
Armagh Obevatory, Northern Ireland

and
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

A comprehensive analysis is made of the observational and

theoretical information regarding the composition, structure, and

origin of Jupiter, viewed as a cosmogonic test case of a giant planet.
With a polychromatic radiative-equilibrium temperature of

112 ± 2 OK, based on the radiative properties of ammonia and

methane as the chief radiators, the occultation of a Arietis yields a

mean molecular weight of i± = 4.3 ± 0.5 for Jupiter's atmosphere.
The combination of the optical properties of Jupiter's disk with

spectroscopically determined abundances of molecular hydrogen,

methane and ammonia leads to probable percentages of molecules

in Jupiter's observable atmosphere as follows :

Molecule He H2 Ne CH, A NH*

% 97.2 2.3 0.39 0.063 0.042 0.0029

This gives another independent value of the mean molecular

weight of IA = 4.02, in fair agreement with the occultation value.

Free nitrogen is excluded by considerations of chemical

equilibrium. CO must be completely reduced to CH, and HO,

whereas water is snowing out and cannot appear above Jupiter's

cloud level. The solid ammonia hypothesis of the clouds is strongly

supported. The temperature at cloud top is 1560K, and the probable

pressure 11 atmospheres.

(*) This research was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Grant NsG-58-60. The full paper, about 80 pp., is scheduled
for publicasdwL •n No. 3 of Icarus, autumn 1962.
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From radiometric observations, as well as from the independent

evidence of the temperature of the ammonia clouds, an internal
heat supply for Jupiter is indicated, of the order of 1.2 x 104

erg/cm'. sec or 1.6 4- 0.4 times the solar input. For Saturn the

internal heat supply is of the order of 4 x 100 erg/cms. see, almost
the double of solar input.

If the bulk of Jupiter's mass is solid hydrogen, its atmaspheric
composition is very different.

Escape and diffusion processes from a rotating pre-planetary
nebular ring, as well as from planetary exospheres are analyzed
and numerically evaluated. These processes, of neutral as well as
ionized gas, are utterly inadequate to account for any significant

differentiation of composition on a cosmic or planetary scale.
It is shown that differentiation by condensation of solid

particles, especially snowing-out of hydrogen from the nebular ring,
is quantitatively adequate to achieve concentration of hydrogen

in the core of a Jovian planet, as well as to lead to the subsequent

accretion of a helium atmosphere.

The solid hydrogen-helium model of Jupiter's internal structure
is shown to be the only one in harmony with observation and
theory.

The alternative of a gaseous sphere of heavier elements

(C-N-O) is examined and shown definitely to contradict crucial
observational data, especially surface temperature which should

then be of the order of 104 deg K. Such a sphere would rapidly
cool by convection and become a solid-degenerate body of much
higher density than that of Jupiter.

The bulk of Jupiter's mass could have originated either

directly by accretion of hydrogen snow from the ring, of course
vaporizing before reaching the surface of the planet maintained
at a temperature of the order of 3000-4000 OK; or through an
intermediate stage of a gasball, contracting through convectional
co-ling. Cooling by radiative and conductive transfer is far too
slow for gasballs of Jupiter's mass.
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PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS

1. From the combination of the available spectroscopic,
radiometric and photometric evidence, including the occultation
of a Arietis, it is concluded that the w *n constituent of Jupiter's
atmosphere is helium, with molecular hydrogen coming next.
The mean molecular weight of the atmosphere is close to 4.0.

2. The radiative equilibrium in Jupiter's atmosphere is
chiefly governed by ammonia, and to a lesser extent by methane.

3. Radiometric and spectroscopic data consistently indicate
an internal heat supply for Jupiter of (1.2 - 0.3) >x 104 erg/cm 2. see
at the planet's surface, or by about 60 per cent greater than the
input of solar radiation. The figure follows independently from

direct measurements of the infrared radiation, and from the vapor
pressure and temperature of the radiating ammonia layer. For
Saturn the internal heat supply is (4.0 ± 0.4) x 103 erg/cm 2 . sec

at the surface.

4. The unusual abundance of helium as compared with
hydrogen in Jupiter's atmosphere cannot be due to selective
escape, diffusion, or any other atomic (ionic) filtering processes
during the planetary or pre-planetary stage. These selective
processes are too slow by many orders of magnitude, and can only

affect the composition of an unmixed outer atmosphere.

5. Because of the necessity of radiating away the excess
energy, neither Jupiter nor any other body of planetary size, of
less than 0.03 solar mass (or 30 times Jupiter's mass), could have
come into being and acquired its present dense state by conden-
sation or accretion of pure hydrogen, or helium, or any other
material in a non-convective gaseous state, during time intervals
of less than 1010 years. However, convective structures of Jupiter's
mass could have cooled off in about 106 years.

6. The most direct and plausible way of building up planets

of less than 0.03 solar mass appears to be accretion from a cloud
of solid particles.
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7. Snowing-out of solid hydrogen from a nebular ring of
extremely low temperature (4 oK) could account both for the
predominantly hydrogenic composition of the bulk of Jupiter's

mass, and the predominance of helium in its atmosphere as a later

acquisition.

8. The solid hydrogen-helium model of Jupiter is to be regarded
as the only plausible structure of this planet, as well as of Saturn.
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5. - THE CONSTITUTION OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE

W. C. DEMARCUS and RAY T. REYNOLDS

Univereity of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky, U. S. A.

1. INTRODUCTION

The compositions of two of the giant planets, Jupiter and
Saturn, seem to be fairly well established if it is assumed that

they are cold bodies. (Ramsey and Miles (1952), DeMarcus (1958))

Consequently if the compositions of Uranus and Neptune could also

be found, subject to the same assumption that they are cold bodies,

a well defined study of the giant planets would be complete.

However it is a conclusion of this paper that results such as

those obtained by Ramsey and Miles and by DeMarcus cannot be

attained for Uranus and Neptune. The reason for this lies wholly

in the fact that these latter planets are much poorer in hydrogen

than are Jupiter and Saturn. At low temperatures and a given

pressure, densities less than a certain value imply a minimum

amount of hydrogen but densities greater than this value can be

attained by infinitely many different mixtures of all the elements.

All reasonable models of Uranus and Neptune have values of density

as a function of pressure which fall in the ambiguous region while

the opposite is true for Jupiter and Saturn. As a consequence of

this fact the philosophy followed by DeMarcus in his investigation

of Jupiter and Saturn has to be modified in order to make any

progress at all. DeMarcus sought to avoid the employment of any

cosmochemical data in order that his results, whatever they might

be worth, might have primary significance. In this paper the requi-

rements of this philosophy have been relaxed to the extent that the

relative proportions of all elements more massive than helium are

assumed* normal *. By definition 4 normal # relative abundances

are those given by Urey and Suess (1956). This particular mixture
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of heavy elements is designated herein by the homely noun, t mud s.
The low temperature equations of state of hydrogen, helium and

mud are then estimated and the compositions of Uranus and Nep-
tune can be assayed, on the basis of assumed models, to the extent
that lines on a tri-linear chart could be marked off near which the
compositions of the planets should fall. Before taking up this
principal phase of this paper however it was of some interest to
see how nearly Neptune and Uranus could be fitted by model
planets of pure helium or of pare mud. To these restiieted problems

we now turn.

II. THE MASS-RADIUS RELATION OF HELIUM AND MUD PLANETS

DeMarcus (1959) has given an estimated equation of state of
helium by interpolating between the measured results of Stewart
(1956) at low pressures and a theoretical calculation at high pres-

sures based on an investigation of divalent metals by Raimes (1952).

The OOK isotherm so derived is reproduced in Table I. On the basis
of this pressure-density relation, model planets were constructed
with varying central pressure. The results are given in Table TI and
Figure I.

TABLE I

The Equation of State of 0oK Helium

p(1011 dyne/cm') pgn/cm 3)

.0002 .234

.0010 .323

.0100 .534

.100 .936

.400 1.40
1.00 1.89
4.00 3.16

10.0 4.56
40.0 8.64
80.0 11.41
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Fig. 1. - Theoretical mass-radius curves for planets composed of pure
hydrogen, helium or mud. The small circles correspond to the empirical

values for Uranus and Neptune

TABE IIn
Maas.Radius R"ation for Cold Helium Planets

Mass (10'7 gm) Radius (10- cm)

55.8 2.12
101.2 2.40
166 2.63
194 2.71
303 2.92
392 3.04
461 3.10
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Mud is considered to be a mixture in the proportions by num-

bers of atoms given in Table III.

TABLE III

Compooition of Mud

Element Relative Abundance

C 3.5
N 6.6
0 21.5
Ne 8.6
Si 1.0
Fe 0.60

T.E

NITROGEN "
0(0

N\
>

2

.j 40 6D 8.0 10.0

LOGIo (P/Z "13)

Fig. 2. I- nlustrating the extrapolation of pressure density relations. The
curve T. F. is the equation of state of nitrogen calculated by the Thomas-
Fermi method. The main curve represents measured values of volume as
function of pressure in its solid portion while the dashed portion is the
extrapolation used in this paper. The units of volume and pressure are those
apprupriate to the Thomas-Fermi method for atomic number Z.
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The densities of the pure individual elements were obtained by
interpolating between the experimental resultF. of Bridgman or
Stewart and the Thomas-Fermi Equation of state. Figure II
illustrates the interpolated equation of state for nitrogen. Assu-
ming that the molar volumes are additive, the density pm of cold
mud at any pressure is then given by

wherein wj is the mass fraction of the ijt constituent and pi is the
density of the iP constituent at the given pressure. The equation

of state so estimated is displayed in Table IV.

TADLz IV

Equation of State of Cold Mud

p(1012 dynes/oem') p(gm/om')

0.01 1.97
0.04 2.18
0.10 2.49
0.40 3.29
1.00 3.99
4.00 5.87

10.00 7.89

The densities of Mud as a function of pressure are fairly well

fitted by the equation

Ps = 6.85 + 50p

where p is in units of gm cm-3 if p is in units of 10"2 dynes/cms.
Consequently the mass-radius diagram of mud planets can be
deduced from the Emden Polytrope of index 0.5 (For details on the

procedure see DeMarcus 0959, p. 422). The tmass radius relation
of mud planets thus obtained is also displayed in Table V and
Fig. I. Figure I also contains points representing the masses and
radii of Uranus and Neptune. From the figure it can be seen that
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TABLE V

Mass-Radius Relation of . Mud , Planets

Radius (10' cm) Mass (1021 gin)

.655 2.77

.856 7.21
1.08 17.9
1.28 36.2
1.74 148.2

a model planet of Uranus can he constructed of almost pure helium

but that Neptune requires at least a sizeable admixture of mud. Of

course, as will be shown below, Uranus could equally well be fitted

by a model made up of a mixture "f -*n:d and hydrogen since the

density of helium can always bW matched by a mixture of mud and

hydrogen.

III. MODEL ?I.ANETS OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE

The values adopted for the physical parameters of Uranus

and Neptune are given in Table VI. The quantity I/MR2 is the

ratio of the mean moment of inertia to the product of mass and

TABLE VI

Mechanical Data for Uranus and Neptune

I Uranus Neptune

Mass (10"1 gin) 86.0 102.8
Mean radius (km) 23,700 21,500
Mean density (grn/cm') 1.56 2.47
Ellipticity 0.06 0.017
Period (hr) 10.8 15.7
I/MR- 0.34 0.30
J .0074

Sources : Masses and Radii, Kuiper (1952); dynamic ellipticity and
J for Neptune, Brouwer and Clemence (1961) ; rotational periods and visual
ellipticity for Uranus, Allen (1955); I/MR2 estimated from Radau.Darwin
approximation.
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squared radius of the planet and would be 0.40 if the planets were

homogeneous. The quantity J is a measure of the departure of the

external gravitational potential of the planet from spherical sym-

metry. Explicitly the external gravitational potential is assumed

to be
v- M [1_(2) (J])

-- " ~ r r3 r/P2 (00sT) +..

where G is the gravitational constant, M the mass of the planet,

a the equational radius of the planet, r the distance from the center

of mass of the planet, yp is the co-latitude and P2 (•) is the Legendre

polynomial of order 2 normalized so that P 2(1) = 1.
The ellipticity e of the surface, (a - b) /a) (where b is the polar

radius), is given by numerous authors, for example Spencer-Jones

(1954) as

J+ ý m
with

3W2

Here p is the mean density of the planet and w is its angular speed

of rotation The moment of inertia can then be estimated from the

Radau-Darwin approximation

I 2 4 /5m
MR2 3 5 2

A possible model of Uranus or Neptune must have a density

distribution p(r) defined for 0 < r •< R where r is the planetary
radius and moreover must satisfy the two conditions

tR

M 474 r~p(r)dr

=87RI= --- f.3 r~p(r)d~r

It is also customary to add the extremely plausible condition that

dp/dr < 0 for 0 :_ r s R i. e. the density must not increase with

radius. These three conditions are not enough to determine the
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density distribution completely but the combination does markedly

decrease the flexibility of choice from the case where the mass
alone is given.

In this paper, four models of each planet have been considered.
These are two and three shell models plus a Laplace model and

another model, recently discovered by DeMarcus, which shares with
the Laplace model the welcome circumstance that Clairaut's

equation for the ellipticity can be integrated in closed form.

A. Two Shell Models.
These models have only two different values of the density

p(r) = p if 0 <r < PRand p = p, ifP3R < r RwithO < P < 1.
The mass is given by

M = 47 RI[p. + '(pc - p.)]3

and their moment of inertia by
I=879

I 1 RI [p + p"5(pc - p.)]
15

The mass and moment of inertia thus serve to fix only two of the

necessary three parameters. In this investigation we have arbitrarly
set p. = 1 gm/cm' in order to obtain definite models. The pressure
p(r) as a function of radius is then obtained by integrating

dp/dr = - g(r) p(r)

where g(r) is the local acceleration of gravity at the surface of mean

radius r.

B. Three Shell Models
These are defined by p(r) = Pi if 0 < r < PLR, p(r) = p2

if PR < r < PR and p(r) = ps if P2R < r < R

for which
47w

-. 47c R, [PS + PS(PS,- pS) + P, (PI -- P)]
3

I T5 R6 [pa + 4(P, - PO) + P(P - P2)]
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All five parameters are determined from the two preceding relations

by arbitrarily setting ps = 25 gm/om', P, = .20 and P, = 1 gm/cm'.
The pressure is determined as before and the somewhat cumbersome
expressions are not reproduced here.

C. The Laplace Models.
These are defined by assuming

p(r) = pc(sin kr/kr)
which has two adjustable parameters, the central density p, and the

parameter k which is a reciprocal length.
Consequently fixing the mas and moment of inertia uniquely

defines a density distribution for a model planet and again the

pressure can be calculated at every level.

D. D(P) Models.

In this paragraph let r = PR, p(r) -= P8(P) where -h is the

mean density of the planet to be modeled and R is its radius.
Then these models have densities given by

(1 + a)'l exp Ia(1- -p2) -

(I + aP2)'t,

The pressure is then found to be given by
479

p = -- G R' [(l, a) -- (,a)]

with

-(P, a)+=)-exp, a(l -A2)~
6 1, +1~

3 a 12 a [ 2 AT

In the preceding expression, Es(z) in the usual exponential integral

defined via

E X)f 5du
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With the exception of the three-shell model, the preceding
models all share the happy circumstance that the ellipticities they
would assume when rotating with angular speed c 3an be worked
out in closed form. For the two shell model and the Laplace model,
the relevant formulae can be found in Darwin (1877, 1900). For the
D(P) model one of us has recently found

5
i M

2+a
2+a

with
3COS

pa being the mean density of the planet. The parameter a should
not exceed 2 numerically for a meaningful model since densities at
some values of Pi would be negative.

IV. ESTIMATION OF CoMPosIToIs

The employment of one of the preceding models furnishes an
estimate of the pressure and density at every point within the
planets Uranus and Neptune. Bounds on the compositions at every
point in the planet may now be computed under the following
assumptions :

(a) The relevant mechanical data for the Uranus and Neptune
as given above in Table VI are correct.

(b) The heavier elements of the planet have the same relative
abundances as our * mud *.

(c) The equations of state of helium, hydrogen and mud are
correct at 00K as given in the paper.

(d) The planets are cold i. e. have the same densities at the
pressures in question that they would have if cooled to the absolute
zero of temperature.
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(e) Partial molar volumes of a mixture of hydrogen, helium
and mud are additive.

(f) Hydrostatic equilibrium holds throughout each planet.

At a given point in the planetary model where the density is
p and the pressure p the following relation then holds

1 W+ WS W3

P PH Ps, P.

where w,, w. and W3 are respectively the fractions by mass of
hydrogen, helium and mud and p., PH,, p. are the 'densities of
hydrogen, helium and mud at the pressure p. Naturally this relation
makes sense only if Pn < P < p. which is the case for the models
considered herein. A second relation for the mass fractions follows
from their definition

W, + wI + wS + 1
These two relations between the mass fractions are not sufficient
to determine them. However limits can be set on the mas fractions.

For example w, cannot exceed

max w1 W (= '-- P)
P 'PIPH

which is obtained by setting w. = 0. Also w, cannot be less than
the larger of the two numbers 0 and

PH ( Pfe - P)

P PH, - PH)

Consequently, a minimum and a maximum value of w,, can be
obtained at every level and the corresponding minimum or maxi-
mum value for the total mass fraction of the whole planet is obtai-
nable by summing over all levels in the planet. The minimum value
of w, is 0, for helium can always be simulated by an appropriate
mixture of hydrogen and mud. The maximum possible value of
wS is

PH. (Pm - P)
max wS = p > pH,

P (P- - PH,)
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or

max w2 = PH) P <
P (PH. -- P)

The results obtained in this way by using the model planets des-
cribed in this paper are given in Table VII and Table VIII.

TRaI VII

rErmi Hydrogen Man Practione

Uranus Neptune

Model - Max W. min W. Model IMax tot w in W~f

2 Shell .236 .060 2 SheUl .137 .038
3 Shell .250 .101 3 Shell .15 I .031
Laplace .232 .035 Laplaoe .140 .oo
D(P) .231 031 D(A) .142 .000

TABv~z VII

Maxirmm Helium Ma. FPracion

Max W,.

Model Uranus Neptune

2 Shell .810 .432
$ 8Shell .710 .550
Laplat .949 .616
D(A) .926 .637

We thus conclude, on the bais of the stated assumptions, that
Uranus and Neptune have a much smaller fraction of their man
attributable to hydrogen than do Jupiter and Saturn. In fact it
would seem that Uranus cannot be more than about 23 % hydrogen
by mans while Neptune cannot be more than about 14 % hydrogen

by man.
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V. DscussioN OF E oas

To give some idea of the importance of the assumptions which
have been made, re-evaluation of (w,)in has been done when some

of the assumptions were changed. Table IX below shows the effects
of these changes on the maximum hydrogen mass fraction.

TAB,.u IX

Ohanget in do Maximum Man FPraion of Hydrogen Due to Change.
in ah Fundamenl Assumption8

Change in Aasumptions Change in (WH) max

Uranus Neptune

Densities of hydrogen assumed 5 % maller than
values given by IDeMarcus -. 013 -. 007

Density of helium assumed 5 % larger than given in
Table I 0.0 0.0

Density of mud assumed 20 % larger than given in
Table IV .023 .033

Radius of planet assumed 1 % smaller than given in
Table VI -. 006 -. 007

Moment of Inertia assumed to be 0.25 MRB -. 0
Moment of Inertia assumed to be 0.40 MRB .030

The reader may infer the effects of some other errors not wen-
tioned explicitly in the Table above. For example the fact that the

temperatures are not absolute zero lowers all densities from the

absolute zero values assumed. But estimates of the effects of the

density changes are given above and the reader may form his own

opinion as to the magnitude of the temperature error. A similar set

of calculations has been made for the changes in the maximum

helium abundance following changes in the assumptions. Except

for the change in the densities of helium itself, the effects are all

much smaller than in the oase of the hydrogen abundances. If the

density of helium is raised 5 % with respect to the values given in
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Table I, the respective change in of maximum helium abundances

are -. 004 and ±.047 for Uranus and Neptune respectively.
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DISCUSSION DES COMMUNICATIONS 1 & 5.

J. C. PscxmR (2). - J'ai lu voici quelques ann6es le travail de Parker
expliquant une importante fraction du g6omagn6timne par lee mouvements
convectifs dana le noyau terrestre. Que faut-il aujourd'hui en penser & I&
lumi6re des calculs do Kopal?

H. RoBz (2). - Mr. Kopal a 6tudi6 la convection dans le manteau et
non dana le noyau; do plus, il a'agit uniquement de convection due & trne
instabilitd thermique et l'influence du champ magn6tique n's pas dt6 con-
siddr6e.

J. C. Pzcw (2). - Comment pourrait-on envisager que ces convections
affectent le moment d'inertie de Is Terre? Par ailleurs eet-il possible qu'une
action corpusculaire solaire puisse freiner le manteau sans freiner le noyau?
Cea questions se posont naturellement h qui veut tenter d'interpr6ter Ia
relation 6troite entre rotation torrestre et activit6 solaire mise en dvidenoe
par Danjon.

H. RoBz (2). - L'existence de courants de convection (mati6re moins
dense) et descendants (matibre plus dense) affecte Ia distribution de denmtd
dram le manteau et modifle done lee moments d'inertie do Is terre; il eat
tontefois difficile dana l'6tat actuel do la th6orie de d6finir lea cellulee de
convection les plus stables pour d6terminer l'ordre des moments modifids
par Is convection.

W. C. De MAzcus (2). - Many people think the earth is chemically
inhomogeneous from depth 413 Km down to approximately 900 Kin. Does
not this possibility throw grave doubt on the significance of the equations
you have used?

H. RoBz (2). - Dr. Kopal does not mention any question concerning
this fine structure of the mantle ; certainly, it would be difficult to discuss
rigorously the influence of such an inhomogenuity.

H. E. Suzss (4). - One of the basic questions of Dr. Opik's, and also
Dr. DeMarcus' talk is the mechanism of separation of hydrogen from helium.
We observe in meteorites a separation of He from Ne and No from Ar etc.
that at least in part cannot have been caused by chemical processes. Is
it possible that this separation of the rare gases from each other could
have been caused by a similar process as that which led to a separation of
hydrogen from helium in the outer planets? In the case of the meteorites
slow temperature condensation cannot be an explanation because of the
observed isotope fractionation in No and Ar.

E. J. Opmx (4). - Differentiation of noble gaums and their inotopeslin
meteorites may have been achieved by escape and diffusion pro.esees in
a residual interplanetary nebula, of the order of lO- to 10-12 of a planetary
maw. It could not have taken place at an early stage when the man of a
nebular ring was of planetary order.
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H. SPnmAD (4). - We now may make crude spectroscopic estimates
of the H, atmosphere, and presumably H,/He ratio by number in the Jovian
atmosphere. The partial pressure of molecular hydrogen is compared to

total pressures derived from the line widths of the NH, and CH, lines in
the red region of the spectrum. If the H, and CH 4 and NH. absorptions we
at comparable optical depths, then the H,/atmos. ratio > 3 %. This esti-
mate will be improved shortly.

E. J. Opiu (4). - Dr. Spinrad's estimate is in reasonable agreement
with mine, made by a different method, which gave 2.3 % H,.

C. SAGAx (4). - Your conclusion that Jupiter has an internal source of
radiation energy depends on an estimate of the fraction of solar energy
absorbed. But the bolometric albedo of Jupiter is very poorly known. If

there is substantial absorption by Jupiter in the near infrared, might the

radiative output and input then be equal?

E. J. OPx (4). - The bolometric albedo of Jupiter is somewhat un-
certain on account of the near infrared. This covers about, 40 per cent of the

solar energy spectrum and the uncertainty in albedo must be less than this.
The excess of 160 per cent over solar input cannot be accounted for in this
manner, and much greater is the excess of radiation for Saturn. Both the
giant planets must possess significant energy sources of their own.

J. RdscH. - A propos de cette session, je signale le rdsultat recent

obtenu par H. Camichel et moi-m6me par la discussion de nos observations
lore du passage de Mercure devant le Soleil le 7 novembre 1960. Nous con-
cluons aux valeurs suivantes : diamoAre apparent d la distance uniM : 6"75
0"02; den.* : 5,30 ± 0,04, soit un peu moims que la Terre.
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SECTION II

THE SURFACES AND ATMOSPHERES



6. - COOPARATIONS INTERNATIONALES
POUR L'ATUDE DES PLANtTES:

RAPPORT INTRODUCTIF

AUDouIN DOLLFUS
Obeervnaoire de Paris, Framce

Les diverses communications expos6es durant co colloque
r~sument les travaux originaux effeotu6s par leurs auteurs. Chaque
group. de travail fait usage de sea propres ressources et progress.
dans a& propro sp~cialit6. Par suite, un s6rieux bosoin de coop6-
ration s'est fait aentir entre lea diff6rents Observatoirca et groupes
de recherches. Pour tirer tout le parti des efforts individuels, il
apparaft desirable do mettre our pied des coordinations, des nomen-
clatures unifi6es, des programmes d'observation collectifs, des
centres do documentation.

Lea probl~mes post~s par do tolles ooopdrations sont parti-
culibrement dilicats. He doivent pro, ',I r d'une 6quitable justice,
tenir oompte des divergences d'opimions, does cone6quences poll-
tiques, etc. D'autres 6cueils sont Is WH~IMit par eoxw do proc~dure
ou do discussions, our-organisation ou influences trop pr6pond6ran-
tea. Soul un corps constitu6 international, do tr~s haut nivoau,
universellement reconnu et exp~riment6 par une longue pratique
eaft & m~nie d'entroprendre une telle t&ehe avec une effioaeit6
suffisante. Cot organisme sup~rieur dont I'autorit,6 et 1'exp~rienoe
remontent dej& it. plus do quarante deux ans eat 6videniment
I' Union AstronomiquE Internationale. Do fagon plus partioulibre,
lee problitmes do coordination dans 1'6tudo des planktos mont
assumes par Ia Commission 16 do l'.A.I. * Atude Physique des
Planktes et Satellites s.

Conscionte du tr~s; rapid. d6veloppemont des recherchos
plan~taires au cours des derni~re snn6es, Ia Commission 18 do
M'.A.I. apporto tout mon loin 6, faire face aux bosoins croissants,

A pr6parer los prob1~mee future, h, 6viter tout. rupture ou arise
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et 6, rester disponiblo pour toutes questions nouvelles qui so pose-
raient 6, ele.

Avant d'exposer les projots internationaux d6velopp&s actudl-
lemient sous lee auspices de 1'Union Astronomique Internationale,
jo me propose de r~sumer sommairement quolques-uns des travaux
r6alis&s oes derni~res ann~es par cotte, Commision.

Los probl~mes do ,wmeftclaure surgiront pour Is Premibre
fois on 1956 & propos do I& planu>te Mars. Un. Sons-Commissin
particuiibre a 6t6 oonstitu6 dans le but d'6tablir une nomenclature
martieume internationalement unifi~e. IA travail a 6t6 achevd en
1958 par I& publication do carbes, Jistes de om AlISo recommanda-
tions, disponiblos pour tous lee obeervateurn, et devenues actuello-
mont d'un omploi courant.

Los problbimes do nomonclature et do cartographie se poskrent
do nouveau on 1900 pour Is Lune it I& suite du d6voloppoment
consid6rable does reooerchos lunaires et des dangers inhdrents au
manque do coordination. Vera Ia m6mo 6poque, Is d6couvorte do
nouveaux tolritoirem sur ls face arri~e do I& Lune posa, tn nouveau
problL~mo do nomenclature fort intresant. Ce. questions ont
&A6 niolues Vrim aux travaux: do 1WU.A.I. & l'Assembl6e G&n&rale

do Berkeley en 1961. Un comit6 a W6t galomont oonstitu6 pour
pr6parer leochemin. vers les importants d~voloppoments pr6vus dana

l'exploration lunaire b& venir.
Des programme. inSrniiaonaux d'obaevatione ont dgalemont

606 propoe~s. En particuuier, tine important. campagno d'obsor-
vation do Ia planbte Mars a 6tW coordonndo b& loocasion. does opposi-
tions pdrilidliques de 1964, 1956 et 1958. GrAae sum contributions
financiL'res du Comit6 Ex6cutif et do plusieurs autree organismee,

tine ooop6rstion a pu o'dtablir entre difftents Observatoiree,
particulihroment aux: Atsts-Unis, en France, on Grace, on Italie,

au Japon. St on Afrique du Bud. Plusiours oentain.. do photographios
do Mars ont 6t,6 recuoillieseot groupdes. Plusiours inilliors de meetiree
do polarisation ont dt6 relevdes sur Mars ainsi quo des mesuros
photom6triquos ot des d6torminations photom6triques prdoisee. Les
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rdaultats obtenus par ce gres effort international ont d6j& fait
1'objet de plusiours publications; quelques oonoiusions nouvelles
seront 6galement donn6es au cours do ce oolloque et d'autres
r6sultats deocette large coop6ration seront encore publi~e pro-
ohainement.

Un ph6nom~ne astronomique W'est pr6sent6 le 7 novembro
1960 oomme circonstanco pa~rtiouli~rement propioe b, des observa-
tions coordonn~es. A oette date, I& plan~te Mercure so projeta
devant lo disque solaire. Ce passage fournissait une occasion eocep-
tionnelle do d6terminer do fa~on pr6cise 1e diam~tre du globe do
Mercure primitivement tr~s mal oonnu. La planke so pr~sentait
alors comme tin clisque noir sur fond brillant do I& photooph~re
solaire. Troia proe~d~s do mesures ont Wt recomman-l66 & 1., Com-
mission: aveo micrombtre A fils - avec microm~tre A double image
- par photom6trio & travor. un diaphragme oirculaire dont lo
diam~tre eat 146g~rement sup6rieur b, cola do Is plan~to, alter-
nativement centr6 sar 'inmago et Is, plan~to ou our ine, r6gion
voisine du disque solaire.

Dix observatoires particip~rent A oes observations. Six d'entre
eux ont Pu recneillir des donn&es, les quat-e autres ayant eti un
ciel couvert. Le r6sultat des mesures donne pour le diam~tre do
Mercure Is valour 6"63 ± 0"07 ; Ia pr6cision ateint 1 %. Les
obqervations ant~rieures pr6sentaient des d6saccords d'au momns
5 %. Ces r~sultats seront, oommuniqu~s damn l'un des prochains
num~roe do ]a revue * Icarust..

Un autre objet deocoop6ration fut Ia d6couverte en avri 1964)
d'une tacho brillanteosur 10 disque do Saturne , Is, latitude 6lev~o
do + 550. Ce ph6nom~ne eat tr~a rare. La, circonstanco impr6vue,
fournit Is, premi~re poesibilit6 d'umo d6termination pr6cise do Is
p~riode do rotation do I& plan~to & cetto, latitude dlev6e. LA Com-

mission & demand6, par l'intovm6diairo des Ciroulairee do M'.A.I.,
quo does observations do passago au, m6ridien soient rolov6ee. Au
momns neuf Observatoires ont envoy6 des mesures utilisables, et
I& p6riode do rotation r~sultante a Wt trouv6o do 10 h 39m, 9. La
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mani~re dont Ia tache briliante s'est d6sagr6g~e a Pu 6galement

6tro prdois6e.
L'un des buts d'un organe do ooop~ration internationale doit

ftre aussi de recomniander des inatrumenM* d'obwevoaiox nuveaux

ert do lee rondre accessible. stir observateurs disponibles pour
partioipor aux programmes collectif..

Dour apparoils ont 6t6 sp6oialoment 6tudi6s dans, oe but par

Is Commission pour l'1tude Physique des Plan~tes do 1'.A.I.

Le premier eat un polarimi*re viauel de LIjot. Cot instrument
a pciur but do reoueillir visuellement des mesures polarim~tiquos
avec tine pr6oision aussi dlev6e quo 1/1000, stur do petite. r~gions

do 1-t surface du disque des plankes. Le disque plan~taire apparat
stri6 par des franges d'interf6rence ; l'observateur 6galise le con-

tradte de cos frangos sour Is region du disque qu'il a choisi, pour

dour positions alternatives d'une manette. Ces polarim~tres mont
construits par Ia soci~t frangaise Jobin & Yvon. Lee Observatoires

dont voici I& list. sont pourvus de tels instruments ou le moront
trbs prochainement et peuvent do Ia sorte participer & des pro-
grammes ollectif. Meudon (France) - Ath~nea (Gr~ce) - Naini
Tal (Indes) - Kwasan (Japon) - G~nes (Italie) - Harvard
(U.S A.) - Tucson, Arizona (U.S.A.) - Jot Propulsion Laboratory,

Californie (U.S.A.).

Lo second instrument est tin microna4~re biri!fringent. Cot
appareil est baa6 our un principe nouveau 6tudi6 6, l'Observatoiro

do Meudon ; il est reproduit en plusietirs exemplaires, par I& Soci&td

R. Danger. Quatre instruments sont actuellement en usage. Le
but out do permettre 1'utilisation do Is technique do Is double

image avec does tdlescopes do grand diamrokr et pour des s6parations
angulaires important... Par suite, le micromktr birdfringent eat
capable do donner des mesures do diambtres plan6taires en plusieuru
longuours d'ondes, avoc tine pr6oision voisine do quelques millibmes

seulement. Des d6terminiations do diam~tres ont Wt rdalisdos aui
Pic du Mfidi depuis ddjh dir ama avoc le prototype do oet instrument,
Is .ensibilit6 avoisinait 3/1000. Des observations plus nombreuses
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seraiont oncore n~coauaires ot pourront 6tre reoueillios dans diff6-

mintes autros stations.

Nous allons maintenant examiner los programmes coliectifs
d'obwevathon photo gahiqwe d& Vbiua en lunmi~e tdtra-viokeffe
actueliement en cours do r6alieation entro le I r mj et le Ilor aoatt

1962. L'objet do cetto ooop~ration oat l'6tude do I& formation,
du moutvement et de I'6volution des nuages, brillants quo l'on pout
d~celer dana l'atmosph~re do Is plankto en utilisant Ia lumi~re
ultra-violette. Uno limite inf6rioure do Is p6riode do rotation du
globe pourra, dgalement 6tre obtonue; les lois qui prdsident aux
mouvements convectifs dana l'atmosph~re de ]a plan~te pourront
peut-6tre atro pr"8o6Me.

Lea photographies reoueillies ohaque jour danm tn seul obser-
vatoire no pormettent pas do r~soudre tin tel probl~me ; l'4volution
des structures atmosph6riques eat Hi rapide quo l'on no pout g~n6-
ralement pas reconnaltre lea formations d'un jour 6, I'autre. Par
contre, Isa coopt~ration entre des Observatoires r6partis sous diff6-
rentes longitudes permet une telle tiche ; elie entraine un pro-

gramme oolleotif international.

Depuis plusietirs ann6es, tin d6but do ooop6ration a Wt d6ve-
lopp4-'ontre l'Observatoire du Pic du Midi (France), Ia station
priv6e do Brazzaville (Congo), l'Observatoiro do l'Universit6 do
New-Mexico (U.S.A.). Ces campagnes d'observation ont permis do
trouver A plusiour8 reprises trois oti quatro journ6es cons6cutives
durant lesquelles des photographies furent reoueillies & des inter-
valles d'environ douze heures. Cos dc~uments seront reproduits
dama I& prochaine publication des Transactions do l'.A.I. II
apparatit avec 6vidence stir oes images quo des formations nuageuses
pouvent 6tre bien reconnues apr~s un intervaile do douze heures ;
par contre, elies le sont tr~s raremont apres vingt quatre heures.
Cepondant, les olioh~s reoueillis sont enoore insuffisants pour
permiettre do r6soudre les problbmes propos6s.

Uno nouvelleocampagne d'obaervation beauooup plus compi~te
Po d6roule actuelloment. Voici Is haste, relevde dana l'ordre des
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longitude. d&Wroimntes, des Observatoires qui partleipent actual-
lomest A oe propaimoe et qui ont aocept do prendro des photo-
graphios ultra-violottes do Vdnus ohaque soirde do beau temps:
Obeervatofre Lick (U.S.A.) - Obeervatoiro Lowell (U.S.A.) -

Station du New-Mexico (U.S.A.) - Observatoire du Pio du Midi
(France) - Obeiervatoire do Mian (htali.) - Station privdo do
Brazzaville (Congo) - Obeervatoire National d'Athbne. (Gr~co) -

lea Obuervatofre du Conoilo Astronomique do l'Acaddmio des
Sciences (TJ.R.S.S.) - Obuervatofre Kwaaan (Japon).

J'aile1 plaiuir do pouvoir prdciser nmamtonant quo cot effort
international s'annonce ddjA comma un muccM. Loruque j'ai quittA
Is Franoe pour a@sister & os colloque, j'dtais ddji inform6 qu'au
momns 80 clichds ont Wt ridali& depuis le ler mai. Au momns 54 cli-
elide oouvrent I& pdriode du morn do mai souloment. Une premikro
6tude des dates et heures relatives & chaque observation r6v~1e
quo plusieurs pdriodos d'au momns trois journ~es oonsdoutives sont
couvertes par trois images quotidiennes au momns. Par suite, cette
coopdration permettra probablement de rdsoudre plusieurs des pro-
bWines encore inconnus de Is, circulation atmosphdrique do Vdnu8
et de as rotation.

IA derni~ro partie deoea rapport sera oonsaerde aux Cenitrea
Irdnkmatonaux de Doocvm tati tir ~ k8 photo gahies plan&airee.

Dopuis plusieurs anndes, le ddsir a Wt exprim6 fortement
et frdquommont quo soient groupdos dans des Centres do Doou-
nientation les trMe nombreuses photagraphies plandtalres obtenues
depuis 10 ddbut du smbolo dams lea ondroits lea plus divers ot actuel-
loment rdparties clans lo monde entior. Lee 6tudes synoptiques
des planftos conoernant do nombreuses aunnes sont presque im-
possible. b, ontreprendre Si Is documaentation n'est pas disponiblo
clans un mmem lieu do travail. Do plus, dos collections do photo-
graphies, do Wtout pronuibe valour, reouoillies par lea meilleure
epdcialistes. A Is suite do tr~s longues et tr~s pationtes obserations
nocturnes, resteront oomplktement perdues, pour los 6tudeks pland-
taires aussi longtemps qu'ellos demeurerasit des collections, do ndga-
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tifs inoormus d6po~sm dans los archives dos Obsorvatoires oti olies,

firent, prims.
Le projet tr~s important do grouper lee collections do photo-

graphies plandtaires a Wt discut6 aveo beauooup do win durant
le derni~re Assombide Ginkralo do l'U.A.L.; un Comit6 spdcial a
t6W d~uigntS dams co but. Une r~aohition a Wt adopt~e pour aider

Is constitution d'au moins doux Contres do Documentation, dont
l'un serait situ6 on Europe et l'autre aux &tate-Unis.

J'ai lo plaisir do pouvoir faire oonnattre officiellemont aujour-

d'hwi quo 1'emplaoement dos deux Contres do donndes do l'Union
Asftronomique Internationale eat maintonant d&ign6. L'um des

Centres wra b, l'Obmervatore Lowell, Flagstaff, Arizona (U.S.A.),
at l'autro h l'Obeerpatore de Meudon (France).

Le Dr. J. HAU., Directeur do l'Observatoire Lowell, m'a
6crit quo son personnel entreprend actuellement Is tWhe consi-
derablo do reiproduire le tr&s grand nombre do photographies

plan6taires qui ont &A4 recueillies depuis un domi-si~clo dans oette
station afin do lee rendre imm6diatement disponibles & Is con-
sultation do touto permonne int6ress6e par los recherches plan6tairos.

Jo d~uire aussi dormer ici des informations direotes stir le
travail actuellement d6velopp6 au Centre do Neudon avec l'aasis-
tanoe do moe ofllaboratours, ot plus partiouuil~rement do Monsieur
MAwi. Nous avons entrepris do grouper et reproduire tout d'abord

lea photographios oonsaar6es h Is planmite Manm. 1. 108 olich& do
Mars mont actuellement rdunis A Meudon et faciomenrt consmltables.
740 clichos sont reproduits en diapositifa sti vorre, 388 clich~s

sont provisoiremont reproduits sti papior. Cetto tr&s importanto
cofloction provient does Obmervatoires dont voici la liste

- Obeervratore du Pic du Midi (France) :659 olich6s reproduits
sOW verre

- Obwmvatoire Lick (U.S.A.) :130O clichda stir papier
- Oboervatoire de JohanneAbtwg :76 olichd reproduits

sur verre

- Obeeratore Lowel (U.S.A.) :63 fclih~ sour papier
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- Steward Obeertxztorij (U.S.A.) :50 clich6a stir papier
- Obeervatoire Kwaean (Japon) :54 dlich6s sour papier
- Obeervatore Bloemfountein :24 olich6ds stir papier

(Union Sud Africaine)
- Obeervatore Mont Wilion et 21 oicoh6s sour papier

Palomar (U.S.A.)
- Observatoire de Haute-Provence : 5 clich~s reproduits

(France) stir vorre

7 clioh6a stir papier
- Observatoires Yerke8s (U.S.A.),

Mc Donald (U.S.A.), de Stalin grad (URSS)

The National Science of Tokyo 19 clioh6s sour papier
(Japon)

Tous lea clich6s diapositifs stir verre sont class6s et ordonn~s
dans des casiers &. double entree. Uno m~me rang6e do boites con-
tient lea documents montrant. I& planete au cours d'une m~me
opposition, chaque boite successive groupant tous lea cliches8
relatifa 6, un m6me intervaile do longitude du m~ridien central
croissant do 300 en 300 d'une bolte 6, la suivanto. Les rang~es perpen-
diculaires montrent la. plani~te aux oppositions successives. II est
facile do la sorte do comparer tine m~ine r6gion martienne d'une
anm~e 6, la suivante.

Un catalogue d6taiil6 do cette documentation est disponible.

Chaque clich6 report6 dans co catalogue petit 6tre reproduit et
envoy6 sur demancie. Los chercheurs qtii d6sireraient constilter
cette documentation internationale sont les bienvenus 6, l'Obser-
vatoire do Meudon pour tirer parti de cette collection.

Maihouretisement, cetto importanto collection pr~sente encore
des lacunes. Plusieurs series do photographios martiennes n'ont
Pu encore 6tro rendues accessiblos et roproduites. En raison do
l'importance deoce travail, nous cherchons 6. compl6ter cos lacunes
atissi rapidoment qti'il notis est possible. Bien ontondu, le travail
photographique do copies do nombreux dlich~s reste important et

colfttux ; il repri~sente tine chargo dvidonte pour 1'Observatoire
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oonoernd. Quoi qu'il en soit, nous esp6rons que, lee Direoteurs do oes
Observatofres comprendront l'importanoe du probI~me et pourront
apporter leur ooncours, soit on rendant disponibles pour l'Union
.lstranomique Internationale lee collections do, clih6e originaux
n6gatifs recueillis dana leur 6tablissement, wit mgme en oontri-
buant au travail photographique do leur reproduction.

Je me permets de solliciter coo contributions parce quo, le
groupement do, tous les documents photographiquos plant~taires,
existants prend une importance particuli~re 6, l'poque critique
actuelle ott s'ouvre 1'exploration directe du syst~me solafre, et aussi
parce quo tout document manquant ne pout quo r6duire, Ia valour

des 6tudos synoptiques our lea planktes d6jA. si difficiles b, entre-
prendre.
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7. - GENERAL REPORT ON RADIATION TRANSFER
IN PLANETS :

SCATTERING IN MODEL PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

H1. C. VAN De HULST and W. M. IRVINE
Leideni Observa~ory, Leiden, Neaerkmd.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a vast literature on radiative transfer theory. Chan-
drasekhar's book in 1950 was very comprehensive, but work
has continued, and by now we may examine besides numerous
papers and reports at least five bookb for further detailed methods
and results (1) (2) (,) (19) (25). The work of Ueno, consisting of about
20 papers, might also be considered as a book (see for instance (27)).

In front of this pile of achieved work we have asked the simple

question : To what extent is this work helpful in interpreting present

(or future) observations of planets? To our surprise the answer to this

question is still disappointing. There are still many simple questions
to which one would like to have a simple answer, which just is not

available. It turns out that either the question has never been
raised in that form, or the answer has been obtained in principle,
but nobody has gotten around to computing the values of the
required functions.

We feel that there often has been undue emphasis on mathe-
matical method and form of presentation, even in the work of the
professed astrophysicists. In our opinion, a proof of existence or of
convergence may be avoided whenever it is possible to refer to
the perfectly definite physical meaning of the quantities involved.
We think this is legitimate in a study of models aimed at application
to astrophysics. And'more emphasis could still be placed on graphs

and tables as end products, rather than formulae. Much has been

done in this direction for finite plane-parallel atmospheres both

with isotropic and with Rayleigh scattering, but even for these

relatively simple phase functions there still is an uncomfortable
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gap for optical thicknesses in the range 1 < r, < oo. Transfer pro-
blems of 'direct physical importance, say, referring to the radiation
balance and the greenhouse effect, or to polarization of light diffu-

sely reflected from clouds, have often been made with the crudest
mathematics. This could be remedied fairly easily.

In reviewing the data now available we have taken an earlier
review (36) in 1949 as a convenient starting point. In the present
paper, however, our aim has been confined to reviewing the proper-
ties of simple models. We omit a critical discussion of observational
data and any discussion of the physical theory of pressure and
temperature distribution.

The review is grouped under five headings:

II. Nearly isotropic scattering,
III. The scattering diagram of large drops,
IV. The method of sxccessive scattering,
V. Absorption bands,

VI. Variations on the standard problem.

II. NEARLY ISOTROPIC SCATTERING

We include isotropic scattering and Rayleigh scattering in this
section because they both have beei used rather extensively in
transfer theory and because Rayleigh scattering is not vastly
different from isotropic. In particular, we define the asymmetry

factor g for a given particle phase function 0 (coo a) as the weighted
mean of the cosine of the scattering angle with the phase function

as weighting function. That is,

g-- t;c f d (coo a) cos a ) (cos a) (1)

(when necessary, an average over polarizations must be included).
Then g is zero in both these cases. This means that in many model
calculations not involving polarization the results for isotropic

scattering and Rayleigh scattering may be expected to be roughly

similar.
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Two further phase functions have been employed, namely

a. The Rayleigh phase function (Rayleigh scattering ignoring

polarization)

0() 1-(1 + coal a)

We can forget about this possibility now that better data on actual
Rayleigh scattering are available.

b. The phase function

0 (o) = I + X coo s

This has been used by several authors (11) (12) (26) as a test cae

for asymmetric phase functions. This is quite suitable for small
asymmetries. However, the asymmetry factor belonging to this

phase function is
g = x/3

Since x can be at most I (then the backscatter becomes 0), g can

be at most 1/3, which is too small to serve as a test case for scatter-
ing by droplets. For this reason we suggest in section III a phase

function in which g can go all the way from 0 to 1.
About the isotropic scattering itself nothing new of great

importance can be reported. Since the appearance of Chandra-
sekhar's book the X- and Y- functions for finite plane-parallel

atmospheres with r = 0.05 to 1 and various albedo values have

been tabulated (3) (5). In addition, values of these functions are
available for selected values of the albedo a (less than 1) for r,
in the range 1 < T, < 10 (32).

Reference should also be made to the very thorough numerical

results for the H- functions (semi-infinite atmosphere) given by
Stibbs and Weir (m), which includes the approximation by poly-

nomials of the complete set of H- functions

(0 < a < 1, g = 0 (0.05) 1).

Further, a good deal has been done about the firmer mathe-

matical foundation of the methods used (Busbridge's book), as

well as about new methods or new variations on old methods
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(e. g., Sobolev's and Ueno's work). These latter authors consider
radiative transfer as a problem in stochastic theory. None of this

is of particular relevance in the present context.

The transfer of radiation in an atmosphere with Rayleigh

scattering has always been considered as a master problem. In it

the mathematical complexities arising from anisotropic scattering

and from polarization are combined, and a direct test can be found

in the blue daylight sky.
A complete solution was first given by Chandrasekhar in

several papers in 1946-47 and repeated in his book Radiative

Transfer. Theoretical novelties since that time are Lenoble and
Sekera's discussion of the correction for curvature in a spherical
Rayleigh atmosphere (20) and Mullikin's more careful evaluation

of the restraints to be placed on the solutions of the integral
equations (29). Full tables concerning the illumination and pola-

rization of the sunlit sky by Chandrasekhar and Elbert appeared

in 1954 (4).

Further numerical tables based on the same formulae had in
the mean time been computed under the direction of Z. Sekera
in various reports and papers. Sekera's handbook paper (13) gives

full details. More complete tables by Coulson, Dave and Sekera

have recently appeared (8). This book gives equally extensive tables
on the light emerging from the top of the (planetary) atmosphere,

as it gives on the light visible at the bottom of the (earth) atmos-
phere. Surface aJbedos adopted are A = 0, 0.25 and 0.8 ; optical
depths are rl = 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00. Several

results from these latter calculations have been presented with
comments and graphical illustrations by Coulson in two papers
in 1959 (6) ('). A very useful presentation of these results in the
form of maps has been given in a separate report (24), from which we
reproduce for illustration figure 1.

As a further illustration, which has a direct interest in the

interpretation of now available data, we present figure 2. Here

the degree of polarization has been plotted for a planet in exact
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opposition. The abscissa is tito = V/ - cos (angle of incidence).

All polarizations are negs tive, which means that the plane of electric

vibration is in the prime meridian (in the plane containing the

normal and the direction of incidence). That this must be so can

readily be seen for a thin atmosphere above a black surface (A = 0)

viewed in an oblique direction - the primary scattered radiation

has p = 0, but the illumination leading to secondary scattering

comes predominantly from directions giving negative p.

ANO A-0.8
-p -p
.06 06

.06 .06

.04 -. 04

.0- .2- T

1.0 .9 .8 .6 to .9 .8 " .6

Fig. 2. - Degree of polarization near the limb of a planet in opposition cove-
red by a Rayleigh atmosphere. Calculations for two values of the surface
albedo A and five values of the optical depth. Observations (vertical hatching)

by Lyot for polar areas of Jupiter.

The full curves in the left and right figures (,r = o) are the

same as the curve given in Figure 35 of the 1949 review paper (1i).

The observed data show the approximate position of Lyot's
polarization measurements for Jupiter's polar areas (hl).(*) The

curves for finite -r, were constructed from the new tables of Coulson

(5) These correspond to the range of polarization displayed by the four
illustrative examples in Lyot's Figure 14 ; his table X shows that these were
typical. We are grateful to Dr. T. Gehrels for pointing out that Lyot's data
were incorrectly plotted (factor of 2 in the abscissa) in Figure 35 of (is).
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et al. (8). It is to be noted that the polarization for r- = 0.5 and
1.0 exceeds that for a semi-infinite atmosphere if there is no

reflection from the surface. Since the observed albedo of Jupiter is
about 0.73, the curves appear to confirm the tentative explanation
given in (16). The polar areas seem to be covered by a fairly thick
Rayleigh atmosphere (0.5 <, r, 1). Farther from the limb
(r/r0 < 0.8) this atmosphere is considerably thinner, indicating
that the underlying clouds are relatively higher as we approach the
equatorial zone.

The observations suggest a tendency for the polarization to
become positive for r/r. < 0.7. A tendency for positive polari-
zation might arise from two effects.

a. If the opposition is not exact, the primary scattered
radiation is positively polarized. An angle of 1700 instead of 1800
would give p = 0.004 for the primary scattering ; hence this effect
is small.

b. If the surface does not reflect according to Lambert's law
(as assumed by Coulson et al.) but shows limb darkening as seen
from a point within the atmosphere, the radiation which is scattered
once after reflection from the surface is again positively polarized.
This effect may be more substantial.

III. Sc&ATTIrmo DIAGRAM OF LARGE DROPS

The actual scattering diagram of a cloud droplet or aerosol
particle is very complex, even when a distribution of particle sizes
is assumed so that the fiercest intensity peaks are smoothed out.
Nonetheless, we believe that a great deal of useful information
could be obtained by approximating such P. scattering diagram by
means of the simple phase function first introduced by Henyey
and Greenstein (10),

1 (2) gs
4(1 + g2 - 2 g cos a)%
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g iu for this phase function just the asymmetry factor defined by
eq. 1. The g may range all the way from 0 for isotropic scattering
to I for an infinitely narrow forward beam (g may also take negative
values if predominantly backward scattering is considered, such as
occurs for small spheres with a very large refractive index m).

The quantity cos a can, of course, also be defined for the true
particle scattering diagram. It is closely related to the radiation
pressure exerted on the scattering particle, and is in fact given by

-- C~ - cp
0o 0 a = Ce p ,cm

where C..t, C. and CPr are the cross sections of the particle for
extinction, scattering, and radiation pressure (17).

The value of cos a corresponding to the actual scattering
diagrams of particles has been discussed by van de Hulst (17) (14).

A formula expressing cos m in terms of a series involving the Mie
coefficients and valid for spheres of arbitrary size and complex
refractive index is given in sec. 9.32 of reference (is), as are some
approximate results for special cases of this formula. Numerical
results are given for totally reflecting spheres and for very large

dielectric spheres. These last results, which were taken from a
paper by Debye, are reproduced in Table 1.

TABLz I

Weighted mea, of the cooke of the scattering angle for spheres large compared
to dhe wave length

refr. index 0082 y
m with diffraction without diffraction

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.1 0.96 0.92
1.333 0.87 0.74

1.5 0.82 0.64
2.00 0.70 0.40
3.00 0.55 0.10

4.00 0.52 0.04
S0.50 0

1.27-1.32i 0.78 0.14
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For these large spheres half of the scattered light is in the

form of a narrow forward-directed diffraction cone and the question
naturally arises whether this diffration should be included and,

therefore, which of the two quantities y and coso from Table 1
should be used in the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (2).

In some cases it may be best to choose g = y at the same time

taking the scattering cros-section as that due to reflection and
refraction alone thus treating the diffracted light as though it were
unscattered.

The last line of Table 1 shows the effect of absorption in a
large sphere (sec. 14.23 of reference 17). The absorption cuts out
the refracted light, which greatly affects the value of y wherea

coo a is diminished only slightly as compared to the value for m =

1.27.
With diminishing size of the spheres, the diffraction pattern

widens and cannot be distinguished any longer from the reflected

f

2-

Fig. 3. - Dashed curves: Total intensity scattering diagram for droplets
with m = 1.33 and two values of tVas sie s ara meter x = 27na. Solid ourvee:

Huayey-Greenstoin phie. function for g = 0.5 and 0.75.
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and refracted light. In these circumstances it is necessary to use

V = cos a. Numerical data could easily be computed from the Mie
formulae. They are indeed available in the literature, for g is 1/3
of the coefficient A, tabulated in (30) and unpublished reports by
the same authors.

In figure 3 we compare the scattering diagram of spherical
water droplets for two values of the size parameter z = 2n/k
(a = radius) with the Henyey-Greenstein phase function for g = 0.5
and 0.75. It would seem that a value of g slightly less than 0.75
would provide a reasonable approximation to the actual curves

(we have not calculated cos a or y directly from the droplet scat-
tering diagrams). We have also drawn similar curves (not shown)

for a distribution of sizes around the given values of x, based on the
work of Houziaux and Battiau (18). These were not greatly different

from the curves for a single size.

The agreement shown in Figure 3 is by no means excellent.
It is obvious that this could be improved by using a more-parameter

formula. For the moment, however, a qualitative exploration of the
effects of asyrmmetry by the formula (2) with one parameter only

seems preferable.

IV. METHOD OF SUCCESSrv SCATrEBDIG

It is well known (16) that in the case of isotropic scattering

the intensity of radiation in a plane-parallel, homogeneous layer
may be developed as an infinite series, the n-th term of which repre-
sents radiation which has been scattered just n-times. Exactly the
same thing may be done in the case of anisotropic scattering accord-
ing to the phase function (2). Once the incident intensity 1 is given,
we may proceed in order to find $, (the source function for ones-
scattered light), I,, S., etc. We wish to point out particularly
two facts in connection with this method of sucem sive scatering
which seem to have escaped prior notice.

First, let the resulting intensity of the n-times scattered
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radiation in the absence of absorption and for an optical depth

,r, be denoted by I,,, so that the total intensity is

Now let us introduce an arbitrary albedo a for the scattering
particles, and in addition immerse these particles in a homo-
geneous absorbing, but non-scattering, gas. The extinction coeffi-
cient for the atmosphere will then be the sum of three terms :
a, the scattering coefficient caused by the particles ; x, the absorp-

tion coefficient caused by the particles; and x., the absorption

coefficient caused by the gas molecules. Each coefficient may be
defined to have the dimension length-1 (number density times
cross section). We set the ratio of particle extinction to total
extinction equal to p, so that

a . . . (3)

p a +X(4)
a + X + X9

If we now choose the geometric thickness of the atmosphere such

that the optical depth is still r,, we find that the total intensity is

given by

I = (ap)" I, (5)

where I. still represents the functions found for the conservative

case (a =-p = 1). That is, we may express the solution for arbi-

trary particle albedo and absorption coefficient of the gas in terms
of the solution in the absence of absorption, if we use the same

toaW optical depth r1 in both cases. It should be noted that this is
not the situation encountered inside and outside a gas absorption
line, where the tota optical depth will be greater inside the line.

We also observe that only the product ap, which may he
called the effective albedo, enters the equation (5).

The usefulness of this method depends on the rapidity of
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convergence of the infinite series, and the accuracy with which
terms of higher order may be approximated.

Our second point of emphasis is the expectation on physical
grounds that as n --* o, the ratio of successive terms, I,÷ / I.
or S., 1 / S,, approaches a constant • that is independent of angle,
depth in the atmosphere, and of the original source of the radiation
(incident radiation or sources within the layer). I is in fact an eigen-

value defined by just the equation which determines in neutron
transport theory the critical chemical composition of a medium

for it to have a seif-substaining neutron flux (cf. (9)). In the present

case •-- is that value, greater than one, which the particle albedo

would have to assume in order for the newly generated energy to
compensate exactly the losses of radiation taking place at both

surfaces of the layer.

If our intuition is correct, then the factor v is a function of g
and rl. It should be relatively easy for computational purposes to
check when I,I 1 / I. becomes sufficiently independent of angle

and optical depth in the layer so that it repeats at the next n.
From that value of n on, the sum of the series in the method of
successive scattering may be repla3ed by I, /(1 (- 7), the sum of a

geometric series.
We have recently made some preliminary machine calculations

based on the method of successive scattering, both in the case of
parallel radiation incident on a finite atmosphere and for a homo-

geneous distribution of sources within the atmosphere. In all cases
the expectation expressed above has been confirmed. Earlier desk
computations by van de Hulst and Davis (18) for a homogeneous

source distribution also found a rapid approach to a geometric
series. In figure 4 we illustrate all the values of v1 that, to our know-
ledge, have been found for various g and r1. The results for --- = 0.8

and 0.5 are taken from (18), and the other points are new.

If we assume that the I factor exists, then, when the scattering

is isotropic, approximative formulae may be found fairly simply.
Figure 5 is based on such formulae. The lower curve was found by
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taking the ratio of the first to the zeroth order source function,
each averaged over optical depth in the layer ;, for the case of a
homogeneous distribution of sources in the medium and no incident
radiation. The upper curve was obtained on the assumption that
near the top and bottom surface of an optically thick atmosphere
with such a distribution of sources, the source function would be
approximately that of a semi-infinite atmosphere with a constant

net flux.

.9

.7

.6 a a !.

0.5

.3 ,2 -

.2

.1

O .25 5 .75 g 1O

Fig. 4. - Ratio v) between mouoeeaive scatterings as a funotion of optical
depth T, and asymmetry index g. Only the points indicated have been

oomputed.

Figure 6 and figure 7 give some results from our new calcu-
lations for the integrated intensity reflected from a Henyey-
Greenstein atmosphere illuminated by parallel radiation incident
normally.
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Fig. 5. -Ratio -4 between successive scatterings for isotropic scattering.
Approximations valid for small1 r, and for large;T are shown, as well as
two points exactly computed. The absciessa corresponds to a linear scale

of ?i/(1 + TO.
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Fig. 6. - Reflectivity of a Henyey-Greenatein atmosphere of optical depth

- 0.25 for normal incidence and unit particle albedo as a fnoction of the
s mnmetry factor V (Calculated point g c 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75).
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Fig. 7. - Proportion of once-scattered light in the integrated flux reflected
from a Henyey-Greenstein atmosphere of optical depth 'r = 0.25 for normal

incidence and unit particle albedo as a function of g.

V. ABSORPTION BANDS

For a wavelength interval in which the atmospheric parameters

a, g, p, and T, are constant, the inclusion of absorption in the pro-

blem is accomplished very simply (eq. 5). Within an absorption

band, however, these parameters will in general vary so rapidly

that their values at a given frequency cannot be seperately measured
or computed. Only certain averages characteristic of the band as

a whole will be known, and the previous analysis does not apply.

The effect of absorption will be dependent on the length of
path travelled by a beam of light, so that we are led to consider

P,. (1) dl, the probability in the absence of ab8orption that a photon
contributing to I,, ha8 travelled on optical path for scattering between
I and I + dl. If, in addition to this probability the average trans-

mittance 4 (ý) for a geometric path ý at the particular wavelength

interval is sought, the final intensity will again be given by an

infinite series. Each term of the series will be a product of the

intensity of the n-times scattered light in the absence of absorption

I., times a factor depending on the transmittance +, and the

probability for a given patb length P,. This last factor represents the
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attenuation due to absorption. Indicating explicitly the dependence

of the intensity oa optical thickness of the atmosphere r1 and
optical depth within the atmosphere r, we find for the desired

intensity

I (,z) ---- I,. (OZ, Ch) J/i P, (1) + (I/4). (6)

z is the geometric depth of the point of interest and h is the geo-
metric thickness of the layer. Observe that, in contrast to eq. 5,
I and I. are here evaluated for different optical depths, but for the

same z and A.

.6

A

.2

0 1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 8. - Mean optical path travelled by once scattered light reflected from
a Henyey-Greenstein atmosphere of optical depth i, and unit particle albedo

for angle of incidence = angle of reflection = Aro co IL.

If the probability P. (1) is known, we may also find

< = di I P. () (7)

and

<E> 1 .(8)
a m

the mean geometric path travelled by light scattered n times and
this mean for the total intensity, respectively. The latter quantity
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is important in any attempt to determine abundances of molecular

species by comparison of observed absorption lines with laboratory

spectra formed for a known path length.

In order to find the probability of a given optical path P. (1),

we subdivide the intensities and source functions from the method

of successive scattering into contributions corresponding to various I
so that

and

S. J. (1)

P. (1) is then obviously given by the ratio

P. (1) = W. (5) (9)

I.

The successive terms W. (1) may also be found by the method

of successive scattering. In this way we have obtained for reflected
light

P, (1) = -07'W -- e-T•e+("T•f 'ta' < I <T,8' + a (.r - T) (10)

0 otherwise

where

a' = sec (angle of incidence) > 0,
a - sec (angle of reflection) > 0.

From eq. (10) may be found <1>1 = -- <E , the mean optical
path travelled by once-scattered radiation reflected from a oonser-

vative atmosphere. In figure 8 <1>1 is plotted as a function of

optical depth for the case (angle of incidence) = (angle of reflection).

It is seen to be independent of the asymmetry factor g and of

azimuth.
<1>1 approaches unity as r,- or as we approach grazing

incidence.
For light reflected from a semi-infinite atmosphere a general
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expression for P. (1) may be found by equating (5) and (6) at a given
infinitely narrow wavelength interval. The result is extremely
simple,

P. (5) = e-4 I"

which is independent of angle and of the particle phase function in
all orders of scattering. From this result it follows that

<1>, = n

for reflection from a semi-infinite atmosphere.

VI. VARIATIONS ON THE STANDARD PROBLEM

Up to this point we have been considering primarily the
following idealized standard problem. A plane-parallel, homoge-
neous gas, is illuminated obliquely from above by monochromatic
radiation from a distant source. The intensity of radiation I (;, 0, 9)
is sought as a function of optical depth from the top of the layer
to the point considered and of two angular coordinates. This
intensity will also depend upon the angle of incidence 0. and the
parameters characterizing the atmosphere, g, T,, and the product

a p.
For an interpretation of phenomena in planetary atmospheres

several additional variations and complications should be intro-

duced; the manner to cope with these may be judged after the
standard problem has been solved. Among these added compli-
cations we mention

a. A diffusely reflecting surface below the atmosphere. This

does not introduce much of a difficulty, compare (11) or (2).

b. Different scattering patterns for different polarizatic w.

If these could be introduced without appreciably complicating the

form of the expression (2), the work might be approximately
multiplied by r. factor 4 (four Stokes parameters). However, it is
questionable whether this could indeed be accomplished.
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c. Scattering patterns corresponding to actual particles or droplets.

Even if a mixture of sizes is assumed so that the fiercest peaks in

intensity and polarization are smoothed out, the problem would

still seem extremely difficult (compare (17)).

d. Broad-band molecular absorption. See section V.

e. Inhomogeneous atmospheres. Variations of particle size or

composition, particle density, and the ratio of molecular absorption
to particle extinction will occur in most practical applications.

They can be introduced in any solution method at the expense of

more numerical work. A theoretical treatment of this question has

been given by Yanovitskii (2s), who, however, includes no numerical

results.

f. Curature of the atmosphere. This complication may not

often occur together with the nt- i to consider strongly anisotropic

scattering.

g. Local illumination or shadow. If the incident light differs in
any way from a parallel, infinitely extended beam, the radiation

field depends not only on the depth but on two further coordinates

of position in the atmosphere. Such problems occur, for example,

upon illumination by a narrow search light beam, by a point source

close to the atmosphere, or in cases where integration over the solar

disk is required. The solution is bound to be more complex than that

of the standard problem. If such problems are solved, other ques-

tions for instance, regarding the visibility of surface details and the
sharpness of the shadow of a natural or artificial satellite above

the atmosphere, may be answered with ease.

h. Time dependent problems. A beginning in this direction has

been made by Sobolev (35). Much more has been done in the litera-

ture on neutron diffusion.
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8. - GENERAL REPORT

ON PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY

CowmLL H. MAYER
Radio Agronomy Branrc

U. S. Navoa Reearch Labor"t
Waehington, D. C., U. S. A.

Some results of the radio observations of the planets which have

been made over the past few years are well known. For example,

the centimeter wavelength radiation from Venus with a thermal-

like spectrum which suggests a temperature in excess of 5500 K

at the solid surface ; the very intense, burstlike decameter radiation

from Jupiter which appears to come from localized regions which

rotate with a period slightly shorter than the system II period;

and the partially linearly polarized decimeter radiation which comes

from an extended region in the equatorial plane of Jupiter and

which seems to be the radiation of electrons trapped in the magnetic

field. The evidence leading to these results is probably not so well

known, and in the short time available it may be most useful to

mention some of the evidence as well as some of the questions

which need to be answered.

MERCURY, MARS, AND SATURN

First, the few reported observations of the very weak radio

radiation from Mercury, Mars, and Saturn are summarized in

Figure 1. These are the only planets other than Venus and Jupiter

from which radio radiation has been observed. The observations of

Mercury were especially difficult because of the very low intensity

of the planetary radiation and because of the interference from the

much more intense solar radio radiation which was picked lip by

the minor lobes of the antenna reception pattern. The observers,

Howard, Barrett, and Haddock, have derived a value for the tempe-

rature of the subsolar point of about 10000 K from the measurement
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which is higher than the temperature expected from solar heating

and the temperature of 6100K derived by Pettit and Nicholson

from infrared observations. The discrepancy is, however, compa-

rable with the uncertainty in the radio measurement.

RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF MERCURY, MARS, AND SATURN

TA THB

S°K °K

MERCURY 3.45, 0.05 350 Howard, Barrett and Haddock

3ý75 85-foot Reflector, 1960-61.

MtARS 3.15 0.2.1 218 : 50 Mayer, McCullough, and Sloanaker
50-foot Reflector, 1956.

MARS :1.14 0.08 211 t 20 Giordmalne, Alsop. Townen. and
Mayer,
50-foot Reflector, 1958,

SATURN 3.75 •0.04 Drake and Ewen
28-toot Reflector. 1957.

SATURN :1. 1 IV. 106 t 21 Cook. Cross, Bair, and Arnoild
85-foot Rcflt-ctr.i 1960

Fig. 1

The observations of Mars were made near favorable oppositions,

and the observed blackbody disk temperatures at about 3 cm

wavelength are not much different from the estimated average

temperature over the planet. For example, the average radiation
temperature computed by Kuiper is 2170K. This close comparison

supports the interpretation that these waves penetrate the atmos-
phere and some distance into the crust of Mars, although the present

data are insufficient for a definite interpretation. The measured 3 cm
radio emission of Saturn again seems consistent with thermal

radiation from the body of the planet, although the measurements
are sparse.

VENUS

The observed radio radiation from Venus shows several out-

standing characteristics which can best be seen from illustrations,
and the data plotted in Figure 2 summarize the results of the obser-
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vations. At wavelengths near 3 cm, 10 cm, and 21 cm the observed
intensity is nearly twice that which was predicted for the thermal
radiation of the surface of Venus. In spite of this, the observed
dependence of the measured flux density on the inverse square of
the wavelength corresponds to a nearly constant brightness
temperature under the assumption that the size of the radiating
region does not depend on wavelength. The millimeter wavelength
radiation, however, gives a different result. As was originally disco-
vered by Gibson and McEwan working at 8.6 mm, the intensity

RADIO SPECTRUM OF VENUS
900

S800 -

D 700-

(r 600 -
Id

2 500-

400 -

5 300
m! 200-
-J
m 100

O0 - _ _ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.3 I 3 10 30
WAVELENGTH (CM)

Fig. 2

measured at wavelengths near 8 mm and 4 mm is more nearly that
to be expected of a blackbody having the angular size of Venus and
a temperature of 350 or 4000K. The measurements plotted here are
published values or reliable unpublished values from The Lebedev
Physical Institute at 4 mm, 8 mm, 3.3 cm, and 9.6 cm; The Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington at 4.3 mm, 8.6 mm, 3.15 em,
3.37 cm, 3.4 cm, 9.4 cm, and 10.2 cm ; The National Radio Astro-
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nomy Observatory in Green Bank at 3.75 cm, and 10 cm ; and the

Harvard College Observatory at 21 cm.

Another important characteristic of the observed radio
radiation from Venus is the apparent minimum of emission which
has been observed near inferior conjunction and which suggests a
dependence of the radio emission on the phase of solar illumination.
An indication of such an effect was noted in the earliest observations
in 1956, and indications have appeared in most of the more recent

series of observations which have covered a sufficient phase interval.
It has proved difficult, though, to definitely establish the existence

of a phase effect for several reasons. The intensity of the radiation
reaching the earth falls of rapidly on either side of inferior con-
junction because of the increasing distance of Venus, and accurate

observations can be made for only a limited time centered on inferior
conjunction. Further, systematic errors become serious over long
time intervals and limit the accuracy of fitting together measure-
ments made at different times and possibly with different apparatus.

The most complete published evidence for a phase effect is
shown in Figure 3. This is the result of a long series of observations

which were made in 1961 at 10 cm wavelength by F. D. Drake
using the 85 foot reflector at Green Bank. During these observations

a special effort was made to maintain constant calibration and to
minimize systematic errors. These observations indicate a small
minimum in the emission at about 17 degrees after inferior con-
junction and a variation from a minimum blackbody disk tempera-

ture of 5830K to an extrapolated maximum of 6610K. The occur-

renoe of the minimum after inferior conjunction can be interpreted
as an indication of retrograde rotation of Venus.

In addition to the evidence shown here, the observations of
Kuzmin and Salomonovich at 8 mm in 1959 suggested a much

larger phase effect, and the observations made at the Naval
Research Laboratory, Washington near 3 and 10 cm between 1956

and 1959 also suggested a larger effect. Venus was observed exten-
sively during 1961 at both the Lebedev Institute and at the Naval
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Research Laboratory and the results will be presented at this
meeting.

At this time there is no evidence for long term variations in the

radio radiation from Venus which are not connected with the phase
of solar illumination and which might indicate seasonal or rotational
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FROM:
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PUBL. N.R.A.O., Vol. 1, No. 11, 1962.
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effects. The possibility of short time fluctuations has however been
suggested. Most observers have felt that the variability in their
measured intensities of Venus did not differ significantly from the

expected experimental scatter. Recently, though, the obeervers at
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the Lebedev Institute have raised the possibility that their measu-
rements of the 9.6 cm radiation from Venus made in 1961 show

greater scatter than they would expect from experimental effects,

and they suggest that such variability may indicate the existence
of an ionospheric component of the radiation. On the other hand,
the measurements of Drake at 10 cm which were shown were made

over the same period of time in 1961 and apparently show no
evidence for variability, at least not of more than a few percent

above the expected experimental scatter.

A fair amount of observational information on the radio

emission of Venus has now been accumulated, and several of the
general characteristics which were inferred from the earlier and less
complete results have now been verified. The observed spectrum at

wavelengths between 3 cm and 21 cm is consistent with the thermal
radiation of opaque material. The disk of Venus radiating as a

black body at a temperature of between 5500K and about 6000K

would explain the observed intensity of radiation from the dark
hemisphere. The corresponding value for the sunlit hemisphere
can only be estimated firm extrapolations of observations at large

phase angles to be about 6600K at 10 cm and perhaps 500K greater
than this at 3 cm wavelength. The emission apparently drops

suddenly between 3 cm and 8.6 mm. The observed spectrum
between 4 mm and 8.6 mm is again consistent with thermal radia-
tion from opaque material, but this time the blackbody disk
temp:rature is 350 to 4000K near inferior conjunction.

This spectrum could be produced either by thermal radiation
of material at or near a hot solid surface beneath a cooler atmos-
phere which is transparent at centimeter wavelengths but only
partly transparent at millimeter wavelengths ; or of a very exten-

sive ionized atmosphere with a high effective temperature which is

opaque at wavelengths longer than about 3 cm, but transparent
to the radiation of a relatively cool solid surface at millimeter
wavelengths. The main difficulty with the hot surface hypothesis is

to find a way to maintain such a high temperature. Two possibilities
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have been given serious consideration; the greenhouse mechanism
considered mainly by Dr. Sagan and the aeolosphere model of
Professor Opik. The recent work of Dr. Spinrad gives other evidence
of high temperature in the atmosphere of Venus which lends
additional support to the hypothesis that at least a large part of
the observed radio radiation is the thermal emission of a hot solid
surface.

The main difficulty with the ionosphere hypothesis is to find
a way to maintain an ionized region dense enough to be opaque to
such a short wavelength as 3 cm. Densities of the order of 10' cm-3

are required. The results of the recent radar observations are also
difficult to reconcile with such an ionosphere. The possibility of

non-thermal emission has also been considered. The radiation of
electrons trapped in the magnetic field of Venus does not seem at

all promising as an explanation of the observed spectrum, and
attempts to detect a linearly polarized component of the radiation
have given negative results. A suggestion has recently appeared

in the literature that the conversion of energy incident on Venus
to radio radiation through discharges between charged particles
about I mm in diameter could account for the observed radio

radiation. It appears that much more work is necessary before this
suggestion can be evaluated.

It is hoped that space probe measurements will soon help to

answer the questions about Venus, but in any case radio observations
from the earth should be able to settle the question of variability,

determine the phase effect, fill in the spectrum particularly the
important transition region between 8 mm and 3 cm, and search
at longer wavelengths for evidence of non-thermal radiation and
effects of the ionosphere of Venus. With these questions answered
the explanation of the radio emission of Venus should be much less
difficult.



JUPITER

The observations of Jupiter in the decimeter wavelength
region have produced qsetacular results in the few years since
1958 when Sloanaker's observation of an unexpectedly high
intensity at 10.3 cm stimulated interest in the radiation at theme
wavelengths. The identification of a non-thermal component of the
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Fig. 4

decimeter radiation followed, and the spectrum in Figure 4 illus-
trates a possible separation of the thermal and non-thermal com-
ponents based on the assumption of thermal radiation at 130oK
at all wavelengths. The observations at wavelengths between
3 cm and 4 cm, where the radiation is thought to be predominantly
thermal, give blackbody disk temperatures between 1400K and
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JUPITER

The observations of Jupiter in the decimeter wavelength

region have produced spectacular results in the few years since
1958 when Sloanaker's observation of an unexpectedly high

intensity at 10.3 am stimulated interest in the radiation at these

wavelengths. The identification of a non-thermal component of the
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decimeter radiation followed, and the spectrum in Figure 4 illus-
trates & possible separation of the thermal and non-thermal com-
ponents based on the assumption of thermal radiation at 130*K
at all wavelengths. The observations at wavelengths between
3 cm and 4 cm, where the radiation is thought to be predominantly
thermal, give blackbody disk temperatures between 140oK and
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ab)ut 2000K so that the assumed value of 1300K used here is
probably somewhat low, but this is not important to the general
meaning of the diagram. It was on the basis of this kind of spectrum
that F. D. Drake proposed that the decimeter radiation was of

non-thermal origin and was due to electrons trapped in the magnetic
field of Jupiter in analogy with the van Allen belts of the earth.
Although the different observers were in general agreement on the
relative wavelength independence of the Jupiter decimeter radiation
there was not agreement with regard to the variability of the
radiation. Some observers found evidence for variations with the

rotation of Jupiter or with time, or both, while others found no
variation. Among the early observations the strongest evidence
for a variation of the measured intensity with the rotation of
Jupiter was found by McClain, Nichols, and Waak who observed a

variation of about 30 % at 21 cm wavelength at the System II

(or for this short interval also System III) period.

The very important observations of Jupiter made using the
twin 90 foot reflector interferometer of the Owens Valley Radio
Observatory first by Radhakrishnan and Roberts and more
recently by Morris and Berge have supplied several crucial results.
The measurements show that the Jupiter decimeter radiation is
partially linearly polarized with a degree of polarization of about

30 percent and with the electric vector approximately parallel to
the equator at both 22 cm and 31 cm ; that the equatorial diameter

of the radio source is about 3 times the visible diameter at both
wavelengths ; and that the polar diameter is about the same as the
visible diameter. The failure to observe a strong wavelength depen-
dence in the polarization and source size is taken as evidence favor-
ing synchrotron radiation where each electron radiates over a range

of wavelengths. Morris and Berge also made the important obser-
vation that variations in the direction of the polarization with the
rotation of Jupiter indicate that the magnetic axis is inclined by
about 9 degrees to the axis of rotation and that the magnetic

poles are at longitudes of about 20 degrees and 200 degrees in
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System III. They suggest that the tilt of the magnetic axis causes
variations in the measured radio intensity with rotation of Jupiter
both because of the change of polarization with respect to the
antenna and becausc of the •arying tilt of the plane of maximum
radiation at the magnetic equator toward or away from the earth,
and that the latter cause may account for the dependence on rota-
tion found in the 21 cm observations of McClain, Nichols, and
Waak made in 1959. Recent 21 cm observations made at NRL by
Miller and Gary using conventional single-antenna techniques
appear to confirm the polarization of the radiation and the tilt of
the magnetic axis.

DECIMNTkR FLUI9TION OF JLPirER

& 3 1001T

00

1959 1959 1960 1961

VATIF

Fig. 5

Several observers have reported what appear to be significant
changes in the decimeter emission of Jupiter with time, and some
of the observations are summarized in-Figure 5. The observed
emission at 10.3 cm according to Sloanaker and Boland; at 21 cm
according to McClain, Nichols, and Waak; and at 68 cm according
to Drake and Hvatum apparently decreased greatly during 1959.
Elamore and Long confirm a low level of emission at 74 cm in
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March 1960 by their inability to detect Jupiter. The intensities

measured by Morris and Berge at 22 cm and 31 cm in 1961, and by
Miller and Gary at 21 em in 1961 suggest a level of emission near

that in 1959, when it is taken into account that the earlier obser-
vations, with the exception of those at 68 cm, were taken with a

North-South polarization which is unfavorable for the polarized

component. The observations in 1961 were made with adjustable
polarization and indicate the amount by which the measured

intensity can be changed by changes of the antenna polarization.
It seems unlikely that changes in the polarization of the Jupiter
radiation with respect to the antenna can explain the large apparent

decrease in emission at 10 cm, although there is more uncertainty
at 68 cm where the Faraday rotation in the earth's ionosphere
may be important.

These observations leave the question of the variability of the
decimeter emission of Jupiter in an unsatisfactory state, but the
interesting new results of Roberts and Huguenin of the Harvard
Observatory which will be reported at this meeting provide addi-

tional information on variability and suggest a possible connection
between the radiating particles and the sun.

To skip now to the intense, sporadic decameter radiation

of Jupiter which was discovered by Burke and Franklin in 1955, the
observations now extend over a period of more than ten years
including pre-detection observations, and have established that the
active source regions are stable and rotate with a steady period
which is about 11 seconds shorter than the System II period. It has
been suggested that the radio sources may be connected with the
solid body of Jupiter or with the magnetic field; for example,
J. W. Warwick has proposed that the radiation is generated by the
precipitation of particles -ýto an auroral zone of Jupiter.

It is interesting that the low frequency end of the observed

spectrum has decreased along with the decrease of the ionospheric
cutoff frequency as the solar activity minimum approaches so that
this radiation is not restricted to such a narrow frequency range as
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previously supposed. There have been many interesting and signi-
ficant results of the recent intensive work on the low frequency
radiation of Jupiter which I believe will be covered at this sympo-
sium. Attempts to identify similar low frequency outbursts from
other planets have produced negative or inconclusive results.
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The recent results for both the decimeter and decameter

radiation of Jupiter have brightened the prospets for under-

standing Jupiter as a source of radio waves and in so doing to

gain valuable physical information about the planet and its sur-

roundings. There is hope that the thermal radiation of Jupiter,
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which has been all but forgotten in the excitement over the more

prominent non-thermal radiation, can be identified and can provide
additional physical information about the atmosphere of Jupiter.

In closing, it may be of general interest to see where the planets
fit in with the other discrete sources of radio emission. The general
relationship of the predicted thermal intensities of the planets at
closest approach and the measured intensities at different wave-
lengths to the spectra of the quiet sun, Cassiopeia-A, and a typical
radio source are illustrated in Figure 6. The cross-hatched region is
a crude indication of the low frequency sporadic radiation of
Jupiter.
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9. - A NEW PROGRAM OF PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHY

D. H. MENZEL
Harvard CoUege Oberva•ory

Caombridge 38, Ma.*., U. S. A.

Harvard College Observatory, under NASA sponsorship, has

initiated a three-year program for multicolor photometry of the

Moon, Mars, Venus, and other planets. The studies are being under-

taken with a new 16-inch Cassegrain reflector at Boyden Obser-
vatory in South Africa and with the 12-inch reflector at the Le

Houga Observatory in Southern France. Observations started

July 1 at the Le Houga Observatory and are scheduled to start at
the Boyden Observatory in early August.

The photometer used for the project contains a number of

special features. Dr. Harold Johnson designed it for us. The photo-

meter permits measures in thirteen spectral regions from 3200 A to

more than 1 micron. The two photocells are of the * end-on * type,

a Farnsworth IR 118 tube and an EMI tube. The photocells are

cooled with dry ice. A rapid switching arrangement simplifies the
operation. The 13 filters are held in a rotating disk. We have selected

about three dozen comparison stars, some of zero color index, some

of index + 1, and others of solar type, scattered along the ecliptic.
A special lens gives an image of the moon on a scale roughly

matching that of the planets.

Dr. Gerard de Vaucouleurs has been a consultant and colla-

borator in the project. Dr. Andrew Young has been actively in

charge of the instrumental and observing program.

Perhaps I should note that our original plans included measures

of polarization as well as of brightness, but this refinement has

unfortunately proved impossible at this time.

This research is sponsored by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration under NASA Grant NsG89-60 with Harvard

University.
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10. - THE WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF
POLARIZATION OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

THOMAS GEHRELS
Univeraity of Arizona, U. S. A.

The polarization of the Jupiter poles, discovered by Lyot in
1922, was observed with six filters, 3250 - 9900 A. The observa-

tions were made, in April 1960 with the McDonald 82-inch reflector,

on regions of 4 seconds-of-arc in diameter. Strong wavelength
dependence is found. The polarization of the total disc of Venus
was observed over the 300 - 1500 range of phase, 1959-1961, and

strong waveler gth and phase dependence is found. A description
of the program, of the instrumentation, and of preliminary results
(also for Mars, the moon, and the blue sky) will be published

shortly (Gehrels and Teska 1963).

RIF1PRENCES

T. (.zmlEt. and T. M. rFSKA. .4pplied Optic*, Vol 2. January issue.
1963.
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11. - THE RED BANDS OF CH, AND THEIR POSSIBLE
IMPORTANCE IN THE SPECTRA OF THE MAJOR PLANETS

G. HERZBERG and J. W. C. JOHNS
Diviion of Pure Physics
National Research Council

Ottaua, Canada

The main features of the spectra of the outer planets are very

well understood as being due to CH, and NH3 . There are, however,

some minor features like the Kuiper bands of Uranus (Kuiper 1949)

which have not yet been satisfactorily explained. In addition, it

appears probable that, as higher resolution is applied to these

spectra, additional fine line features will be observed. Recently

Kiess, Corliss and Kiess (1961), by using somewhat higher reso-
lution than previously available, have established the presence of

the quadrupole lines of H, in the spectrum of Jupiter, and Spinrad

and Muinch (1962) in this symposium report two such lines in the

spectrum of Saturn. Previous to these observations, H, had been

established as a major constituent only in Uranus by its pressure

induced line at 8270 A (Herzberg 1952). The importance of high

resolution for the observation of fine weak lines cannot be over-

emphasized. As an example. it may be mentioned that recently

Rank, Rao, Slomba, Sitaram and Wiggins (1962) observed in the
laboratory the quadrupole lines of H, with less than one-tenth

tha path length used in the original work of Herzberg (1950)
because they had available a much higher resolution. Since higher

resolution will undoubtedly become available for the spectra of

the outer planets, it may be of interest to consider some other
spectra that may reasonably be expected, given that the main

constituents are H,, CH4 and NH,.

As in the earth's atmosphere, many photochemical reactions

must take place in the upper layers of the atmospheres of the major

planets. Two primary reactions are clearly

CH 4 + hv-* CH3 + H (1)

NH3 + hv-* NH, + H (2)
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The first reaction requires light of a wavelength leas than 1450 A,
the second less thcn 2100 A. The lifetimes of the radicals CH2 and
NH. formed in this way depend greatly on the physical and chemi-
cal conditions of the atmosphere. In view of the uncertainty of the
lifetime, it is impossible to predict what the concentration of CH3
and NH, might be, but some small concentration must exist. The
absorption spectrum of NH, is well known, thanks to the work of
Dressier and Ramsay (1959). It consists of a large number of very
fine lines lying in a convenient region (8000 - 5000 A). The most
prominent lines have been listed by Ramsay (1957) in a contribution
to a previous Lisge colloquium, but no evidence for NH, in the
spectra of the major planets has yet been found.

The absorption spectrum of CH, is also well known (Herzberg
1961), but the first known absorption lies at 2160 A, and its detec-
tion in the major planets will have to await observations from
outside the earth's atmosphere. However, the 2160 A CH. band is
diffuse, indicating that nearly every light quantum absorbed by
CH, leads to its dissociation according to

CHa + kv-. CH ± + H (3)

and thus to the formation of CH 2. This radical may also be formed
directly by the photodissociation of CH 1according to the reaction

CH, + hv-CH, + H, (4)

In addition, there may be various secondary reactions that lead
to the formation of CH3 .

Recent work in our laboratory has established the existence
of two modifications of CH.: linear CH, with a 3Y ground state,
and bent CH, with a 'A, ground state (Herzberg 1961). Of the two
modifications, the first has slightly lower energy. The known
absorption spectrum of linear CH2 lies entirely in the vacuum
ultraviolet, but a strong absorption of bent CH. lies in the red and
yellow region of the spectrum (9000- 5000 A). It is similar in
character to the NH, absorption, consisting of a large number of
sharp lines.
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The primary dissociation (4) of CH4 can only yield singlet
(bent) CH. on account of the spin conservation rule, since both

CH4 and H. are in singlet states. The predissociation of CH., as far
as spin conservation is concerned, could give either triplet or
singlet CH,. However, the upper state of the 2160 A band of CH.
is a 2A' state, and the state causing the predissociation must also
be of this type. A 2A1 state cannot arise from $I- + 1S, but can

arise from 'A,1 + S. We therefore conclude that the predissociation
of CH. also leads in the primary process to singlet (bent) CH,.

Bent CH, is transformed by collisions into linear CH., but
according to laboratory experiments, this transformation is conside-
rably slowed down at low temperatures. Again it is impossible to
estimate the lifetime of CH, under the conditions of the atmospheres
of the outer planets and therefore to estimate the stationary concen-

tration.

Extensive spectra of CH. in the visible and near infra-red
regions were obtained by the flash photolysis of diazomethane

(CHN,) mixed with N, in the ratio I : 100 in an absorption tube
of 2 m length, through which, by means of a White mirror system,
the light from the source of continuous background was passed
24 times, that is, the absorbing path was 48 m. The partial pressure

of CH•,2 varied from 0.01 to 0.04 mm. Thus, even assuming that
all the CHN. was decomposed giving CH,, and all the CH, formed
was present at the same time, its partial pressure was less than
0.04 mm. Probably it was less by a factor of the order of 10. The
strongest lines appear fairly strongly with a path length of 2 m.
Therefore, it appears not unlikely that the CH. singlet absorption
could be observed in the major planets if sufficiently high resolution
is applied.

In Table I we present the wavelengths of all the stronger

lines measured in the region 5300 - 8700 A. The majority of these
lines, but not all, have been classified. The assignments are given in
the third and fourth columns of Table 1. A few lines that are weak
on our spectrograms have been included because they involve
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TABLE 1

Promiaiens Line. in the Red Syetem of CH.

Excitation Energy
ar (A) I v', v', v 3  Jt ---4. of Lower State above

J=Oincm-1

5367.387 w 0, 14, 0 2ol--l. 31
5375.529 vs 0, 14, 0 2.j--2t. ; 404-411 59, 170
5381.084 m 0, 14, 0 008-1l0 31
5433.488 m 0, 14, 0 4gs-41, 170
5480.714 m 0, 14, 0 2,.--3,. 208
5570.952 ms 0, 14, 0 446--3to 208
5629.819 m 0, 13, 0 21t-19, 18
5635.718 w 0, 13, 0 lic-Oo 0
5640.387 mw 0, 13, 0 111-181 18
5646.606 me 0, 13, 0 31,-3os 105
5647.933 ma --
5666.048 w
5674.651 m --
5728.755 m 0, 13, 0 5,,-4 2 3 226
5739.622 m 0, 13, 0 3g,--2at 98
5892.074 ms 0, 12, 0 404-31t 132
5895.396 w 0, 12, 0 2os--1s 31
5901.897 m 0, 12, 0 60,-614 340
5905.272 0 0, 12, 0 2o1-21l 59
5905.460 s 0, 12, 0 404-414 170
5912.236 ms 0, 12, 0 00-110 31
5930.625 m 1 0, 12, 0 201-31, 132
5931.444 m I - --

5952.575 ms 0, 12, 0 404-51, 304
5956.558 m 0, 12, 0 2s6-119 31
6020.216 m 0, 12, 0 22o-3,o 208
6030.312 mas 0, 12, 0 3s--4,, ; 3 c--4 si 283, 284
6068.697 mi 1, 8, 0 494--414 170
6123.992 m --
6200.658 m 0, 11, 0 41--3os 105
6210.214 ms 0, 11, 0 211--o, 18
6216.098 w 0, 11, 0 116-00. 0
6221.635 vs 0, 11, 0 717-707 445
6223.207 a 0, .11, 0 111-101 18
6225.591 vs 0, 11, 0 31j--303 105
6254.432 m 0, 11, 0 111-29, 98
6264.760 m 0, 11, 0 211--3s 158
6265.384 m -

6272.877 m 0, 11, 0 31,--4g 226
6292.520 m 0, 11, 0 41s-5ss 341
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Excitation Energy
(A) I v, vs, V 4

.CKC--JK of Lower State above
I 30 (om-')

6307.687 m 0, 11, 0 3s--2s, 98
6310.896 m 0, 11, 0 717-827 672

6312.079 m -i
6405.003 m --
6411.847 m 0, 11, 0 3s,-44, 356
6515.312 ms 0, 10, 0 4ot--3,s 132
6522.062 m --

6531.684 vs 0, 10, 0 2.0--2,2, 40---41& 59, 170
6539.562 m 0, 10, 0 00-11, 31
6540.375 m 0, 11, 0 3,,-21s 59
6548.296 s - -

6562.714 mos 0, 10, 0 20r-312 132
6589.360 ms 0, 10, 0 4,,-516 304
6616.661 m (1, 6, 0) 3g,-2js 59
6626.916 m (1, 6, 0) 2,.-1-. 31
6627.083 m 0, 10, 0 2,s-33* 208
6631.597 nis

6749.379 m -

6857.759 m 1, 5, 0 11101. 18
6950.827 in -

6951.431 m 0, 9, 0 31s-393 105
6985.129 m 0, 10, 0 542-431 283
7009.377 ins 0, 9, 0 331-2s, 98
7010.424 ms 0, 9, 0 31a-4is 226
7034.406 in 0, 9, 0 413---52$ 340
7218.983 m 1, 4, 0 2.g--110; 5.,--4,g 31, 210
7233.750 m 1, 4, 0 2.#-212 59
7236.075 m 1, 4, 0 4.4-41,4 170
7242.045 m 0, 9, 0 5j--4. 226
7250.843 m 0, 9, 0 4s,-3s, 158
7254.253 m 0, 9, 0 3st-2s, 98
7294.671 ms 0, 8, 0 4*&-31. 132
7300.825 mw 0, 8, 0 2or-ls. 31
7315.233 ms 0, 8, 0 111-11 4*.--41,; 18, 170
7315.934 ms 0, 8, 0 2 6j-218 ; 1.I--111 59, 18
7322.412 a -

7325.809 m 0, 8, 0 0o.-11. 31
7327.994 a -s
7338.699 mn -

7354.913 ms 0, 8, 0 2.,"-312 132
7392.341 me 0, 9, 0 33--441 356
7595.215 s -
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I Excitation Energy
?'air (A) v1 , vi, vi 3'--J~ aK of Lower State above

J = 0 (CM- 1 )

7596.410 s -

7689.351 s 0, 7, 0 21-1so 18
7696.051 w 0, 7, 0 10-00. 0
7705.775 S 0, 7, 0 313--3,s 105
7707.925 m 0, 7, 0 111-101 18
7714.283 a - -

7755.920 mw 0, 7, 0 111-2s, 98
7760.128 m -
7773.222 m 0, 7, 0 211"3j, 158

7786.305 m --
7864.537 ms
7887.457 s -

7892.595 ms 0, 8, 0 52---4s% 283
7896.248 s 0, 8, 0 4,0-3&0 208
7904.164 m (1, 3, 0) 31*-30s 105
7911.032 mw (1, 3, 0) 111-1l1 18
8053.920 mw (1, 2, 0) 4@4--41& 170
8110.083 m 0, 8, 0 440-5&4 542
8166.041 ms 0, 6, 0 4*o--3,s 132
8166.388 ins 0, 6, 0 5,--41& 209
8171.187 w 0, 6, 0 2.,--11. 31
8178.079 m 0, 7, 0 331-2%, 98
8190.071 vs 0, 6, 0 20,-21, 59
8191.742 vs 0, 6, 0 4---4L& 170
8202.355 a 0, 6, 0 0.9-11. 31
8219.248 a 0, 6, 0 191-21, 70
8238.993 0, 6, 0 24j-312 132
8282.693 ms 0, 6, 0 404-51& 304
8354.066 m 0, 7, 0 331--4,L 356
8378.845 m -

8499.888 mw 0, 6, 0 323-21, 59
8503.430 mw 0, 6, 0 4 1,- 3

1s 132
8515.352 m 0, 6, 0 2,.--1s. 31
8519.547 In -

8531-339 m 0, 6, 0 4nj-4i14 170
8535.841 m 0, 6, 0 2g.-2,s 59

8541.880 m -
8552.541 mw 0, 6, 0 311-31s 132

8569.865 mw 0, 6, 0 5,-51a
8646.034 mn 0, 6, 0 21C-3a. 208
8690.121 s

Note : Vibrational assigments in parentheses have not been confirmed.
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the lowest rotational levels of the ground state, and may therefore

be more prominent at very low temperature.

In the last column of Table 1 is given the energy (in cm- 1)
of the lower state above the J = 0 state for all the assigned lines.
This may serve as a guide for the relative intensities of the lines at
temperatures other than 3000K, at which our spectrograms were
taken. A second absorption system of singlet CH2 occurs near

3400 A; but since it is very much weaker than the red system,
we need not consider it here.

The width of the CH2 lines in our experiments is determined
entirely by the Doppler effect, which under our laboratory condi-

tions was about 0.02 A (at 6000 A). It was always smaller than
the instrumental width, the actually attained resolving power

being 70,000. Only if it were possible to obtain planetary spectra
with a resolution surpassing that of our laboratory spectra could
one reach the detection limit of CH, (and similarly NH,). It is
unlikely that this limit would be made less favourable because of
turbulence or high temperature in the upper atmospheric layers
in which CH, is produced.

The weak absorption band at 7500 A observed by Kuiper in the
spectra of Uranus and Neptune, does not coincide with any of the

CH2 features. As shown by Table 1, there are no strong features
between 7392 and 7595 A, but even for the weaker features not
listed in Table 1 there is no agreement. Kuiper's band therefore
remains unidentified. It does not seem entirely impossible that it
may yet be due to CH, even though laboratory spectra with long

paths do not show it. The weak features in planetary spectra
correspond to much greater absorbing depths in the atmosphere
than the stronger features, as has recently been again demonstra-
ted by Spinrad (1962) in the spectrum of Venus. On the other
hand, it must be emphasized that the structure of Kuiper'n band
with a spacing of 50 cm-1 of the principal features, does not fit
well with the assumption that it is due to CH 4.

In view of the strong occurrence of CH and CH+ in cometary
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spectra, it is probable that the CH9 bands here under discussion
will occur in comets. However, a preliminary search by Swings
(unpublished) has not led to any definite identification.

Even if there Rere no collisions, CH, molecules in the lower
'A1 state of the red bands would eventually go over by radiative
transitions to the 31, ground state (in which the molecule is linear).
To be sure, this transition is not only forbidden by the spin conser-
vation rule, which is fairly strict for such a light molecule, but in
addition, there is in all probability a considerable potential barrier
between the bent and the linear state. Nevertheless, one must
assume that all CH, molecules present in the interstellar medium
are in the real ground state (31 ;) and that therefore the lines with
lower state J = 0 of Table 1, will not be found in interstellar absorp-
tion. In the interstellar medium, CH. is therefore only detectible by
the strong absorption at 1415 A, which will become accessible
when satellite observatories start operating.

We are greatly indebted to Dr. A. E. Douglas for a critical
reading of this manuscript.
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12. - SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF

THE MAJOR PLANETS
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and
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1. INTRODUCTION

Color photometry of the major planets, particularly Jupiter

and Saturn, has been carried out by a number of authors during

the last thirty-five years. The bulk of the work has been photo-

graphic, with some photoelectric measurements in recent years.

The nature of the energy distribution curve of the planets may

be determined in a general way from such measurements. However

the filter band passes used have been many hundreds of Angstroms

wide, and the curves obtained consist of points separated by one

thousand Angstroms or more.

The logical extension of these measurements is to repeat them

with greatly improved spectral resolution. Such a program is being

carried out at the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories with a

scanning monochromator. A nominal resolution of ten Angstroms

in the second order may be obtained with this instrument. This

program does not include measurement of the absolute value of the

energy, but rather of the relative energy per unit wavelength inter-

val as a function of wavelength.

Preliminary results of the program will be presented here.
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2. INSTRUMENTATION

The procedure for obtaining and recording the spectral scans

is given in Figure 1.

[Synchronous

Motor

"S onning C O2 .Coolier Strip Chart
* Telescope DC. Amplifier ecorder

_ ~ t D. . . . . . . . . . IEl
I I

Converer Punch7

SSynchronous
Motor

Fig. I. - Block Diagram of the Instrumentation

The original measurements were made in 1961 with an

existing system consisting of the boxes on the first horizontal line.

The raw data then consisted of curves on the strip chart recorder.

To increase the accuracy of the measuremeL. as well as speed the

data reduction, the second row of boxes was added for measure-

ments subsequent to May 1962. The digital information now serves

as the primary data source, with the strip chart recorder used only

as an immediate check on the data at the time of observation.

All measurements to date have been carried out using the
60-inch telescope at Mt. Wilson. The scanning monochromator

used is the Mt. Wilson scanner developed by Code. This is an Ebert

monochromator, used with a 600 1/mm, grating blazed for maximum

energy at about )X 4000 in the second order.

The spectrum is scanned in two sections. An RCA 1P21 is

used to scan from X 3300 to X 5200 in the second order. An RCA 7265

is used to scan from X 4800 to ), 8000 in the first order. Both photo-
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multipliers are cooled to dry ice temperature, but mounted in
separate cold boxes so it is not feasible to change rapidly from one
to the other. In practice the two spectral regions are usually
scanned on different nights.

The D. C. amplifier is a General Radio Model 1230 A, and the
strip chart recorder a Brown instrument, with a one-second time
constant.

The analogue to digital converter for the modified data
recording system is a Packard-Bell Model MI. This obtains a

binary reading of the voltage, which is punched on the paper tape
by a Teletype Model DRPE-2.

The A to D converter has an accuracy of one part in a thousand,
full scale, and the sampling rate is currently limited by the tape
punch. The spectrum is usually scanned at a rate of 200 A/minute
for the second order, and double this for the first. The digital readout
is obtained at a nominal rate of one per Angstrom. The sampling
rate is controlled by a synchronous motor as is the grating drive of
the monochromator. This has eliminated a small uncertainty in
wavelength which was previously present when it was necessary to
assume uniformity of the chart drive speed.

3. EXAMPLES OF PLANBTARY SCANS

A scan of Jupiter with the IP21 is shown in Figure 2. At the
discontinuity in wavelength, a gain change occurs. A filter to
block third order UV was removed near , 4400.

A scan of Jupiter with the 7265 is shown in Figure 3. The cut-off
on the short wavelength side is due to a filter to block second
order UV.

In both Figures the wavelength scale is approximate. This
scanner does not have a sine drive so the wavelength scale is non-
linear.
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Fig. 2. Second Order Scan of Jupiter

Fig. 3. -- First Order Scan of Jupiter

4. REDUCTION OF DATA

No provision has been made to carry out an absolute oali-
bration to determine the color sensitivity of the telescope-photo-

multiplier system. Instead, the star o Lyr has been adopted here
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as a primary standard. The energy distribution of this star has
been determined relative to laboratory black-body sources by
several authors. The mean curve of Code (1) has been adopted for
these calculations, with the modification of Oke (2) near the
Balmer limit.

Oke (3), using the same scanner used here on the planets, has

determined the energy distribution relative to c Lyr of six other
stars of spectral classes B7 to AO for the spectral range X 3390 to
), 5882. This group of stars has recently been enlarged to twelve,
and the wavelength range extended to X 11000. They have been
used as secondary standards for the major planet program.

These standards have relatively smooth continua, except
for hydrogen absorption. To determine the color response of this

system, on nights that the planets are scanned, scans are also
made of o Lyr and the secondary standard closest to each planet.
A smooth curve is then drawn across the hydrogen lines of the
standards, except in the region )X 4000 down to the Balmer limit.
Here the Balmer lines are crowded so close together it is not possible
to determine the continuum level. For this region a smooth
curve is drawn for the difference (a. Lyrcod - a Lyrxt w.) or

(Star k. - Starxt,.).

It is planned to reduce the data for each planet against this
secondary standard. The measurements by Oke of the secondary
standards are still in progress, so the curves at the end of this
paper have been obtained by the use of a Lyr only. This p-ocedure

will of course neglect possible spacial inhomogeneities in the atmos-
phere.

For removal of the atmospheric extinction from the measured
curves, an extinction oi 6he following form has been assumed

exp [-- (AO + A, X,-4) see z-- As ().)]

where A2 ()) is extinction due to absorption bands which may

exhibit a curve of growth. It has been assumed the product of A.
times the change in sec z is small compared to the Rayleigh term.
The Rayleigh extinction has been removed by means of a standard
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Rayleigh atmosphere. The coefficient A, has been determined
experimentally at Mt. Wilson by Oke (3).

Extinction due to telluric absorption has been removed for
the )X 6870, ), 7200, and X 7600 0 bands. Where those bands are
clearly defined in the planetary scan, they are removed by drawing
a smooth curve across the band. For those cases where absorption
in the planetary atmosphere obliterates the shape of the 0 band,
correction is made by interpolation to the proper air mass from a
curve of absorption vs. air mass for those planets and stars for
which the shape of the band is clearly defined.

5. SPECTRAL ENERGY DIsTBXuTTIONs OF THE MAJOR PLANETS

Measurements of the spectral energy distributions are still in
progress. Nevertheless, in the complete absence of any such t high*
resolution data in the literature, examples of the reduced curves
will be presented here. These may be considered as provisional

energy distributions. The 7090 program is not yet completed, so
these curves have been obtained by planimetering the data in
100 Angstrom intervals between wavelengths of even hundred
Angstroms.

The curve for each planet is obtained by fitting together the
first and second order curves, which overlap from )X 4800 to )X 5200.

Figure 4 gives the energy distribution for Jupiter, and Figure 5
for Saturn. In the case of Jupiter the slit covered an area near the
center of the image of the planet, for Saturn, half way between
the inside edge of the ring in front of the planet, and the upper
edge of the planet.

The large dip in these curves with minimum at )X 7200-4 7300
is methane absorption, as is the smaller one from )X 6100-4 6300. It
may be seen from these points that methane absorption is greater
for Saturn, in accordance with the finding of previous authors.

The relative maximum for Jupiter occurs over the region
)X 5500 to )X 6100 and for Saturn, ). 5500 to )X 6500. These are in con-
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trast with the solar energy distribution which exhibits a maximum

from X 4500 to A 4900.

Detailed comparison of the energy distributions is difficult

unless the two curves agree over a substantial region of the

spectrum. The curves for Jupiter and Saturn do not. It does appear

however that Saturn's energy falls off more rapidly shortward of

at least X 4900, followed by the unique minimum near X 3850.
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Figure 6 gives the energy distribution for Uranus and Figure 7
for Neptune. For these two planets ulitlesa spectrosoopy of the
whole disk was used.

For Neptune and to a lesser degree Uranus, in order to receive

sufficient energy on the photomultiplier at the resolutions used, it
is necessary to increase the amplifier gain to a point where dark

current pulses become troublesome. The Neptune curve has there-
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which make it impossible to determine the true continuum level

with thi resolution.

Comparison of the energy distributions of the four planets
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shows the great similarity between Uranus and Neptune, and

between Jupiter and Saturn, compared to difference between the

two groups. This is exhibited particularly by the methane domi-

nance mentioned above and to a lesser degree by the slope in the
blue and UV region. In this latter region the Uranus and Neptune
curves are very similar while Jupiter and Saturn both show mar-
kedly greater slopes although differing somewhat.

6. PL&NurfAY REJLOzTIT

It is not possible to make direct measurements of the solar
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spectrum with this instrument. Instead, a standard solar curve

has been adopted from the work of other observers.
The most extensive work on the solar energy distribution was

done by observers at the Smithsonian Institution. Their results

were slightly modified by Johnson (4) and his values were used here
from X 4100 to X 8000. Below X 4000 the solar absorptions cause
greater local fluctuations in the energy distribution curve. However
the Smithsonian resolution was considerably less than that used
here and in this region Johnson's values do not smooth out the
fluctuations in the planetary values.

Dunkelman and Scolnik (1) have recently remeasured the
solar spectral irradiance to ). 6500. Their resolution more nearly

approximates that used here, although still somewhat less. Their
integrated curve compares closely with the Smithsonian data.

Their values have been fitted to the Smithsonian data and are used

for )X < 4100 A.

Planetary reflectivities have been calculated with the use of

this composite solar curve and are shown in Figures 4-7. This net

effect is to raise both ends of the curves and to smooth out regions
where there are no planetary absorptions. The energy of all four

planets still falls off steadily toward the UV, Jupiter and Saturn
from maxima which now have moved out to X 6750.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A formal averaging process of the reduced curves for a given
planet has been reserved for a later publication primarily because
certain refinements in the instrumentation are still being made
which will decrease the probable errors. In general the curves

reduced to date repeat quite well and it is anticipated that changes
from these provisional curves will be small, less than Am = ± 0.03

in local regions. Modifications between LTv regions and curve

maxima may exceed this because of the standard atmosphere
assumed to date.
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13. - HYDROGEN AND HELIUM RESONANCE
RADIATION FROM THE PLANETS

Jouw C. BRANDT

Berkbey Astronomical Departhmnt
Univermly of California, U. S. A.

1. VENUS AND MARS

The diffuse Lyman-a radiation in the night sky discovered by

Kupperian, Byram, Chubb, and Friedman (1958, 1959) has been

interpreted as solar Lyman-a radiation scattered by a cloud of

terrestrial hydrogen (Brandt 1961 a, b). It is natural, then, to

inquire about the possibility of similar hydrogen (and helium)

emissions from other planets such as Venus and Mars. As on the

earth, the existence of appreciable amounts of neutral hydrogen on

Venus and Mars depends on a production process ; we assume that

the process is the same as in the terrestrial atmosphere, namely,

the photodissociation of water vapor. Since the amount of water in

these planetary atmospheres may be relatively small compared to

the amount in the terrestrial atmosphere, the relative amount of

neutral hydrogen may also be smaller (see Kellogg and Sagan, 1961).

An observer looking down on the day side of the earth would

see the diffuse reflection of solar Lyman-a from a conservative, iso-

tropic scattering atmosphere of approximately unit opacity. The

emission rate is given by ( Chandrasekhar 1960, p. 211 and p. 218).

47 (0, i) = (7rF)--1- [X*(ýt) X*(ji.) - Y*(i) Y*(ji0 )], (1)

11 + IAO

where the notation is standard and the functions X*(•I) and Y*([)

have been tabulated (Chandrasekhar and Elbert 1952). To obtain

the total line intensity, one then integrates equation (1) over the

full Doppler width of the atmosphere (taken as due to a temperature

of 300-400oK for the earth).

We adopt a flux in Lyman-a of 6 ergs/cm2j-see and a width of
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IA (Purcell and Tousey 1960). The day emission rate for the earth
then becom.m

4nr1, (X 1215) - 10 kR. (2)

One rayleigh(R) corresponds to an apF rent emission rate of
4nI -- 108 photons/cm'-sec (column). By simply scaling the inci-
dent solar flux, we may compute upper limits to the day intensity
of diffuse Lyman-a on Venus and Mars. These values are

47I 9 (X1215) < 25 kR, (3)

and

4idl (X1215) -5 5 kR. (4)

Observations of the day intensity of diffuse Lyman-at radiation
from close approaches could yield valuable information concerning
the abundance of hydrogen, the scale height and the temperature
in the outer layers, the abundance and photochemistry of water
vapor, and the rate of escape of planetary atmosphere (see also

Chamberlain 1961).
The day problem for reflection of X584 by neutral helium in

the terrestrial atmosphere has been treated (Brandt 1961c). The
terrestrial atmosphere is thought to be optically thick over the
full Doppler width of the atmosphere. The intensity is given by
(Chandrasekhar 1960, p. 124)

47I, = (7rF) - 'A* H(I) H (IL.), (5)

JA + •o

where the H-functions have been tabulated (Chandraaekhar 1960,
p. 125). We adopt the same parameters as before (Brandt 1961c)
to obtain

4Wie (X584) : 1000 R. (6)
When the fluxes are changed for Mars and Venus, we find

4 rId ()X584) 5 400 R, (7)
and

47Iq (X584) s 2000 R. (8)

The scaling receives some justification from the fact that the
densities of the earth, Mars, and Venus are similar, and because
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helium is produced in the earth's crust by the radioactive decay of
thorium and uranium. The inequality ha. been placed in equation(7)
as Mars has a mass approximately 1/10 that of the earth. There is
some expectation that Mars has undergone less geological differen-
tiation than the Earth, that less crustal concentration of U and Th
has occured, and that, consequently, the abundance of radiogenic
He is smaller on Mars (Sagan, 1962 a).

Observations of the )X584 radiation from Mars and Venus could
yield valuable information concerning the composition of the crust

and rate of escape of helium in addition to the abundance and
scale height of helium. The expected terrestrial day intensity of
X304 is small (Brandt 1961c), and we will not consider this line here.

2. JUMPITER AND SATURN

In a recent study, Zabriskie (1962) has determined the column
density of molecular hydrogen above the cloud tops in the Jovian
atmosphere and finds N(H.) = 1.25 x 10"5/cm'. This value and
the appropriate cross section for Rayleigh scattering by HI (e. g.,
Vardya 1962) give an opacity above the cloud tops of about 5 at
X1215. Thus, there is the possibility that the far ultraviolet spectrum

of Jupiter may be largely the solar spectrum diffusely reflected by
a conservative, Rayleigh scattering atmosphere (which we ajpro-
ximate as scattering according to Rayleigh's phase function,

p(O) = 3/4 (1 + cos" @), where 0 is the scattering angle).

For observations of Jupiter at opposition from the earth,

R -- 0, q --1 (p, and the diffusely reflected intensity from a con-
servative atmosphere scattering on Rayleigh's phase function can

be written (Chandrasekhar 1960, p. 143) as

-= 3/16 { 1/3 4' (j-) + 8 /3,p" (Lt) (9)

--[21L (I -- tL)I/•HV(1()]I + [(I - ILI) HP)• (4)]'1
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The functions i(I.), (t), 21L(1 - I10)1II HM1 (IL), and (1 - i.l) H()(tL)

have been tabulated by Chandrasekhar (1960, p. 145, Table XXI).
The flux from an atmosphere scattering on Rayleigh's phase func-

tion is readily calculated and is

(ntF) = (7F@ ( ý)' (I)djt (10)

Here r is the radius of the planet under observation and d is the
distance. The integral in equation (10) has the value 1.37.

The only observations available to test the hypothesis of Ray-
leigh scattering are the observations of Boggess and Dunkelman
(1959). These rocket observations at 2700A give a flux from Jupiter

of 1.65 X 10-7 ergs/cms-sec-100A. The same quantity can be
calculated from equation (10) with the aid of known solar fluxes
(Hinteregger 1961) and we obtain 8.2 x 10-7 ergs/cms-sec-100A.
Thus, the observed flux is about 20 percent of the computed flux,
and hence, an absorbing process must be important at 2700 A.
This behavior is roughly consistent with ground bamed photometry
(Harris 1961). The fact that only 20 percent of the # expected * flux

at 2700A is observed should not be surprising. The atmosphere is
far from optically thick in Rayleigh scattering by H, above the

cloud tops as the opacity is only 1/5. Hence, the absorption could be
caused by constituents in the clouds. We note also that the obser-
vations at 270QA could be influenced by the dissociation continuum

of HI. On the basis of the ultraviolet photometry 0,3500, see Harris
1961) we would favor absorption in the clouds (see also, Sagan,
1962b). The region near X1215 is optically thick above the cloud

tops and away from the H. dissociation limit. Hence, calcu-
lations of the Lyman-at intensity on the basis of an optically thick,

conservative, Rayleigh scattering atmosphere may be reasonable.
In any event, these numbers may be regarded as upper limits.

From equation (9), we may calculate the intensity at any
point on the disk of Jupiter, e. g.,

47cIZ 0,1215: disk-center) - 60 kR, (11)
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and
4nI14 (X1215:limb) - 10kR. (12)

The flux from Jupiter at the earth can be computed from equation
(10) and is

7F, (X1215: opposition) f 2 x 10-9 ergs/oms-sec. (13)

Such fluxes are measurable with present day techniques. It is
simply necessary to use a sufficiently small field of view to reduce

the contamination due to terrestrial hydrogen (Friedman 1962).
The analogous quantities for the helium lines from Jupiter

are easily computed from Hinteregger's (1961) data. For W`584, the

flux is 3 x 10-11 ergs/cm2-sec and the emission rate (disk-center)
is 500 R. For X304, the flux is 8 x 10-11 ergs/cms-sec and the

emission rate (disk-center) is 650R.
The quantities for Lyman-at from Saturn follow from equations

(9) and (10) and are :
474I (X1215: disk-center) - 20 kR; (14)

4nIh (X1215: limb) - 3 kR; (15)
and

nFý (X1215: opposition) -,1 x 10-10 ergs/cm'-sec (16)

For )X 584, the flux is 2 x 10-12 ergs/cm2-sec and the emission rate

(disk-center) is 150 R. For )X 304, the flux is 4 X 10-12 ergs/cmg-sec

and the emission rate (disk-center) is 200 R.
Observations of the hydrogen and helium resonance lines

from Jupiter and Saturn could provide us with clues concerning
the scattering mechanism and the presence of absorbing media in

these atmospheres.

3. CONCLUSIONS

It appears that Lyman-at radiation can be observed with
present day techniques from Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn if the

intensities are near the estimates given in this paper. It is clear that

much valuable information concerning the particular atmosphere
would be obtainable from such observations. Observations of the
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Raman band (Q-branch) near 1280A (Herzberg 1950, p. 62 and
p. 114) due to Lyman-ot may also be of some value in the study of
the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn.

Valuable information concerning the crusts (and possibly the
interior) of Mars and Venus may be obtainable from observations
of the helium line X 584.

I am indebted to Drs. H. Friedman and C. Sagan for helpful
communications.
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14. - NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE AUXILIARY
EQUATION FOR AN INHOMOGENEOUS PLANETARY

ATMOSPHERE (*)

J. S. GOLDSTEIN
Brandeis U.iteity and Baird Atomic, Inc.

Waltham, Mas.. Cambridge, Mas.., U. S. A.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of scattering in a planetary atmosphere has been

considered by Chandrasekhar (1950) and others. We wish to extend

this treatment to the case of an atmosphere in which, for one of

several reasons, the ratio of the local mass scattering coefficient

to the local mass extinction coefficient may vary. This ratio, which

is termed the local albedo, will be considered in this note to vary

only with depth in the atmosphere.

There are two distinct reasons why the local albedo may be a

function of depth in a planetary atmosphere. The more obvious

reason is a variation in chemical composition with depth, leading

to a change in absorptivity with a non-compensating change in the

mass scattering coefficient. Examples of this phenomenon are to be

expected in all planetary atmospheres; thus, in the terrestrial

atmosphere, the highest levels contain dissociated oxygen and
nitrogen; at lower levels, the molecular forms predominate, and

in the ozonosphere, the O molecule contributes a large absorptivity

at about 9 microns. In the atmosphere of Mars, according to the

model of Chamberlain (1962), the upper levels are rich in the mole-

cule CO ; at an altitude of about 130 km., there is a transition to the

CO. molecule, together with a thin layer of 0,.
In the infrared portion of the spectrum, there is an additional

reason why, oven in a chemically homogeneous atmosphere, the

local albedo may vary with depth, and this effect is due to pressure

(*) Suported in part by U. S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory,
Offioe of Aerospace Research, under Contract AF 19(604)-7283.
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broadening of spectral lines. If an absorption line is completely

contained within the slit width of the detector, and if the path

length is long enough so that the line center begins to saturate in

absorption, then au increase in liae width due to pressure broade-

ning will lead to an increase in the observed absorption as seen by

the detector. For a detector of finite slit width, the observed

absorptivity usually consists of an average over many spectral

lines. This effect leads to a significant departure from the usual

exponential attenuation law, and also leads to an effective absorp-

tion coefficient which is dependent on the pressure. This case has

been considered by Goldstein (1960), where a solution of the scat-

tering problem is obtained as an expansion in the number of

scatterings.

II. TmE EQUATION FOR TUIE REFLECTIVITY

The general equation for the reflectivity of an atmosphere for

which the local albedo is a function of depth has been derived by

Bellman (1956) and by Goldstein (1060). The assumptions which

are made are the following :

a) The atmosphere is considered to be stratified in planes of

constant z, that is, all atmospheric parameters such as density, etc.,

are functions of z only;

b) The atmosphere is considered to be infinitely thick, although

this restriction can ultimately be removed;

c) At the wavelength considered the atmosphere is sufficiently

cold to permit the neglect of self-emission (*).

(*) The solution for the case when emission cannot be neglected is in any
case based on the solution for no emission. The case for no emission leads to
an equation (e. g., eq. (3)) which is termed the s auxiliary equation * by
Busbridge (1960).
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Assumption (a) permits the definition of the optical thickness r:

-r(z) = fJ p(z')k(z')dz' (1)

where p(z) is the density, and k(z) is the total extinction coefficient
at the wavelength in question (the dependence of various paramoters
on wavelength will not be indicated explicitly). In equation (1)
the positive direction of T is taken inwards; that is, T = 0 corres-
ponds to a point outside the atmosphere.

The outward and inward radiative intensities are denoted
by I,, I- respectively. These quantities a- €unctions of the variable
-r and of the directions, denoted by (,±, ?). k,,4re ? is the azimuthal
angle, and I is defined as the cosine of the acute angle between the
beam and z- direction. By convention, 0 < IA < 1.

The reflectivity may then be defined by the equation

1+(f, I,' ,''?)' S(Ir; [. 1.p, ; ±', '') _(r, tL', ?') (2)

and it follows directly from the equation of radiative transfer that
the reflectivity, S, satisfies the following nonlinear integral equation
(where the symbol 0 stands for (IL, y)) :

I (® _ TI•) dT
S(T', a, no) = - f V.~'e"~ d (U'{ i(,o)

SJ o dop'[S(,r', Q, L')y(O', f + y(Q, 0', 0,)] (3)

f ff d f' dp" S(,r', Q, Q2') y(O', 02") S(r,', 0", 1.)

This equation is to be understood as follows : the quantity Cr(o) is
what we have called the local albedo ; ff a is taken as the local mass
scattering coefficient, we have

o(T) = a(')/k(?) (4)

where the z-dependence of a and k has been replaced by a -T-depen-
dence. The quantity y(fl, Q12) is the scattering phase function,
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representing the probability of scattering from direction 0o into
direction Q. This function is normalized to 47, i. e.

1 2
fdp fo dpy(, 0.)= 47r (5)

The phase function is always a function only of the cosine of the
angle between the two directions. We shall be concerned principally
with the case of isotropic scattering, characterized by y- 1.
Rayleigh scattering, with y = 3/4(1 + cos'O), will also be discussed,
and we shall make some comments regarding other phase functions.
The full derivation of eq. (3) may be found in the paper by Bellman

or that of Goldstein. The problem of variable local albedo has also
been considered by Case (1957).

Ill. ISOTROPIC SCATTERING

We consider now approximate methods for the solution of
eq. (3). A case of particular interest, owing to its relative simplicity,
is the case of isotropic scattering, y = 1. This case is characterized

by a relatively slow convergence of the iteration process previously
mentioned. We, therefore, seek a more suitable procedure.

For y = 1, the reflectivity is independent of the azimuthal
angle cp. Eq. (3) then assumes the form

I a
S(rtL LO =1 c,)(r')e(It .)t dr'

It is readily seen that S(¶, 1k, tLo) is symmetric in the aiguments
R, Lo. Following the approach used by Chandrasekhar when co
constant, we define

r(r IA) = I -+- 27 f " 8(r [A, ['(7)
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from which it follows at once that .t'(', ý) satisfies the following

non-linear equation :
1 d co

Jrj 1 + 12 (8)

In the event w(r) = constant, the *g'-functions may be assumed

to be independent of r. In that case, the T' integration may be car-

ried out at once, and the familiar equation for the Chandrasekhar

H-function is obtained.

For general w(r), the manipulations used by Chandrasekhar

cannot be used; in particular, the moment integrals cannot be

obtained. While we hope eventually to compute the function

H(ir, IL) exactly, for the present work we have used an approxima-

tion method which is presented below.

We introduce the notation Hb,(I.) for the Chandrasekhar
H-function appropriate to the constant albedo (o. Let us then

assume that eq. (8) may be solved approximately by such a function

for an albedo w which may depend on r, but not on r'. Thus, we

assume

f +(')e "V V I H.(j') H.(I)dt' (9)

The parameter w must now be determined to make the error as

small as possible.

We expand w(r') in a power series about r' = -r

o((') = w(') + (r' - )c'() + ... (10)

The exponential factor ensures that we do not have to consider

values of (r'- ,r) much in excess of(- + ,) -. We obtain then

1 ±(•~ ) f' -(-f H(-t) 5(±)-i' 11

2- f- (T' - )e H.(I.') H.(I.) d-c' +
2 IL

The Chandrasekhar H-functions satisfy eq. (9), with (o(r') =w;
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consequently the integrals in (11) are easily evaluated, and we
obtain the following equation for w :

H,,(I) F. I -+ (0 ') [H.(tL) - 1) + [A'( s + H(12()-•- -•-•~ H.(t)- ± ... (12)
IV H.(t)

As might have been expected, when o'(-r) is small, a reasonable
solution of this equation is

S= Co) (-) (13)

If we introduce this approximation, the last term in eq. (12)
represents the error ; dividing that term by H.T) (tv), we obtain

the fractional error, which we denote by 8:

Under this approximation, the reflectivity S may now be
written

S(• •, •o) I _ C4ro(•') z.)" H, II.)(•±) H,.(•)( 1i.) (15)

This function has been calculated for three different functional
variations of co(•), which may be expected to be of physical signi-
ficance. It should be noted that in the event 8 is not very small,

an improved approximation to = can be obtained by iterating
eq. (12) one or more times, in which case v becomes a function of [L
as well as of -.

IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF S(T, ýL, [L0) FOR THE

ISOTROPIC CASE

The local albedo, co(x), defined by eq. (4) can in some cases be

represented as

CO(T) - a/(a + x;P(T)/p 0 ) (16)

where a is the mass-scattering coefficient, and ×A is the mass-

absorption coefficient for X-radiation. The ratio p(,r)/po is intro-
duced to account for the effective change in absorption path length
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due to pressure broadening. (The effects of temperature broadening,
which ought also to be included, have been neglected on the grounds

that this is in general a smaller effect).

If one asumes an exponential isothermal atmosphere, in
which the density is given by

p(z) = Poe-'/ ; p(z) = Poe-SIR (17)

then;, the optical thickness, may be written

"-- [a + xAp(z)/po], p(z)dz = aHpoe-/tH + -XAHp° e-2"1 (18)
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Hence the pressure correction factor, p/po is given by

P/Po e-H = [(as + 2r)' _ (]XAH

and the local albedo reduces to

=(1 + = (I+ (20)

where a = 2xA•/aHpo. When a = 0, we have the case of conserva-

tive scattering (c - 1). The approximate reflectivity has been cal-
culated for a = 0.0, 0.2, 1.0 and 5.0. In all cases, the error, as
given by eq. (14), is of the order of 5 % or less. (The error is greatest
for t, i..,l, and a large). The results are tabulated in tables 1-4.

Sample results are shown in figure 1.
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A more rapid variation of w with r is given by the function

2
a() •-- cotf-r/i (21)

7r

which was selected only for its ease in programming, rather than

from any physical significance. These results are tabulated in
tables 5-7, and sample results are plotted figure 2.

Finally, we have attempted to represent the case of a transition
occurring at some depth r. in the atmosphere, by choosing a func-
tion of the form

b
(r)= a + 1 - (22)

1 + (r/Tr.)'
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These results have been obtained for a = 0.2, b = 0.8, and for three

values of ro ; the results are presented in tables 8-10, and typical

results shown in figure 3. We have included in that figure one of the

curves from figure I (co = (1 + ) for the sake of comparison.

The three functional forms of co() are plotted in figure 4.

CURVE A w(r)f(l+r)"1/2

CURVE B :(r)=fcot-'r

CURVE C w(d)"0.8+02[I.T
4 ]-1

o's-

0.6

0.4-

0.2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
*1"

Fig. 4. - w(zr) tV r

It will be seen from the figures 1,2 and 3 that it is extremely

difficult to distinguish one functional form of w(r) from another,
insofar as the limb darkening is affected. Although our calculation

is only approximate, the errors are estimated to be only of order 5%,

so that we expect this conclusion to be more generally true.

This result is to be understood by recognizing that the prin-

ciple dependence of S(0, ýt, tLO) on angles is contained in the exponen-

tial term in the integral of eq. (15), which is common to all co-func-

tions. The H-functions themselves do not vary strongly over the

interval of r which contributes to the integral; for many of the

integrations, particularly at large values of zenith angle, all of the

contribution comes from values of - such that w(r) • 1.
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V. RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

Although the calculation for Rayleigh scattering is not yet oom-
plete, we indicate here the nature of the problem, and how we will
proceed, guided by the solution for the isotropic case.

Rayleigh scattering is characterized by a phase function of the
form (neglecting polarization phenomena):

3
T(cce O) = (I + Cos'2O) (23)

4

or, in terms of normalized spherical harmonics

y(cos 0) = I + Y•.00(, 1p) (24)

We assume that S(,, Q, Q.) can be written in the form
2

S(-, Q, CIO) = S.(¶, ILN, • *9-9 (25)
m -- 2

where, since T(l, CI0) is an even function of (i - (p), we may
assume S-. = S..

If eqs. (24) and (25) are substituted into eq. (3), and use is
made of the addition theorem for spherical harmonics, the follow-
ing equations are obtained :

o(,,)== + f (a')e "Y

{,(L(, )4)(r', N) + x(T', t.)X((', N)}di' (26)
where

)(Tr, i) = ± 1 d 2 J e I(') ')

[4)(¶', ') 0(4', I) + X('r', -')X(r', p)] &' (27)
and

I 1 re' dt' f"°g - I +',•'€

x(;r W)= [PI(W.& ± if 1 L ) f e: x'
[P('r, ') 10(', 1L) + x(T'. [L')X(', T)41

(Here P, is the normalized Legendre polynomial).
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We also obtain equations for S and Ss, which are

Sj(;, A, [o) = 47t dr' X(,(')e "4 1"(', 1) Xj(i', •o) (29)

where

XJ('r, 1A) - I1

[p2([)+2 -•P'(1A')f e IL' c( )j• ' Xj(J(', IL)dr'] (30)

Chandrasekhar has shown that in the case w(4) = constant,

separate equations may be obtained for the (D- and x-functions;
they are simply related to a more general class of H-functions.

In the present instance, the separation does ,not appear to be

possible, and eqs. (27) and (28) must be solved as a coupled set.

It is our intention to deal with these equations in the same
approximation already introduced for isotropic scattering ; namely,

to compute a set of functions for constant co, e. g., OI,(I), XJ();

and then to assume in eq. (26), for example, that

O (T, ý) '- 0")(JA)
X(•,•) ft • ( (31)

with similar assumptions for eq. (29).

Insofar as one may predict a result not yet calculated, we

anticipate that the results will show a general insensitivity to

atmospheric structure, just as in the isotropic case. Nevertheless, it

is felt that the stronger dependence on angle which occurs in the

Rayleigh case makes it worth while to pursue the calculation.

VI. SOLUTION BY SERIES

It has been shown by the author (1960) that an iterative solu-

tion to eq. (3) may be constructed in which each term represents
the contribution of a single order of scattering ; that is, the first

term represents single scattering, the second, double scattering,
and so on. We shall not develop the procedure, since it is outlined
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in the author's earlier paper, but we shall merely indicate the
nature of the results up to triple scattering. In the following,
S and S2 represent the contributions to the reflectivity of single
and double scattering:

SIR fl, 00)= 47c T( fl0) f ()e(, (32a)

SI(0, fl, 00) a 1,a f÷)
ff~~ dr _d'!+(.•, -® _(_ +10,,_

i1 e

"+ (f. Y4, 0'(,.)-- 0 c(,r')e-" '" dr'

ed•-"w:(,r"•" •) e , (32b)

The expression for triple scattering involves five separate integrals,
each of the form

a f -I 1+1 00) go - Y Y

I+ 1- (1+1X e - I w " "C "4)' ( O, il ') y( O', 0l " ) y) ( il" , 0 8o) (3 2 c)

It is clear that the labor of computation increases very rapidly with

the order of iteration, so that unless very rapid convergence can be
expected, the method of iteration seems impractical.

There are two cases, however, where the convergence appears
rapid enough for practical use. It is easily seen that under quite

general conditions on o(,r) the effective expansion parameter is no
larger than

C fo o(r)e-2dr (33)

(representing the coefficient of y in eq. (32a) when t and 1o assume
their maximum values). If this quantity t is sufficiently small,
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suitable results can be obtained, although to obtain reasonable
accuracy with a two-term expansion, it is necessary for t to be
o(0.1). The question of convergence and the rate of convergence has
been considered in more detail by Gross (1962).

A second case of interest occurs when the scattering phase
function has a strong forward peak. In that case, as long as (-r) is
not identically equal to unity (conservative scattering) the series
can be shown to converge rapidly except at angles near grazing.
As an example of this, calculations have been made of S1 and Ss,
using a scattering function due to Deirmendjian (1962), suitable for
calculation of 3.01 micron radiation by water droplets. This phase
function is shown in figure 5 and typical results for S1 and S, are
plotted in figure 6, for an albedo function given by eq. (20)

2W 2000 Iwo 1600 1400

240'0 1200

"060' N 1000

270* . ... . 0

-. - A

300W 600

320* "- 14.2 40'

3400 0* 200

Fig. 5. - Phase function [y(coe 0)] due to Deirmendjian

Although the iteration procedure becomes extremely difficult
to calculate for orders of scattering greater than three, it remains
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the only procedure that displays the reflectivity explicitly as a
function of w(r). This is extremely important if the infrared region
is to be considered, for only in this case can suitable wavelength
averages be taken. The procedure for making such averages in
terms of the measured extinction function is outlined in the author's
previous paper (1960).

6.0

S (MULTIPLY ByY
DIRECTION ,OF /\5.0- INCIDENCE/

4.0 - I \
/ (MULTIPLY BY I0")

3.c / •

2.0•
II,o I

I.0

-0 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 S0
9 (oDEGREES)

Fig. 6. - Single and double wattering; Deirmendjian'. phai fumotion
(w =;= 45 ; Meridional plae)

VII. SuM•aY AND CONCLUSIONS

An approximate method has been derived for the calculation
of the reflectivity of a planetary atmosphere for the case of an
albedo varying with optical depth. The method is restricted by
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the condition that c'(r)/o(.) not be too large, but in other respects

seems relatively unrestricted. The method can, in principle, be

used whenever the scattering phase function can be expanded in a

finite series of Legendre polynomials. Numerical results have thus
far been obtained only for isotropic scattering. The case of Rayleigh
scattering is presently being calculated.

The results for isotropic scattering indicate a marked insensiti-
vity to atmospheric structure. In order to test whether this insen-

sitivity also characterizes a more physical case, the following
problems will be investigated :

a) The case of Rayleigh scattering.

b) The case in which not only o is a function of r, but also y.
It is felt that the method can be extended to cover this case,
although the approximations will have to be somewhat different.

The author would like to thank Dr. M. Baker and Mr. M. Tu-
roff, for extensive help with the computations. He would also like

to express his gratitude to Baird-Atomic, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,

for making possible the presentation of this paper at the 11 th Inter-
national Astrophysical Colloquium.
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15. - SCATTERING FUNCTIONS FOR
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

D. W. N. STIBBS
Univeraity Observatory, St Andrews, G9 Britain

INTRODUCTION

Detailed numerical application of the theory of radiative trans-

fer in planetary atmospheres depends largely upon the availability

of certain scattering functions in tabular form. This paper is con-
oerned with the calculation of two such functions : Chandrasekhar's

H-functions for arguments greater than unity, and the coupled
H-functions originally introduced by Busbridge and Stibbs (1) in
the theory of interlocked multiplet lines. These functions are
required for calculations on the greenhouse effect in planetary

atmospheres and for work on diffuse reflection by planetary

atmospheres with fluorescent scattering involving coupling among

transitions. Although the physical problems are quite distinct, the
calculations are related by the fact that the H-functions are required

for arguments greater than unity.

1. GREENHOUSE EFFECT

At the Nantucket Meeting of the American Astronomical

Society held in June, 1961, Dr Wildt (2) drew attention to the fact

that the solution obtained by Hopf in 1934 for a semi-infinite

planetary atmosphere in strict radiative equilibrium could be
applied to the problem of the greenhouse effect. Wildt's genera-

lization of Hopf's solution applies to a planetary atmosphere

with a grey absorption coefficient x. for the solar radiation and a

different absorption coefficient x, for the planetary infra-red radia-

tion, the ratio x./x, = n of the two absorption ooefficients being

constant with depth. Dr Wildt pointed out that although this is
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not a good model for familiar planetary atmospheres, it is never-
theless the only model for which the exact mathematical solution is
known.

The solution for the planetary source function is comprised of

two terms, one arising from the emergent flux of planetary heat,
and another from the insolating flux of solar radiation. In the
absence of planetary heat, the solution for the temperature distri-
bution in L. T. E. involves Hopf's q-function, and Chandrasekhar's
H-function in the conservative case 6) = 1 for the argument IAo/n,

where cos-1Iot is the angle of incidence of the solar radiation. Since
a < 1, the detailed numerical application of the solution will depend
upon the availability of the H-function for conservative isotropic

scattering for values of the argument greater than unity.

1.1. Calculation from the integral equation for the H-function.--

Consider the cae of isotropic scattering with a particle albedo &,and
let us suppose that H (R', &) is known for 0 •< I' < 1. The function

H (IL, 6) for I > 1 may then be obtained directly by quadrature in
Ambartsumian's integral equation

H (g, Q) = I + %&tH (ji, & H (I' &)d'+.

Since 8H (IA', &) / 1A' has a logarithmic singularity at IL' = 0, it

is necessary to remove the effect of this singularity on the quadra-
ture over IA' by subtracting the function

F (IA', to) = I -- % &tL'Z,•tL' ... (2)

from H (I', &) before performing the quadrature. From equation (1)

we thus obtain
I ' . H (IA', &) - F (I.', &

H_ &x 1+% &11~ f 1 )

IL (4 91A + 1 ... ... (3)

Now when L =- 1, the series in the second of the correction
terms in equation (3) is the Riemann-Zeta function for argument
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TABLE I

The H-Punction in the Conertvative Cane
a = 1.0 and for IL greate than unity

MIA•) I A H(IL) I A H(JA) H(•)

1.0 2.9078 25.5 45.388 50.5 88.680 75.5 131.973
1.5 3.7872 26.0 46.252 51.0 89.546 76.0 132.839
2.0 4.6613 26.5 47.118 51.5 90.412 70.5 133.704
2.5 5.5327 27.0 47.984 52.0 91.278 77.0 134.571
3.0 6.4025 27.5 48.850 52.5 92.143 77.5 135.436
3.5 7.2713 28.0 49.716 53.0 93.009 78.0 136.302
4.0 8.1394 28.5 50.582 53.5 93.875 78.5 137.168
4.5 9.0071 29.0 51.447 54.0 94.741 79.0 138.034
5.0 9.8745 29.5 52.313 54.5 95.607 79.5 138.900
5.5 10.7416 30.0 53.179 55.0 96.473 80.0 139.765
0.0 11.6086 30.5 54.045 55.5 97.339 80.5 140.631
6.5 12.4754 31.0 54.911 56.0 98.204 81.0 i 141.497
7.0 13.3420 31.5 55.777 56.5 99.070 81.5 142.363
7.5 14.2086 32.0 58.643 57.0 99.936 82.0 143.229
8.0 15.0751 32.5 57.509 57.5 100.802 82.51 144.095
8.5 15.9415 33.0 58.375 58.0 101.668 83.0 144.960
9.0 16.8078 33.5 59.240 58.5 102.534 83.51 145.826
9.5 17.6741 34.0 60.106 59.0 103.399 84.0 146.692

10.0 18.5403 34.5 60.972 59.5 104.266 84.5 147.558
10.5 19.4065 35.0 61.838 60.0 105.131 85.0 148.424
11.0 20.2727 35.5 62.704 60.5 105.997 85.5 149.290
11.5 21.1388 36.0 63.570 61.0 106.863 86.01 150.156
12.0 22.0050 36.5 64.436 61.5 107.729 86.5 151.021
12.5 22.8711 37.0 65.302 62.0 108.595 87.0' 151.887
13.0 23.7371 37.5 66 168 62.5 109.461 87.5 1 152.753
13.5 24.6032 38.0 67:033 63.0 110.326 88.0 153.619
14.0 25.4692 38.5 67.899 63.5 111.192 88.5 154.485
14.5 26.3353 39.0 68.765 64.0 112.058 89.0 155.351
15.0 27.2013 39.5 69.631 64.5 112.924 89.5 156.216
15.5 28.0673 40.0 70.497 65.0 113.790 90.0 157.062
16.0 28.9334 40.5 71.363 65.5 114.656 90.5 157.948
16.5 29.7993 41.0 72.229 66.0 115.521 91.0 158.814
17.0 30.6653 41.5 73.094 66.5 116.387 91.5' 159.680
17.5 31.5313 42.0 73.960 67.0 117.253 92.0 160.546
18.0 32.3973 42.5 74.826 67.5 118.119 92.5 161.412
18.5 33.2632 43.0 75.692 68.0 118.985 93.0 162.277
19.0 34.1292 43.5 76.558 68.5 119.851 93.5 163.143
19.5 34.9951 44.0 77.424 69.0 120.717 94.0 184.009
20.0 35.8610 44.5 78.290 69.5 121.583 94.5 184.875
20.5 36.7270 45.0 79.155 70.0 122.449 95.0 165.741
21.0 37.5929 45.5 80.021 70.5 123.314 95.5 166.607
21.5 38.4588 46.0 80.887 71.0 124.180 96.0 167.473
22.0 39.3248 46.5 81.753 71.5 125.046 96.5 168.339
22.5 40.1907 47.0 82.619 72.0 125.912 97.0 169.204
23.0 41.0566 47.5 83.485 72.5 126.778 97.5 170.070
23.5 41.9226 48.0 84.351 73.0 127.644 98.0 170.936
24.0 42.7885 48.5 85.217 73.5 128.509 98.5 171.802
24.5 43.6544 49.0 86.083 74.0 129.375 99.0 172.668
25.0 44.5203 49.5 86.948 74.5 130.241 99.5 173.534
25.5 45.3861 50.0 87.814 75.0 131.107 100.0 174.399
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two. This series is very slowly convergent and the series for t near
unity will be likewise slowly convergent. In order to achieve high
numerical accuracy, it would be necessary in such circumstances
to improve the convergence of the alternating series by means of
Euler's method.

In this way, calculations based upon equation (3) will yield
values of H (IA, &) for tt > 1 with an accuracy limited only by the
accuracy of H([', Ca) for 0 < V.' < 1. Since H (I', to) has been
tabulated accurately to six decimal places by Stibbs and Weir (')
for values of the particle albedo in the range

& = 0(.05)0.900(.025)0.950(.010)0.980(.005)0.990(.0025)1.0,

values of the H ([t, &) for ýi > 1 can be calculated with comparable

accuracy. For values of & other than those tabulated, H (IA', M)

can be readily obtained from the Chebychev polynomial approxi-
mations given by Stibbs and Weir which give the required H-func-

tion accurately to four decimal places.

1. 2. Calculations based upon the complex integral for H (t, •).

- There is an alternative method of calculation which was the
original basis of the work by Stibbs and Weir ($). The method
makes use of the fact that the solution of equation (1) can be

represented as a complex integral which can be readily transformed
into a real integral to give

H exp fo= cc!! In (I1- &o cot 0)0 t in0d0 .. ()

7Cf cos2 0+ ij.'sins O
It is possible to calculate the required H-function for all IA by a
suitable quadrature of this integral form. Table 1 gives the H-func-

tion for & = 1 and 1A = 1.0(.5)100.0 calculated from equation (4)
using a flexible programme written for the IBM 7090 computer.

2. FLUORESCENT SCATTERING IN PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

The computer programme used for the calculation of the
H-functions is flexible in the sense that solutions are obtained for
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the coupled H-functions which arose in the work by Busbridge and
Stibbe (1) on interlocked multiplet lines with a common upper
state, Chandrasekhar's H-function being a special case of these
more general functions. Since the problem of line formation in a
semi-infinite atmosphere with no incident radiation is intimately
related to the problem of diffuse reflection by way of the principles
of invariance, the same scattering functions and the associated
H-functions considered in detail by Busbridge and Stibbs are
directly applicable to the problem of fluorescent scattering in pla-
netary atmospheres in which there is a similar coupling among the
transitions. Some aspects of this problem in planetary atmospheres
have been considered recently by Chamberlain and Sobouti (4.5).
However, detailed application of the theory awaits the accurate
calculation of the coupled H-functions.

2.1. Calcukaion of the coupled H-fundion. - It has been
shown by Busbridge and Stibbs (2) that the H-functions for coupled
transitions involving a common upper state satisfy the simultaneous
integral equations

h

P-1

i = 1, 2, .... k

k being the number of lower states, •, the albedo for the transition
and x, the corresponding absorption coefficient. It was also shown
that the H-functions satisfy the relation

H1 (tt) = H2 (jix2x 1 ) = H, (ltxs/xl) = ... ... (6)

If the absorption coefficient for the strongest transition is x1,
all the functions Hj (tL') for 0 •< t' < 1 may be calculated from the
function H, (1) for values of 1A in the range 0 < jt < xj/xt. Since
x, > xn, it is thus necessary to consider once again the calculation
of an H-function for arguments greater than-unity.

Let us first consider an approximate solution-of equation (5)
by replacing H, (IL') under the integral sign by Chandrasekhar's
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H-function for albedo Era, denoted by H (I', E&,). Dividing by
H4 (IL) mad integating, we obtain

h

Era - ______ f,

H4 (I) 2.._ H (jx,/xj, EZ,) ... ()
p-1

It is readily aeen that the approximate function Hj (IL) given by
equation (7) satisfies the fundamental relation (6). The calculation
of these approximate functions will require the further calculation
of some ordinary H-functions for arguments jzx,/xg which will be
greater than unity for terms in the summation in equation (7) for
which iL > xj/x,. These may be calculated in the manner described
in Section 1.

Busbridge and Stibbs have shown that the complex integral
representation of the solution of the simultaneous integral equa-
tions (5) can be transformed into the following real integral

H4(jL)=exp, X il a o~o i co do] (8)
H ) Xp • c0 ' os 0 + ±i sins 0

In the special case when k l and there is only one term in the
summation under the -%I sign, equation (8) reduces to equa-
tion (4) for the ordinary a. ion.

2.2. Cakcu"ahon of diffae reftetiox. - The intensity of
diffuse reflection follows from the generalized form of the law of
diffuse reflection given by Stibbe (6) and applied by Busbridge and

Stibbs (1) to the problem of interlocked lines. The emergent inten-
sity in the L-direction is

h

It (0, IL) Y 4 F•H4 (I) • vH (pj), (9)
P-1

where 1o is the angle of incidence of the insolating radiation, and

7rF is the intrinsic flux in the monodirectional incident beam.

It follows from equation (9) that the intensity of diffuse
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reflection stisfies a relation similar to equation (6) for the H-func-

tions, namely

Ii (,L) = Is (0,jXI/x1) = Is (o,txa/x1) = ... ... (10)

In this case, however it is necessary to use the fact that the ratio of

the albedo for transitions with a common upper state is equal to

the ratio of the absorption coefficients.

2.3. An example of fluorweAcent caering. - Although

fluorescent scattering in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield bands of nitro-

gen is a more interesting example, the numerical application in this

paper has been limited to the case of fluorescent scattering in a

semi-infinite atmosphere of sodium in order to compare the exact

H-functions and intensities of diffuse reflection with the approxi-

mate calculations obtained for the same example by Sobouti (5).

The case considered is the hyperfine doublet of the sodium D1

line which arises from the hyperfine splitting of the ground state

MgsSy. Neglecting the hyperfine splitting of the upper state

3p'P°½, the coupled transitions give rise to a doublet which may

be conveniently designated as the a and b-components of the D,

line. For these transitions we have &.---5/8, r• = 3/8, and

e/KXb = 5/3.

Table 2 gives the exact H-functions and the intensities of

diffuse reflection for each component of the hyperfine doublet of

sodium calculated from equations (8) and (9) with I. = 0.6 and

F = 1. A comparison is then made in Table 3 between these exact

H-functions and the approximate H-functions given by equation (7)

as well as a comparison between the exact and approximate inten-

sities of diffuse reflection. The table also gives the corresponding

results calculated from a formula for the H-functions derived by
Sobouti by replacing the functions Hi (IL) and H. (IL') in the right-

hand side of equation (5) by Chandraskhar's H-function H(1L, Ep).

This multiple substitution is not only unnecessary but it destroys

the fundamental relations (o) and (10) which the approximate

H-functions and diffuse intensities would satisfy if the substitution
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TADLa ]a

Emot H-fmw sro Won ind nesise of diffuse reflci~on for *la hypwr#e - d'
componwa. of the D1 line

0 1.000000 1.000000 0.548570 i:p."8570
0.05 1.115898 1.178891 0.572874 0iS8.80527
0.10 1.208877 1.322808 0.583427 ill 4.91&70
0.15 1.295029 1.457081 0.589865 iir 0.970000
0.20 1.377330 1.586139 0.594109 ipo099 g78
0.25 1.457081 1.711857 0.596999 N 0,01559

0.30 1.534993 1.835238 0.599002 0.02X14
0.35 1.611510 1.956888 0.600381 108.0.02559
0.40 1.686925 2.077205 0.601321 ir.0.02&78
0.45 1.761450 2.196465 0.601938 ir!002L 88

0.50 1.835238 2.314869 0.602315 i 0,01763
0.55 1.908407 2.432567 0.602507 iN 0-01250

0.60 1.981048 2.549672 0.602563 1004) 00 84

0.65 2.053233 2.666275 0.602512 0P00088
0.70 2.125023 2.782447 0.602382 ilIK99474
0.75 2.196465 2.898248 0.602189 ipQ 98957
0.80 2.267600 3.013724 0.601947 Wip9 82 42

0.85 2.338461 3.128914 0.601667 i59@09 75 34

0.90 2.409078 3.243853 0.601358 i 5g0ý97CP39
0.95 2.479474 3.358568 0.601030 U096.&56
1.00 2.549672 3.473083 0.600685 011095889

were limited to H. (IA'). The table shows the extent t W -Which
Sobouti's results depart from the exact relationship whomas the
results from the approximate H-functions given by equjioim (7)

satisfy the relationship exactly.

The complete results of the calculations are shown hF$ Fig. I

which is self explanatory. Of particular interest is the forirm of

the exact solution for the uncoupled case, that is when thlh;.ylper-
fine splitting of the ground state is neglected. The solutioxi in the

uncoupled case is so close to the solution when the couplinxti8 talen

into account that it would appear unwise to use rough p~q~prC)Xi-

mations to the H-functions for problems in fluorescent sWtUMtering
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.55

Ib(Sobouti)

0.5>4

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 $i

Fig. 1. - The intensity of diffuse reflection from a semi-infinite plane-
parallel atmosphere of sodium illuminated by a parallel beam of radiation
containing unit intrinsic flux and incident upon the atmosphere at an angle
of cos-1 0.6. The curves show exact and approximate intensities for the a
mad b-components of the hyperfine doublet of the D, line. A solution for the
intensities which neglects the coupling between the levels is indicated by
dots in the figure.
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since the errors thus introduced may be much greater than those
produced by neglecting the coupling between the levels.

TABLE III

(Comparison beween ead and approwimate
H.functoe and inmeties. of diffuas rflection

Function Ha(IA) Hb(ti) La(O, ý±) Ib(O, 1)

0.25 0.15 0.25 0.15
Exact 1.4571 1.4571 0.5970 0.5970
Approx. 1.4673 1.4673 0.6098 0.6098
Sobouti 1.4928 1.4302 0.6086 0.5831

0.50 0.30 0.50 0.30
Exact 1.8352 1.8352 0.6023 0.6023
Approx. 1.8559 1.8559 0.6179 0.6179
Sobouti 1.9282 1.7575 0.6281 0.5725

0.60 0.36 0.60 0.36
Exact 1.9810 1.9810 0.6026 0.6026
Approx. 2.0059 2.0059 0.6190 0.6190
Sobouti 2.1003 1.8801 0.6335 0.5671

0.75 0.45 0.75 0.45
Exact 2.1965 2.1965 0.6022 0.6022
Approx. 2.2277 2.2277 0.6196 0.6196
Sobouti 2.3576 2.0589 1 0.6404 0.5592

S1.0 0.6 1.0 0.6
Exact 2.5497 2.5497 0.6007 0.6007
Approx. 2.5917 2.5917 0.6195 0.6195
Sobouti 2.7858 2.3475 0.6494 0.5472

CONCLUSION

This paper has been concerned mainly with the accurate calcu-

lation of H-functions for the greenhouse effect and fluorescent

scattering in planetary atmospheres, the computational features in

common being that the functions are required for arguments

greater than unity, and that the IBM 7090 computer programme
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calculates both the ordinary H-functions and the coupled H-func-
tions not from the integral equations of the problem but from an
equivalent integral form.

Attention has been paid in the paper to the accuracy of
approximate solutions for the H-functions and the intensity of
diffuse reflection. It is of some importance to make a detailed study
of the errors of the approximate solutions since the functions which
occur in the problem of diffuse reflection by fluorescent scattering
can only be calculated readily and accurately in the case of semi-
infinite atmospheres. For a finite atmosphere, it does not appear
possible to represent the solution of the coupled equations as a
complex integral, and it is consequently necessary to revert to the
method of solution of the equations by iteration. If such a solution
cannot be readily achieved, there is some consolation in the know-
ledge that a soluti •n which neglects the coupling altogether could
be more accuratt th n an approximate solution of the coupled
problem.
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16. - NON-GREY CONVECTIVE
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

ALBERT ARKING
Goddard Space Flight Center
Institute for Space Studies

New York 27, N. Y., U. S. A.

INTRODUCTION

The recent advances in infra-red spectrophotometry are leading
to more measurements, with greater precision, of the surface
conditions and atmospheres of planets. To interpret these measure-
ments and to translate them into unique models it has become
necessary to develop more accurate methods for treating the
problem of heat transfer in planetary atmospheres and for better
understanding of the effects of commonly used approximations.
The purpose of the present investigation is to develop some highly
simplified models of planetary atmospheres in which the radiative
transfer equations are solved numerically uithout approximation.
The effect of the atmosphere having only finite extent, the effect of
a convection zone, and the effect of a frequency dependent absorp-
tion coefficient are three effects whose bearing on the solution to
the radiative transfer equations we wish to consider.

Our highly simplified model is a plane parallel atmosphere
with cylindrical symmetry around the vertical. A distinction is
made between solar radiation, to which it is assumed the atmosphere
is completely transparent and the infra-red radiation, which can be

emitted and absorbed in the atmosphere. The surface of the planet
(i. e. the ground) partially absorbs and partially reflects the solar
radiation ; it emits, however, only in the infra-red under conditions

of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The conditions of local ther-
modynamic equilibrium are assumed to hold throughout the atmo-
sphere.

In the absence of internal heat sources the planet will be
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in over-all equilibrium so that the solar flux absorbed by the ground
will be equal to the infra-red flux radiated from the planet, which
we set equal to aT,., thus defining the effective temperature T..

In the radiative region the temperature is determined by
satisfying the equations of radiative equilibrium, whereas in the
convective region the temperature is determined by the adiabatic

temperature gradient, P.
The infra-red absorption is assumed to decrease exponentially

with increasing altitude. In units of reciprocal length the absorption
as a function of altitude is given by

x(z p(z) = X0 Po e-'/H,

where z is the height above the ground and HA is a characteristic

length called the 4 absorptive scale height s.
For some arbitrary reference frequency, the optical depth,

%, is defined so that -= 0 corresponds to the position of the ground,

, (z) = fo x(z) p(z) dzz=0

=- •o (1 -- e-'/1t),

where r, = xoPoHA is the total optical depth of the atmosphere at

the reference frequency. The inverse of the function r(z) is

z(r) = HA In -o_,
'TO -- T

THE FINITE OPTICAL THICKNESS

First we consider grey models without convection. The

solution is obtained by the same iteration method used in the
solution of the Milne problem (i. e. the infinite atmosphere).

The results show that when the total optical depth of the
atmosphere is greater than 3 or 4 the temperature profile follows
that for the infinitely thick atmosphere to within 1 or 2 %/ - the
greatest deviation, of course, occurring at the ground. For optical

depths ,1 or less, the deviations can be greater than 10 %.
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THE GREY CONVECTIVE MODEL

To add a convection zone to the grey model, the atmosphere
is divided into two regions.

1. Below the tropopause (corresponding to optical depth r.)
the atmosphere is in convective equilibrium and the temperature is
determined by extrapolation from the value at the tropopause
along the adiabatic gradient. Therefore, in the convective region
(0 < < T 4c)

T(,r) = T(,€) - Pa [z(-c) - z(x)].

2. Above the tropopause the atmosphere is in radiative
equilibrium. This leads to the following integral equation that the
temperature must satisfy in the radiative region (-,, <,r < o)

T' (r) = 4 T' (0) E2 (,) + / f T2 (t) E1 (I' - t1) dt,"-0
where E, (x) is the exponential integral

E. (t) = Xdt

The value of r,, corresponding to the tropopause height, is
chosen so that the infra-red flux emanating from the top of the
atmosphere

F ('ro) = 2aT4(0) E3 (fro) + 2a T' (t) E 2 (T, - t) dt.

is equal to the solar flux absorbed by the planet, aT,. (If -rc is
chosen too small then F (r.) < aTc ; if too large, then F (,ro) > MT).
This method (1) of choosing , is equivalent to the requirement that
the radiative flux leaving the convective region match the constant

flux that passes through the radiative region.
The solution to the above equations is obtained numerically by

iteration on an IBM 7090.

A model atmosphere based upon this method is shown in
Figure 1. With the intent of approximating a possible situation on
Mars, the effective temperature, the adiabatic gradient, and the
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Fig. 1. - A grey model atmosphere for which the effective temperature T&,
the adiabatic gradient Pa and the absorptive scale height HA are chosen to
approximate possible conditions on Mars. Temperature as function of altitude
i given by the solid line with ordinate scale on the left. The radiative flux

is given by the dashed line with ordinate scale on the right.

absorptive scale height were chosen as shown. There are only two

independent parameters that specify a profile : ro, the total optieal

depth, and a, the negative of the adiabatic temperature gradient in

units of the effective temperature and the absorptive scale height:

T,

The choice of re = 0.5 was made to obtain a ground tempera-

ture of 2350K in agreement with the average of observations.
The dependence of ground temperature on -r0 is shown in Figure 2.

The radiative flux divided by the total flux is given by the

dashed curve in Figure 1. It is seen that convection never carries
more than 13 % of the total flux in this case.

Whereas the treatment of the problem in the radiative region
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TOTAL OPTICAL DEPTH (T9)

Fig. 2. - Using models like those in Figure 1, +,he ground temperature is
shown as a function of the total optical depth of the atmosphere. The arrow
indicates the optical depth for which the ground temperature agree. with

the average obs•erved temperature.

is absolutely rigorous, the convective region is treated in the limit

of perfect efficiency for convective transfer. Thus, the temperatu~re

gradient is never greater than the adiabatic gradient and is in fact

equal to it throughout the convective region.

The resulting temperature profile, therefore, is somewhat arti-

ficial in the vicinity of two portions of the atmosphere:

1. At the tropopauso there is a discontinuity in the temperature
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gradient. If one took into account the penetration of convection
into the stable region above the tropopause then there would be
a smooth transition.

2. Near the ground the temperature gradient remains adiabatic.
One would expect the efficiency of convective heat transfer to
decrease with height above ground so that the gradient should be
super-adiabatic very close to the ground.

The latter effect can usually be neglected in planetary atmos-
pheres. Using a mixing length theory for convection one can show
that above a few tens of meters above the ground the gradient is
already very close to adiabatic so that the ground temperature will

not be changed by more than a few degrees.
The situation at the tropopause is a little more complicated

because penetration convection is not well understood. However,
if the optical thickness of the transition region Ar << 1, then it is not
necessary to know the temperature accurately in this region, since

the flux entering the radiative region comes primarily from a region
extending to AT 1.

THE NON-GREY MODEL

Molecular absorption is characterized by deep windows and
tall bands and the simplest non-grey case to consider is a constant

absorption coefficient with one window in it.
The optical depth, r, refers to the optical depth outside the

window and we denote the ratio of the absorption coefficient inside
the window to that outside by w. Thus, at any optical depth r the
optical depth within the window is actually wm.

The equation for the temperature in the convective region is
the same as in the grey case. In the radiative region the integral
equation is now written in terms of partial integrals of the Planck
distribution,

- 21&c'1 1
B (T) = e7C
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If the wavelength limits of the window are X and )2 then the
relevant partial integrals are:

initide the wvindow
B" x -- F B (T ()d

outside the window

BO ('r) - ? T' (r) - B" ().

Given T one can compute B" and BO ; conversely given Bw or
BO one can readily compute T. Thus, the determination of B(,r)
or BO(r) is equivalent to the determination of the sought function
T(r).

The equation that must be satisiied in the radiative region

(Trc < 'r < TO) is

BO (T) + wB"@ () = Y BO (0) E,2 () + Y wB" (0) E3 (wi)

+ 1/2 f1' [BO (t)E, + ± w (t) E 1 (w I T - t 1)] dt,

and the value of Tc is determined as in the grey case, by requiring
the flux at the top of the atmosphere

F (io) - 2Bo (0) Es (r) + 2B" (0) E. (wT) + 2fo" [Bo(t) E.(ro-t) di

+ wB" (t) E, (w I -o - t 1)]dt
--- oT•.

The solutions are obtained numerically by iteration.

The window was set between 71L and 91A, as suggested by a
rough calculation (2) of the absorption coefficient for an atmosphere
of CO and water, shown in Figure 3.

The effect of the window on a non-convective atmosphere with
optical depth T. = 30 and effective temperature 2300K (oorres-

ponding to Venus) is shown in Figure 4, where the temperature at
the ground is plotted as a function of w. As th,, relative depth of
the window decreases below about w = .3, the cooling effect on the
ground becomes very large.
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Fig. 3. - The step function indicated by the solid line gives the total optical
thickness of an atmosphere composed of CO, and water as a function of
frequency (adapted from a table in reference 2). The dashed line - which
gives the average optical thickness outside the window plus a window, as
shown, with arbitrary depth - was the basis for our non-grey calculations.
The dotted curve shows the Planck distribution for T = 250*K in relation

to the chosen window.

It is clear that one cannot compensate for the cooling effect of

the window by a band of equal size in another portion of the spec-
trum. In other words, making the absorption coefficient dependent
upon frequency without changing the Planck mean will still have

a cooling effect. This can be seen in Figure 5 where w was allowed to

become greater than one. Raising the absorption coefficient some-
where in the spectrum has a much smaller effect than lowering it.

In comparing the curve in Figure 4 (for ¶0 = 30) with the curve
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in Figure 5 (for To = 2)), it is een that the non-grey cooling effect
is much more important the thicker the atmosphere.

550

Effect of Window from 7AL to 9 A
on Temperature Near Ground

500O

0

_450 -- T 30

2400W

350
I ! II

0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0
w=" (window)/'o

Fig. 4. - The ground temperature as a function of the ratio of the optical
thickness inside the window to that outside the window is shown for a non-
convective model whose effective temperature is taken from observations
of Venus and for which a large optical thickness (r, = 30) is chosen.

This method for treating the non-grey atmosphere is exact and
quite general. By inserting any number of windows and bands with

arbitrary widths and heights into the equation, we can treat the

case of an absorption coefficient with arbitrary dependence upon
frequency.
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270 L I
0 I 2 3 4

w=T (window)/To
Fig. 5. - Similar to Figure 4 except that T, and ?, are chosen to approximate
conditions for the earth. The relative optical depth was permitted to go

above one, making the o window o an 4 absorption band s.
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17. - DIFFUSION DANS LES ATMOSPHERES
PLANATAIRES

MARCEL NICOLET
Centre National de Recherhe." de l'Eapae,

Bruzellee, Belgique

Si on considire 1'6quation gdn6rale de la diffusion des gaz dans

le champ de la pesanteur d6termin6e par Chapman et Cowling (*),
(1939, 1952), on peut d~duire une expression simple du transport

par diffusion dans une atmosphbre planktaire si on considare que

r'6quation de la statique s'applique

.)ap

Dans cette 6quation, p est la pression, g est l'acc6l6ration de la

pesanteur et p la densitA . 1a distance r du centre de la plan~te. Si
1'6quation des gaz parfaits est utilis~e, c'est-&-dire

p = nkT (2)

o n est la concentration, T est la temperature absolue et k Ia

constante de Boltzmann, on ddcrit en toute g6n~ralit6 (1),

dp dn dT dp dT dm dz
-- ---.. I - (3)

p n T p T m H

oti H est la hauteur d'chelle d6finie par

H = kT/mg, (4)

m 6tant Ia masse mol~culaire moyenne.

L'6quation de Chapman s'6crit pour un m6lange de deux gaz

sous la forme suivante :

I n' a(n,/n) m,--m. I ap+ 1T_ (5)

nan, " m p c±OCT a

oh aE eat Ia facteur de diffusion thermique et D1 j le coefficient de

(*) The Mathematical Theory of Non-Uniform Gases, Cambridge, Univer-
sity Press, 1939, 1952, 1960.
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diffusion. Dana cette 6quation, le flux vertical A un niveau d'altitude
z se traduit par le bilan

nj W, + no w, = 0 (6)
c'est-A-dire que lea mol6cules consid6r~es ont des flux de diffusion

6gaux et oppos&. On voit que la vitesse de diffusion w1 des particules

de masse m1 et de concentration n1 est donn~e par

S1 an/u n'(m2 -- Mi) 1 OP n• 1 (7
w - D12 - O - - + T (7)

(far nm par n nT&z

L'6quation (7) indique que la vitesse de diffusion d'un constituant

de concentration n1 et de masse mi depend des trois gradients de

concentration, de pression et de temperature.

L'introduction de la relation (3) dans (7) peut s'effectuer ais6-

ment si on consid~re que le gradient de la hauteur d'6chelle H

donn6 par

p = dH/dz (8)

conduit aux relations g6n6rales

1 an 1 + -2H/r (9a)

n aT H

et I T -2H -- (9b)

L'utilisation de (3) dans (7) exprime le fait que l'on n6glige devant

l'aecc6ration de la pesanteur les acc6l6rations dues 6 la diffusion.

Ainsi, l'6quation exprimant Ia vitesse de diffusion w1 s'6crit

En consid6rant 1'expression (9a) de la distribution verticale de

Ia concentration totale, on peut admettre que la distribution verti-
oale du constituant de concentration n, s'6erit

I n H,_X () (11)

oif X est considdr6 comme le facteur de I& distribution verticale

d'un constituant de masse m, et de concentration n,.
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Ainsi, on a, au lieu de (10),

Cette 6quation indique quelle est I& nature. du transport vertical
par diffusion. Dana une atmosphere isotherme,

2H
(13)

r

et 1'6quation (12) se r~duit A
(12x m,~ (14)

H ( m-

De plus, si los constituants sont en in~lange parfait,

X== (15)

et (14) devient

W, = D(I M,(16)

Dana ce cas, le transport par diffusion s'effectue vers 10 haut si Ia
masse m, < m et l'inverse apparait si m, > m. Larsque 1'atmo-

sphere n'est pas isotherme, ii convient do consid~rer 1'effet du factour

de diffusion thermnique at. Ii est g~n~ralement n~gligeable pour des
constituants dont lea masses no diffrent pas beaucoup. Mais, pour

un 0l6ment 16ger diffusant dans un gaz lourd, ot = - 0,4 et nWest
done pas n~gligeable devant 1'unith, surtout loraque 1'616ment l6ger
est un constituant secondaire (n. = )

L'int~rft do 1'6quation do diffusion 6crito sous la forme (12)
rdside dans lo fait quo, dans bien des cas, il eat certain quo le

facteur de distribution verticale eat tr~s different do l'unit,6. C'est lo

cas, par exemplo, lorsque la dissociation intervient ou lorsque des
r~actions chimiques modifient la distribution verticalo do consti-

tuants aecondaires. Afin d'obtenir des valeurs numdriques, it auffit

d'introduire dans (12) 1'expreasion du coefficient do diffusion D11.
11 pout s'6crire

DI= -- (m+r 3
1 2 k)12 (17)
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oiL na' eat Is section efficace de collision pour des sphbres 6lastiques
rigides de diam~tre al et 02, o'est-&-dire

+ a2)(18)2

et oZL f eat un facteur de correction qui tient compte du fait que I&
section efficace pout d6pendre de I& temperature. Dana ce caa, Djs
W'est pas directoment proportionnel A T' /2.

En introduisant (17) dans i'expression (12), on obtient pour le
flux de particulos do masse mn,, F(m1 ):

3 fg m2)l M 112 n , /
F(m1 ) 8+~~m)(mkI n

X - MI + M (X_ I_ OL . ,)] (19)

Si le constituant de masse ml est un constituant socondaire,
c'est-b.-dire si n, c4 n., l'expression (19) devient

F(m) 8 7C 4(I±+ MI)' (1i)/2k n,

R(X __ MnI) + -P 2H2)(X -1 -- OLTr) (20)
M2 ~ rI

En vue do d6terminer des conditions pratiques, nous adoptons
une section efficace moyenne 2,8 x 10-"6 cm2 correspondant 6, an
diam~tre do collision a, = a. do 3A. Ainsi, la section officace de
diffusion n'ost pas surontini~e. Introduisant, en. outre, los masses
physiques, c'est-&-dire M(O) =16, le flux do diffusion eat donn6 par
F(M,) cm-2 sec-'

F(M,) = 1,823 x 1011 go(!r) (1-M)l(
2 )ll

(X - + -P 2H.)(X _ I _-T) (21&)

On voit done quo, dang l'homosph~ro, c'est-&-dire dana i& partie de
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l'atmosphbre oti lee conatituants prinoipaux sont dana les m~mes
proportions, on a

F'(M1) =1,823 X 1011 go () (1 ri T/ ( n.)I

[(1 -2H, (21b)

Cette expression montre quo le flux do diffusion danm 1'homosph~re
ne varie pas beaucoup en fonotion de l'altitudo, car il d6pend omsen-
tiollement du rapport (r./r)2 et de la variation do T-1113. En simpli-
fiant, on adopt. une altitude de lordre de 100 km corrospondant A
(r/rq) =0,985, une temp~rature do 2000K et un faible gradient.
Ainsi, on a, dana le cas de I'stmosph~ro terrestro,

iF(m1) = 1,7 x 1012 + M) 1/2 (M2lU 11 M)! (22)

Pour lea diverses plan~,tes, l'expresaion (22) eat applicable si le
facteur numdrique est multipli6 par lea valeurs suivantes :

Mercure Venus Mars Jupiter Lune Titan

0,36 0,858 0,40 2,64 0,165 0,176

Si on adopte comme constituant prnoipal I'azote moldculairo
M = 28, on approche tr~s souvent does conditions r6ellea. On obtient

ainsi, A partir do (22), lea flux do diffusion suivants :

Hydrogone : F(HI) = 3,4 x 1012 [n(H)fn,] cm-2 see-' (23)
Deut6rium F(D) =2,3 x 10113 [n(D)1In1 cm2 see-' (24)
H6lium-3 F(Hel) = 1,9 X 1013 [n(Hes)/n.] cm-2 sec1  (25)
H6lium-4 F(1{ed) = 1,6 x 1018 [n(Ho')/n.] cm7-2 we-" (26)

Oxyg~ne-16 F(O) = 4,6 x 10132 [n(O)fIn, cm-' sec-i (27)
Oxyg~ne-32 F(O2) =- 7,6 x 1012 [n(O,)/ns] cm-2 se-' (28)

La conclusion est quo dana 1'atmorph~re terrestro, 1'ordre do

grandeur du flux do diffusion eat donn6 par

F = 1018(n1/n.) om-2 e- (29)

On doit n6anmoina se rendro compto qu'il no faut qu'un 16ger chan-

gement des conditions physiquea pour modifier le sons du flux do
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diffusion. Prenons oomme exomple Is moldoule d'oxygt~ne. LA for-

mule (21b) conduit &

F(02) = 8,8 x 1011 0(02 [(X - 1,14) + P(X - 1)] (30)
as

IAe transport a lieu vera los haute@ altitudes siile term. entro crochets

est positif, c'est-&-dire si

X >I1+ 0,14 (31)

ou avec un gradient =0,2,

H > 1,12 H(02) (32)

Done, il suffit quo Is hauteur d'd&helle do l'oxyg~ne mol6culaire

devienne inf6rieure & 1,12 fois oello do 1'atmosph~re pour quo Ia
diffusion provoque un transport vers le haut. En particulior, si on
admettait un 6quilibro photochimique on aurait :

F(O2) = 2 x 101s n(O,)/n. cm-' bee-' (33)

c'est-&-dire tin flux qui compenso aisment I& photodissociation.

En d'autros terme., il existo tin flux vertical de mol6cules qui pout
cumpenser lee molecules photodissoci~es dans 10 champ du rayonne-
ment du soloed.

D'autre part, ii on consid~re tin constituant apparaissant dans
1'hdt6roffph~reocomme rdsultat d'uno dissociation, tin maximum do
concentration apparalft. Au niveati de co maximum, Hl existe toti-
jours tin transport vera le baa dont le flux s'obtiont & partir do (20)

oti X = 0. En particulier, pour 1'oxygbno atomique clans l'azote,
on trouve :

F(O) =-6 x 101s n(O) /n. cm-2 see- (34)

c'ost-&-dbre encore tine fois tin flux tr~s important qui doit influencor

los conditions photochimique.. Ceci eat d'autant plus important
qu'il s'agit d'un transport vera le bas quo neocontrecarre pas le

brassage do 1'air dfi & Ia turbulence oti & tout autre mouvement

atmosph6rique.

Ce. exemple. montrent combien l'6tude do Is structure dos
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atmosphbres supirieures plan6taires no pout se d6terminer danm le

cadre 616mentaire des 6quilibres do photodissociation ou de photo-
ionisation. Le transport par diffusion modifie l'6quilibre de disso-
ciation par suite du transport vers le haut des moldcules. II faudrait
que les processus de dissociation soient extr~mement rapides pour
que le prooessus de diffusion ne domine pas. Dans le oas de la
distribution des atomes, il s'agit do comparer lee temps de reoim-
binaison ot de diffusion. Lorsque Is recombinaison est due A une
collision triple, le maximum de concentration sera toujours d6plac6
vers le bas par rapport aux conditions d'6quilibre et il y aura un
transport vers le bas des atomes produits par dissociation ou

ionisation. Des ractions rapides sont n6cessaires pour 6viter un tel
prooeasus.

En bref, on ne pout fixer lee conditions physiques des atmo-
spheres plandtaires en consid6rant uniquement les processus photo-
chimiques. 1i faut tenir compte de 1'effet de diffusion dans le champ
de Ia pesanteur. Cet effet, A partir des conditions photochimiques,
se traduit par des transports des atomes ou des mol~cules dans le
sens oppos6 au transport rhsultant du passage du m6lange parfait
A l'6quilibre de diffusion.
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18. - MICROWAVE SPECTRAL LINES AS PROBES
OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

ALw H. BARRETT

RArch Laboruaory of Eflecromoa
MaaaacAuaet Inraituze of Technology
Oambridge, Maoachueent, U. S. A.

1. INMODUCTION

It has been seven years since radio emission was detected
from Jupiter, and during this time radio emission from Mercury,
Venus, Mars, and Saturn has also been detected. For the planets

Mercury, Mars and Saturn, the detection has been limited to single
observations at wavelengths between 3-4 cm, hence no information

is available about their radio spectra, but the intensity of the

received radiation is in good agreement, within the observational

uncertainties, with that to be expected by thermal emission from

the planetary surfaces and/or atmospheres. However, the intensity

of the emission from Venus and Jupiter was wholly unexpected

and has stimulated considerable research, both theoretical and

experimental, on these planets and their environment. Needless to

say, the possibility of obtaining data on the planets from close

range by means of space probes has also served to heighten the

interest in planetary phenomena.

Because of extensive cloud cover on Venus and Jupiter, their

surfaces have'eluded direct study by ground-based observations at

all wavelengths shorter than the radio wavelengths. The great

value of the radio observations is that they afford a means of

studying the physical conditions below the cloud layers and, at the

moment, this appears to be the only method by which this can be

accomplished from ground-based observations, with perhaps a few

isolated exoeptions. However, it should not be construed a priori

that the clouds have a negligible effect at all radio wavelengths and

hence can be dropped from further consideration of the radio data.

It is equally dangerous to assume that the radio observations auto-
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matically refer to the surface and lower atmosphere of the planet.
In fact, a strong case can be built for explaining the bulk of the
microwave radiation from Jupiter as originating in an intense

radiation belt surrounding the planet at distances of several plane-
tary radii. Also, a dense ionosphere about a planet could render
the surfaoe totally unobservable by radio methods, although the
requirements imposed upon the ionosphere appear to be quite
severe.

The hindrances imposed by either a planetary radiation belt

or a dense ionosphere can be circumvented, at least partially, by
radio observations made at short centimeter and millimeter wave-
lengths. The clouds, however, will play a larger role at these wave-
lengths than at longer wavelengths in determining the radio spectra.
Another factor also becomes important at the short centimeter
and millimeter wavelengths. The spectral lines of molecules resulting

from their rotational or fine-structure energy are predominantly
found at wavelengths shorter than 3 cm and these can be expected
to be vitally important in defining the planetary microwave spectra.
This fact alone opens up the possibility of detecting molecular
species in planetary atmospheres which might be undetectable, at
present, by other methods. For example, molecular constituents

whose electronic or vibrational spectra lie in a region of the spectrum

obscured by the terrestrial atmosphere might be detected by their
microwave spectra, or a constituent distributed predominantly in
the lower atmosphere of the planet could produce a detectable
resonance in the radio region and have escaped detection by other
techniques. In any event, as radio observations are extended into
the millimeter spectrum it will become increasingly important to

know the microwave properties that can be expected of the mole-
cular species to guide the interpretation of the millimeter data.

II. MI•ROWAVI SPUCTRA OF PLANETARY CONSTITUr s

Several authors have discussed the possibilities if detecting
atomic and molecular spectral lines of astrophysical interest by
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radio techniques, but such discussions hav'e usually been concerned
with detection possibilities in the interstellar medium and thus
are not entirely appropriate for the present discussion (1.7). In

this section the subject will be re-examined from the point of view

of planetary atmospheres and this will require a consideration of

many more molecular species, generally of a more complex nature,

than would be expected in the interstellar medium.

Needless to say, the first question to be considered is : What

atoms and molecules are known to exist, or might be expected to

exist, in the atmospheres of the planets ? The answer to this question

must be supplied, at least partially, by the observations of plane-

tary spectra which have been made. The atoms and molecules

that have been identified in the atmospheres of Venus, Mars, and

Jupiter are given in Table I-a. The constituents of the Earth's

atmosphere are also listed, in order of decreasing abundance. Also

presented in this table in parentheses are those molecules that are

present in the terrestrial atmosphere and might be expected to

occur in the atmospheres of the planets indicated. (Only Venus,

Mars, and Jupiter will be considered, as they are sufficiently

representative.) ¶Iable I-a clearly illustrates the contrast between

TABLE IS

Moiscuko conesisuentj of pkimeiwy Wmshneplrse

Pl1426 Mokotda.

Venus COz, H10 (?), (N,, N,O, NO,, CO,
CH4 , A, 0,, O).

Earth N,, 0,, H$,0 A, C0,, Ne, He, CH4,
Kr, N.O, H,, 0,, CO, 80,, OH.

Mars ,CO (No, A, O,0,, HO, 00, N,09
NO,, CH 4).

Jupiter H,, CH4, NH, (He, No, A, H,O).
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the number of identified atoms and molecules in the Earth's
atmosphere as compared with the neighboring planets. It is to be
expected that many of the suspected molecules actually do exist in
the atmospheres of the other planets, but their abundance is such
that they have escaped detection by present spectroscopic tech-
niques.

Our present knowledge of planetary atmospheres is such that
a list of possible molecular constituents should include more than
just those found in the terrestrial atmosphere. Therefore, in addition
to considering the microwave properties of all of the molecules in
Table I-a, the molecules listed in Table I-b will also be considered.
Note that the bulk of the molecules in Table I-b are organic com-

pounds involving the astrophysically abundant atoms H, C, N, and
0. Molecules containing six or more atoms are excluded. The
organic compounds may prove to be very important in planetary
physics, particularly with reference to Venus.

TABLz Tb

Other possible molecular oo"ueiite

CHO CH, HCNO
CHO, C,HO HO,
CNSH CN, HS
CS CHN. NO
CS, HCN OCS

Having selected a fairly large and representative group of

molecules, the next question to ask is : What are the microwave
properties, if any, of these molecules? The answer to this question
is unfortunate. Many of the most abundant molecules in the plane-
tary atmospheres do not have any microwave resonance spectra.
This is a consequence of the fact that practically all symmetric
molecules, of which the homonuclear molecules are an obvious
example, do not have any permanent dipole moment and, therefore,

do not exhibit any microwave resonance lines. Thus H., N1, COg,
and CH4, for example, are unobservabie by microwave techniques.
The molecule 0, is a familiar exception to this group because it has
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a permanent magnetic dipole moment, even though its electric
dipole moment is zero. In Table II the molecules of Table I are
separated into those having no microwave spectra, and those that
do, and it is this latter group that will be considered.

TABLE II

Microwav propenrt8 of atomic and molecular conetituent

Lacking microwave Havingý micrv, ave
reaonance speara reonance pectra

A CH'O HS
CH, CHO, NH,
CO, CO NO
CS, CS NO,C'H, C'H'0 N'0
CaN' CHN OCS
H, HCN OH
He HNCO 0,
Kr HNCS 0,
N, H'O SO,
Ne H,0'

The molecules in Table II are relatively simple molecules and,
for the most part, were among the first to be studied by the tech-

niques of microwave spectroscopy. Therefore a large body of data
has been accumulated from which we can evaluate their microwave
properties under circumstances that are of interest to us (8). Of
particular importance is the fact that measured frequencies of
most of the principal transitions have been published or may be
accurately calculated from the molecular parameters evaluated
from measurements at other frequencies. A compilation of these
frequencies is given in Appendix I for those molecules listed in
Table II that have resonance spectra. Included also are the available
quantum numbers of the transitions. Very often calculated inten-
sities are published but these usually refer to a temperature of
3000K, low pressure, and no foreign gas broadening. Under these
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circumstances the calculated intensities can be more misleading
than helpful for considerations of planetary atmospheres and have

been omitted.
We have dropped from consideration those molecules that have

no permanent dipole moment. However, it should not be assumed
that these molecules have no effect upon microwave propagation
under all circumstances. During a molecular collision a molecule

may have an induced dipole moment that gives rise to nonresonant
interaction with microwave radiation. In situations of high pressure,
the effect of the induced dipole may be appreciable because the
molecule will spend a larger fraction of its time in collision. This
process has been used to explain the high-pressure nonresonant
absorption exhibited by CO, N,, CtH 4, for example (9. 10). In

fact, the collision-induced dipole absorption by CO, formed the
basis of the interpretation of the Venus radio observations that
indicated that the surface pressure of Venus might be very much

higher than was previously supposed (11). For future interpretations

of the Jupiter radio observations, it should be noted that the
collision-induced dipole effect is very small for both H. and CH 4

for pressures up to 100 atm. (10).

III. DEPENDENCE OF MICROWAVEC PROPERTIES ON

PLANETARY ENvIRoN•mNT

The basic parameters of any spectral line are its frequency,
intensity, and line shape, but all of these quantities are dependent
upon the particular circumstances of observation. In this section
we shall show how the parameters are influenced, or altered, by
the conditions within the planetary atmosphere, as this will be

important in dictating equipment design, planning an observing
program, or interpreting the observations.

The resonance frequency of a transition is defined by the
spacing of the energy levels within the molecule and, under many

circumstances, may be considered to be independent of external
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interactions on the molecule. However, if a molecule does experience

external interactions such as collisions, the resonant frequency will

be shifted when the average energy of interaction is comparable with

the energy separation of the levels. This effect is important for

molecules in high-pressure environments, and may be very impor-

tant for considerations involving Venus and Jupiter microwave
spectra. Unfortunately, very little experimental data are available

about this effect for polar molecules, although NH. has been

thoroughly studied (1-14). It has been found that for pressures of

1 atm of pure NH, the observed absorption at wavelengths of

approximately 1 cm can be explained only by assuming that the
resonance frequency has a value less than its low-pressure value,

and for pressures of 2 atm, or higher, one must take the resonance
frequency to be zero. This result is in agreement with theoretical

predictions (15. 16). Data on high-pressure effects for other polar

molecules appear to be limited to a study of NO, carried out at
frequencies of 9 KMc/s and 23KMc /s over a range of pressures of

3-27 atm (17). It has been found that NO, which has a small dipole

moment, showed no irregular high-pressure effects until approxi-

mately 15 atm, and rather slight effects above this value. High-
pressure effects have also been studied experimentally and theoreti-

cally for 0. (18. 1i). For pressures greater than 20 atm, the observed
results can only be fitted to the usual line shape theories if one

assumes that the resonance frequencies decrease rapidly to zero
when the pressure exceeds 20 atm.

We expect that all molecules will exhibit a shift of their reso-
nance frequencies under conditions of high pressure, for in the
limit of very high pressures the resonance absorption, which is
typical of the gaseous state, must approach the nonresonance

absorption characteristic of a liquid. Quantitatively, the frequency-

dependent portion of the absorption coefficient a for a single line
of frequency v, is given by (1 1o)

AV AV
(v-- Vo)2 + AV' (v + v9)2 + AV(
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where Av is the halfwidth of the line. When ve becomes zero this

expression gives

2 vI
(X ~ -1(2)

Av 1± (i-)v

which is the form of the familiar Debye absorption for liquids. The
question of when the pressure shift of v0 sets in is dependent upon
the dipole moments of the molecules in collision and the force law

acting between them. For example, a molecule with a large dipole
moment will have a large effective collision diameter; hence it will
require fewer collisions per unit time to shift its frequency than a

molecule with a very small dipole moment. Therefore, not only
must each case be treated separately, but it must be treated with

particular reference to the molecular envix znment. In general, the
transition to zero frequency appears to be important when (Av)p
is of the same order as vo, where Av is the halfwidth at low pres-
sures (18).

The question of linewidth of a spectral line is closely associated
with the frequency shift because both result from external inter-
a-tions of identical nature. For planetary atmospheres, the mecha-

nism dominating the linewidth will be pressure broadening, with

the possible exception of the extreme upper atmosphere in which
Doppler broadening may become comparable with pressure
broadening. Microwave spectroscopic measurements of linewidths
are usually made at low pressures, less than 1 mm Hg, and the

extrapolation of these measurements to pressures of I atm or
greater must be considered hazardous. At pressures for which

multiple collisions become important, the linewidth predicted on
the basis of low-pressure results will give an erroneous value.

Again, when this becomes important depends on the dipole moments
of the colliding molecules and the force law. Another complication

is that linewidths are usually determined for broadening by colli-
sions of one molecule with another of the same species, that is, self-
broadening, but in planetary atmospheres the broadening will be
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by collisions with several types of molecules, each with its own
interaction potential. Formally, the resultant linewidth may be
computed from the expression (8)

Av, = x, Av,,, (3)
(-1

where zx is the fractional abundance of molecule i, and Avli is
the linewidth of the absorption line of molecule 1 if it were broa-
dened only by molecule i. Unfortunately, experimental data on
foreign gas broadening are meager, although the relative impor-
tance of some species can be judged by their effect in broadening
the NH, resonances (3). As might be expected, molecules with
large dipole moments produce the largest pressure broadening.
Even fewer data are available for application to high-pressure
situations (21).

Although the linewidth is an important parameter of spectral
lines, the question of the over-all line shape is equally vital when we
consider observations throughout an entire atmosphere of a planet.
Because the path of observation is through a medium of continually
changing temperature, pressure, and, perhaps, molecular compo-
sition, the resultant line shape will be drastically altered from that
obtained in laboratory spectroscony. The width of the overall
line will dictate the required frequency resolution of the observing
equipment and, furthermore, will be a contributing factor in the
resultant intensity of the line. In addition, the intensity of the line
will depend directly upon the vertical distribution of the molecular
species and the temperature profile of the atmosphere. Both the
intensity and shape of the line may be computed from the equa-
tions (3)

T1 = To e-"- + T e-' dr, (4)

r -- dz', (5)

where T. is the effective radiation temperature of the surface, T
is the temperature of the atmosphere, TB is the brightness tempera-
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ture of the emergent ray in the direction in which x is measured,

and . is the optical depth integrated from the surface throughout

the atmosphere. In writing these equations, the usual Rayleigh-
Jeans approximation to the Planck radiation law is assumed,

hence intensity can be expressed as a temperature. The general

expression for the absorption coefficient a has been given by Van

Vleok and Weisskopf (0)

4nsNv pgj 'Viff (V, Vfj)e'1 1

(6)
3CkT 'S2' T

I

AV, V+) v V -, (7)
(V- Vi~)1 + Av2 V ±V4)s + AVd
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Fig. 1. - ample vertioal di•butions of H]O.
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where N is the number density of molecules of a particular species,
v are the resonance frequencies, EB is the energy of level j, and

"tg is the dipole matrix element between levels i and j. The

frequency dependence of the line is largely contained in the * shape
factor of (v, vi), therefore the line shape will be dictated by Eqs. (3)
and (7), the vertical distribution of the molecular species, and the

total pressure, since the total pressure will determine the linewidth
Av.

80- SAMPLE WATER VAPOR
RESONANCE LINE PROFILE

ZENITH ANGLE 0°
70

.60 CONSTANT M IXI NG
0 RATIO DISTRIBUTION

W
S50(-

o. 40 -

430-
z EXPONENTIAL

Z DISTRI BUTION
W 20
z

10-

0
16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

FREOUENCY (KM c/s)

Fig. 2. - H,0 line hpe as seen from the surfaoe of the Earth computed
using the distributions of Fig. 1.

As an illustration of how the line shape and intensity are
influenced by the vertical distribution of the molecules the reso-

nance profiles of a single isolated line have been computed for the

hypothetical distributions shown in Fig. 1. The resultant line
profiles are shown in Fig. 2. These figures are applicable to the HoO

line in the terrestrial atmosphere, as viewed from the Earth's
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surface, but they illustrate how important the effect of the vertical
distribution is in determining the line profile (u). The total H.O is
the same in the two cases, so the difference in the profiles results
entirely from the manner in which the H.O is distributed in height.
The increased intensity and narrow proffle of the constant mixing
ratio case is due solely to the fact that more H2O is distributed at
higher altitudes where line broadening is less because of the reduced
pressure. Figure 2 was computed from the equations

TB =-f- T e-" d¶, r= a dx', (8)

which are appropriate for observations made from the surface of
a planet. These equations are analogous to Eqs. (4) and (5) which
apply to observations made from outside a planetary atmosphere.
Figure 2 demonstrates that microwave observations, taken in
sufficient detail to define the line shape, can be used to give infor-
mation about the vertical distribution of planetary atmospheric
molecules. However, it should be mentioned that a unique deter-
mination of the molecular distribution would be dependent upon
a knowledge of the temperature and pressure distribution through-
out the atmosphere. The microwave observations could also be
used to monitor the resonance frequency and give information
concerning temporal variations in the abundance and/or the distri-
bution.

Observations made from a planetary surface require a means
of placing and orienting the equipment on the surface of the
planet. Of more immediate interest, perhaps, is the effect of a micro-
wave resonance line as viewed from outside the planetary atmos-
phere, either from a space craft or from a groundbased site.
Unfortunately, the effect of the resonance may not be as pronounced
in this case, and therefore its utility is more limited. For example,
if the total optical depth is small, as is the case for the terrestrial
HsO line at 1.35 cm, the effect of the resonance line is largely
compensated for by the emission from the surface. This can be seen
clearly by comparing Figs. 2 and 3 ; the latter has been computed
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by using Eqs. (4) and (5) for the exponential distribution of HIO
in the terrestrial atmosphere. Note that the total effect of the
resonance line is an order of magnitude less when viewed in absorp-
tion against the teirestrial surface than when viewed from the
surface looking into cold space. It should be emphasized that the
intensity of the resultant line depends critically upon the effective
radiation temperature T. of the background. In computing Fig. 3

S289-

S288-

a:
: 287
w

4286•z
z
'I- 285 I | 1 I

z 16 IS 20 22 24 26 28 30
FREQUENCY (K MC/S)

Fig. 3 - HO line shape as seen from above the atmosphere. Computations
were made for an exponential distribution, and assuming a radiation tempe-

rature of 288oK for the Earth's surface.

the value used for TK corresponded to that of the atmosphere at
ground level, an assumption that is equivalent to assuming that
the emissivity of the surface is unity and that the surface and lower
atmosphere are at identical temperatures. On the other hand,
consider the case of ocean surfaces in which the radiating tempera-
ture T. may depart appreciably from the groundlevel atmospheric
temperatures because of the low emissivity (high reflectivity).
In this case, the resultant temperature in the center of the line
may exceed that of the background and the line would appear as an
emission line, characteristic of observations from the surface. Such
a case is shown in Fig. 4, which has been computed for the terres-
trial H0 as seen over ocean areas that have an assumed effective
temperature of 1650K.
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The examples above have been computed by using parameters

that are typical of the Earth and are representative of an atmos-

pheric H20 distribution to illustrate the various possibilities here.

It should be emphasized, however, that the examples apply to a

single resonance line for which the total optical depth is small

IS-

I1 75

I& 1,70-

<16 5ZW -

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

FREQUENCY (K MC/S)

Fig. 4. - H1O line shape as seen from above the atmosphere. Computa-
tions were made for an exponential distribution, and assuming a radiation

temperature of 165oK for the Earth.

compared with unity. For the case of large optical depth and

many closely spaced lines, the resultant profiles will be more

dependent on the temperature distribution in the atmosphere. In

fact, the questi,. of whether a line will be seen in absorption or

emission, when - wed from outside the atmosphere, will depend

on the optical depth at frequencies near a particular line and the

distribution o' t.emperatare in the atmosphere. An example illus-

trating this caoc is the complex of O lines at 5-mm wavelength in

the terrestrial atmosphere where the optical depth is so large that

the radiation from the Earth's surface is totally absorbed in the

center of the line complex, therefore, even though the lines are

generated in the upper atmosphere they will be seen in emission

because of the temperature distribution (").

Our knowledge of planetary atmospheres, other than that of

the Earth, is so meager that detailed calculations are not justified

unless a molecule has been identified, or is strongly suspected, in an
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atmosphere. As shown in Table Ia, the only molecules with micro-
wave resonance spectra which are likely possibilities are HjO on
Venus and NH, on Jupiter, and both have been investigated
theoretically to determine their effect on the microwave spectra of

500-

2480-
0

S440
2 N AW

1.- 420-

Z 400 -I-.

S380

360
16 IS 20 22 24 26 28 30

FREQUENCY (K MC/S)

Fig. 5. - Theoretical microwave spectra of Venus computed assuming an
atmosphere of CO,, N,, and HO, a surface temperature of 580oK and
a surface pressure of 30 atm. Curve A assumes an H1O mixing ratio of
10-' at the surface and decreasing linearly to zero at 33 km. Curve B assu-
mes an HsO mixing ratio of 10-2 to be uniform throughout the atmosphere.

these planets (11. ". "). In both cases the analyses are replete

with assumptions about the physical characteristics of the plane-
tary atmosphere and surface and the results are dependent, of
course, on the nature of the assumptions. As an example, Fig. 5
shows a portion of the Venus microwave spectra as influenced
by the presence of H2O computed for different assumed altitude
distributions and total HiO content (2). These curves illustrate

how critical the actual distribution is in determining the resultant
effect on the spectrum and, as already mentioned, how the obser-
vation of a line profile can give information relative to the physical
structure of the atmosphere. These curves also point out the fact
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that it may be very difficult to identify a resonance with a particu-
lar molecular species. The resonance is likely to be quite broad,

making it difficult to determine accurately the center frequency.

As can be seen from Appendix I, the spectrum for wavelengths less
than 3 cm is rich in spectral lines and only by an accurate measu-

rement of the resonance frequency could other molecules be exclu-
ded. Therefore, while the detection of a resonance requires obser-
vations over a broad range of frequencies, the identification of the
resonance would be greatly increased by observations over a narrow

band of frequencies near the resonance frequency. This is especially
true if there is an abundance of molecules in the upper atmosphere
of the planet because the frequency dependence of the spectrum
would then be rather shr'rp near resonance, and the limits of error on

the center frequency reduced accordingly.

IV. DETERMINATION OF ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES

BY A MICROWAvE EXPERIMENT

As has been discussed above, observations from ground-based
sites might possibly detect a molecular resonance in the spectrum of

a planet and, by its shape, deduce the gross characteristics of the

vertical distribution. Observations from close range such as are

afforded by planetary fly-by spacecrafts would greatly increase the
spatial resolution so that local areas could be examined, longitu-

dinal effects determined, equatorial and polar differences detected,

and day-night effects studied. However, it will be difficult to deter-
mine the physical structure of the atmosphere, such as temperature,
pressure, and abundance distributions, by microwave measurements

alone, without supporting data.
Many of these uncertainties can be removed by a spacecraft

experiment in which the vehicle passes through the atmosphere and
impacts on the planet. Consider two fixed-frequency radiometers,

one directed toward the surface of the planet, and the other oppo-

sitely directed, i. e., into cold space. Assume that the frequency is
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chosen so that the total optical depth through the atmosphere is not
small. Then, for the radiometer directed toward the surface,

Eqs. (4) and (5) are applicable, and, for the radiometer directed
toward space, Eqs. (8) apply. The ýradiometer outputs will

continually change, of course, as the vehicle falls through the atmos-
phere, and, supposedly both radiometer outputs will be increasing.
At the moment before impact, one radiometer will register the effec-

tive radiation temperature of the surface, while the other will give
the effective temperature of the atmosphere as seen from the

surface, or very close to it. At a height hA in the atmosphere,
which is presumed to be known from altimeter data, the output

of radiometer 1, TAI, directed toward the surface, will be

TAI (hj) = Tse-TOh1 + T, (h1)[1 - e-"A1)], (9)

where Tg (hA) is the average gas temperature over the height
interval h,, and r (hA) is the optical depth of the layer of thickness

hA. On the other hand, the output of radiometer 2, TA2 , directed

toward space will be

TA2 (h1 ) -q T, e-' dr, (10)

which is simply the integrated effect of all of the atmosphere above
hA. At the surface of the planet, i. e., h = 0, the outputs of the

radiometers will be

TAI (0) Ts(11)

TA2 (0) T, (hA) [1 - e-TAh) + e-00) J Tge-" dr (12)

By using Eqs. (10) and (11), it is possible to solve Eqs. (9) and
(12) for Tg (h,) and r (hA). By a similar procedure for other heights,

it is possible to obtain the temperature distribution with height and

the variation of the optical depth with height throughout the

atmosphere. The vertical resolution afforded by this method, i. e.,
the size of the increments of A, will depend entirely upon the
sensitivity of the equipment, the value of r (A,), and the temperature
gradient in the atmosphere. Note that if r (hA) is large, then both

radiometers will measure simply the gas temperature as a function
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of height and no information will be gained about the optical

depth.
The experiment outlined above can determine the temperature

gradient, but further information about the atmosphere is contained

in the optical depth determination as a function of height. The

mechanism of absorption has not been specified. In particular,
the experiment is not dependent upon a microwave resonance line

for its success, since a nonresonance absorption such as is exhibited

by CO, under high pressure (9) would suffice. Needless to say, the
interpretation of the optical depth data would depend on the
mechanism of absorption and the choice of operating frequency,

but, for purposes of illustration, suppose that the absorption is

due to a resonance line and the observing frequency is on the center
of the resonance. Then, for an isolated line, the optical depth can

be written

(h,) K NhT (12)S(h) KTA-•,

where K is evaluated from Eqs. (6) and (7). If it can be assumed that
the linewidth Av is proportional to the total pressure and that the

number density of the particular molecule N is proportional to a
fraction e of the total pressure, then it follows from Eq. (13) that

r(hl) is proportional to e and independent of the total pressure.

Therefore, a determination of the optical depth in increments of hA

can be interpreted in terms of the fractional abundance of the

molecule throughout the atmosphere.
Many versions of this experiment can be proposed. For

example, it might be more feasible to have two radiometers, both
looking toward the surface, tuned to different frequencies in the

line, or to accomplish the same thing with one radiometer but to
time-share the frequencies. The details of any experiment will
depend on the type of information sought, constraints imposed by
the spacecraft, state-of-the-art techniques, etc., but microwave

techniques may afford a means of probing planetary atmospheres
that is competitive with, or superior to, other methods.
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APPENDIX

Microwave resonance lines of selected molecules

All frequencies are in Mc/$. Lines designated by (*) are calculated
frequencies; all other frequencies have been measured in the laboratory.
Identifications of transitions by their quantum numbers, where available,
are those reported in the original publications.

CH2O (HCO, Formaldehyde)

Transition Frequency Transition Frequency.
12,,. -- 12.,# 3,225.58 25,,2, 4. 25,.,2 19,59b.23
20,,,, 20,,1. 3,518.85 9,,s 9,., 22,965.71

1l'1 11., 4,829.73 17'.15 178,,, 24,068.31
68., 6',4 4,954.79 35,,s 355.,3 24,730.40

13,,, 13,,,, 5,136.58 26,,2, 26,,,i 26,358.82
21,.,, 214.1, 5,138,57 3,,3 3,,2 28,974.85
224,, 22,,1, 7,362.60 18,,,, 18,.,6 33,270.80
31,,,, 31.,.6 7,833.20 10,,, 10,,, 34,100.32
14,,,, 14,,11 7,892.03 27,,,$ 274,, 34,982.80

71,s 7,., 8,884.87 19,,,, 19,,,6 45,063.10
23,,.0 23,,,9 10,366.51 28,,,& 28,,24 45,835.58
32,,2, 32,,21 10,608.74 4,,4 4,,8 48,284.60
15,,,, 15,,,, 11,753.13 11.14 ll,. 48,612.70
33,,2, 33,,2, 14,211.68 29,.26 294,.,
24,,2, 244,10 14,361.54 20,,,8 20,,1,

2,,1 2,,1 14,488.65 12,,,, 12,,.0
8,,, 8,., 14,726.74 5,,, 51,4 72,409.35

16,,,, 16,,,, 17,027.60 0,, 0 1,, 72,838.14
34,,.s 34ss, 18,841.20 30,.2, 30,.24

CHO, (HCOOH, Formic acid)

Eighty.nine lines between 16 KMc/s and 203 KMc/s have been identified
and accurately measured. (See ref. 28 and 29.)
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CO (Carbon monoxide) 08 (Carbon ononoufi.de)

Tran•ition Frequency Trmnsition Frequency
J=0-* 1 115,271.20 J= 0 -* l,v=0 48,991.00
J = 1 2 230,537.97 j = 0 1, v = 1 48,635.91
J = 2 3 345,795.90 j = 1 2, v = 0 97,982*

OHO (HCOO, Ketene)

Tran•ition Frequency Transition Frequency
61,, -s 6,., 7,925.18 14,,,1 -- 14,.,, 39,612.55

27,,86 272,1, 9,188.20 11,.1 2,,s 40,038.80
28,,,, 28,,,, 10,588.88 10,1 2,,, 40,417.90
9,,, 9,,1 16,980.97 1,' 21,, 40,793.62
0'.0 1,.1 20,209.20 2,,, 3,,1 60,057.92

10.t. 101.0 20,753.90 2,, 3,,* 60,615.88
111.,11 111,1. 24,903.53 2,,0 3,,, 60,617.30
12,.s, 12,,2, 29,430.02 2,.$ 3,,s 60,625.68
12,,,, 13,,,, 34,333.14 2,,, 31,, 61,190.24

CHN (CHCCN, Cyanoacetylen) HNCS (Isothiocyanic acid)

Transition Frequency Transition Frequency
J = 1 - 2 18,196.6 1,,, "l 2,,, 23,499.5
J = 2 3 27,294.7

HO (Water)
HON (Hydrogen cyanide) Trantion Frequency

Transition Frequency 5,,, -. 6,., 22,235.22
A J = 0, J = 3 2,693.35 2,., 3,,, 183.311

J = 4 4,488.50
J = 5 6,731.95 HO,(Hydrogenperoxide)
J = 6 9.460
J = 7 12,562.46 Frequency

J = 8 16,147.67 11,072 37,518
J = 9 20,181.39 14,829 39,033
J = 10 24,660.40 22,054 39,495
J = 11 29,585.12 27,639 39,760
J = 12 35,043.24 35,916

J = 0 -. 1 88,631.4
H,S (Hydrogen sulflde)

HNCO (I&tyai acid) Transition Frequency
Trarsition Frequency 1,,& 1-,,o 168,762.51

0,,, - I,,, 21,981.7 2,,, 2,,, 216,710.42

NH, (Ammonia)
Between 11,947 Mc/s and 39,942 Mo/s there are 91 lines whose frequen.

ciea have been meaaured. (See ref. 8 and 27). For pressures of approxi-
mately 1 atm, the spectrum is equivalent to a single line at approximately
27,000 Mo/s.
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NO (Nitric oxide)

21111,/ J = 1/2 -* 3/2 150,210 4 35 (5 lines)
150,510 1 150 (5 lines)

Iiit/,, J = 3/2 5/2 250,460 - 23 (5 lines)
250,760 - 55 (5 lines)

,II,/,, J = 3/2 5/2 257,790 - 40 (6 lines)
257,890 ± 40 (6 lines)

Each line is split by magnetic hyperfins structure into several lines
covering the frequency range shown.

NO, (Nitrogen dioxide)
Traneition Frequency

89,g -* 7,,, 15,290 ± 360 (10 lines)
40,,,, 39,,,, 16,020 ± 12 (6 lines)
23,,22 24,,22 26,630 ± 66 (8 lines)
22,,n, 21,,,. 39,150 ± 95 (6 lines)
9,,, 10,,1, 40,820 ± 160 (6 lines)

Each rotational line is split by magnetic fine structure into several lines
covering the frequency range shown.

N,O (Nitrou. oxide) OH Tranaiton Frequency

Tranition Frequency J = 11/2 36,988 ± 5

J - 0 -* 1 25,123.25 21Y.,, J = 3/2 7,790 ±- 30

J 1 2 50,246.03 J = 5/2 8,160 ± 25

J 2 3 75,370* Frequency range shown includes
1 3 4 100,491.76 only the two strong hyperfine

J 4 5 125,613.68 transitions.
OGS (Car bonyl oulfide) ON (Oxygen)

N N+ N-

Traneition ,requenor 1 56,265.2 118,745.5
J = 0 -+ 1, V = 0 12,162.9" 3 58,446.6 62,486.2

J = 1 2, v = 0 24,325.9 5 59,591.0 60,306.0
J = 2 3, v = 0 36,488.8 7 60,434.8 59,164.2
j = 3 4, r = 0 48,651.6 9 61,150.6 58,323.9
J = 4 5, v = 0 60,814.1 11 61,800.2 57,612.3
J = 35 36, v = 0 486,184.2 13 62,411.2 56,908.7
J = 41 42, v = 0 510,457.3 15 62,997.8* 56,363.2*

17 63,568.5 55,784.1
OH (Hydroxyl radical) 19 64,127.6 55,220.8

Trantition Frequency 21 64,678.9 54,672.5
$'1%, J = 3/2 1,666 ± 1 23 65,224.1 54,130.0

J = 5/2 6,033 ± 2 25 65,761.6* 53,597.6*
J = 7/2 13,438 ± 3 27 66,297.8* 53,069.5*
J = 9/2 23,824 ± 4 29 66,831.3* 52,545.8*
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31 67,362.7* 52,025.9* 80, (Sulfur dio-ide)
33 67,892.3* 51,509.1* Travntiion Friq
35 68,420.5* 50,994.9* 11,, + 2s,, 18,580.2
37 68,947.8* 50,483.0* 4,, 2.. 19,126.4
39 69,474.1* 49,973.00 ,, 2,,s 19,684.3

41 69,999.8* 49,464.8* 13,.i, 12,,, 20,335.47
43 70,524.9* 48,958.2* 23,,,9 24,,,. 22,482.51
45 71,049.7* 48,453.00 6'.6 5,.4 23,414.30
47 71,574.3* 47,949.2* 224.1, 21,1,, 24,039.50
49 72,098.6* 47,446.5* 9',. 8.$, 24,083.39
* Frequencies caloulsted by M. L. 34,.9, 35,,,. 25,049.13

Meeks. 7,,& 8,,7 25,392.80
24,,, 254,11 26,777.20

0, (Ozone) 2,,t 31, 27,867.0
Tctd2on ,requey,, 32,, 28,674.32,.1 3,,, 28,699.3

21,,,, "4 20,s,, 9,201 2,,s 3,,, 28,723.4
9,.s 10,., 10,226 16,,,, 17..,, 28,858.11
3,, 40.. 11,073 3,,s 4.,. 29,321.2224,,S, 23,.., 15,116 21,1 3,,. 29,522.8

26,.,, 27,.,5 16,413 31,, 4,,. 37,149.0
19.,, 18,,6 23,861 3,,v 4'.. 38,203.0
46,,.0 45,.8, 25,300 3,. 41,, 38,260.9
39.8,6 38,,, 25,511 3,,. 4,.,
17.,, 16..,, 25,649 3,. 4 38279.1
40,.84 41,07 27,862 31,, 4,,, 38.322.3
25,.2. 24,,,, 28,960 31.s 4,,s 39,356.2
16,,,, 152,13 30,052 2,,s 2,,, 53,529.16
151.1, 14,,I, 30,181 4,,, 4,,s 59,225.00
19,,,, 18,.,4 30,525 0of 1'.s 69,576.06
22,,I, 23,,,, 36,023
17,,,, 18",, 37,832
2,., 11,1 42,833

13,,Is 12,,,, 43,654
2,,, 2,,, 96,229
4,.4 4,,s 101,737
0,,, 1,,# 118,364
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19. - NON-THERMAL NOISE MEASUREMENTS

NEAR PLANETS (*)

R. F. KLODNOSKY, D. L. CARPENTER, R. A. HELLIWELL
Radomece Laboratory, Stanford Unimrsaty

Stanford, Calfornia, U.S. A.

SUMMARY

It is proposed to study planetary ionization and magnetic fields
by the interpretation of measurements of non-thermal radio noise
made near planets on a fly-by space probe. The noises to be consi-
dered are (a) noises which are external to a planet such as cosmic
noise, and solar and Jovian noise bursts, and (b) noises which
might be expected to be local to a planet such as atmospheric

noise and whistlers (originating with lighting discharges), and VLF

emissions whose origin is currently believed to be related to streams

of charged solar particles and such generation mechanisms as

Cerenkov or Cyclotron radiation and perhaps traveling-wave

amplification effects. It is assumed that the measurements could be
made at a distance close enough to the planet so that the probe

would pass through the planetary magnetosphere. It is expected
that the local plasma frequencies would be greater than the local

electron gyro-frequencies and that the electron density would

decrease with radial distance from the planet.

The measurements would be made by receivers also function-

ing for propagation measurements of man-made radio transmis-

sions, which are another clas of experiments adaptable to the
study of planetary atmospheres. While noise measurements

near a planet would be of great value in determining the noise

environment of the planets and in extending knowledge of the

noises themselves, emphasis here is on the information about the

planetary ionization and magnetic fields which may be obtained.

(*) This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under Grant NaG 174-61 to Stanford Univermity.
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Magneto-ionic theory suggests that the spectrum of noise
which may be observed at the probe will consist of (a) an upper

frequency range whose lowest frequency will be the plasma fre-
quency local to the probe, and in which range the noise will reach

the probe via conventional ionospheric propagation; and (b) a
lower frequency range whose highest frequency will be the electron
gyro-frequency local to the probe, and in which range the noise
can reach the probe by propagating in the whistler-mode, or, for the

extremely low frequencies, in various hydromagnetic modes (which
will not be considered here).

From the high frequency noise measurements:

(1) The local plasma frequency along the trajectory may be

obtained by noting the lower-frequency-cutoff in the cosmic noise
(assuming cosmic noise sources are isotropic).

(2) An estimate can be made of the variation of outer ioni-
zation density with radial distance by combining the cosrnic-nnise-
cutoff measurement with the somewhat greater lower-cutoff-
frequency of the enhanced noise intensity which should be observed

from strong discrete sources such as the sun and Jupiter. Ray path

considerations show that, for frequencies lower than some critical
value, the probe will be within an occulted zone relative to the
discrete source. The discrete noise lower cutoff frequency will be
a function of probe-planet distance, planet-source angle, and plane-
tary electron density variation. Simple considerations show that
the ratio of enhanced discrete noise cutoff to cosmic noise cutoff
frequencies is greatest and most sensitive to the variation of plane-
tary electron density for small planet-source angles. A minimum
number of discrete events would provide useful information.

Should more than one discrete source be present coincidentally, the
interpretation is more complicated but still possible.

(3) An estimate of the maximum plasma frequency of the
planetary ionosphere may be obtained from noting the cutoff in
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the spectra of atmospheric noise (if present) which is able to pene-
trate the planetary ionosphere.

For the low frequency noise, whistlers and VLF emissions are
of the greatest significance. If no magnetic field exists, no VLF
noise will be observed ; a fact of importance in itself. If a magnetic
field exists, and there is planetary atmospheric lightning, whistlers
should be observed. From the low frequency measurements :

(4) An estimate of the minimum electron gyro-frequency
along the whistler propagation path (approximately along a magne-
tic field line) may be obtained from the determination of whistler
nose frequency, that is, the frequency of minimum time delay.

(5) An estimate of the integrated electron density along the
whistler path may be obtained from a measurement of time delay
at the nose frequency.

(6) An estimate of the electron temperature in the exosphere
may be obtained by noting the upper cutoff frequency of the whist-
ler spectrum. This interpretation is based on Landau damping.

(7) The approximate height of the lower ionosphere may be
obtained by noting the lower cutoff frequency of whistler spectra
for those whistlers which have propagated between the planet and
the ionosphere for some distance before penetrating the ionosphere.
This phenomenon is analogous to a waveguide-cutoff effect and is
observed in terrestrial whistlers.

If a planetary magnetic field exists, VLF emissions should be
observed. The theory of the many types of VLF emissions is not
very well advanced, compared to whistler theory, and consequently
the information which can be obtained from their observation is
limited. When the emission is discrete and periodic, it can be

assumed that the emission is echoing along a field line in the whist-
ler mode. In this case, approximate information on the minimum
electron gyro-frequency along the path may be obtained from a
measurement of the upper cutoff frequency of the spectrum, and
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information on integrated electron density along the path may be
obtained from measurements of the echo period.

The proposed measurements require the determination of

cutoff frequencies and time delays or echoing intervals. The accu-
racy with which the various parameters may be determined,

depends upon resolution in time and frequency. In general, for deep
space probes, the instrumentation would consist of many fixed-
frequency receivers whose outputs would be digitally sampled.
The number of -eceivers and the sampling rate would be limited
primarily by the telemetry system data transmission rate. Specific
instrumentation could be designed to investigate some of the out-
standing questions of particular planets.

The data on ionization and magnetic fields that would be
obtained from the interpretation of noise measurements are of an
indirect nature, and the noise measurements are here proposed
to supplement more direct measurements as might be made by
devices such as magnetometers, Langmuir probes, ion traps, etc.

Noise measurements would increase the probability of overall
success of a planetary probe without resorting to redundant instru-

mentation. It is therefore felt that non-thermal measurements
should be included among the experiments to be performed on the
first probes designed to study planetary atmospheres.
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20. - INSTRUMENTATION FOR OBSERVATIONS OF
PLANETS IN THE FAR INFRARED

HECTOR C. INGRAO and DONALD H. MENZEL
Harvard College Obwersory

Cambridge, Maaehuetft, U. S. A.

INFRARED DETZCTORS

When we reduce the available data of the various IR detectors

for intercomparison, we generally find two difficulties : either the

data is not expressed in homogeneous representative parameters,

or all the necessary information is not provided. The following set

of representative parameters (1) (2) for the IR detectors was chosen

in order to make the intercomparison possible.

Detector Temperature Td : the operation temperature of the

detector expressed in OK.

Responsive Area A : the area over which the detector is more

or less equally responsive expressed in cm2 or mm'.

Noise Bandwidth Af : the bandwidth of the noise effective in

NEP measurements, expressed in cps.

Reapon8ivity Rf : the responsivity defined as the ratio of the

rms power incident upon the detector at a modulating frequency f.

The units will depend upon the type of output. Generally, in detec-

tors with electrical output, the responsivity will be expressed in

volt watt-'.

Responsivity R 0 : the responsivity defined as the ratio of the

rm8 output to the rm8 power incident upon the detector at zero

frequency. In detectors with electrical output it will be expressed

in volt watt-1 .

Time Constanvr : defined, if the responsivity varies in accor-

dance with the following relation as

Rt = Ro / [I + (2rfr)2]'2,
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where Rf and R0 are defined as above ;f is the modulating frequency

and r the time constant.

The following figures of merit were chosen

Noise Equivalent Power NEP or P,, : the rmt noise at the detec-
tor output, expressed in terms of the detector input given in watts.

Noise Equivalent Power Density NEPD : the rmi noise in the

detector output expressed in terms of the power density at the
input and given in watt cm-s.

Normalized Detectivity D* : the reciprocal of the NEP measured
with a bandwidth of one cps and reduced to a responsive area of
one cm 2. D* (pronounced t dee-star *) is expressed by the following
relation :

D* = (A Af)'12 (NEP)-',

and is given in cm (cp#)!2- watt-1 .

To examine the effect on D* by the field of view subtended by
the detector Jones (3) has introduced the figure of merit D**
(pronounced 4 dee-double-star *) defined as

D** = (f/7 )'k2 D*,

where Q2 is the solid angle view by the detector. Moreover, since

the response will be proportional to the convolution of the spectral
radiant emittance of the source and the spectral response of the

detector or the spectral transmittance of the window in a thermal
detector, the temperature of the source should be defined for the
measurement of D*. Furthermore, because of the noise power
spectrum of the detector, the modulating frequency and the noise

bandwidth also should be specified.
In general and for a certain operating point of the detector,

D* is expressed as D* (T, f, Af), where T is the temperature of the
source, f the chopping frequency and Af the bandwidth used for the
measurement. In the case of quantum detectors Dx, the normalized

detectivity function of the radiation wavelength, or D:. the nor-
malized detectivity at maximum response is often given.
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Our group has thoroughly investigated the literature in the

field of single detectors. The available detectors that have any
interest for our program are listed in Tables I and II.

Table I lists the single thermal detectors and Table II lists

the single quantum detectors that have a spectral response in the
range, or close to the wavelength of the atmospheric window
8tL - 141A. The thermal linear expansion detector was included in

Table I for comparison purposes and not for any potential astro-
nomical application.

The choice of an infrared detector for astronomical purposes

should depend on the spectral response, NEP, time constant, and
responsive area, but other factors that finally will affect the perfor-

manoe of the equipment are linearity, characteristics independent
of time, sensitivity to vibration and stray fields.

Having evaluated the list in Table I, we believe that for an
uncooled thermal detector of a small responsive area the right

choices are a selected thermocouple produced by Farrand

(D* = 1.5 x 10'), or one similar, or a good thermistor bolometer.
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Fig. 1. - Laboratory setup at Harvard College Observatory for testing the
ferroelectric bolometers.



When a larger or t adjustable# responsive area is needed, a
pneumatic detector, such as a selected Golay or ONERA cell
(D* = 4 x 109), would be advisable.

Quantum detectors from Table II should be chosen on the
basis of each specific application. We should point out in this Table
that the Te detector has a NEP of 3.1 x 10-18 watt at 3.4 IA
operating at 770K and for a bandpass of 5 cpa at 5,000 cP8 modu-
lating frequency. This detector operates practically background
limited.

Ferroelecdric Bolometer

In an effort to develop a thermal image-forming system of
simultaneous read-in for lunar observations, our laboratory has
built and tested several single thermal detectors using the combined
pyroelectric and dielectric variations of (Ba, Sr)TiO, solid solutions
as a function of the temperature near the Curie point. When we
began our program in 1960, we did not know that other laboratories
were engaged in work in this field.

Hanel (4) has shown theoretically that a good single crystal
of BaTiO used as a temperature-sensitive capacitance can achieve
temperature noise-limited operation under certain conditions.
Cooper (5) has extended the analysis to the pyroelectric effect of
BaTiO, single crystal and has shown that under certain operating
conditions the bolometer could be limited only by temperature
fluctuations. Both the above calculations make rather optimistic
assumptions and use values for the thermal and electrical para-
meters of the detector material without analyzing the simultaneous
pyroelectric and dielectric variations as a function of temperature
for DC operation.

Mattes and Perals (6) have made a pyroelectric transducer of
BaTiO. ceramic for measuring large temperature changes of tens
of degrees. Lang (7), by using pyroelectric phenomena in a rod of
BaTiOs ceramic reported detection of temperature changes of
2 x 10-70C.
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The first ceramic for the bolometer made in our laboratory (8)
used a solid solution of 25 mole % SrTiO3 and 75 mole % BaTiO,

ground to a size 2 mm x 2 mm x 0.5 mm. The two square

surfaces have been metallized, a 0.001 in. platinum wire has been

bonded to each of these metallized sides by a conductive cement.

The detector is suspended by these wires from two pins of a 7-pin

tube base. On one side of the detector a blackbody layer (camphor

suit or Glyptal paint) is deposited to receive the incoming radiation.

At first, although the shorter milling time in the preparation of the

ceramic avoided introducing impurities during the milling process,

the two constituents failed to form a solid solution. As a result

the Curie points of the crystallites varied over a range from 00 to

250C(, so that the dielectric constant varied quite smoothly with

temperature. For this ceramic at 250C the relative permittivity is

K' ý- 2741), the temperature coefficient of the permittivity is

0.1 0 '0C, and the tangent of loss angle is 8 = 0.01.

The detectors made with this material operated in open air

and were mounted in an aluminum cavity with heavy walls and

placed in a water bath for close temperature control. The infrared

signals were fed from a blackbody cavity through a hole in the

aluminum cavity. Figure 1 gives a general view of the experimental

setup.

The hysteresis losses of the detector were measured at 50 cp8

calculating the area of the hysteresis curve, electrostatic charge v8

voltage, for a large signal level comparable with the coercive

field E,. Below the Curie point T, the losses were of the order of

10 microwatts, while above the transition temperature they were

immeasurably small. This is to be expected since above T, the

domains and their associated reversal losses disappear. Losses for

a small signal level (0.01 E,) were immeasurably small for all T.

However, according to the cube law for (Ba, Sr)TiO3 the small

signal losses should be about 10-1 (0.01)3 = 10-11 watt at 50 cps.

These figures compare with the julean heating in thermistor of the

order of 10-2 watt.
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For the second series of ferroelectric bolometers a ceramic
with the characteristics shown in Figure 2 was used. In this case To

is around 80C, the DC resistivity close to 1012 ohm-cm, and the

thermal coeficient a - 4.85 %/oC at the point of operation. The

bolometers are 2 mm X 2 mm in size and 0.2 mm in thickness,

have platinum lead 0.0005 in. diameter, and are enclosed in a

vacuum enclosure at 1 X 10-6 mm Hg of pressure. In addition, the

enclosures are provided with a BaF2 window. These bolometers

have a capacitance Cd = 800 pf and an equivalent leakage resistor

Rj = 1 X 1012 ohm.

20,000 •

MATIERIAL K$O00 (10-27)

16,000

12,000 30 W
0

I.- 4

,000 -20 *
I. 0t --

S0(- 4.05 %/-C

4,000 \0

00"*60 -40 -20 0 to 40 60 s0

TEMPERATURE (C)

Fig. 2. - Permittivity of (Ba. Sr)TiO3 and loss tangents as a function of
temperature. DC resistivity of the ceramic close to 10" ohm-cm. (Measure-

ment by Gulton Industries, Inc., New Jersey, USA.).

To measure the responsivity, the detectors were connected in

series with a mercury battery of 30 volts to the preamplifier input.

The preamplifier uses as a first stage a Crystalonics C-624* field-

effect transistor, which is a new type of transistor that gives a low

noise operation at very high input impedance. This stage is fol-

(*) Crystalonics, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
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lowed by two 2 N 2049 Fairchild transistors. The point of operation
of the first transistor gave an equivalent input resistance of

R --= 3 X 1010 ohm and an input capacitance of C- = 180 pf.
With these values the second bolometer (G 22) to be prepared gave
a responsivity of 480 volts per watt at a modulating frequency of

3 cps.

V 4 4:1H~ I II 14

1"; 11 UAlq Ij

Fig. 3. - Output of the ferroelectric I-'lometer G-22, 2 min x 2 mm in
size; infrared signal approximately 7 x 10- watt peak to peak, chopped

at 3cps and a bandwidth Af = 0.25 cps.

Figure 3 shows a record with this detector at room temperature
(230C) of a signal level of the order of 7 x 10-8/(*) watt peak to

peak at a modulating frequency of 3 cp8 and a Af = 0.25 cp8 at
a chart speed of 20 mm 8-1. The noise present on the record comes

almost entirely from the electronics and not from the detector.
Hence, we cannot yet quote a measured NEP for this bolometer.

At present, we are improving the electronics to achieve

detector noise operation and measure the detector parameters. We
have also started to prepare ferroelectric bolometers 1 mm x 1 mm
in size and 0.2 mm in thickness.

(*) The radiation slide rule from General Electric was used.
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Radiation Pyrometer

To obtain thermal scannings of the Moon, we are constructing
in our model shop a radiation pyrometer labeled Model I-B. A view
of the radiation pyrometer head is given in Figure 4. This head has
been designed to operate with optical systems between f13 and f16.
The chopper 5-inch diameter double blade is made of pyrex, 3/32
inches in thickness. One side has a good optical finish and is alumi-
nized; the side facing the detector has a gold evaporated film
(reflectivity 99 % at 10 1A). The chopper shaft uses three high-
precision-instrument, angular, contact ball bearings, preloaded
with 4 lb. to remove any axial play. The shaft is coupled to the
driving mechanism by a foam-clutch coupling.

The drive consists of a miniature hysteresis synchronous
motor operating at 1800 rpm and coupled to a friction-type variable-
speed drive by means of a flexible coupling. The ratios range from
5: 1 to 1 : 5, giving a chopping frequency from 12 cp8 to 300 cp8,
and thus allow for operation of different time constants of the
system and consequently at different scanning speeds.

The phase sensor for the coherent rectification has a Ge photo-
diode and a miniature light bulb. The adjustment of the phase

sensor is 900 (geometrical).
The thermal detector is mounted in a plug-in unit where the

preamplifier, power, and bias supply are located. The unit is all
magnetically shielded inside with 4 Co-Netic 0.*

When the plug-in is in place, the detector is at one end of the
blackbody. This blackbody is made of steel with interior milled
grooves of 150 aperture to give an equivalent emissivity that is
practically independent of the emissivity of the steel. Moreover,
the blackbody is completely insulated with styrofoam to increase
the thermal time constant due to temperature variation in the

environment. The temperature is monitored continuously by means
of a thermistor thermometer. The filter holder is located in the same
blackbody with space for three filters.

() Perfection Mica Co., Illinoij, USA.
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The Model I-B pyrometer has been designed for use with
different detectors. At present we have a thermistor bolometer, an
immersed thermistor bolometer, and a Golay cell. The first has a

size 0.1 mm x 0.1 mm and a 6.2 millisecond time constant and is
housed in an evacuated chamber having a Ge window with a
spectral transmittance given in Figure 5-a. For this thermistor the
resistance is 2.42 x 106 ohm at 250C; the responsivity is 13,300
volt RMS per watt average* at 40 volt bias, provided that the ther-
mal sink is at 250 C and the signal from the blackbody at 4700K is
square modulated at 15 cp8. Furthermore, the NEP is 1.6 x 10-10
watt for a bandpass of 40 cp8 (computed). This detector at the new-
tonian focus of the 100-inch reflector at Mount Wilson (f/5 ; 8 =
16.2"/mm) will have a field of view of 1.6" x 1.6" and thus would

be comparable with the atmospheric seeing. At the prime focus of
the 82-inch reflector at McDonald (f/4; 8 = 25.4"/mm), the
detector will have a field of view of 2.5" x 2.5".
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Fig. 5. - Spectral transmittance of : a. Ge immersion lens coated X/4 at
10.4 1A on one side; b. Ge window coated X/4 at 10 1L on both sides. Window

diameter .250 in. and .040 in. thick.
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The immersed thermistor bolometer has a size of 0.1 mm x
0.1 mm, 5 millisecond time constant and is housed also in an eva-
cuated chamber with a hemisphere Ge lens mounted on. Figure 5b
gives the spectral transmittance of the lens. The resistance for this
thermistor is 2.39 X 106 ohm at 250C; the responsivity is 12,500
volts RMS per watt average* at 45-volt bias provided that the

thermal sink is at 250C ; moreover, the NEP is 2 x 10-10 watt for

a bandpass of 50 cps (computed). This detector for the telescopes
given in the previous examples will subtend fields of view of
6.4" x 6.4" and 10.0" x 10.0", respectively.

When the chopper blade uncovers the blackbody front ope-

ning, the detector exchanges radiation with the target through the
telescope optics ; when the chopper closes the front opening, the
detector exchanges radiation with the blackbody cavity. When the
opening is closed, the reflexion on the other side of the mirror
chopper brings the focal plane on the reticle. The following optical
train and the 35 mm camera can photograph an area of 5' x 7.5' of
the field of view superimposed on the reticle, for a telescope scale

25"/mm.

The reticle has been lined up previously so that the intersection

of the reticle coincides with the position of the detector, respective
to the image. A worm-gear arrangement allows adjustment of the
reticle along the optical axis.

The camera is a 35 mm type, holds 50 feet (420 frames) of film,

and is operated by an electric motor. Every time a picture is secured,
an electric pulse from the shutter is recorded on the paper chart
for future identification of the area under measurement. The
calibration is obtained by means of another blackbody that can be
mounted on the front of the pyrometer ; it is not shown in the Figure.

Moreover, the temperature of this blackbody is raised by a heater,
and the temperature measure, by another thermistor thermometer.

We have mounted in the pyrometer a bandpass filter 8.5 I-

(*) Bolorneter bridge output is half this value.
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12.8 I (between half points) and another bandpaas interference
filter 8.4 F-9.3 t± (between half points). The 8.5 FI-12.8 •t filter
consists of a long wavelength pass fiter with Ge substrate .040 in.
thick in a series with a BaF3 window giving a peak transmittance
of 80 % at 9.0 jL and 10.4 ji as Figure 6b shows.
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Fig. 8. - Spectral transmittance of : a. long wave paes filter. Ge substrate
.040 in. thick; b. the same in series with BaF, window (Mfg. Optical Costing
Lab., Inc., Calif., USA); c. bandpaas interference filter, Irtran-1. with a
deposition of a series of dielectric and semiconductor layers, approximately

in the order of fifty (Infrared Industries, Inc., Massachusetts, USA).

The 8.4 tL - 9.3 tL bandpass filter with an Irtran-II* substrate
.040 thick and a deposition of approximately 50 dielectric and
semiconductor layers gives a peak transmittance of 68 % at 8.5 IL
as Figure 6c shows. The short and long wavelengths of this filter
are at 8.1 ýt and 9.8 F, respectively.

When the thermistor is used, a preamplifier will follow with a

(*) Irtran.II, zinc sulfide, developed by EAstmen Kodak Co., Rochester,
N.Y.
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field-effect transistor as a first stage. After an attenuator the signal
will be fed to a synchronous rectifier (transistorized) which will
also receive the reference signal from a photodiode. This stage will

be followed by a DC vacuum tube voltmeter, an integrator, and
finally a Sanborn recorder.

The signal from the attenuator can also be fed to an AC vacuum
tube voltmeter followed by the Sanborn recorder. Provisions are

made to feed the output signal instead to the paper chart recorder
to a magnetic tape recorder with a rather wide bandpass for more
flexible data reduction. The electronics are being completed.

An experimental pyrometer labeled Model I-A using a Golay
cell as a detector and a Ge filter has been the basis of the design of

the equipment described above. Mr. Anthony Burke secured several

lunar scannings. A scan of the crater Hercules was secured with
this pyrometer on September 26, 1961 (see Figure 7). This scan was

obtained at the newtonian focus of the 61-inch telescope at Agassiz
Station for the purposes of checking the equipment. The recording

was not reduced at the time because of lack of good optical
filtering and because of the high amount of precipitate water in

the path.

This work was sponsored by the National Aeronautical and

Space Administration under Grant NO. 64-60. The authors wish to
thank Mr. N. W. Cunningham, Acting Head, Lunar Sciences,

NASA, for his continued encouragement throughout the develop-

ment of the program. Acknowledgment is also due to Mr. Anthony
Burke, Mr. Michael Harris, Mr. Jay Passachoff, Mr. Frank Murphy,
and Mr. Dieter Froehling who participated directly in this part of

the project.
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21. --- PLANS FOR PLANETARY OBSERVATIONS

WITH STRATOSCOPE II

ROBERT E. DANIELSON
Princeton University Ob8ervatory

Prilweton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

Stratoscope 11 is a balloon-lborne telescope which will have

high resolution photography of the planets as one of its goals.

A model of this instrument is shown in figure 1. The height of the

instrument is about 25 feet and its weight is about 3 tons. The

primary optical element is a 36-inch fused silica mirror.

Since the theoretical resolution of this mirror is nearly (.1

second of arc, it is clear that the ipinting system must have an
accuracv which is considerably better than 0.1 second of arc in

order to fully utilize the capabilities of the mirror. The pointing

will take place in two stages. First, the entire telescope (the 1,
shaped part consisting of the main tube and the side arm) will be

pointed with an accuracy of one or two seconds of arc by a three-

axis pointing system. One of these axes, the azimuth axis. turns on

a mercury float bearing : the entire telescope floats on a layer of

mercury about a millimeter thick in order to eliminate much of the

friction present in ordinary bearings. The other two axes are ortho-

gonal anoi turn, over a limited range of - 50, on flexure bearings.

When these flexure bearings reach the end of their range, the teles-

cope is turned on ordhnary bearings until the flexure bearings are

centered. A shutter temporarilv interrulpts the exposure during this

centering. Second. the final pointing is accomplished by an image

stabilization system (see figure 2) which is designed to keep the

image fixed on the photographic plate to better than 0.03 seconds of

arc.

The signals for the pointing system are provided by two guide

stars located within 25 minutes of arc of the region to be photo-
graphed. These (9th magnitude or brighter) guide stars are detected

by the two retrodividers located in the f/50 plane. Each retrodivider
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splits the light of one of the guide stars into four parts and reflects
this light on to four photomultiplier tubes. (Only one set of photo-

multiplier tubes is shown in figure 2 for simplicity.) The amount

of signal on each of the four photomultiplier tubes depends on how
well the guide star is centered on the retrodivider. One of the
retrodividers, the translational retrodivider, provides the signals

for the transfer lens. If the translational guide star is not centered

on its retrodivider, then the transfer lens will move so as to center it.
The frequency response of the transfer lens is about 20 c/sec. The
average displacement of the transfer lens from its neutral position

and the miscentering of the rotational guide star on the rotational
retrodivider provide the signals for the main servo system which
points the entire telescope.

Fig. 2. -- The Optical Systemi of Stratoscope II

Stratoscope II, like Stratoscope I, will be operated at altitude

by means of television, telemetry, and radio command (Wissinger

1961). Two RCA image orthicon television cameras are used to

find the region of interest and to lock the servo system on to the
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guide stars. One of these cameras, having a field of view of 100

in diameter, will be used in conjunction with , magnetic compass

reading to locate the region of the sky where the object to be

photographed is located. The other television camera (the fine

television -- see figure 2) looks through the entire optical system

of the telescope at the 50 minute of arc diameter field of view

containing the retrodividers.

The region to be photographed is the central poruon of this

50 minute of arc diameter field of view. This region is 2 minutes

of are square which, at f/100, corresponds to a 50 mm square photo-

graph. An f ratio as large as 100 is necessary so that the resolving

power of the telescope is not lost in the grain of the photographic

plate. Seventy millimeter 103aG film will be used.

Planets will be the first photographic objects attempted

because their exposure times at f/100 are relatively short - of

the order of a second. Four different filters will be available by

radio command. This will make it possible to photograph the planets

in B and V colors as well as in the entire 4000 A -- 6000 A wave-

length interval in which the optics are corrected. Furthermore, it

will be possible to obtain photographs in polarized light by
commanding a polaroid filter.

When this very complicated instrument is perfected, it will

allow photographs of planetary details on a scale which, up to the

present, has only been glimpsed by visual observers. Indeed, when

one considers detail of low contrast, it is possible that Stratoscope II

will eventually photograph details which have not been seen

visually. Besides the obvious gains of higher resolution on the

bright planets, many other objects of the solar system will come

within photographic resolution. These include Uranus, Neptune,

Pluto. the larger asteroids, and several of the satellites of the

Major Planets. Time sequences up to 8 hours (a night's flight) will

be possible.

It is clear that Stratoscope II has capabilities for infra-red

spectroscopy as well as high resolution optical photography. The
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reason is, of course, that it is a relatively large instrument which,

at altitude, will be above all but about 0.03 of the carbon dioxide

and about 0.001 of the water vapor in the earth's atmosphere.

At Princeton, we (Dr. Schwarzschild -- the project director,
Dr. Bahng, D)r. Woolf, and myself) had plans to make infra-red

observations with Stratoscope II after a few successful optical

flights. These plans were, however, greatly accelerated as a result

of a proposal from Dr. Weaver and Dr. Sagan of the University of

California at Berkeley. They essentially proposed that Stratoscope

II be used at the next (February 1963) opposition of Mars for infra-

red observations similar to those planned for the 1964 Mars flyby

and that they provide the infra-red equipment.

Basicallv this infra-red equip•ient consists of a cal.ium fluoride

prism spectrograph (Littrow moluiting) operating L1, ween 1 !J, and

7.5 u, The resolution varies with wavelengt., . a typical value is

(.114 u at 5 u. A new highly sensitive bolowueter (Low 1!)61) will
be, operated at 2"K wvhich is the temperature of liquid helium at

the balloon altitude of 24 kmi. At this temperature. the detectors

and associated ele'troni(.s )ro(luce a signal to noise ratio of unit y

if an infra-red power of 2 - to- 1 watts is integrated for one second.

It appears that most of the noise does not come from the detector

but rather from the detector pre-amplifier. This preamplifier noise

is about an order of magnitude greater than the background

radiat ion noise. With this sensitivity, signal to noise ratios in excess
of 21) are expected on Mars during each 24) minute scan of the

I u. 7.5 i. wavelength interval.

A measurement of the amount of water vapor on Mars is the

minimum goal of the first infra-red flight. The present upper limit

for water vapor is 3.5 •< 10 2 gm/cm2 (Sagan 1961). The water

vapor abundance in the earth's atmosphere above 24 km is believed

to be of the order of 10-1 gm/cm 2 (Murcray, Murcray, and Williams

1962). Since 10-1 gmcm2 of water vapor on Mars would cause

an absorption of several per cent in the 6 11 region, it should be

possible to detect water vapor abundances of this magnitude.
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Comparison spectra of the sky near Mars and of the Moon will be

taken to help eliminate effects of terrestrial water vapor.

Other goals of this infra-red flight will be to search for evidence
of organic matter on Mars similar to the features near 3.5 t which

Sinton (1959) has identified as C-H vibration absorptions. Related

emissions from other organic bonds should be detected in the 6 ýt
region if the amount of Martian water vapor is not too high (Sagan

1961). Further goals are searching for minor constituents in Mars'

atmosphere and checking the carbon dioxide abundance.

At the time of this writing (July 1962), Stratoscope II has

been assemb)led at the Perkin-Elmer Corporation and is in the

process of alignment anti testing. Reassembly of the instrument

will begin on about October 1 at the NCAR balloon launching

center at Palestine, Texas in preparation for the Mars infra-red

flight.

Hence the first Stratoscope II flight will not be an optical

flight. This has the advantage that it is not necessary to pre-cool

the primary mirror since neither the figure of the primary mirror

nor the local disturbancef in seeing caused by the instrument is

critical. Also. the image stabilization portion of the pointing system

is not nee(led. Thus the infra-red flight offers the opportunity to

test Stratoscope II under considerably simpler requirements than

an optical flight and still have a good opportunity to obtain extre-

mely valuable observations. The main complication which the infra-

red equipment produces is the necessity to fly liquid helium.

One should be reminded, however, that Stratoscope II is an

extremely complicated instrument incorporating many new engi-

neering features. The size and weight of the instrument is such

as to require the -.evelopment of new ballooning techniques. Hence
it is possible that the initial difficulties will be more severe than with

Stratoscope I. However, the observational results which can be

obtained when Stratoscope I1 is perfected are so important as to

warrant these additional difficulties.

Project Stratoscope of Princeton University is sponsored by
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the following United States Agencies: The Office of Naval Research,
The National Scienco Foundation, and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

At the time of this proof (Dec. 26, 1962), Stratoscope II has been
reassembled at Palestine, Texas and the infra-red equipment has been
integrated into the telescope. An infra-red spectrum of a test source has been
obtained while the telescope pointed at the source. Infra-red observations
of Mars from the ground will be made during January in preparation for
the actual balloon flight in February.
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DISCUSSION DES COMMUNICATIONS 6 i4 22.

J. Rbsoii (6). - Doilfus indique 6",63 ± 0,07 comme moyenne des
mesures du diam~tre de Mercure le 7 novembre 1960. Cette moyenne corn-
prend des mesures faites au microm~tre h double image. Damns l discussion
de nos mesures faites par la m~thode photorn6trique de Hertzprung, noun
indiquerons powrquoi noun pensons que Ia valeur plus 6iev~e que nous trou-
vons nous parait devoir 6tre retenue.

S. 1. RASOOL (6). - Avez-vous d6jh analys6 lee photographies de
Venus en ultraviolet afin de d~torminer les vitesass do mouvement des
nuagos!

A. DOLLFUS (6). - Avec lee queiques clich6s dont nous disposons je
ne peux pas vous donner un chiffre. Ce travail est en cours et noun esp6rons
avoir des rdeultata tr~s bient~t.

F. Ln~ix (6). - En ce qui concerns la collaboration internationale dans
Is domains de Ia Commission 16 (Plan~tes) de I'U.A.I., il serait souhaitable
d'organiser des observations de Ia Lune &~ l'occaaion de prochaines tentatives
d'atteindre notre satellite. I1 faudrait pr~parer le programme d'observation
qui serait d6clench6 autornatiquement par l'annonce du lancement, tý Is
Radio.

A. DoLirus (6). - Avant d'organiser une telle coopdration, il serait
ddairable de faire un sondage pour connaitre Is nombre d'observateurs qui
d~sireraient participer 4 un tel programme. Si le Professeur Link veut bien
so charger d'uno telle taiche, ii serait alors plus facile ensuite d'organiser
cette coop46ration.

J. C. PEcKzR (7). - How is it possible to disentangle the depth-variation
from the anisotropic properties of particles, in observed phenomena (such
as Jimb-darkening)?

W. M. Invnrn (7). - For a homogeneous atmosphere a variation of
optical thickness can produce photometric effects similar to those arising
from a variation of asymmetry factor. Ideally these effects could be sepa-
rated by an examination of the limb darkening curve, but in practice it
may be difficult. We have not yet computed enough examples for large
asymmetries to be able to make a definite statement. Fortunately, spectro-
scopic and polarirnetric data may often provide clues to supplement the
photometric results.

A variation with depth of the structure of the atmosphere (Section VI, e),
as will generally occur in actual cases, makes the situation even more com-
plicated. We have not examined this problem, but I believe Dr. Goldstein
will have something to say on the subject tomorrow.

E. J. tOprK (10). - Opik's value for the optical depth of Rayleigh
scattering above Jupiter's clouds, Tr = 0.25, refers to 3900 A and, with X-,
is almost exactly equivalent to T = 0.06 assigned by Gehrels for the equa-
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torial belt at 5600 A. Opik considered - to be very large in the dark bands,
which also would agree with the value given by Gebrels for the dark polar
caps.

E. J. ('prK (11). --- Triple collisions CH2 -I H2 -r- Z-- CH, f- Z would
1revent CH. from accumulating except in the uppermost atmospheric
layers. Its total amount may be too small in the atmospheres of the giant
planets to be detectable.

L. DUNKEI.•LL4N (12). --- In determining the " monochromatic reflecti-
vities * of the four planets (Jupiter, Satins, Uranus and Neptune) from the
observed respective (, nonochromatic spectral energy distributions *, it
would be preferable to use a solar energy distribution with a spectral reso-
lution comparable to what was observed with the Mt. Wilson 60-inch
telescope planetary measurements. It is recommended that, particularly
from 4000 A to 3000 A, the Mt. Lennmon Solar data be used in.stead of the
Smithsonian. Refe-r to L. I)unkehaan and R. Scohdik, .1. Opt. •'or. Am. 49,
356 (1959).

C. SAGAN (13). - I)r. Brandt's conclusion that a sourve of true absorp.
tion exists at 2900 A on Jupiter is most interesting. The presently detected
'onstituents of the Jovian atmosphere -- hydrogen, helimn, methane and

amumuonia - - are all transparent in the gaseous phase at this wavelength.
Experiments have been p-rfirmed in which energy is supplied to a mixture
of such gases in a simuuulated .Jovian atrno isdhere ; the major products include
hb drogen cyanide, methyl cyanide, acetylene, ethane and ethylene (C.
S."(A"', and S. L. MA.r...tsfr, ?oical .hnirwal, 65, 499, 1960). None of
these molecules have absorption features in the gaseous state at 2800 A.
Molculme, which atr capable of absorbing at this wavelength, such a& aide-
hydes and ketones, requmir,\ water as a photoetlenical precursor -- but
"wat(er is not a constituent of the Jovian atmosphere asove the (loud deck.
Therefore, the possibility arises that the infrared absorption exists in the
cloud layer itself.

The most likely composition of the clouds is ammonia cirrus. (G. P.

KtrrIE, Artmospheres of the Earthm aid PIlnets, revised edition, University
of Chicago Press. Chicago, Chapter 12, 1952). It has been known for many

years that absorption of gaseous amnionia on a variety of substrates shifts
its photolytic threshold to longer wavelengths. (See, for example. K. KAss-
im.iov and A. TERENIN, Acts. Phys. Chim. U.R.S.S., 15, 348, 1941). It may
therefore he that the absorption at 2800 A inferred by Brandt arises from
gatses absorbed in the Jovian clouds.

G(. F. SCHILLING (17). -- In applying your diffusion flux equation to
Mars, how would you define the altitude of the mesopause? Where photo-
dissociation and heating begin to occur?

11. N COLET (17). - In the equation, two parameters depend on the
altitude : (r/r0)' and T112. Therefore, it is not necessary to know exactly
the altitude of the mesopause. If 0.9.5 (r/r0)2 and T = 2000K, no large
error is involved. Photodissociation and heating must begin above the
mesopause.
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22. - PARTICULATE MATTER IN THE ATMOSPHERES
OF THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS

MICHAEL H. BRIGGS
Departmnt of Geology, Victoria Univrsity of Wellington,

New Zealand

In this paper the term # particulate matter * is applied to any

non-gaseous atmospheric constituent.

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric hazes have been reliably reported to obscure

surface features of all the inner planets. In this paper a discussion

will be presented on the available evidence for the composition of

the hazes of each of the inner planets, and it will be shown that

it is exceedingly likely that each planet has a variety of different

hazes and that there are few in common.

It is apparent that the hazes of the terrestrial atmosphere are

the most easily investigated and a comparison of the properties of

these with the hazes of the other planets seems a profitable ap-

proach. It will also be shown that a knowledge of the hazes of

other planets can afford valuable evidence concerning the origin

of terrestrial hazes.

TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERIC HAZES

A surprisingly large number of different types of particulate

matter occur in the atmosphere of Earth. The most abundant of

these are, of course, water and ice clouds. However, there are nume-

rous others ; for example, it has often been reliably reported that

over large uninhabited tracts of the Earth's surface, which possess

dense vegetation, abundant blue hazes commonly can be seen. The

nature of these hazes has been the subject of some discussion, but

it now appears (Went, 1960) that the hazes are composed of volatile

essential plant oils, probably largely terpenes or other isoprene
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derivatives. Hence, the low-lying hazes over some terrestrial

regions are biogenic in origin and estimates on the amount of these

volatile oils released annually into the Earth's atmosphere give

values of about 10 tons. It is apparent, therefore, that if vegetation

similar to Earth's occurs on other planets, blue hazes composed of

biogenie hydro-carbons are likely to occur.

There is considerable special evidence of the presence of metals

in appreciable quantities in the Earth's upper atmosphere. There is

good evidence (Bates, 1960) of free sodium, lithium and ionized

calcium and magnesium. The sodium appears to be confined to

a thin layer about 14 kilometres thick at an altitude of approxi-

mately 85 kilometers. The total amount of sodium atoms above

7o kms is of the order of l09 atoms per centimetre2 . Moreover, this

is a minimal value representing only the neutral atomic fraction.

The total amount of sodium in the Earth's entire atmosphere is

pro)bably of the order of several tons. The origin of this material,
however, is still obscure and possible sources are salt from the

oceans, dust from volcanoes or meteors. In a recent paper, Junge,
et al. (1962) have discussed this problem and conclude that meteors

and micrometeorites are the most likely sources. It will consequently
be of great interest to determine whether sodium occurs in similar

amounts in the atmospheres of any of the other inner planets. The

absence of sodium in the Martian atmosphere, for example, would

be strong evidence against an extraterrestrial origin.

Lithium is pre.,ent also in a broad layer of mean height
approximately S5 kilometres (I)elannoy and Weill, 1958) ; the

concentration, however, is considerably less than that of sodium

and estimates put the total Earth's atmospheric lithium at about

500 grams (see Gadsden and Salmon, 1958). Again, there is no

certainty concerning the origin of this material, which could equally

have arisen from any of the sources suggested for sodium, though

there is the alternative possibility that it is a relic of nuclear explo-

sions, as lithium was not reliably reported in the Earth's atmosphere

before 1957.
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The calcium-containing layer of the Earth's atmosphere is

considerably higher than that for the two other metals, being above

135 kilometres. Estimates of the total abundance (Jones, 1958)

gave values of approximately 200 kilograms of ionized calcium in

the entire atmosphere. Considering the height of the layer, it seems

likely that the calcium is of meteoric origin, for it is known to

increase considerably when the Earth passes through r eteor

swarms. However, it is also possible that some is derived from

intense solar flares. It seems extremely likely that the ionized

calcium is in equilibrium with CaO, which presumably is continually

deposited on the Earth's surface.

Evidence for ionized magnesium comes from mass spectro-

graphic data from high altitude rockets. The height, of the layer wa"

100 to 110 km., and the total number of ions was 7., 101 cm-"

column (Istomin, 1961).

There is also the possibility of minor hazes of the Earth due

to nitrogen oxides. The Earth's atmosphere contains several

oxides of nitrmoen ; nitrous oxide is )rol)ablY a permanent atmos-

pherie cist it uent present to an extent of about .5 parts per million

and it ma" arise through either initeractions of nitrogen-free radi-

cals with nitrog-i. dih,,,' . (N - NO. - N0) - 0), or be a product

of soil micro-orgamism4. 'T:ilc a gaseous constituent, nitrous

oxide probably influences the ,oit -tration of other oxides which

are not. Nitrogen dioxide is now knowni ',) be formed continually

in the dark hemisphere of the Earth from niti:- oxide (Harteck,

1957). the day-time concentration of nitric oxide having been

estimated (Kistiakowsky and Volpi, 195S) at about 104 molecules

per centimetre3 at an altitude of 85 kilometres. This value is

somewhat less than that estimated by earlier workers (e. g. Nicolet,

1949). Nitrogen dioxide has a m. p. of-- 90C and a b. p. of + 210C.

It is consequently a particulate constituent of the upper atmosphere.

Other terrestrial hazes are produced by weathering of the

Earth's solid surface. There is now considerable evidence of the

continuous presence of large quantities of dust particles (see Hulst,
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1952) which are probably largely of silicate composition. Hazes
close to the surface are, of course, formed frequently by dust and

sand storms.

It is apparent, therefore, that the Earth possesses a wide

variety of chemically different atmospheric particulate materials.

In summary, these are : - water and ice, biogenic hydro-carbons,

free metals, nitrogen dioxide, the products of silicate weathering.

MERCURY

Examinations of the spectrum of Mercury taken at Mt. Wilson

by Adams and Dunham (1932), both of the 8000 A region and in the
blue, were unable to detect any absorption bands or lines due to an

atmosphere. Consequently it is a reasonable conclusion, taking

into account the low surface gravity and high temperature, that

there is no permanent abundant atmosphere round Mercury.
However, several observers of the planet have occasionally reliably

reported (Antoniadi, 1932) temporary obscurations of the perma-
nent surface markings. The nature of the hazes causing these

obsc "ances is still completely unknown. Moreover, there have

been no accurate measurements of their physical properties. Urey
and Brewer (1957) have suggested that, under certain circumstances,

accumulations of various free radicals could occur over the Mercu-

rial surface and account for the hazes. This is certainly a likely

possibility - however, there are undoubtedly alternatives. For

example, the presence of active volcanoes on the Mercurial surface
is not impossible, and this could lead to the production of volcanic

out-gassings containing sulphur compounds which could form a

temporary atmosphere and, moreover, would give rise to hazes,

possibly due to the interaction of reduced and oxidised sulphur

compounds, to form minute sulphur particles. A further alternative

is that radio-active heating produced in the Mercurial crust by
heterogenous distribution of radio-active elements such as potas-

sium or uranium could give rise to local heating and decomposition
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of materials which would be released occasionally as a small explo-
sion, in which case some of the reported hazes could be fragmented
surface materials.

On the whole, however, it seems most likely that the Mercurial
hazes are fluorescent-free radicals or volcanic sulphur.

VEXUS

The atmosphere of Venus is completely opaque and no surface

features have ever been reliably observed. Estimates of the height of
the clouds have been made by a variety of methods (Sagan, 1961),
and it would appear that there are two distinct cloud layers, on at
about 100 kilometres from -the surface and second, denser layer

at 30-40 kilometres.

The upper atmospheric haze is certainly of different physical
and chemical composition to the lower. Attempts to investigate
its nature have proved largely unsuccessful, and possibly the sug-
gestion of Kuiper (1957) that it is composed of polymerised carbon
sub-oxid , formed from atmospheric carbon dioxide, which is
known to be present in large quantities, is the most likely. A new
suggestion is that of Hayden et al. (1959) who have reported the
presence of a broad continuum in the near UV spectrum of Venus,
which they ascribe to nitrogen tetroxide. They have consequently

suggested that this material is the major component of the upper
atmosphere haze. However, this suggestion seems extremely
unlikely as nitrogen tetroxide is readily dissociated by radiation
of wavelength less than 3000 A, with the liberation of free oxygen.
As this gas is undetectable in the Venusian atmosphere, the presence
of nitrogen tetroxide seems most improbable, and the spectral
features must arise from some still unidentified substance.

The lower atmosphere clouds have been the subject of conside-
rable controversy. The only agreement at present is that they are
slightly yellow in colour and probably are present in an atmosphere
of mean temperature about 2500K. However, there is now strong
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evidence from micro-wave determinations (Sagan, 1961) that the

surface temperature of Venus is approximately 6000K and conse-

quently it seems exceedingly likely that any satisfactory hypothesis

of the lower cloud layer (composition) must account for this high

surface temperature.

The materials suggested as the major constituents of these

clouds are as follows : polymerised formaldehyde (Wildt, 1937),

ammonium nitrite (Dauvillier, 1958), volatile hydrocarbons (Hoyle,

1955), high molecular weight hydrocarbon polymers (Wilson, 1960),

micro-organisms (Kozyrev, 1956), water droplets (Menzel and

Whipple, 1955), silica particles (Kuiper, 1952), sodium and magne-

sium chlorides (Suess, quoted by Kuiper, 19,52), calcium and magne-

siuin carbonates (Opik, 11961), volatile low molecular weight

organic' compounds (Briggs. 1959).

To decideh betmeen these alternate hypotheses is not easy on

the slender experimental evidence available ; however, it is fairly

apparent that some volatile material must be involved. This could

be water, but the lack of major absorption lines due to water vapour

in the spectrum of Venus must be accounted for. The traces

detected by Strong, 0 al. (1960)are o1)viously insufficient to account

for the clouds. Moreo-ver, KozYrev (1954) has reported the presence

of several absorption hands, including ones at 4372 and 4120 A, that

are probably due to comI)onents of the clouds. In a recent paper,

Opik (1961) has argued that the high surface temperature of Venus

cannot be entirely aef ounted for in te- is of a ( radiative glasshouse))

effect, and must be (lue mainly to frictional heating arising from

interaction of the clouds with the surface. Consequently, he con-

cludes from the C(, content and optical properties that only calcium

and magnesium carbonates are likely major components. These

materials, however, are involatile, nor could they give rise to the

reported absorption bands in the spectrum. If Opik's approach is

valid, possibly the most likely materials are a mixture of finely-

ground inorganic salts with adsorbed volatile low-molecular

weight organic materials.
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The origin of the organic matter is abiogenic. It seems likely

that the Venusian atmosphere has undergone as marked chemical

changes from its original state as has Earth's. As the primitive

atmospheres of all the inner planets were presumably of similar

composition, i. e., methane, ammonia, water vapour, etc. (Urey,

1952) it seems probable that these gases were converted on all

planets to a mixture of organic compounds by the action of solar

radiation and electrical discharges. On Earth these compounds

were the precursors of life, but on Venus. with a high surface

temperature, the materials would simply volatilise and recondense

in colder regions, and could well firm permanent layers in the

atmosphere.

The presence of two distinct hazes in the atmosphere of Venus

is well-established, but the chemical composition of either is very

much in doubt and, with the present lack of data on the physical

and chemical constituents of the planet's atmosphere, it is only

possible to construct hypothetical model systems, such as the one

outlined above.

M.ARS

The composition of the Martian atmosphere is still largely in

doubt. The possib)le extreme ranges of atmospheric conditions have

been sumniarized recently by Schilling (1962). The probable

composition of the atmosphere has been recently reviewed (Briggs

and Revill, 1960). The only gas for which there is conclusive

evidence is carbon-dioxide ; however, it is likely that nitrogen is the

other major constituent. A mixture of 95-96 00 nitrogen, 4-5 %
argon and 0.03 0' carbon dioxide, possibly with traces of other

gases, provides a model atmosphere that agrees closely with the

observed properties such as scattering power, polarization, etc.

Consequently, the recent report that the reflection spectrum of
Mars shows details characteristic of nitrogen tetroxide (Kiess et al.,

1960) should be viewed with some scepticism as, similar to the case
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of Venus, there is no detectable free oxygen in the Martian atmos-

phere as would follow from the presence of this substance.

The reported hazes of the Martian atmosphere fall into three

distinct types. The first, which is yellow in telescopic appearance,

forms close to the surface and is almost certainly due to dust
storms of some sort, formed by local turbulence. There is an

excellent account of the appearance of such clouds in 1956 (Mars

Section Report, 195S). However, as wind speeds on Mars are low,

the dust cannot be raised by widespread winds, but is probably the

result of local turbulence.

The second cloud type is fairly rare, but has been reliably

reported by several observers (Dollfus, 1948) and polarization

studies have been made. From this work it seems reasonable to

assume that the clouds are of ice crystals, possibly in equilibrium

with water in the liquid phase. The average height of the white

clouds has been estimated at about 201 kilometres above the

surface.

The most ctiitroversial haze of the Martian atmosphere is the

so-called (, blue haze,) or v violet layero ,. This appears to 'le situated

some 30-35 kilometres above the surface and is severa. Ares

thick. From its appearance it is entirely composed of pat f

average diameter less than 0. 1 micron. The chemical composition,

however, has been the subject of censiderable debate (see Hess,

1958). The most obvious choice, ice crystals, is unlikely as the

particles absorb slightly in the blue and near UV ; this evidence

also discounts the possibility that the particles are solidified

carbon dioxide. An alternate hypothesis that has recently received

some discussion is particles of elemental carbon, formed by an

interaction of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide; the latter gas

being formed in the upper atmosphere by irradiation of the dioxide

(Rosen, 1953). It is exceedingly difficult to discount this hypothesis,

though the observed absorption properties of the haze do not seem

to fit well with particles of this composition.

A further alternative (Briggs, 1962) is that the haze is similar
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to the blue haze of the Earth's atmosphere and is composed of
hydrocarbons, possibly of biogenic origin.

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent that very little is known of the hazes present in
the atmospheres of the inner planets. Their observed properties,
however, suggest that they belong to several very different chemical
categories and, in fact, several may have no terrestrial analogues.
Nevertheless, an investigation of the nature of these hazes in a more
direct manner by interplanetary instrument capsules should answer
many problems concerning the origin of the Earth's atmospheric
hazes.
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23. -- INTERACTIONS OF THE PLANET MERCURY WITH

INTERPLANETARY MATERIAL

PAUL HIODGE
Berkeley Astronomical Department
Univermity of California, U. S. A.

INTRODUCTION

Meteoritic erosion of minor bodies of the solar system is an

important effect, as Whipple has shown for the case of erosion of

small particles by small particles (1962). Erosion of this sort is no

doubt important also in the case of asteroids, satellites, and comets.

The majority of the planets, however, do not suffer meteoritic

erosion, because of the way in which their atmospheres protect

them from the constantly bombarding meteoroids. Only the planet

Mercury has an atmosphere too thin to afford it much protection.

Its lack of appreciable atmosl)here is not the only thing that makes

Mercury especially susceptible to meteoritic erosion ; its nearness

to the sun means that both the (tensity of interplanetary material

and the velocities of encounter are much higher than for other

planets, so that erosion is greatly more effective. In the following

discussion, we evaluate as accurately as possible the rate of erosion

of Mercury's surface due to meteoritic encounters. The atmosphere

of Mercury is assumed to be negligible, but at the end of the
discussion the effect of a possible atmosphere is considered.

THE AMOUNT OF INTERPLANETARY MATERIAL

The space density of interplanetary dust can be determined in

very direct ways for the earth's distance from the sun. The most

direct measures are those of satellites and space probes (La Gow

and Alexander, 1960( Komissarov, Nazarova, Neugodov, Poloskov,

and Rusakov, 1959 ; Dubin, 1960 ; Mc Cracken, 1960 ; Cohen, 1960 ;

Soberman and Della Lucca. 1961 Mc Cracken, 1962). Other direct
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methods include rocket experiments (Me Cracken, 1960 ; Soberman

and Hemenway, 1961), meteor observations (Hawkins and Upton,
1958 ; Millman and Burland, 1957), and collections of dust from the

high atmosphere (Hodge and Wright, 1962), the ocean sediments

(Laevastu and Mellis, 1955), fossil lake sediments (Crozier, 1960),

arctic ice sediments (Thiel and Schmidt, 1961), and at the surface

of the earth 'Crozier, 1961 ; Hodge and Wildt, 1958). Results from

these methods are often given in the form of an accretion rate for

material incident on the earth. At least a value as large as 3 x 10'

gm/sec is necessary to explain the number of tiny magnetite spherules

found in the high atmosphere, the arctic, and the ocean floors. These

make up only a fraction of the incident material, so that the total

accretion is certainly much larger than this value. From a variety

of such sources, Whipple (1962) has ador*'A a value of 3 x 104

gm/see for the earth's accretion rate for all particles. This is in

reasonable agreement with practically all available data except

some of those computed from space vehicle experiments.

The accretion rate computed from rocket and satellite measures

is much larger, unless we accept the presence of a dense belt of

particles surrounding the earth (Whipple, 1961 ; Hibbs, 1961).

Explorer I (satellite 1958 ot), for instance, encountered 103 more

particles than was predicted. The encounters of Sputnik III

(1958 8) and Vanguard III (1959 it) were a little more than 102

times the predicted number. Such anomalies are fairly easily

explained by the earth dust cloud hypothesis of Whipple and

Hibbs. However, Dubin (1961) has questioned this hypothesis ; if

we do not accept it, and use a mean value for the space density from

all satellite data, we are led to an accretion rate for the earth of

roughly 106 gm/see, an improbably high value.

There are also less direct means for determining the space

density of dust at the earth's solar distance. One of these is presen-

ted by the observations of the zodiacal cloud. A recent very careful

study by Ingham (1961) has given probable values for the local

space density of dust as derived from Ingham and Blackwell's
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observations of the zodiacal light from high in the Peruvian Andes.
He finds that if reasonable assumptions are made about the size
distribution and density of the dust the observations indicate a
spacial density of approximately 500 particles/km3 at one A. U.
This includes all particles greater in radius than 0.4 1A, the limit
below which radiation pressure blows the dust away (if its density
is roughly 2 gm/cm3). The total mass density is of the order of 10-24

gm/cm3 at I A. U. Another determination of the spacial density of
dust at the earth's distance from the sun is that by Briggs (1962),
based on considerations of supply of dust by comets and depletion
by the Poynting-Robertson effect. Briggs finds a space density at

I A. U. of 165 particles/km3.
Both of these determinations are in reasonable agreement

with Whipple's accretion rate for the earth of 3 x 104 gm/sec,
though comparison requires assumptions as to size distribution and
physical properties of the particles. We adopt this value as a lower
limit and most probable value, keeping in mind that a value of
106 gm 'see is possible in view of satellite measures.

The space density normally is assumed to vary as r-2, where r
is the distance from the sun and x is a constant near unity in value.

Following Briggs, we adopt x = 1. Thus the space density of
material at Mercury's distance from the sun is a little more than
3 times that at 1 A. U.

THE ORIENTATIONS OF THE ORBITS

In order to estimate the distribution of the velocities of impact
on Mercury's surface, it is necessary to know something of the
orientations of the orbits. We know that they are not random in
inclination, as the zodiacal cloud shows for the small particles and
the meteor observations show for the larger particles. There is
some indication, from the comparison of these two sources, that
the smaller particles have smaller inclinations than the larger
(meteor particles), and we know that the most massive (meteorite
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particles) have again very small inclinations. Properly, we should

discuss a variety of different distributions of orbital parameters, as

a function of the size and nature of the particles. However, it would

be fruitless to attempt to do so with the presently available know-

ledge, and therefore, we must adopt a simple model which appro-

ximates the probable situation.

The characteristic angular distance from the ecliptic of meteor

orbit planes has been found to be roughly 100 for sporadic meteors

(Whipple 1959) and a minority of the meteors are retrograde. We

adopt below a model in which all particles at 0.3 A. U. have small

inclinations and - 1/3 of them are retrograde. The distrioution of

impact velocities derived from this model should not differ greatly

from that based on a more complicated model, which would in any

case be premature at this time.

IMPACT VELOCITIES

If the impact velocity of a particle which collides with Mercury

is v, then the geometry of a collision leads to the equation,

r,=v, + v,,, cos o -• K (z) vE for 00 x< 900

and

v,= v, -m vcos x + K (x) 1t for 900 _ a < 1800

where v, is the particle's spacial velocity, v,• is Mercury's velocity,

a is the angle between the forward direction of Mercury's motion

and that of the particle, vE is the velocity of escape from Mercury

(3.6 km/sec) and K (.) is a function of x and varies from approxi-

mately 0.5 for a = 00 to 0.1 for x = 1800. For orbits in the zodiacal

plane (i = 0), the space velocities are approximately

v, = 48 + 20 cos a.

For moderate values of i the value of v, is only slightly altered,

according to the inclination and eccentricity of the orbit. If we adopt
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the above expression then we find that the velocity of collision is

approximated by

v,, 48 -+ 68 cos o, for 00 < 2 • 900

and
t, = 48 - 28 cos o, for 900 < o. 1800

For the sake of simplicity we adopt a model of the orbital charac-

teristics of particles near 0.3 A. U. such that the orbits are primarily

of low inclination, low eccentrieity, and primarily direct, 1/3 being

retrograde. Such circumstances no doubt are reasonably close to

the truth.

THE AMOUNT OF DISPLACED MATERIAL

O)pik (1958) has worked out a theory for high-speed impact

cratering in which the mass of material displaced by the impact is

proportional to the momentum of the incoming particle. Whipple

(1962) has compared Opik's theory with cxperimental determina-

tions of cratering properties and concludes that the theory is

probably applicable to meteoritic problems. Opik finds

M = kin v, (p S)'lk

where M is the displaced mass, m is the mass of the projectile, k is

a constant depending on the density of the projectile (k • 4.3 for a

atone particle hitting an iron surface), p is the density of the surface

hit, vr is the velocity of impact, and S is the compressive strength of

the material struck. For rock on rock, we adopt values of 4 for k,

109 dyn/cm2 for 8, and 3 gm/cm 3 for p. Thus

M ; 20 inv,.

if v, is given in km/sec. and( m in grams.

We find that the mass displaced by a collision per gram of

incident material is

inM d7 ; 1000.
?fl

Our adopted value for the mass of incident material on the

earth is 3 x 104 gm/sec. Mercury would have approximately
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0.11 times that of the earth, because of its smaller diameter and
smaller mass. However, the space density of particles is about
three times as great at Mercury's distance from the sun, so we find
an incident mass of approximately 104 gm/rec. Thus the displaced

mass is l10 gmi/sec. The surface of Mercury has been severely eroded

by interplanetary material, probably as fully as the earth's surface
has been changed constantly by weather. Furthermore, since

meteoritic erosion has the almost irreversible effect of making
material increasingly smaller in size, we expect the surface of
Mercury to be largely dust-covered. The principle source of non-
dusty material is probably volcanic activity. We expect that

extrusions from Mercury's reservoir of molten rock push up and
flow out over the dusty land, only to be slowly weathered away by

meteoritic erosion.
Pettit (1961) has pointed out that optical evidence suggests

that the side of Mercury presented at western elongation is consi-
derably rougher on the surface than the side presented at eastern

elongation. This seems a reasonable confirmation of the importance
of meteoritic erosion at the surface of the planet. The observed

rough side faces in the direction of Mercury's motion, so that this
side is expected to be the more seriously eroded.

EJECTED MATERIAL

Some of the mass of material displaced by meteoritic collisions
is possibly ejected from Mercury with velocity greater than the

escape velocity. Just how much is so ejected is very difficult to
evaluate at the present. We know that even with the dense atmos-
phere and the high mass of the earth, material is thrown to very

great heights by impressive explosions such as those of the I'un-
guska meteorite, Krakatoa, and nuclear bombs. However, for a

quantitative theory of ejection, we are left with very little pertinent
data. For a rough approximation, we follow the arguments of

Whipple (1959), who suggests that the mass of material ejected
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from the moon equals that incident upon it. In Mercury's case,
the velocity of escape is somewhat larger, and the velocity of
impact is also larger, so that the ratio of ejected to incident is

probably very similar to that for the moon. Accepting this leads to
a value of roughly 10' gm/sec of dust ejected from the planet.

Most of this dust will be of very small dimensions, much of it in the
range (0.1 • to a few microns in diameter) of size which is acted

upon by radiation pressure. This material should form a faint tail
opposite the sun, analogous to comets' dust tails. The remainder of
the ejected material will disperse; that larger than a few microns
will spiral inward under the Poynting-Robertson effect, and will

in itself suffer gradual meteoritic erosion.

THE PROBLEM OF AN ATMOSPHERE

The above discussion assumes that Mercury has no appreciable
atmosphere. There is some evidence (Dollfus 1961) that a small

atmosphere on the bright side is detected by polarization measures.

The erosion rate on this side would be unaffected by an atmosphere
of less than about 0.1 mb pressure, which is approximately the pres-

sure at the level at which meteoroids are decelerated by the earth's
atmosphere. An atmosphere 10-4 the earth's is the maximum

allowable if Mercury's sunward surface is extensively eroded
meteoritically. Dollfus' value of 3 x 10-3 earth atmospheres is so

great that most meteoroids would never reach Mercury's sunward
surface. On the dark side, where any atmosphere would immediately
freeze out, the erosion rate should be as estimated above.
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24. -- PHOTOMETRY OF THE INFRARED SPECTRUM
OF VENUS, 1-2.5 MICRONS (*)

GERARD P. KUIPER
The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, IT. 8. A.

I. INTRODUCTION

The spectrum of Venus beyond uhe photographic range has

been investigated with resolutions of about 250 up to L.s ýt (Kuiper,

1948), 80 up to 2.5 ýt (Kuiper, 1947), and about 30 for the range

8-14 ýt (Sinton, 1962). Recently Gebbie. Delbouille, and Roland

(1962) recorded the region 1.2-2.5 i, with an interferometer and

obtained a spectral resolution similar to that used by Kuiper.

Some inconsistencies are apparent between these provisional inter-

ferometer results and the earlier direct tracings.
From time to time during the past decade, the writer had

attempted to improve on his 1948 results with the prism spectrom-

eter but no distinct progress was made until a grating spectrom-

eter was built which allowed increased resolution without undue

loss of light. With it, the Venus spectrum in the region 1.0-2.5 ýt
has been recorded in two series, one obtained with the 36-inch

telescope of the Kitt Peak National Observatory in June 1962

(resolutions about 700 and 250) , and one with the 82-inch telescope

of the McDonald Observatory in August 1962 (resolutions about

1500 and 800). The Kitt Peak series was supplemented with match-

ing solar comparison runs, so that precise photometric determi-

nations of the Venus absorptions could be made. The McDonald

series was calibrated with lunar spectra for the regions 1.1-1.4 and
2.0-2.5 ýi, and stellar spectra for the remaining regions; these.

spectra by their nature do not have the highest precision for
defining the continuous spectrum. The wavelengths of the telluric

(*) A somewhat expanded version of this paper will be published as
Communicationm of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory No. 15.
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absorptions were taken from the McMath-Hulbert Observatory
Atlas (1950).

The spectral records obtained are photometric since the inten-
sity scales are known to be strictly linear. The absorption depths
and equivalent widths could therefore be taken directly from the
spectra.

Nearly forty absorption bands were found in the Venus spec-
trum between 1.0-2.5 ji. All of these without exception could be
attributed to CO2 . A survey of possible CO2 bands showed that

all bands up to a certain intensity that should be present in the
Venus spectrum are indeed present. Several bands due to 'TCO,
have been identified as well as a number of ( hot * CO, bands.

Some weaker features shown in both the laboratory spectra and in
Venus and apparently due to CO2, have been left unidentified.
One fairly strong band, at X = 2.15 ý±, appeared to be outside the

scheme of permitted transitions of 12CO, and is attributed, not to
the 2v3 band of 12C160160, which is forbidden, but to its heavy
oxygen, 180, isotopic companion, 1

2C180160. which is permitted.
Because the principal band is forbidden the isotopic band can be
observed with unusual freedom from interference.

2. THE KITm PEAK SPECTRA

Some of the original records obtained, with wavelength marks

added, are reproduced photographically in Figuires 1-3.

The resolution of the spectra is not the same for the two
intervals 1.0-1.8 1 and 1.9-2.5 t. In each case the spectrometer
was used in slitless form to minimize intensity fluctuations due to
seeing or guiding. The planetary disk was about 0.80 illuminated,

with the narrow dimension 10" in width. The spectrometer was
turned such that this narrow dimension served as the entrance slit.
With the Kitt Peak 36-inch telescope, f/15 Cassegrain, this means
that the equivalent slit was 2/3 mm, or actually slightly less because

of the curvature of the planet and the uneven illumination of the
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Fig. I. - Venus Spectrum, Kitt Peak National Observatory, 1.02--1.35 •.
Upper curve outlines solar comparison spectrum where it differs from the
Venus spectrum. Classification of CO, bands follows Table 1, with short
lines marking band origins inot heads); H designates * hot# bands;

asterisks, isotopic I 3CO, bands. Grating 1.6 ýt, filter Corning 2540 (),> 1.0 4t).
cell width 0.25 mm, slitless spectrum, time constant (T) 12 seconds. Decli-
nation of Venus -- 21049'. hour angle lh49m --- 2h44mW (in all spectral
records the time runs from riglh to left).

disk. The cell width used for 1.0-1.8 IA was 0.25 rmm, so that the

resolution in the spectrum was about 1/V(2/3)2 + (0.25)2 = 0.7 rmm,
that is, X/AX ) 700 at 1.6 j, giving A) = 25 A. From 1.9-2.5 [L a

1.0 mm cell was used to improve the signal/noise ratio. This means
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Fig. 2. - Venus Spectrum, 1.35 - 1.75 F. Upper curve is solar compar-

ison spectrum. CO, bands as in Table 1. Same parameters as Figure 1
except H. A. 0h27m - lh40mW.

that the spectral resolution there was about N/(2/3); + I = 1.2 mm

and because the dispersion with the 2 [ grating is only 0.4 times

that of the 1.6 i grating, the overall spectral resolution was

(1.2/0.7)/0.4 = 4.3 times poorer ; i. e., about 100 A or X/, -= 200

at 2.2 ýi.
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Fig. 3. -Venus Spectrum, 1.87 -2.55) 1A. Upper curve is solar compar-
ison. Grating 2 ji. filter X > 1.9 ýA, cell 1.0 min, slitless, -r -- 6 seconds.

Del. ; 22o2O', H. A. . h46"' 1h I1W.

The chief interest of the spectra is. of course, to obtain a

listing and identification of the planetary absorptions. The Kitt

Peak records are clear for all but a few of the CO, bands marked.

These marginal cases are recognized more easily with the increased

resolution obtained in the Mct.onald spectra. There is no evidence

for an absorption between 2.3 and 2.4 t which could be attributed
to CO. Between 2.2-2.3 ýt there is in Figure 3 a feature which, if

real, indicates a local color difference between Venus and the Sun,

attributable to the Venus cloud cover. The question arises whether
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Fig. 4n1. - Spectra 1.9 -- 2. of sunlight reflected by a layer of small

HtO rysalsformd o a arkmetal plate cooled by contact with a block

of foze C~. Tcso, Spteber11, 1962, early afternoon ; (a) crystal
laye abut mmthik ;(b)solar comparison as reflected by MgO block ;

(c) frosL layer about 3 mm thick; (d) frost layer about 4 mmn thick;
(e) second solar comparison.
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Fig. 4b. -- Reflectivities of layers of ice crystals 1 rum, 3 run, and 4 mm

thick, derived from Figure 4a. The 8hapea of the curves are fixed by the

ratios measured from Figure 4a ; the scales of the ordin ites cannot be

found from the measures and have been chosen somewhat arbitrarily. ,

this feature could be due to small ice crystals in the Venus atmos-

phere. To check this, reflection spectra were obtained of sunlight

shining on small H.O crystals formed on a dark metal plate in

contact with a block of frozen CO. and matched with the solar
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spectrum reflected from a MgO block. The records are reproduced

in Figure 4a, and the ratios bet,'een the ordinates measured at

identifiable wavelengths are plotted in Figure 4b. It is seen

that the ice causes a wide absorption band from 1.9-2.1 p., and

another one beyond 2.4 p., increasing in strength with increasing

depth of the layer ; but that the absorption is least between 2.2-

2.3 ji, where the suspected Venus absorption occurs. The ice band

is displaced from the corresponding vapor band by about 4- 0.1 tl,

in accordance with previous laboratory work. It is seen from

Figure 3 that the Venus spectrum from 1.SS-1.93 ii and the peak

at 1.9S 4 are incompatible with the ice band at 2.0 11 shown in

Figure 4b.

3. THE MCDONALI) SPECTRA

A 0.1 min cell was used throughout so that the equivalent

spectral resolution was 0.32 mm making X ',k ý- 1500 at 1.6 pL, or

A), _ 10 A. Inspection of the spectral records confirms this value.

For 1.9-2.5 p the 2 u. grating was used again but with the same

narrow cell and slit as used at 1.6 . ; the resolution was thus about

25 .A and X 'A?. about 800-1000. However, the smaller ratio signal/

noise iii this region caused some loss of effective resolution which

could be recaptured only by the use of a longer time constant and

a slower scanning rate.

Bcause solar comparison runs with the spectrometer on or

off the S2-inch telescope could not be made during a full-time

night program, the calibration of the McDonald spectra on Venus

had to be left somewhat incomplete. Nighttime lunar spectra were

taken for the 1.18-1.35 and 1.9-2.5 p. regions, which served as a

first approximation. They were obtained by throwing the lunar

image on the spectrometer slit far out of focus so that the unavoid-

able drift of the image would cause only comparatively small and

smooth spurious intensity changes in the recorded spectrum. Stellar

spectra served as additional checks on the strengths of the telluric

absorptions.
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The comparatively high summertime humidity of the McDonald

atmosphere is apparent from the strong telluric absorptions. Addi-

tional spectral runs of Venus must be made in a dry winter atmos-
phere. Nevertheless, the present McDonald spectra add information
on the wavelengths of the new bands, and are therefore included
here.

Figure 5 shows one of two consecutive rulns on the region
1.18-1.35 t±. For the sakA of completeness an earlier microphotom-

eter tracing of the three bands between 1.0 and 1.1 IA is added
in Figure 6. This tracing also clarifies the characteristic band shape
for the E-E transitions in the IR tracings, such as the depths and
widths of the R and P branches and the position of the origin,
the point indicated in the tracings.

Compsrison of Figures 5 and 1 shows that the added resolution
has clarified, e. g., the location of the band heads near 1.23 ji.
A small difference exists in the shapes of the (401) band where
it merges with the telluric 0, band at 1.268 t. An earlier record
with the same resolution but higher noise level than Figure 1 was

available. On that record the (401) band has intermediate strength.
Figure 7 covers the region 1.39-1.69 tL. The structure of slopes

of the strong CO. bands is now more clearly brought out, allowing
more certain identification (Sec. 4).

The region 1.9-2.5 ý± was recorded in two consecutive runs on
August 16, 1962, with different time constants, one of which is
reproduced in Figure 8. It is found that the three CO, bands marked
in this region by Gebbie, et al. (1962) are not real.

4. INTERPRETATION AND LABORATORY SPECTRA

Several prominent absorption bands in the Venus spectrum

have been known to be due to CO 2. They arise from the ground

state and contain the odd overtones of v, namely v3, 3v, and 5v3,

with various combinations of v, and v2 in Fermi resonance, leading

to the formation of diades, triades, tetrades, pentades, etc. These
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transitions are of the type Z' 4-- E', not involving a change in the

azimuthal quantum number, 1, and have two branches, R and P,
which are resolved in our spectra, though the finer rotational

structure is not. In addition, there are much weaker permitted

transitions from the ground state of the type [IH. <--- , involving

the even overtones of v3 and such combinations of v1 and v, making

(v, ± vs) odd, even combinations of (v2 + v3 ) being forbidden. These
transitions involve a change by I of the azimuthal quantum number

and cause the presence of a Q branch, which on our spectra makes
the band look like a narrow feature with a pointed minimum.

A list of the permitted transitions from the ground state was

constructed on the basis of the energy diagram given by Herzberg

and Herzberg (1953, p. 1041). Comparison of this list with the very

detailed laboi'att ry investigations by Courtoy (1957, 1959) showed

that additio ,d bands must be present in the Venus spectrum

arising from the ll, (0110) level and possibly even the higher levels,

- 02°0. 1, 11100 and Ag 0220. These bands, conveniently 6alled the

< hot,) and 4, doubly-hot ,) bands, are of interest in connection with a

possible determination of the temperature of the Venus atmosphere.

Accordingly, we have collected in Table I all transitions for

X < 2.5 ,u that seemed relevant or promising, including the strongest

isotopic bands of 13(,{) 2 and 11ClsOl0O. The latter were taken from

the laboratory studies by Courtoy (1959). as were the wavelengths

of all other relevant bands listed by him. Some permitted bands,

such as 212, were dropped when no evidence for their presence

was found in Venus or the laboratory.

The complexity of the CO, spectrum is sufficient to prevent

the classification of the weaker bands without laboratory spectra

showing the rotational structure. In particular, the hot bands and

the isotopic bands appear as satellites of the principal bands arising

from the ground state of the 11CO, molecule, often present as

disturbing features in the wings. Thus v, + 3V3 -- v2 at k =- 1.442 ý

occurs in the P branch of 3v,; and the triade 201, 121, 041 at

X = 1.961, 2.009, and 2.060 .4 has the companion bands 2v, + v2 +
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TABLE 1
CO. Bands observed in Venus and Laboratory

(X and v. of band origin)

k (Head) Symbol

(vac.) (Air) V, Transition* Used In
Figures

0.7165 0.7158 13957 1205 125
0.7828 0.7820 12774.7 1005 105

0.7891 0.7883 12672.3 0205 025
0.8698 0.8689 11496.4 0005 005
0.8749 0.8736 11430 0115-01)0 005H

0.9267 10790.4 1403 143
0.9244: 10817.2 : 2203 223

1.0383 1.0362 9631.4 2003 203

1.0508 1.0488 9517.0 12113 123

1.0651 1.0627 9389.0 0411:3 043

1.2055 1.2030 8294.0 1013 103

1.20s2 1.2055 8276.8 1113.0110 103H
1.221)6 1.2177 8192. 6 020:1 023

1.22'•1 1.2262 S136.0 0313-0110 023H

1.2364 S0S9.0 113(31C) 103*
1.2530 79s1.2 02"30 3C) 023*

1.2606 7932.9 2112 212

1.2625 7920.5 4001 401
1.2929 7734.3 3201 321
1.294 7730 3311-0110 321H
1.3116 7624.0 2511-0110 241H

1.3169 7593.5 2401 241
1.3367 7481.3 2401(13C) 241"
1.3404 7460.4 1611 161

1.3729 7284.0 0801 081

1.4342 0972.5 0003 003
1.4420 6935.0 0113-0110 003H
1.444 6925 0003(1 0) 003**
1.4749 6780.1 00 0 3(1 3C) 003*

1.4826 6745.0 0113-0110(LSC) 003*H

1.497 6681 1112 112

1.507 : 6636 : 0312 032
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.o) )• (Head) Symbol

(vac.) (Air) No Transition* Used In
Figures

1.5299 6536.4 3111-0110 301H
1.5377 6503.0 301 301
1.5714 6363.6 301(12C) 301"
1.5733 6356.2 2311-0110 221H
1.5753 6347.8 2201 221
1.6021 6241.9 2201(1"C) 221*

1.6057 6227.9 1401 141
1.6139 6196.1 1511-0110 141H
1.6341 6119.6 14:1(13C) 141*
1.6458 6075.9 0601 061
1.6609 6020.8 0711-0110 061H
1.6802 5951.5 0601("C) 061*

1.8812 5315.7 0112 012
1.8900 5291.1 0212.0110 012H
1.9348 5168.6 0112(13C) 012*

1.9457 5139.4 2211-0220 201EIHI'
1.9519 5123.2 2111-0110 2011H
1.9609 5099.6 2001 201
1.9754 5062.4 2201-0200 20111'•
1.9831 5042.5 0401(100) 041**
2.0035 4991.3 2001(13C) 201*
2.0089 4977.8 1201 121
2.0140 4965.3 1311-0110 121H
2.0388 4904.8 1201(.10) 121"*
2.0461 4887.3 1201("C) 121*
2.0603 4853.6 0401 041
2.0800 4807.7 0511-0110 0411H
2.0872 4791.2 2001 "80) 201**
2.0875 4790.5 0601-0200 041HH°
2.0971 4768.5 0611-02-0 041HH-
2.1061 4748.0 0401(13C) 041*
2.1238 4708.5 0511-01 10(1 SC) 041*H
2.1341 4685.7 06h1-0200(isC) 041*HH°
2.1397 4673.6 0621-0220(13C) 041*111

S2.140 4673 [0002] [002]

2.1556 4639 0002(100) 002**

2.220 4505 0002('80,1sC) 002***
... 0112-0110(10) 002**H

(*) From ground state E 0000 unless stated otherwise.
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v -v 2, v1 + 3v2 + v,---v,, and 5v, +v, v3 -v., at X = 1.952 ±,

2.014 [, and 2.080 [, respectively. To bring out this correspondence

we have used the symbols 201 H, 121 H, and 041 H for these com-

panions in Table 1 and in the figures. Doubly-hot companions are

indicated by HH0 or HH2, depending on the quantum number I

of the lower state.

The isotopic bands are marked by asterisks. Since the 12C/13C

ratio on the Earth is 89, and the 160/180 ratio about 500, a single

asterisk was used for 13C isotopes and a double asterisk for 180

isotopes. The equivalent intensity of single-asterisk bands may

therefore be down by two orders of magnitude, the intensity of
the double asterisk bands by nearly three. On the assumption that

the strength of the hot bands on Venus is down by one order of

magnitude or more, the combination *H was retained, but not

**H or *HH.

As Courtoy has found and as may be seen from Table 1, the

positions of the 180 isotopic bands with respect to the 160 bands

are irregular. unlike the positions of the 13C or 180180 isotopes,
where nearly constant ratios with the wavelengths of the principal

bands are maintained.

The symbols in the last column of Table I have been trans-

ferred to the figures where this appeared warranted. It is found

that the Venus absorption can be satisfactorily accounted for by

the permitted transitions listed in Table I with one major exception,

the band at 2.15 ji. In addition, a few minor features remain

unexplained. Both the 2.15 1 band and the minor features are

present in the laboratory spectra of CO., reproduced in Figures 9-11,

and are therefore attributed to CO2.

No permitted 12C0 2 or 13CO, transition appears to fit the

X = 2.15 ý± band. Accordingly, the possibility of its being a pressure-

induced dipole or a quadrupole transition of "CO, was examined.

The forbidden 2v3 transition from the ground state fits the observed

position v. = 4643 ± 5 rather closely, but not precisely, the com-

puted position being v0 = 4673. Dr. Herzberg suggested to the
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writer that the observed band may rather be identified as the
"12C80160 isotopic 2v 3 band, which is permitted because of the

asymmetry of the molecule. The writer had already estimated that
the observed band was roughly 103 times weaker than expected

from a fully permitted 2v, band. This ratio is of the same order

of magnitude as the 180/leO ratio. Dr. Herzberg has computed the
position of this isotopic band at v0 = 4639, in full accord with the
observations. This identification is of special interest because the

unhampered observation of what would be normally a very weak
isotopic companion is made possible because the principal band is
forbidden and the isotopic 2v3 transition exceptionally strong.

The minor CO2 features in the 1.6 ýt region will be examined
in greater detail in future laboratory investigations. It will also be
attempted to resolve the rotational structure of the isotopic 2v3

band to settle the identification.

The Venus spectra give information on (a) the CO, abundance

on Venus ( (b) the 13(, 1C( ratio : (c) the 180 11O ratio ; (d) the hot

bands.

(a) The CO, abundance is found from the relation between
Venus band strength and laboratory band strength. The discussion

is limited to bands of the type !,: -- - E, (i. e., the v3 , 3v3, and 5v3

series) in the spectral region 1.20-1.661 for which the Venus photom-

etry (Figures I and 2) is satisfactory and the range of available
band intensities suitable. So far only the laboratory spectrum

reproduced in Figure 9 was used for the comparison. The equivalent

width of twelve 1CO, bands and one 13CO band were determined
from planimeter measures on the original tracings, with allowance

for the mean ordinate of the interpolated continuum at each

absorption band.

The equivalent widths of the CO2 bands, in Angstrom units

and divided by X,, are recorded in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 12.

It is noted that the strong bands are stronger in the laboratory

spectrum while the reverse is true for the weaker bands. This is
explained by the reduced penetration into the Venus atmosphere
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TABLE 2

Equivalent Widths in Wavelength and Frequency Unite of CO, Bands
in Venue and Laboratory Spectra

Band EW (Venus) EW/),2 EW (Lab.) EWAs
(A) (A/;l') (A) (A/t')

103 42 29 43 30
023 30.3 20 33 22
401 6.7 4.2 1 0.7
321 16 9.6 8 5
241 27 15.6 18 10.4
161 15 8.4 5 2.8
003 129 63 204 99
003* 34 16 33 15
301 61 26 87 37
221 122 49 180 72
141 154 60 235 91
061 72.5 27 103 38

002** 77 16.5 59 12.7

with increasing band strength. The limiting penetration for very
weak bands may be used to define the observable depth of the
Venus atmosphere. The curve must pass through the origin and
is presumably not tangent to the y-axis since the opacity of the
Venus atmosphere in red and infrared light between the CO, bands

is not due to Rayleigh scattering but to a diffuse cloud of particles,
so that, as seei in the weakest bands, the cloud layer on Venus

limits the penetration. The slope of the curve near the origin is
about 6, so that for weak bands the Venus spectrum corresponds
to about 6 x 80 meters x 4 atm. of CO. or about 2 km atm. of

CO.. Since the line absorptions must add linearly for very weak
bands, this result should be independent of pressure. However,
since the strength of the CO, absorption on Venus is variable, both

with phase and from day to day, and even region to region on the
planet (Kuiper, 1952), the amount of C00 found only applies to
the date of observation. A somewhat improved value of the C00
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abundance may be found from comparison with Figure 10, which

has 4 times the CO2 equivalent of Figure 9. The weakest bands

in Venue are still somewhat stronger than in Figure 10, indicating
a pathlength of about 2 km atm. for Venus.
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MAN4 STR•NGIMS OF CO2 , VINUS VS LAB
70

.0
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Fig. 12. - Relation between CO, band strength in the Venus spectrum
(June 17, 1962) and a laboratory spectrum similar to that reproduced in
Figure 9. Data taken from Table 2. Each band is represented by a dot.
The isotopic band 3v. of ZaCO, is showu as a cross ; the 2v, band of 12CI1'0 40

is shown as an open circle.

(b) Considerable interest attaches to the abundance ratio IsC/"2C
on Venus. On the Earth this ratio is 1/89 and in some R stars it
reaches a value as high as 1/5, and in some N stars 1/2 (McKellar,
1960). The equilibrium ratio attained if the carbon-nitrogen cycle

of nuclear energy production were operative to the exclusion of
other processes is 1/4 if the H abundance is greater than the
C abundance (Caughlan and Fowler, 1962). Fowler, Greenstein, and
Hoyle (1962) attribute the terrestrial isotope ratio to an incomplete
nuclear process occurring in the T Tauri stage of the solar nebula.
On this basis the isotope ratio on Venus might be higher, owing
to the greater proximity to the sun.

The 3v, isotopic band at , = 1.47 [L is the strongest available

for measurement and was included in Table 2 and Figure 12.
Laboratory spectra with increased pathlengths and improved defi-
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nition will allow an extension of the discussion to other isotopic

bands shown in Venus, particularly 103, 023, 061, and 041.

The determination of the isotope ratio from direct comparisons

between the two 3vs bands is difficult since the equivalent path-

length in the Venus atmosphere depends on the band strength

itself. This is not true for laboratory spectra since the pathlength

traversed is necessarily the same for both weak and strong bands.

However, if the isotopic band fits the relationship of Figure 12,

it means that the isotope ratio is the same on Venus as on the

Earth. If not, the equivalent laboratory intensity of the isotopic

Venus band may be found and the abundance ratio determined

from laboratory tests with different pathlengths.

It is seen that the 3va isotopic band falls closely to the curve

of Figure 12. The estimated precision of the Venus measure is

± 10 per cent, corresponding to ± 20 per cent in equivalent width

in the laboratory intensity, as found from the local slope of the

curve. Within this precision, the isotope ratio of 3C/ "2C is the same

on Venus and on the Earth. Better precision should be obtainable

in a very dry winter atmosphere.

(c) The oxygen isotope ratio 180/160 can, at present, be

determined from one band only, 2v3, the other bands being too

badly blended (of. Table 1 and the spectral records reproduced).

The method used is the same as for the carbon isotope ratio, i. e.,

differentially, Earth vs. Venus. The equivalent width of the band

has been measured on Venus spectrum Figure 3 and a laboratory

spectrum taken under similar conditions as Figure 9. The resulting

data have been entered in Table 2 and Figure 12. It is seen that

the isotope ratio is equal to that on the Earth within the error

of measurement.

(d) The hot bands arising from the v, level TI. (0110) are quite

prominent in the Venus spectrum wherever they are relatively free

from blending. The best case is 023 H, observed in the laboratory

by Herzberg and Herzberg (1953, p. 1038), and well shown in the
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Venus spectrum on our Figures 1 and 5. It is better separated from

the corresponding cold band than its twin member of the diade,

103, also well shown in the spectral plate reproduced by Herzberg

and Herzberg. A separate laboratory study will be made to calibrate

the Venus 023 H band in terms of temperature. It is seen by

comparison with Figures 9 and 10 that the Venus temperature is
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CO, 12 CM. ATM (b,d) AND 22CM. ATM (C,O), 2.25-2.45A,

0 01

d

-J

01 d

b C

-J
La b

o I
_.

2.3 2 4," A

Fig. 14. - Laboratory spectra of CO at 1 atm., 2.25 - 2.45 [L, 2 tL grating,

filter 0.3 nun, slit 0.25 mm cell. Same scale as Figure 13. (a) blank run;
(b) 12 cm, -= 6 sec. ; (c) 22 cm, T = 6 sec. ; (d) 12 cm, • = 12 sec. ; (e) 22 cm,

' = 12 sec.
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considerably higher than the laboratory temperature of about
30) K.

(e) Of interest also is the determination of the maximum CO
content in the Venus atmosphere. consistent with the spectra here
reproduced. The necessaiy laboratory comparisons are given in
Figures 13 and 14. From the observed strength of the X = S.35 ýa

band of CO, the upper limit of 10 cm atm. NPT is found, implying
an approximate upper limit of one-fourth of this amount for a
vertical column in the Venus atmosphere. The (3,0) band of CO
was also observed in the laboratory but it is an order of magnitude
weaker than the (2,0) band anw has, moreover, the same wave-
length as the (2201) band of CO2 at 1.575 •. It is therefore unsuitable

for the determination of the CO content of Venus. The upper limit
of about 3 cm for the Venus atmosphere represents an advance of
about 30 x in the th-es!. ý," :mit compared to the author's 1948
result.

In the more extensive publication referred to (Communication.
of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory No. 15) the related problem
is considered of the relative efficiency of a one-channel infrared
spectrometer as used here and a Michelson-type interferometer. It
is shown that the advantages claimed for the interferometer for

stellar sources are not real.
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in the June, 1962, run; and to the Director of the McDonald
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25. - INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS

WLLIAM M. SINTON
LowU Observatory, U. S. A.

This paper presents most of the infrared observations of Venus
made by the author since 1958. They have been made within most
of the transparent atmospheric * windows * between 1 and 13 t.

All observations have been made with the 42-inch Lowell reflector.

SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES, 1 - 4 i

The lithium fluoride prism spectrometer with liquid-nitrogen-
cooled lead sulfide detector which has already been described (1. 2)

has been used for spectra of the nearer planets. The spectrum of the

Sun (Fig. 1) which was obtained by using an aluminum scatter
plate (1), is useful for comparison with the spectrum of Venus for it

represents the radiation impinging on a planet as well as giving
ready reference to location and strengths of absorption bands
imposed by the terrestrial atmosphere The radiation of Venus in

the 1-4 ýi region appears to be primarily reflected sunlight modified
by absorption bands in the Venus atmosphere. One may obtain the

absorptions characteristic of the planetary atmosphere merely by
dividing the spectrum of Venus by the Sun's spectrum, both being
taken with identical conditions such as air mass, atmospheric water
vapor, and instrumental slit width.

Many bands of carbon dioxide designated by circles in Figure 2
are apparent in this region and have previously been discussed by
Kuiper (3). The band at 1.47 ý± Figure 2 is worthy of note, in that it

is produced by C0O 2. It may eventually be possible to determine the
C12 to C13 ratio from this band and the C11 bands when spectra of

higher resolution are obtained. It is not possible now because of
the severe interference by water-vapor absorption at 1.47 ý±.

Carbon monoxide if present on Venus should produce absorp-
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SUN _ _ _ Gn2 G .
April 22, 1961

Gains 12.6 - Goln=2.0 -Goinz .

Slit width

Gain I 2G Ins2.02-4'-Gain 1.0

3.75 3.5 30 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0#s

Fig. 1. -- Spectra of Venus and the sun, which were obtained at low resolution
in order to ascertain the spectrum of Venus relative to that of the sun.

tion in its 2 --- 0 band at 2.345 ji. I have taken a number of spectra

covering the region of the 2.345-ji band in an effort to determine

the amount of CO present. Figures 2 and 3 show spectra of Venus

having a resolution equal to 0.008 p. (15 cm-1) at the wavelength of

this band. The band, resolved into its P and R branches, appears to

be present in these spectra. Figure 4 shows at the top the mean of

6 spectra of Venus which were obtained with a resolution of 0.013 p

and better signal-to-noise ratio. The lower curves of Figure 4 are

laboratory spectra with 79 cm-atmo of CO at a pressure of 7.1 cm
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of Mercury introduced into the path. There is some indication of
the P and R branches of this band in the Venus spectrum, but the
shape of the band agrees only poorly with the laboratory spectra.
Though it seems definite that something is absorbing at this wave-
length, it is not certain that it is carbon monoxide. The observations
were made on February 24, 1961 when Venus had a phase angle,
i = 1080 and the slit during these observations approximately
traversed the center of this crescent at 900.

1. 
.idth 0

0
0

00

Fig. 2. - A spectrum of Venus obtained at high resolution and which
illustrates the many CO, bands, indicated by circles, which are found.

At the time of the inferior conjunction of Venus with the Sun
in 1961 it was possible to measure the effective temperature on the
dark hemisphere of Venus by measuring the emission at 3.75 it.
The spectrometer was set at this wavelength and the slit's width
and effective length were 1 mm, which corresponds to a square
35.3 seconds of arc on a side at the scale at the slit of the spectro-
meter. The observed effective temperatures of Venus and Mercury
are given in Table I. Calibration was made by the difference in
emission of a blackbody source at 350 C and the ambient tempera-
ture of the spectrometer (about 100 C). But during the first measure-
ments on April 12, the calibration devices were not prepared and
the reference measurements were made to the emission from my
finger (assumed to be 280 C). Though this method of calibration may
seem quite rough. it is emphasized.that a 50 % error in the observed
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Venus Slit width

Feb 15, 1961

CO

-IF

Moon
Feb. 20, 1961

2.5 2.0PA

Fig. 3. - Spectra of Venus, sun, and the moon. The spectrum of Venus shows
a band which may be produced by carbon monoxide. The sharp dip in the

lunar spectrum was due to a guiding error.

Venus deflection or in the calibration deflection produces only a 50

error in the temperature of Venus.

The observed Mercury temperatures have been reduced to
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subsolar temperatures by the method used by Pettit and Nichol-
son (4) and later by Strong and Sinton (5). This method of determi-
ning the subsolar temperature from the effective temperature for
the entire disk assumes that the incident solar radiation is distri-
buted over the surface according to the cosine of the angle betweeD

I I

2900K

2.4 243p

Fig. 4. - The mean of six Venus spectra after division by the spectrum
of the moon. There is perhaps an indication of the CO band but the agreement
in shape with the two laboratory CO spectra beneath it is poor. The labora-
tory spectra were made of a 8.5 meter path of CO at a total pressure of 7.1 cm
of mercury and at the temperatures indicated. In the Venus spectrum the dip
at 2.42 [L may be a real feature.

the surface normal and the direction to the sun. It is then assumed

that the total heat radiation at any point on the surface will have
the same distribution. Since the 3.75 pi measurement is in no way a

measurement of total radiation, this reduction is not correct.
However, a calculation for the case i = 0 indicates that it is not
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grossly in error but only by 100. The subsolar temperatures have

also been corrected to Mercury-Sun distance of 0.387 A. U.

The mean of the Venus temperatures in Table I is 2360K. This

is within experimental error of the 8 - 13 [t temperatures deter-

mined by Pettit and Nicholson (6) and Strong and Sinton (5).

TABLE I

Tem•perature8 of Vetna and Mercury Meaeured at 3.7 [

Mercury Mercury

Date U. T. Venus (effective (Calculated sub-
(dark hemisphere) solar temperature

at 0.387 A.U.)

April 12 227o K 457u K 582o K
April 15 242 474 580
April 17 238 487 580

TABLE II

Fraction ofFatoof Albef o, A f •< ASolar Energy,f

0.3500 A 0.070 (0.40) 0.028
3500-4000 (U) 0.053 0.53 0.028
4000-5000 (B) 0.126 0.78 0.098
5J00-6000 (V) 0.129 0.87 0.112
6000-12000 0.428 10.87) 0.372

12000-15000 0.074 (0.75) 0.056
15000-19000 0.053 (0.52) 0.028
19000-27000 0.040 (0.40) 0.016
27000. 0.027 (0.15) F 0.004

Total Albedo 0.734

TEMPERATURE DETERMINATIONS

The infrared pyrometer. which has been previously described(7 )

has been employed for a series of measurements of the effective
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temperature of the entire disk of Venus. In this series a focal-plane
aperture was used that, depending on the apparent diameter of the

planet, was large enough to pass the whole image including seeing
excursions. Thus during the series the aperture size varied between
11"2 and 58"3. The aperture used for observing the comparison

blackbodies was usually the next smaller aperture size in order that
it was more nearly the actual size of the Venis image. The measu-
rements were made with the setting first in one and then in the

other of two apertures of the instrument. Usually about 10 pairs of
readings in this manner were taken and readings on the blackbodies
were made at the beginning and the end of the series of readings.

The whole extent of a day's measurements was about one hour
which was generally with the planet close to the meridian. Obser-
vations were made on 70 days in the period 1958-1961 with the
majority concentrated in 1959.

Unfortunately many of these observations were afflicted by an
instability in the pyrometer that was subsequently discovered (8).
The observations that were so affected have been corrected where
possible by adjusting the scale so that the temperature of the sub-
solar point of the Moon or other established lunar temperatures
came to their established values if such lunar observations were
made on the same day. Other uncorrected observations were

rejected. The fault in the pyrometer was corrected in Septembei
1959 and all observations made subsequent to this time have been
retained. Of the 27 observations that were retained 15 were made in
a 1.5 .i band at 8.8 • while the remainder were made in a similar

band at 11.9 (L. The mean temperature for the series is 235.10K.

The standard deviation of an observation on a single day from the
mean is 6.80K.

One deviation was outstanding - that of September 29, 1960
when a temperature of 2570K was found. This deviation is more
than 3 times the standard deviation and if it is eliminated the
mean temperature is 234.30, and the standard deviation for one
observation becomes 5.40K. That there was no substantial syste-
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matic error in the observation on September 29, 1960 is shown by

the fact that essentially normal temperatures for Mercury, Moon,

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn were obtained on the same day. It is

believed that this observation offers evidence of a real variation of

the effective radiating temperature of Venus. Another example of

a probably real variation is in the published observations of Pettit

and Nicholson and Coblentz and Lampland. The highest tempera-

ture found by Pettit and Nicholson (6) was 2570K observed on

August 29, 1924, while 4 days earlier Coblentz and Lampland (9)
found 3300 K. An inspection of Lampland's observing books shows

that he found in later observations water-cell transmissions and

therefore temperatures in agreement with those observed by

Pettit and Nicholson. Lampland has referred to the variability in

emission from Venus (10).

The remainder of the 70 days of observation, which are not

included in Table II, do not show large variations from the included

ones. We may conclude that Venus generally has quite constant

effective radiating temperature but occasionally may have substan-

tial variation.

DISCUSSION

The spectra of Figure I may be used to evaluate the dependence

of the Venus albedo on wave length. In Figure 5 the spectrum of

Venus has been divided by the spectrum of the Sun. From the wave

length variation of reflectivity obtained from Figure 5 it is possible

to make an estimate of the albedo for the solar energy curve. The

albedos from UJBV photometry found by Knuckles, Sinton, and

Sinton (11) are used as the basis. They found AU = 0.53, AB =

0.78, and A. = 0.87 for the observations through the U, B, and V

filters respectively. The albedo in the region 6000 - 12000 A is

assumed to be identical to the albedo found for the V filter. From

this datum and the spectra presented in Figure 5 the albedos are

then weighted according to the solar energy distribution. The

calculations are made in Table II.
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From the derived solar albedo, 0.73, the effective radiation
temperature of the planet may be derived with the formula

( I -- A$) 1/6
TeE = 394 OK where A, is the solar albedo and r 'is(2r)'/9

the Venus-Sun distance in A. U. From this formula one finds
Te -= 2340 K in exact agreement with the :observed mean radio-

metric temperature.

1.5

1.0

05 - L1 --- t •

10 2.0 3.0A

Fig. 5.- The Venus spectrum of Fig. 1 divided by the solar spectrum. The
dashed portions ,ore not determiined because of the presence of strong
atmospheric bands.

The agreement of the theoretical temperatures with that
observed in the 8 - 13 tL region means that in the unobserved
region beyond 13 ji to about 30 or 40 I± the effective radiating tempe-
rature is the same as that which applies in the short wave length
region; otherwise an imbalance of the heat budget would have to

occur.

The more-or-less stepwise decrease of albedo in the infrared
region suggests the possibility that water in the form of ice crystals
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is present in the atmosphere. In ice the near infrared bands of the
H.O molecule are found to be shifted to longer wave length and

perhaps to be broadened. Because observations cannot be made
sufficiently accurately within the terrestrial water bands a step
wise appearance to the reflection spectrum may result. The absorp-
tion coefficient of ice at 3.08 [t (the same band that shows up at

2.7 ýt in the vapor form) is 3000 cm-1. Thus scattering from 3 11 par-
ticles is expected to be much reduced compared to shorter wave

lengths where the absorpticn coefficient is less, thus partly explai-
ning the low albedo which is found beyond 2.7 ýL. A difficulty with
this interpretation of the stepwise decrease of albedo as due to ice

is that at 3.4 1A, where the albedo is still low, ice may not have
sufficient absorption.

If clouds are responsible for the atmospheric opacity at 10 ýt
and als' at 3.75 ti, we may make an estimate of the cloud cover.
For the sake of argument it is assumed that radiation from beneath
the clouds is equivalent to a blackbody at 4000K. We neglect the

contribution of the gaps in the clouds to the radiation at 10 ýt and
consider only their contribution at 3.75 it. At this wave length the

flux from a 4000 source is 1200 times that from a 2360 source.
If the observed temperature is increased by 50, the observed flux

is nearly doubled. Thus gaps in the cloud cover must have an area

less than 0.1 0 o. On the other hand, to increase the radiation

observed at 11.9 ýt to that corresponding to 2570K as found on

September 29, 1966 gaps in the cloud cover amounting to 5 %
would be required.

This research has for the most part been supported by Con-

tract AF 19(606)-5874 with the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories, Bedford, Massachusetts.
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26. - ON THE QUESTION OF THE PRESENCE OF

OXYGEN IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS

V. K. PROKOFJEV and N. N. PETROVA
Crimean AaSrophyaical Observatory, U.S.S.R.

There were several attempts to find absorption bands of the

molecular oxygen O, in the Venus spectrum with the dispersions of
the spectrum 3A/mm (1), 5.5A/mm (2) and 1.7-2.5A/mm (3) using

a -, B - and A - bands near 6300 A, 6900 A and 7600 A respec-

tively.

The Doppler shifts in the Venus spectra were sufficient to

separate absorption bands of Venus oxygen from telluric bands, but

no absorption was found out.
The following circumstances must be taken into account when

oonsidering the question of spectroscopic discovering of Venus

oxygen.

I. Only upper part of the Venus atmosphere which is above
the cloud layer is available to optical observations; so the possible

amount of oxygen must not be large, and only weak absorption

band is to be awaited.

2. Telluric absorption bands of oxygen differ greatly in their

absorption coefficients. It is equal to 1 : 2.5 : 35 (4) for a -, B - and

A - bands respectively. So the bands A - and B - have large

wings and a - bands on the contrary are very narrow and often

are used for investigation of apparate function of the Solar spectro-

graphs.

3. For discovering weak absorption bands (with small equi-

valent width) very essential are the width of the slit of the spectro-

graph, the linear dispersion of the spectrograph and the resolving

power of the used photographic plate. When the slit is too wide, the

weak absorption band may disappear among fluctuations of the

grain of the photoemulsion. These circumstances were taken into

account in the present investigation.
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During the year 1961 the spectra of Venus were taken using

echelle spectrograph of the Solar tower of the Crimean Astrophysical

Observatory (5).

This spectrograph had linear dispersion of 1 A/mm in the region
of oxygen a - bands. Table 1 gives conditions of photographing,

spectral width of the slit of the spectrograph and the value of the

Doppler shift calculated from change of the heliocentric distance
and measured on the spectra.

TABLE I

Date 8), Exposure A pl
1961 A time

Caic. Measur.

26,02 0,17 3hOOm -- 0,251 -0,252 103aF
16,08 0,17 1 h35m -- 0,237 - 103aE
20,08 0,12 2hlOm •-0,233 +0,231 --
22,08 0,08 2h 10m +0,230 +0,233 -*--

23,08 0,08 2h25-f-
20,10 0.08 Ih30m
21.10 0,08 lh30m - 0.147 -

In February only one spectrum available for photometric

measures was taken because of weather conditions.

The same sort of photographic plates was used for taking

Solar spectrum on the height of 150 above the horizon, the spectral

width of the slit being 0.17 and 0.08A and exposure time W.2. The

intensity scale was taken with the same exposure times for the

Venus and Solar spectra.

10 lines of P-branch of m - band of the oxygen chosen for the

detailed photometry are given in the table 2. In the same table
the complete list of the solar and atmospheric lines which are near

the oxygen lines is given according to Revision of Rowland preli-

minary table and (6).

The work (6) presents the complete list of atmospheric bands of
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water vapor observed in Solar spectrum when the sun is low above
the horizon.

The intensities of lines taken from (6) and reduced to the
Rowland's intensity scale are taken in brackets as not very certain.

During the photometer measures the densities were taken
with the step of 0.01A and converted into intensities using respec-
tive characteristic curves ; then the profiles of each two pairs of
oxygen lines were traced. On these tracings the places of atmos-
pheric and Solar lines were marked. For each profile of tellurie
oxygen line the centers were determined and all profiles were
reduced to the same depth taken as a unity. Then according to the
centers the profiles were laid on each other so that an average
profile was obtained ; the same method was used in (7) for B-bands

I1I II 1 (

yi,

+o40" #O.O #V• 0 -oaw -ojo - o4#0J,

when attempting to find out Martian oxygen. Such kind of operation,
minimizing fluctuation of the photographic grain and averaging all
Solar and atmospheric lines which are on different distances from
the lines of telluric oxygen does not weaken the lines of Venus
oxygen whose place is caused by the same Doppler shift for each
line.
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The separate lines of the P-branch of oxygen m - band are

presented as the doublets with the distance of 0.75-0.82 A. So when
their profiles were laid on each other one could not obtain the wings

of the average profile farther than 0.4 A from its center.
Fig. I shows the average profile of the lines 1-10 (see table 2)

for the Solar spectrum. Ordinate is the distance A) from the center

of the line in A, + meaning red side of the spectrum. On the top
of the Fig. 1, the places of the Solar (a) and atmospheric (a) lines
in the neighbourhood of the telluric lines are marked.

As one could expect (4) the profile thus obtained is essentially
"symmetrical. Some fluctuations of the phone in the wings may be
caused by the close groups of weak Solar and atmospheric lines, but
they may also be the residual fluctuations of grains of the photo-

emulsion.

1.0

-W .0 O 0 o L -0 -ao -OXAM

Figs. 2-4 show average profiles of the telluric lines 1, 2, 4-10

(in Fig. 2 and 3) and 1-4, 6-8 (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. is the mean from the spectra taken 22 and 23 August,

Fig. 3 - for October 20 and 21, Fig. 3 - for August 20. On the

tops of the figures the position of the Solar and atmospheric lines is

shown, taking into account Doppler shifts for the Solar lines. As well

as for the profile on the Fig. 1, there is no blending lines in the

middles of the profiles on the Fig. 2 and 4. So the profile must be

symmetrical.

Dashed line is the symmetrically traced profile according to

its short-wave side; it is obvious that the red wing of the profile

has a distinct depression. The calculated difference between obser-

ved and symmetrically traced profiles is presented in the top of the

drawing. This depression has two maxima.

The first is on the distance of AX = + 0.10 A and may be

caused by the close group of 4 weak Solar lines with Rowland inten-

sities - 3 (three of the lines) and - 2. Only the atmospheric line

of oxygen isotope 01601, with AU = + 0.16 A is near the second

maximum. The concentration of this isotope in the earth atmosphere

is 1/600 (see (6) and (6)). Besides that this line is weakened by

averaging. The only possible explanation remains: as this maximum

is near A, -= + 0.23 A which corresponds to Doppler shift (see the

arrow) of Venus spectrum in the time of observation, one may

suppose that this maximum is caused by the weak absorption band

of Venus oxygen.

Fig. 3 corresponds to another value of Doppler shift, and the

location of Solar lines (®) is another.

The group of 4 Solar lines is close to the middle of the profile

and only makes it a little deeper without disturbing its symmetry.

One may notice a certain depression in the red side of the line in

comparison with its symmetrical shape (dashed line). This depres-

sion is presented in the top of the drawing as the difference between

observed and symmetrical profile. The above mentioned line of the

isotope of earth oxygen as well as in the cases of figures 2 and 4

cannot cause this depression. The location of maximum of this

depression corresponds to Doppler shift AX +-- 0.15 A in the
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Venus spectrum for October 20 and 21. So in this case the observed
depression may be also explained as the 0 . absorption in the Venus
atmosphere.

Observed displacement of the maximum of the depression

from + 0.23 A to + 0.15 A confirms the suggestion about the
presence in the spectrum of Venus weak absorption band of oxygen.

It is of interest to confront considered profiles with the profile
for February 26, when the Doppler shift is negative. But it may be
only qualitative comparison. First of all, we have only one spectrum,
then it is taken by the large width of the slit (0.17 A) that makes
impossible its comparison with the profiles on Fig. 2-4 ; only the
spectrum of August 16 taken with the same slit width is suitable

for such comparison.

I II I I o

+4*k aW +40 Av -aov -&W a W AAA

74,. .5

Besides that, there are 6 water vapor lines on the short-wave
side of the averaged profile that prevents from the identification
of depression if it is discovered on this side of the profile.

However one may carry out a certain very approximate compa-
rison. The averaging of the profile for February 26 was made with
the exception of all oxygen lines which have water vapor bands on
the short wave sides of their profiles ; the remaining lines (2, 6, 7)
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were averaged (See table 2). It is evident that such averaging
of 3 lines cannot considerably minimize the role of granulating of
photoemulsion.

On the fig. 5 the comparison of average profiles for August 16

(lines 1-8) and February 26 (lines 2, 6, 7). The noticeable asymmetry
on the short wave side of the profile for February 26 (the symme-
trical profile according to the red side is traced with the dashed

line) is caused with the location of the four Solar lines ; three of
them are of the intensity -- 3 according to Rowland and the
fourth-2 N ; another cause of the depression may be the presence
of absorption band in the Venus atmosphere corresponding to the
Doppler shift of AX - - 0.25 A. The profile for August 16 is traced
with the dot line.

The comparison of these two profiles makes evident the dis-

placement of the depression from long-wave wing of the profile of

August 16 to the short-wave wing of the profile for February 26.

That may qualitatively confirm suggestion about the presence
of the weak oxygen absorption in the Venus spectrum.

The supposition remains that the mentioned asymmetry

located according to the Doppler shift of Venus spectrum may be
connected with the presence of lines of Solar spectrum which are

exactly behind the lines of telluric oxygen and appear when the

Solar spectrum is shifted by reflection from moving body.

To verify this suggestion the spectra of eastern and western

Solar limbs were taken using the IV order of diffraction grating
providing the dispersion of 0.25 A/mm with 1the spectral width

of the slit 0.017 A. The detailed examination of the proffles did not

show any noticeable asymmetry in the wings of the lines of telluric
oxygen.

Thus, the observed effect in the spectrum of Venus must be

due to absorption in its atmosphere. The quantitative estimate of
the amount of oxygen in the Cyterian atmosphere would be prema-
ture : it is necessary to continue the investigations in the short-
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wave side of the telluric lines during the time of approaching of

Venus to the Earth.

The authors are very grateful to Professor A. B. Severny, who
was the initiator of the present work, for his constant attention and
useful discussions. We want also to thank Mrs N. E. Orlova for her
assistance in observations and measurements.
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27. - SPECTROSCOPIC TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
MEASUREMENTS FOR THE VENUS ATMOSPHERE

HYwON SPINRAD
Divi8" of w Space S ien"e.

Jet Propulsion Labor", U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

The rotation-vibration band of carbon dioxide at X 7820 has

been analyzed on ten Mount Wilson spectrograms of Venus. The

spectroscopic data covers the phase interval from 510 to 1130.
The rotational temperatures are derived in the usual way by use of

the Boltzman equation: Trot varies from about + 2200K to 4400K.

Total pressures in the Venus atmosphere have been derived by

means of the measurement of line profiles for individual rotational

lines in the X 7820 CO . band. The derived pressures are the first direct

measurements of pressure in the lower Cytherean atmosphere ; they

are considerably higher than other recent pressure estimates for the
treflecting cloud' level. The pressurc, derived from the small J

rotational lines average about 2 atmospheres and increase with
larger J values to about 5 atmospheres. This result is to be expected

in a region of increasing temperature and pressure with decreasing

altitude.

There is a good correlation between the *effective # mean tem-
peratures and the 4 effective # pressures, in the sense that high

temperatures go with high pressures and vice versa. This statement

implies a high pressure and a high temperature for the Cytherean

surface.

A comparison of the Venus spectra and laboratory CO spectra,

kindly loaned by G. Herzberg, indicates that the ). 7820 band CO,

abundance on Venus may be about 2 km-atm above the reflecting

surface. This amount of carbon dioxide is compatible with an atmos-

pheric composition of about 5 % CO, by mass.
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28. - THE STRUCTURE OF THE VENUS ATMOSPHERE

L. D. KAPLAN

Sjace Sciences Diviejon
Jet Projpulion Laboraory

California Inetitute of Technology, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

Spinrad's analysis of the Adams and Dunham spectrograms

indicates very high temperatures deep in the Venus atmosphere, in

agreement with an interpretation of the centimeter emission as

originating from a hot ground surface. Closer examination of the

"spectrograms substantiates this interpretation in a spectacular

fashion. Inspection of the data shows that for each plate there are

two intensity maxima, one at about J = 16 and the other, except

for Ce 1756, at J = 24 to 26. The J = 16 maximum corresponds to

an effective rotational temperature of about 3000K, the J = 25

maximum to an effective rotational temperature of about 7000K.

'The obvious cause of the double maxima is a cloud layer at

some level whose temperature is considerably in excess of 3000K,

say at about 350 to 4000K. This cloud cannot of course be CO or

H O ; and, in order to reflect near-infrared radiation as effectively

as it does, must be quite opaque to far-infrared radiation. The cloud,

and the gas from which it presumably condenses are undoubtedly

of considerable importance in providing part of the greenhouse

effect that is necessary to maintain surface temperatures in excess of

7000K.

The Venus spectra from 8 to 12 microns obtained by Sinton

and Strong indicate a high cloud layer with cloud-top temperature

less than 2350K. This may be the visible cloud top. If so, the Regu-

lus occultation measurements indicate that it is at a pressure of

less than a tenth of an atmosphere, that is, less than one per cent of

the surface pressure.

The cloud stratification makes Spinrad's estimate of the five

per cent abundance of CO9 by mass a lower limit. How much ot an
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underestimate it is will depend on the reflectivity of both cloud
layers especially the upper one to X 7820 radiation.

It should be noted that the rotational temperatures refer only
to the sunlit portion of the planet. The phase variation of the centi-
meter wave radiation indicates a temperature difference of about
100"K between sunlit and dark side. Since the microwave data are

linear averages, a larger temperature difference is implied between
the sub-solar point and the anti-solar point.

The rotational temperatures, on the other hand, are non-linear

averages, weighted towards the higher temperatures. Surface tem-
peratures considerably in excess of 7000K are therefore compatible
to the microwave measurements. The strong greenhouse effect
necessary to maintain the high surface temperatures on the sunlit
side makes it possible for a slow circulation to maintain high surface
temperatures on the dark side, even if Venus is in synchronous
rotation as indicated by the radar bounce experiments.

We will perform a more thorough analysis of the data, and
report the results at a later date. However, the data are only of li-
mited usefulness because of the conditions under which the spectro-
grams were taken. It is necessary that the measurements be

repeated with the spectrograph slit parallel to the terminator and
placed at many precise locations on the planet.
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29. - LES CONDITIONS PHYSIQUES
DANS L'ATMOSPHtRE DE VENUS

D. YA. MARTYNOV
St~ernberg Astronomnical 1nstitute, Moscow University, U.S.S.R.

La temp6rature 6lev6e de I&a surface de V6nus quo 1'on obtient
par des observations radiom~triques est tr~s diflicile A6 expliquer,
car il est impossible de comprendre comment tin effet do serre si

grand ait pu so prodiiire. En effet, pour des temperatures + 3000 -

+ 4000 C le maximum de la radiation plan6taire est situ6 sur des
longuetirs d'onde proches de 5p., ohi le carbone dioxide donne
plusietirs bandes d'absorption du c6t6 des ondes. courtes (5 IA,
4.28 [., 3.45 11) et n'en donne aucune du c6t,6 des ondes longues.
Mais si la radiation de la plan~te se produit &. T = + 6000 C, tine

part percep~tible de cette radiation se trorn e d6jS. dans 1'intervalle
optique, tandis que l'infrarouge procho du spectre oil se concentre
]e maximum de l~a radiation () 3.3 p.) no sera retenu que par des
bandos s~parýes do C0, en quantit46 mod6r6e.

.Seule la vapeur d'eau, on quantit6 considerable, est~ capable
do retenir de luanii-re essentielle la radiation plan~taire dans le
domaine indiqu6 des temperatutres. La tempmerature 6lev&e de la

surface de V6nus et I'abondance do l~a vapeur d'eau dans son

atmosph~re sont indissolublement li6es entre clles. Ces deux caract6-
ristiques sont en 6tat de connexion contraire :plus lIa temnp~rature
s'16ve, plus tine atmosphere puissante est n~cessaire ; mais cette
atmosph~re puissante sera tin obstacle bA l~a p6n6tration do l~a
radiation solaire, 00 qui conduira, comme F'a pr~vu N. A. Kozyrev,
A. lisothermie des couches inf6rieures do l'atmosph~re ; cette
isothermie, en pr~sence d'une tempi~rature aussi 6lev6e do l~a surface,
n6cessite tine atmosph~re plus puissante encore.

Naturellement, si l'on n'admet pas 1'existence de l~a vapour
d'eau dans I'atmosph~re de V6ntis, mais si on admot en mtgme
temps la temperature 61ev6e de sa surface, on petit order un mod~1e
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d'6olosph~re (Opik) ou bien dmettre une hkypoth~se de mod~le
plutonique, selon laquelie un grand cou~rant de chaleur 'vient des
profondeurs de Isa plankte. Mais un obstacle surgira, dans lea deux

coo, car I& radiation d'une surfaoe chaude no p~n~tre pas au-del.A

de l'atmosph~re. En pr6sence de temp~ratures allant 6, 800-9000 K
sour l~a partie 6olair6o de V6nus, on aurait Pu s'attendre A. une 616-
vation. consid6rable do I'albedo (aassz 61ev6 d6j&A) do cotto plan~te

dans le dontaine infra-rouge du spectre, car l~a radiation propre et
suffisamment puisaanto de I&a plan~to dolt p6n6trer la couche de

nuages. grAice A. Ia dispersion, Jorsqu.'elle n'est pas accompagn6e
d'une grande absorption.

La pr6sence de l~a vapour d'oau, observ6o avec quelque ki~1or-
titude par Strong, eat confirm6e par l'imago do I& polarisation de Is
couche de nuages do V6nua. Remarquons encore quo tr~s pou. do

mati~res posaibles dana F atmosph~re de VWnus, sont do couleur
blanche (sa& couleur jaunitre s'oxplique bien, d'aprt-s Sharonov,
par I& dispersion do Rayleigh), et des images d'eau. sont les plus
vraiseinblables. Cependant l~a pr6senoe do lIa vapour d'eau. dana

I'atmosph~re exerce tine granrie influence sur son r6gime thermique.
En particulier, en pr68enoo des tomp6ratures 6levdes en question,
tout. l'eau do Ia. plankto dolt s'6vaporer (A. moins qu'il n'y ait does

pressions invraisemblablement grandes au fond do l'atmosph~re) ;
asa rocondensation l~a nuit devient une source capable de soutenir

la temp-6rature 6lev6e do I&a plan~te m~me dana le cas d'une rotation
tr~s lente, y compris le cas do rotation et do gravitation synclirones:
des mouvoments horizontaux puissants, dana I'atmosph~re trants-
portent alors d'une fa~on permanento un air humido et chaud.
sur I'h6misph~re sombre do la plan~te.

.Mais en r&ait, ces courants atmosph6riques horizontaux no

sont pas n6cesaaires. LA m6me cohse so passora, si l~a pression
atmosph6rique eat l~a m~me sur lIa surface sombre et 6clair6e. Sur
]a partie 6clair6e le gradient adiabatique dans une atmosph~re
qui eat loin d'6tre satur6e do vapeur d'eau. eat pros do 100 km-1 ,

alors quo stir la partie sombre oii I'atmosph~re eat satur6e do
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vapeur d'eau, Ii est beaueoup moindre. En posant, le gradient
nocturne 6gal A, 40.2 kin-' et en admettant que la teinptrature de
la, couche nuageuse, pendant le jour eat la m~me quo pendant la,
nuit, tandis qu 'A la surface do la plan~te olle est tr~s diff6rente,
on dovra admettre que la hautour do, la couche do nuages eat auna1

diff~ronte dans lon doux can ; la difference atteint 10-12 km. Maio

oomino la hauteur d'uno atmosph~re homog~ne eat beaucoup plus
grande pendant le jour quo pendant la nuit, la pression & la surface
de I& plankte sera A~ peu pr~s la m~me. 11 doit y avoir dans la partie
sup~rieure de I'atmnosph~re un 6coulement perpituel de gaz chaud
et huntide vers la partie sombre ; cet 6ooulement doit 6tre, corn-
pens6 par un afflux de gaz froid satur6 et plus dense vers la partie
6clair6e do la surface. Con courants peuvent 6tre beaucoup plus
ealmes et sujets I un effet de latitude.

11 doit exister une diff~rence de r6gime thermique du c6t6
sombre dii matin et du soir, qui croitrait avec un ralentissement
do La rotation de Ia plankto (*). CeH differences no peuvent cepen-
dant C-tre observ6es avec succ~s par la m6thode bolom~trique:
pendant lo refroidinsenient nocturne de la plan~te, la quantit6
do la vapeur d'eau darts l'atiosph~re dixuinue et olle devient plus
transparente pour la radiation thermique do la plan~te. La r6par-
tition spectrale, de, la radiation infra-rouge do V6nus ent smile
capable do donner une r6ponne decisive sur oe point.

Les tenip~ratures tri-a 6Lev6es do Venus d~duites does obser-
vations radiom6triques sont charg~es d'erreurs accidentelles, si
grandes qu'il est impossible aujourd'hui do parlor avoc certitude
do L'absence des effets do la radiation non-thermique do la plante '
Lee observations do Kuzmin et de Salomonovitch ont montrt6
qu'iL s'ajoute peut-6tre A la, radiation thermique une radiation non
thernuque perceptible our des ondes plus longues.

(*) En cas de rotation et de gravitation synchrones Is diff6rence dis-
paralt, ainsi que la conception de c~t6 dui matin ou du soir.
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30. - ON THE ATMOSPHERE AND CLOUDS OF VENUS

CARL SAGAN
The Institute for Basic Research in Science, The Space Sciences Laboratory,

and The Department of Astronomy, University of California, Berkeley,
California, U. S. A. (*)

ABSTRACT

The microwave spectrum of the dark hemisphere of Venus is

flat at a brightness temperature of approximately 6000K for wave-

lengths longward of 3 centimeters. Shortward of 3 centimeters, the

brightness temperature drops to some 350 degrees in the middle

millimeter range and eventually reaches 2350K at 10 microns. The

spectrum is inconsistent with nonthermal emission from trapped

charged particles in a Cytherean Van Allen belt, and an alternative

possibili•y, that the emission arises from free-free transitions of

electrons in a dense and extensive ionosphere at electron tempera-

ture of 6000K runs into very grave accessory difficulties.

If the centimeter microwave emission from Venus arises from

its surface, the radar reflectivities and microwave brightness

temperatures give mean darkside surface temperatures of about

640" X. Extrapolations of the phase data to small phase angles indi-

ca'j mean brightside surface temperatures of about 7500K. If

the cloudtop pressures and temperatures are known in both

hemispheres, the surface pressures and darkside subadiabatic indices

can be derived. A reanalysis of the CO, absorption bands near 0.8

and 1.6 IA and of the Regulus occultation data indicates (1) that the

same cloud level, at Tc = 2340K, is responsible for the reflection

and emission throughout the visible and infrared, and (2) that the

brightside cloudtop pressure is at least as great as the darkside

cloudtop pressure, the most probable values being 0.6 atm and

90 mb respectively.

(*) Now at Harvard University and Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser-
vatory, Cambridge 38, Mass., U.S.A.
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Even with a small phase effect these cloudtop pressures give

surface pressures = 50 atm. The darkside lapse rates are substan-

tially subadiabatic, in contradiction to the Aeolosphere Model.
Failure of the Urey equilibrium on Venus results in surface pressures

of this order or greater ; and similar values are obtained from the

atmospheric structure deduced from Spinrad's measurements of

the near infrared CO2 band at 7820 A. The altitude of the cloud-

tops on the dark side is then = 80 kmi, and is possibly even higher

in the bright hemisphere.

The surface pressures and phase effect lead to a sidereal

period of rotation which exceeds 170 days, and is quite possibly

equal to the period of revolution. For nonsynchronous rotation,

the specific heat capacity of the atmosphere controls the nocturnal

cooling. There is a smaller contribution from subsurface conduction.

For synchronous rotation the atmospheric circulation must supply

the radiation emitted to space from the dark hemisphere.

The effect of Rayleigh scattering on a cloudless day on Venus

is to yellow the sky and redden the sun. The radiation scattered

back to space will also have a .yellow cast, and may explain the

apparent color of Venus. The color index shou(ld therefore be a

function of phase. In short visual wavelengths, the surface of Venus

cannot be seen from space, even on a cloudless day. The observa-

tions of permanent dark markings at these wavelengths possibly

represent clouds connected with surface features far below ; they

cannot be the surface features themselves. But near infrared photo-

graphy has the promise of detecting surface markings on Venus.

With current values of the atmospheric pressure at the cloud-

tops and of the ratio of (0, to N2 in the atmosphere, pressure indu-

ced dipole absorption by C0 2 is not capable of producing the requi-

red millimeter attenuation. However, a cloud layer in part composed

of water droplets can provide the additional attenuation required

to explain the microwave spectrum. Clouds with a surface density

of water of a few tenths of a gm cm- 2, with thicknesses less than

thirteen km and with mean densities greater than 0.2 gm m- 3 are
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consistent with a large number of planetary observables. However,
Spinrad's most recent attempt to detect water vapor on Venus

has led to mixing ratios which are too low for the water cloud model
proposed here. If these results are correct-, the low- brightness
temperatures shortward of 3 centimeters must be due to absorption

by some as yet unspecified constituent of the atmosphere of Venus.

The high surface temperatures and pressures lead to melting
and vaporization of surface material; and to greatly enhanced
infrared opacities, facilitating the operation of the Greenhouse
Effect on Venus. Direct exploration of the surface of Venus would
seem to be a very difficult engineering problem.
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:31. - RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS CARRIED OUT
ON THE RADIO TELESCOPE

OF P. N. LEBEDEV PHYSICAL INSTITUTE.

V. P. BIBINOVA, A. G. KISLYAKOV, A. D. KUZMIN,
A. E. SALOMONOVICH, I. V. SHAVLOVSKY

P. N. Lebedev Phyaica Institute, Moscow, U. S. S. R.

1. INTRODUCTION

As it is well-known, investigations of the Venus intrinsic radio

emission can give significant data, which will help in detecting
temperature conditions of the planet, the character of its surface,
the composition and state of the atmosphere, and also the rotation
elements.

First radio observations of Venus were carried out near the

inferior conjunction of 1956 at the Naval Research Laboratory

(U. S. A.) with the 15 m radio telescope at 3.15 and 9.4 cm (1).

According to the data of these observations, the brightness

temperature of Venus turned out to be the same at both wave-

lengths and equal to - 6000K. Observations at 3 cm were repeated

near the inferior conjunction of 1958 with the use of the maser (2)
and gave a similar result. In 1958 observations at 8.6 mm were

performed with the 3 m radio telescope of the Naval Research

Laboratory (a). However, due to a small area of the radio telescope,

the brightness temperature of the planet again was measured only

near the inferior conjunction. It turned out to be 410 ±- 1600K.

Observations in that range with a larger antenna were started

by means of the 22 m radio telescope of the P. N. Lebedev Physical

Institute (U. S. S. R.) in 1959 (4). 17 days after the inferior con-

junction, the measured brightness temperature of Venus turned out

to be 315 ± 700K. The following two months a systematic growth

of the brightness temperature with the increase of the sun-lit portion

of the planet disk was observed.
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Later C. H. Mayer, T. P. Me Cullough and R. M. Sloanaker (5)

communicated about the phase variation of the Venus brightness
temperature at 3 and 10 cm.

In order wo interpret the obtained data, several models of Venus

were put forward (4. 5. 6 . ', 8. ). However, the lack of sufficient

observational data made it impossible to prefer one of the models,
as well as to consider them well-grounded.

In this connection in the period of the inferior conjunction of

1961, a new series of observations of the Venus radio emission was
carried out at the 22 m radio telescope of the P. N. Lebedev Physi-

cal Institute (10).

2. THE TECHNIQUE OF OBSERVATIONS

Observations of 1961 were carried out at four wavelengths

9.6 cm, 3.3 cm, 8 mm and 4 mm (11). At all above wavelengths

modulation radiometers (*) were used whose preamplifiers were
situated near the focus of the parabolic reflector. Conical horns or

open ends of waveguides were used as feeds. Calibration of antenna
temperatures was made by means of gas discharge noise generators
weakly connected with the radiometer inputs (at 9.6 and 3.3 cm)

or by means of matched absorbing loads introduced in the wave-
guides by the distance control system (at 4 and 8 mm). At 9.6 cm

observations were performed by the method of the passage of Venus
through the directional pattern of the radio telescope fixed in the

precalculated position. Adjustment of the electrical axis and measu-

rement of the radio telescope parameters were carried out from
the radio sources Cassiopeia A, Cygnus-A and Taurus-A. Flux

densities of Taurus-A and Cassiopeia-A were adopted to be respec-
tively, 790.10-6 and 1450.10-26 W. m.- 2 C. p. s.-A. On the days of

clear sky the proper position of the device during Venus passage
was also checked up with the optical guide. On the days of obser-

(*) The radiometer used at 4 mm has been developed at the Institute
of Radiophysics of the Gorky State University.
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vations, from 3 to 15 sequential passages of Venus were carried out

with the time interval of 20 min. Besides the calibration by means

of the noise generator, in many cases, at the beginning of the obser-

vation, radio emission of Virgo-A was recorded.

At 3.3 cm observations were made at an optical visibility of the

planet. The planet was tracked in altitude with the aid of an optical

guider. In the azimuthal direction the radio-telescope was given the

speed alternately somewhat faster and somewhat slower than the

azimuthal velocity of the planet motion due to the Earth's diurnal

rotation. This resulted in multiple passages of the planet through

the d:r -tional pattern of the radio telescope antenna. Samples of

the recordings are given in Fig. 1. Also the marks corresponding to

JK

Fig. 1

a definite angular distance, in the picture plane were plotted.

After several passages the calibration with the noise generator

(the effective temperature 180K) and check-up recording of the

passage of Taurus-A were carried out. Adjustment of the radio

telescope was made with Cassiopeia-A, determination of the antenna
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effective area was made by means of Taurus-A, the flux density of
which at this wavelength was adopted to be 600.10-26 w. m.-'
c. p. a.-'. Owing to the fact that the feed of the radiometer at 3.3 cm
was shifted from the focus (millimeter feed were in the focal posi-
tion), the antenna effective area turned out to be somewhat less
than in (1") and equal to A3 = 160 ± 25 m2 , and the directional

pattern width was equal to cpo -= 6'.8 ± 0'.2.

Observations in the millimeter range were also carried out
at optical visibility by the method similar to that applied at 3.3 cm.
To exclude errors caused by possible disagreement of the electric
axis of the radio telescope and the axis of the optical guide, record-
ings of Venus passages were made at varied settings of the ocular
cross of the guide. At the processing, a series of recordings was
used obtained with the installation corresponding to the maximum
averaged signal.

Due to the small value of the flux density of radio sources
with small angular sizes, determination of radio-telescope para-
meters at 8 and 4 mm is rather difficult. Therefore, earlier (13) at

8 mm the estimate of an effective area of the antenna was made
only approximately. The main lobe was measured, but the streying
in the side and back lobes was only estimated.

In this work an attempt was made to estimate effective area
of the antenna from the cosmic source of radio emission. At the
end of the series of Venus measurements, observations of Jupiter
were made (apparently, for the first time in the millimeter range)
(Fig. 2). The composition of the radiometric temperature (1300K)
in the infrared region (14) and the brightness temperature of Jupiter
in the 3 cm range obtained by us and other observers (16) made it

possible to take the value 1400K as the brightness temperature of
the planet at 8 mm. Using the ratio

TA)R'

where Q - is the visible solid angle of Jupiter, and g -. is the
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factor which takes into account the commensurability of the angular
dimensions of the sourco and the directional pattern (16), one could

estimate the effective area of the antenna at 8 mm - A0,8 . Some

changes AO,8 which took place during the period of Venus obser-
vations were taken into account in the results of the measurements

by introducing the correction factor proportional to the square of the

width of the main lobe determined by the records of Venus passages.

The antenna effective area at the beginning of the period of obser-

vations when the main lobe width was equal to 2' at the half power

level, was found to be A0,, = 108 ± 20 m 2 that was somewhat

less than the value of A•,8 estimated before (13). The above diffe-

rence was caused apparently by the inaccuracy of the estimate of
streying in side and back lobes made in (12).

0'

0

Fig. 2

The greatest difficulties were encountered in determining para-

meters of the antenna at 4 mm. The main lobe of the pattern was

determined by the averaged record of the Venus passage. The

width of the main lobe at the half power level was found to be

1'.6 ± 0'.2.
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The strey factor outside the main lobe was determined by

means of the analysis of records of the Sun passage through the
antenna pattern (in this manner the value of streying was deter-

mined within the Sun angular size) and, also from the results of

measurements of the antenna temperatuies of the Moon and Sun
(in this manner streying outside the solid angle of the Sun (Moon)
was determined). In this case the brightness temperatures of the

Moon and Sun at 4 mm were taken in accordance with (17).

Thus one could determine the brightness temperature of
Venus by comparison with the brightness temperature of the Moon

and by estimating the streying outside the solid angles occupied by
Venus and the Moon. Attenuation in the Earth's atmosphere,
especially significant in the millimeter range, and also the influence
of the Earth radiation were taken into account in the process of
calibration and further processing of the observation results. Calcu-
lation of the brightness temperatures from the measured antenna
temperatures was carrie(d out 1b well-known expression (1).

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Observations at 8 and 4 mm and at 9.6 cm were carried out

from the middle of March to the beginning of June. From May 26
to July 10 observations at 3.3 em were performed.

Measurements at the first three wavelengths corresponded to

the variation interval of K- the relative area of the illuminated
portion of the planet disk from K = 0.1 to K = 0.007 at eastern

elongations and further from K = 0.007 to K = 0.4 at western

elongations. Measurements at 3.3 cm were carried out at western
elongations, in the period when K was changing from 0.33 to 0.6.

The results of measurements at 4 and 8 mm are plotted in
Fig. 3 a, b in the form of dependence on K of the brightness tempe-

rature Tb9 averaged over the planet disk. Solid lines in the figures

indicate the averaged dependence of Tb, (K) obtained by approxi-

mation with the least-mean method. Minimum values of the
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brightness temperature at those wavelengths were obtained near
the inferior conjunction and were equal respectively to 375 -
750K and 390 - 1200K.

6o0

Fig 3a

0 40 Q2 305 M

Fig. 3b

The position of the minima does not coincide exactly with the
moment of the inferior conjunction, but is somewhat shifted
towards the eastern elongations. However, one should note that
the above-mentioned shift of the minima is apparently connected
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with the inaccurate account of the antenna parameter changes and,
therefore requires further checking.

With moving away from the inferior conjunction and the
increase of K connected with this, a tendency is revealed towards
growth of Tb, the brightness temperature averaged over the disk.

The mean value of Tt obtained at maximum value of K - 0.3-0.4

was found to be 483 ± 1000K and 495 ± 1500K respectively at
8 and 4 mm.

At 3.3 cm the mean value of brightness temperatures measured

in the interval K = 0.33 - 0.6 was found to be 542 ± 850K. By

the growth of K a tendency of the brightness temperature to increa-

se was also detected (Fig. 4).

- I'

Vol
a of : 03 94 dS OSE

Fig. 4

At 9.6 cm the mean value of the brightness temperature (for
the observation period from March 20 to June 1) averaged by the
Venus visible disk was 6900K (*).

(*) The systematic error of the brightness temperature measure-
ments caused by inaccurate knowledge of fluxes of the sources assumed as
standard ones is estimated as ± 15 %.
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To analyse the observed spread of brightness temperature
about this mean value, histograms were plotted (Fig. 5). In connec-
tion with the small number of records made on one day, the histo-
grams were constructed from the data of a series of measurements
for several days. The histograms have shown that for the majority

PL
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of days of measurements, the brightness temperatures distribution

was close to the Gaussian one near the average temperature - 6900K

with a dispersion corresponding to a dispersion of the antenna

temperatures of ~ 0.20K.

Independently in the period of Venus observations and after it

control records of the radio sources of 3 C 270, 3 C 348 (16 NOA) (18)

and CTB 74 (11) which intensity are close to that of Venus at 9.6 cm

were made. The results of these records carried out on April 1

and 21, 1961 and March 24, 27 and 28, 1962 have shown that the

mean square error (dispersion) of a single measurement was within

0.13 -- 0.220K.

The statistical processing of the zero level carried out on

the records of Venus passage showed that in the majority of cases,

the mean square deflection was also found to be 0.20K. Thus, for

the majority of the days of observation, spread of the obtained

brightness temperature of Venus was of the same order as the

expected mean square error of the single measurement. Therefore,

on those days it seems impossible to determine unambiguously

whether the variations of Venus brightness tempt.ature pointed

out earlier (20) are real at that wavelength or are caused by the

insufficient accuracy of the measurements.

However on two days of observations -- April 4 and 23,-

the detected brightness temperatures were so high that we were

unable to explain them by statistical errors of measurements.

On April 4 three records of the Venus passage were made at

15hOOm, 15h40m. and 15h48m UT. In each of the above-mentioned
records the antenna temperature ~ 1.30K was obtained, which

corresponds to the brightness temperature - 10000K. However,

at the average brightness temperature of 6900K, one should obtain

antenna temperatures of 0.90K. The mean square deviations of the

zero level were 0.210K on that day. The probability that at measur-
ing the temperature of 0.90K the antenna temperature of 1.30K was

obtained three times one after another as a result of statistical

errors, was 1.5.10-4.
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On April 23, increased antenna temperatures were also obser-

ved. For instance, at 3 h i0m and 4 h20m UT the measured antenna

temperatures of 1570 and 16600K. At the mean square deflections

of zero level on this day of 0.220K the probability of receiving the

above data as a result of statistical errors was 10-5 and 10-6 respec-

tively. In addition, on that day also, essential (comparing to

dispersion) relatively rapid variations of the Venus antenna tempe-

rature took place at measurements which corresponded to the

brightness temperature equal to 1570, 980, 1660, 830 and 7100K

at 3hlOm, 3h40m, 4h20m, 4h57m, and at 5b16m UT, respectively.

Copies of records of the above passages are presented in Fig. 6.

SI .i

. • J• ~T, . q,. IIS

3"w" 
T" ,it'I

Fig. 6
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It is not excluded that the above-mentioned increased tempe-
ratures and essential intensity variations are due to a certain syste-
matic error which was not taken into account. Therefore, since the
available observation material is not sufficient, the above data
require further checking and confirmation.

Thus at 4 and 8 mm the Venus brightness temperature reaches
its minimum near the inferior conjunction and is 390 ± 1200K
and 375 ± 750K, respectively. The position of the minima does not
coincide exactly with the moment of the inferior conjunction but

is somewhat shifted towards eastern elongations.
At 3.3 cm the mean value of the brightness temperature in the

variation interval of the relative area of the illuminated part of the
planet disk K = 0.33 - 0.6, where the measurements were carried

out was 542 ± 850K...

At all three wavelengths, a tendency was found out towards
growth of the brightness temperature with the increase of K.

At 9.6 the value of the brightness temperature averaged for

the observation period is 6900K. On April 4 and 23 we observed
anomalously high (1000-15000K) brightness temperatures which we
were unable to explain by statistical errors of measurements.

The next paper (21) is devoted to the discussion of the results
obtained.
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32. - SOME CONCLUSIONS ABOUT PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
ON VENUS ACCORDING TO RADIO ASTRONOMICAL

OBSERVATIONS AT P. N. LEBEDEV PHYSICAL INSTITUTE

A. D. KUZMIN, A. E. SALOMONOVICH
P. N. Lebedev Phy8ical Institute, Moscow, U. S. ,S. R.

1. INTRODUCTION

As it is well-known, since the Venus surface is covered with a

dense layer of clouds opaque for visible and infrared radiations,

optical investigations of the physical conditions on the planet

carried out during many tens of years have not yet given any

complete information about the temperature and character of its

surface, the composition of the atmosphere and even about the

period and sense of rotation. As radio waves can penetrate through

a cloud layer, one can expect that investigations of the intrinsic

radiation of Venus will make it possible to clarify the questions

essentially significant fbr the planet physics.

At P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute of the USSR Academy of

Sciences investigations of Venus radiation were started near the

inferior conjunction of 1959 (1). Observations were carried out at

8 mm with the 22-meter radio telescope (2). The use of that radio

telescope operating at so short a wavelength allowed to observe

the planet two months after thie inferior conjunction. For the first

time it became possible to detect that the brightness temperature

averaged over the visible disk of Venus grew with increase of the

illuminated part of the planet disk. The existence of phase variation

of the averaged brightness temperature was interpreted as an effect

of the difference between the brightness temperatures of the illu-
minated and unilluminated hemispheres of the planet, that in its

turn, showed a relatively large period of its rotation (longer than

the Earth day).
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Later C. H. Mayer. T. P. McCullough and R. M. Sloanaker (3)

made also a communication about the existence of phase variation

of the Venus brightness temperature at 3 and 10 cm. According

to the data of radar investigations of Venus (4, 1) carried out in

1961, the rotation period of Venus is really essentially longer than

the Earth day.

As one of the possible reasons for the fact that the brightness

temperature at 8 mm measured by us (1) and D. E. Gibson and

R. McEwan (6) was found to be considerably lower than at 3 and

10 cm according to the data of Mayer, McCullough and Sloanaker(7 ),

it was pointed to the stronger absorption of shorter waves in the

relatively cold atmosphere of Venus. For a quantitative explana-

tion of this difference, A. H. Barrett (8) had to assume the existence

of considerable (to 30 atmospheres) pressure on the planet surface,

or (at less pressure of 20-10 atmospheres) of the appreciable (1-3%)

content of water vapour.

In the greenhouse model put forward by C. Sagan (9) atte-

nuation of radiation in the millimeter range takes place in the

cloud layer containing H O and CO2. According to this model, the

greenhouse effect causing high temperature of the surface is pro-

duced by the atmosphere comprising CO2 and H2 0.

In the # aeolosphere * model put forward by E. Opik (10) the

undercloud layer is the region of strong winds heating the planet

surface owing to friction.

D. E. Jones (11) suggested another mechanism according to

which the planet ionosphere, optically thick up to 3 cm., is respon-

sible for radiation at 3 cm and longer wavelengths.

All the above-mentioned models are based on the equality of

brightness temperatures of the Venus night side (- 6000K) in

the range from 3 to 20 cm.

The lack of observational data made it impossible to prefer one

of the above models or even consider them as well-grounded.
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2. RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS OF 1961

In the period of the inferior conjunction of 1961, radio-obser-

vations of Venus were continued on a wider scale in P. N. Lebedev

Physical Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. In order

to obtain spectral characteristics, measurements were carried out

in a series of millimeter and centimeter ranges. From the middle of

March to the beginning of June, observations were performed at

4 and 8 mm and 9.6 cm. Unfortunately since the instruments were

not ready to operate we were unable to carry on observations at

3.3 cm. Those measurements were started only on May, 26 and

continued to June, 10. The technique of the observations was

described in (12),

At 4 and 8 mm minimum values of the brightness temperatures

T5, averaged over the planet disk were obtained near the inferior

conjunction and were equal to 390 + 1200K and 375 ± 750K. The

position of the minima did not coincide exactly with the moment

of the inferior conjunction, but is somewhat shifted towards eastern

elongations. It -is not excluded, however, that this displacement

depends on inaccurate account of the variation in the antenna

parameters, and, therefore, it requires confirmation. With the

increase of the distance from the inferior conjunction and the

growth of K- relative area of the illuminated part of the planet

disk, a tendency towards increase of the brightness temperature

averaged over the visible disk was found out. At the same time it

should be noted that at 8 mm deflections from the regular increase,

as a rule, exceed the mean square errors of measurements of

average values of Tb, obtained day after day. Generally speaking,

these deflections can testify the existence of short time variations

of the Venus brightness temperature connected apparently with the

planet rotation. However, it is more probable, that they are the

result of systematical changes of the measurement conditions not

taken into account and therefore they cannot be considered yet

really significant.
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The mean value of Tb obtained at maximum K = 0.3-0.4 at

which measurements were carried out, was 495 ± 150WK and
483 ± 1000K at respectively 4 and 8 mm.

At 3.3 cm the mean value of the brightness temperature in the

interval K = 0.33-0.6 in which measurements were carried out,
was 542 ± 850K. With the increase of K a tendency towards the

growth of Tb, was also found out.

At 9.6 cm the mean value of brightness temperature for the

observation period from March 20 till June 1, was 690 ± 1000K.

In connection with large relative errors of measurements it
seems impossible at the present time to determine the dependence

of Tb, on K, and also to decide unambiguously whether the varia-
tions of Venus brightness temperature noted earlier in (13) are

real at this wavelength or depend on the insufficient accuracy of
measurements. However, at observations on April 4 and 23, so
high brightness temperatures (1000-15000K) were observed that we

were unable to explain them as accidental errors of measurements.

3. COMPARISON WITH THE DATA OF OTHER RADIO ASTRONOMICAL

OBSERVATIONS

Before starting to discuss conclusions about the physical con-

ditions on Venus, that one can make from the results of our measu-

rements, it is useful to compare them with the data of other radio

observations of the planet.

More correct than the previous (14) estimate of antenna para-

meters of the radio telescope at 8 mm made by us in (11) from

Jupiter radio emission, makes it possible to correct the value of

Venus brightness temperatures measured near the inferior con-
junction of 1959 (1). If one assumes that in 1959 the effective area

of the antenna was the same as estimated in 1961, then recalculation
of the antenna temperatures obtained in 1959 for the corresponding
values of K gives the values of the brightness temperatures coincid-
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mug within the measurement errors, with the values of Tbý measured

in 1961.

The data by D. E. Gibson and R. McEwan (6) are also in a

good agreement with the results of our observations and some dif-

ference in brightness temperatures can be apparently explained by

the difference in methods of determining effective areas of the

radio telescope antennas.

Thus, at 8 mm, the brightness temperature on the night side

of Venus is , 4000K.

At 3.3 cm the results obtained by us can be compared with the

recently published results of similar measurements by C. H. Mayer,

T. P. McCullough and R. M. Sloanaker (3) c'trried out in 1958. Since

both series of measurements were performed, to our regret, in

different intervals of variation of Venus phase, one can compare

only with making use of extrapolation to the corresponding inter-

vals. Assuming to a first approximation, that brightness tempera-

tures are constant within the illuminated and unilluminated

hemisphere of the planet, we can assume linear (relative to K)

dependence of Th : Venus brightness temperature averaged over

the disk. The linear extrapolation of the phase variation commu-

nicate(l in (3) to K ý 0.47 (the middle of the interval of our measu-

rements in 1961) gives the value Tb, = 7600K. For the same K we

obtained Tb - 544 --- 600K. On the other hand, the linear extra-

polation of values of Tb9 measured by us in the interval K-=
0.33-0.6 to the value K = 0 carried out by the least-square method,

gives Tb- - 372 - 750K. The analogous extrapolation of the data

communicated in (3) gives Tb = 4700K.

Thus, at 3.3 cm brightness temperatures of the unilluminated

hemisphere of Venus determined by extrapolation, turned out to

be rather close to 400-5000K. At the same time, near dichotomy
the brightness temperature measured by us was found to be con-

siderably lower than according to the data (3). It means that at

3.3 cm the phase variation of Venus brightness temperature is

apparently considerably less than it was indicated in (3).
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The above-mentioned difference of Venus brightness tempera-

tures measured by us in 1961, in (3) in 1958 and also in the earlier

observations of 1956 (7), depends apparently on the inaccuracy of

extrapolations, the inexact knowledge of radiation fluxes of the

sources assumed as standard, and the difference in calibration

methods. At the same time it is not excluded that Venus brightness

temperatures indeed differ one from another in different years.

At 9.6 cm the mean value (for the observation interval) of

Venus brightness temperature measured by us (6900K) is some-

what larger than that obtained by F. I). Drake (15) (, 6000) at

10.0 cm. However, the above difference is within the systematical

errors of measurements (15 0' in our measurements (12) and S 0/

in (11)) and, apparently, depends on the difference in flux densities

of the sources adopted as standard at calibration.

Our data (1o not contradict the small phase variation measured

by Drake (1'), but (0o not confirm the considerable growth of the

brightness temperature with the increase of K communicated by

C. H. Mayer, T. P. M1c (Cullough and R. M. Sloanaker (3).

The above-mentione(t anomalously high (10 0-15(-00K) bright-

ness temperatures of Venus observed by us on April 4 and 23 due

to difference in local time cannot I)e directly compared with Drake's

data (15) which mentioned the absence of appreciable variations

of Tb- for the whole interval of observations.

IV. DiscrssioN OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS AND SOME

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT PHYSICA.L CONDITIONS ON VENUS

All our results together with the results of other radio astrono-

mical investigations of Venus, make it possible to draw some

conclusions about physical conditions on the planet.

1. Venu8 temperature conditions

Dependence of Venus brightness temperature Tbý averaged

over the disk on the relative area of the illuminated part of the
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disk indicated the difference of brightness temperatures of the
night and day sides of Venus.

a. Surface temperature of Venus night side.

As is well-known, in the general case the brightness tempera-

ture of the emitting object is not connected directly with its phy-
sical temperature. Only in the case of a thermal mechanism of

electromagnetic radiation of an optically thick layer the brightness

temperature is equal to the temperature of the emitting body.
Therefore, to conclude about the thermal conditions on Venus,
first of all one must separate the thermal component of its radiation.

For the thermal radiation component of the isothermal and opti-
cally thick medium, independence of the brightness temperature on

the wavelength is typical (*).

According to the early data of American scientists (7) the same

brightness temperature of the unilluminated side of Venus of
S6000K was obtained at 3 and 10 cm. This gave many authors the
grounds to assume that the radiation in those ranges is thermal and

to ascribe it to the surface of the planet with the temperature (on the
night side) equal to 6000K.

As it was noted tabove, at 3 cm the extrapolated data give
brightness temperature of the unilluminated side of Venus of 400-

5000K which is lmss than in (7). However, one should note that the
results obtained by means of extrapolation with the presence of

relatively large errors of measurement need confirmation by direct
measurements. Confirmation of the lowest of the above-mentioned

temperatures will show that brightness temperatures of unillu-
minated side of Venus in 4 mm - 3 cm range are approximately the
same. In its turn, it will give reasons to assume Venus radio emission
to be chiefly thermal, in that range. However, this will not make

possible to decide unambiguously whether the surface or the
optically thick (up to 4 mm wavelength ionosphere is responsible

(*) If the reflection factors are the same.
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for this radiation. The later assumption is of small probability since
it requires that the electron concentration exceeds more than by
four orders of magnitude, that of the earth ionosphere.

It is most probable that in the 4 mm - 3.3 cm range, radiation
is emitted by the surface or the near to the surface layer of the

atmosphere, and that the brightness temperature of this radiation
is close to the physical temperature of the unilluminated surface of

Venus. In this case one can assume that the surface temperature of
the unilluminated side is -- 4000K.

On the other hand, if direct measurements at 3 cm in the

inferior conjunction give tie brightness temperature of -• 6000K,
it is not excluded that the surface temperature of Venus night. side

reaches 6W40K. (*)

It should be noted that the above temperatures are the result

of averaging over the unilluminated side of Venus.

b. Temperature of Venvu. Day Side.

In order to determine the surface temperature of Venus day
side, it would be necessary to measure its brightness temperature
near the superior conjunction (K = 1) at different wavelengths. How-
ever, the observations carried on by us continued only three months
after the inferior conjunction (to K = 0.6) and then, were stopped

because of the signal weakening caused by the increase of the
distance from Venus.

Therefore. according to the up-to-date data available on radio

observations of Venus one cannot yet determine the surface
temperature of the day side. It is possible only to make a prelimi-
nary estimate of it with the help of extrapolation of the available
data to K = 1. Such an extrapolation based on the data of our
observations at 4 mm, 8 mm and 3.3 cm gives the brightness
temperature of the illuminated side - 750-8000K. However, besides

(*) In accordance to Mayer, McCullough and Sloanaker's measure-
ments (this symposium) the brightness temperature near inferior conjunction
is close to 5500K. Therefore the last assumption seems a more real one.
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the thermal component connected with the planet surface, a contri-
bution due to the ionosphere can probably take place. In this case
the density of the cytherean ionosphere should be larger on the
day side than on the night side of Venus.

The question about the separation of the component depending
on the thermal radiation of the surface can be solved only after
carrying out additional investigations. At present one can only
assume that the surface temperature of the day side of Venus
apparently does not exceed 8000K.

2. Rotation of Venu8

The phase dependence of the brightness temperature averaged
over the planet disk, at 4.8 mm and 3.3 cm, established earlier (1. 3)

and confirmed by present observations makes it possible to con-
clude that the rotation period of Venus exceeds the Earth day.

Indeed, if Venus day were shorter than Earth day, then carrying
out, day after day, observations of Venus radiation averaged over
the disk, we would not found out monotonous varito'on of its
brightness temperature. The existence of the phase variation speaks
in favour of a relatively slow retation of Venus.

Besides, as it was noted in ('), relative observations of the
phase variation of Venus brightness temperature at eastern and

western elongations make it possible to determine the sense of the
planet rotation. One should expect that due to the thermal inertia
of the substance of the planet surface layer at equal portions of the
illuminated part of its disk, the brightness temperatures averaged
over the disk will be different at eastern and western elongations,
and that the minimum of the planet brightness temperature will be

shifted relative to the point of the inferior conjunction. Indeed, at

the direct rotation of the planet, it will face the Earth observer by

its morning side (rotation from the unilluminated side to the illu-

minated one) at eastern elongations and by its evening side (rotation
from the illuminated side to the unilluminated one) at western
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elongation. Therefore at eastern elongations, already cold dark and
not heated yet illuminated parts of the planet will face the Earth's
observer. At western elongations the observer will see the heated

illuminated and not yet cooled dark parts. It is obvious that at
equal relations between areas of the illuminated and unilluminated
parts of the visible disk of the planet (equal K) the brightness

temperatures averaged over the disk will be lower at eastern elon-
gations (comparing to western elongations), and the brightness

temperature minimum will be shifted towards eastern elongations.
At the inverse sense of the rotation we shall have an opposite

situation.

We carried out observations just near the inferior conjunct~on
at 4 and 8 mm. In both cases, apparently, a shift of the minimum

takes place towards eastern elongations that shows the direct
rotation of Venus about its axis.

The shift of Tb. minimum allows also to point out that the

rotation period of Venus cannot be equal to its period of revolution.
Indeed, in this case the planet would always face the Sun by one

side and its surface would have a stationary distribution of tempera-
tures depending only on the illumination by the Sun. Therefore, at
equal phases the brightness temperatures averaged over the visible

disk will be the same at western and eastern elongations, and the

minimum will take place exactly in the inferior conjunction.

3. Venus ionosphere

Since- at 10 cm Venus brightness temperature (- 600-700oK)

is apparently higber'than at shorter wavelengths, one can assume

that in this range, the medium located above the planet surface is
responsible at least for some part of this radiation. The cytherean
ionosphere could be such a medium if its optical thickness is close

to 1 at 10 cm. In this case the brightness temperature of the planet

radiation will be close to the kinetic temperature of electrons in the
ionosphere. At shorter wavelengths the ionosphere will become
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transparent and the received radiation will be a thermal radiation

of the surface and the near-to-surface layer of the atmosphere.

As is well-known a serious difficulty in this model is the mecha-

nism of production and keeping of a rather high electron concen-
tration in the Venus ionosphere necessary to explain the obtained

results (at the altitude of the inhomogeneous ionosphere of 100 km
it is necessary that N. - 5. 10 cm- ).

Calculations carried out by Danilov (16) for Venus atmosphere

consisting chiefly of CO, have shown that if the only ionizing
factor is solar ultraviolet radiation, then the maximum of the
electron density will be 106 cm- 3. Thus, for the production of NM -
5.10 cmM-, additional ionizii.g iactors are necessary.

According to D. E. Jones (11), in the case when the Venus

magnetic field is 1/30 of the Earth's magnetic field, the necessary
ionization can be caused by solar corpuscular streams.

As another possible ionizing factor, one can suggest meteoric
fluxes. As is well-known, in the Earth's ionosphere the electron

concentration in the meteor tracks reaches 1010 - 1011 cm-3 (17).
However, to obtain the necessary mean electron concentration of
5.10'cm- 3 , it is necessary for the density of those fluxes to be by

some orders of magnitude larger near Venus than in the vicinity of
the Earth.

If at 10 cm Venus ionosphere has optical thickness close to 1,
then one should expect that, at the moments of the increase of the

activity of the ionizing factors, the ionosphere will also make an
additional contribution to the planet radiation at 3 cm. In this
connection, it is interesting to compare the results of the measures
of the Venus brightness temperature, in this wavelength range,

carried out in different years corresponding to various phases of
the 11-years cycle of solar activity.

The surface temperature of the planet and, therefore, the inten-
sity of its thermal radiation cannot apparently change considerably
in connection with the decrease of the solar activity. However, one

can assume that some portion of the Venus radiation at 3 cm is
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generated by its ionosphere, the state of which must be closely

connected with the 1 I-year cycle (*).
Another difficulty of the ionosphere model is its matching

to the available data of radar observations (4.5) from which it
follows that the reflection factor of Venus is 0.1 at 12 and 43 cm.

If the optical thickness of the ionosphere is n. 1 at 10 cm, then at

a longer 43 cm wavelength it will be for sure greater than 1 and the
observed reflection can take place only from the ionosphere itself.

However to obtain such a reflection, the gradient of the
electron concentration in Venus ionosphere must be very large.

To conclude, it should be noted that although the obtained

materials allow us to make some considerations about the physical
conditions on Venus, at the present time, it is apparently impos-
sible to prefer any available model of the planet. It is possible that

the solution of the problem will be found in some combination of

these models.
In order to clear up the question, additional measurements

in a wavelength range as wide as possible, during a sufficiently
large period of observations, are necessary.
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33. - 3.15 CM OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS IN 1961

C. H. MAYER, T. P. McCULLOUGH and R. M. SLOANAKER
Radio Astronomyt Branch, U. S. Naval Research Laboratory

Waehington, D. C., U. S. A.

A long series of observations of the 3.15 cm radiation from

Venus which included the inferior conjunction of April 11, 1961

was made to investigate the dependence of the radio emission on the

phase of solar illumination which had been suggested by previous

observations (Mayer, McCullough, and Sloanaker, 1958, 1960;

Alsop, Giordmaine, Mayer, and Townes 1958, 1959; Kuzmin and

Salomonovich 1960). The observations were made using the 50 foot

reflector at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington which

was equipped with a superheterodyne radiometer similar to those

previously used but with improved sensitivity mainly due to better

crystal mixers and a broader bandwidth. The rmw fluctuation at

the output of the radiometer with a two second time constant

was 1/40K. Each day of the observations, a large number of drift

scans were made across Venus with on the average about 10 at the

proper declination for Venus and the rest at declinations above and

below the proper one to check the pointing of the antenna. The

intensity scale of the radiometer was calibrated at about 20 minute

intervals using an argon discharge noise source which in turn was

calibrated against a thermal noise source before the observations

were started in March and again after the observations were

completed in September. In addition, the overall system calibration

was monitored on as many days as possible by observing the radio

source Taurus-A.

Obsertiams

The observations are summarized in Figure 1 where daily

average antenna temperatures for Taurus-A and Venus are plotted

in the upper graph and the corresponding daily values for the

apparent blackbody disk temperature of Venus are plotted in the
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lower graph. The measurements of Taurus-A showed gradual
changes with time of maximum amplitude of about ± 2- % percent
which were taken to be indications of changes in the overall system
calibration or the transmission of the earth's atmosphere and were
applied as corrections to the Venus observations. The antenna
temperature of Venus increased to a maximum of 3.80K and reached

NRL 5OFT REFLECTOR, X 3.15cm
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1961
Fig.I

a level of about 0.50K near the end of the measuring period. The
single point of August 31 corresponds to an antenna temperature

for Venus of 0.250K.

The daily average values of the blackbody disk temperature
were corrected for (1) an averaging reduction due to pointing errors

of 2 percent, (2) the calculated atmospheric absorption based on
average meteorological conditions which was lees than 2 percent
for 80 percent of the data, (3) a decrease in the gain of the antenna
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at altitude angles less than 40 degrees of from 0 to 9 percent maxi-
mum, but which affected only 20 percent of the data, (4) the correo-
tion derived from the observations of Taurus-A within the range
of about ± 2-1/2 %. The observed scatter of the individual measu-
rements around the daily means are indicated by the bars along the
bottom axis. From the radiometer noise level, the antenna tempe-
rature, and estimates of other sources of error, a scatter of about
200K near inferior conjunction and about 1000K in July would be
reasonable. The day to day scatter predicted from experimental
errors is about 550K peak to peak near conjunction and about
1200K peak to peak in July. The observed values are close to the
predicted experimental scatter both for individual measurements
and for day to day averages and indicate little if any short term
variation in the observed 3.15 cm emission of Venus.

PHAsE DEPENDENCE or THE BLACKBODY Dxsx Tm 'Pumz

The dependence of the apparent blackbody disk temperature

on phase angle is illustrated in Figure 2 where the plotted points
are the daily average values. A least square fit to these points gives

Tee = 6360K + 890K cos (i - 12.10)
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which corresponds to a minimum blackbody disk temperature at a
phase angle 12 degrees after inferior conjunction of 5470K and an

extrapolated maximum of 7250K.
The daily average values are not of equal weight because of the

change in the measured intensity by a factor of 10 during the obser-
vations. To take this into account, an extreme weighting propor-
tional to the square of the intensity was applied to the data.

A least square fit to the result gives

TBI = 6210K + 730K cos (i - 11.70)

which corresponds to a minimum blackbody disk temperature at
a phase angle 12 degrees after inferior conjunction of 5480K and
an extrapolated maximum of 6940K. For the measured data, the
best solution is probably somewhere between the unweighted and

the extremely weighted solutions. The probable errors derived
from the least square analysis of the weighted data are 50K for the
time average value of 6210K, 60K for the amplitude of the cosine

term of 730K, and 22 degrees for the phase angle lag after inferior

conjunction of 11.7 degrees.
In addition to the uncertainty in the weighting of the data,

the main uncertainties in the measured values are thought to be
from systematic errors. The principal uncertainty in the time

average value is the uncertainty in the effective area of the antenna
which has been estimated as about 11 %. This same un-ertainty
applies to the absolute magnitude of the phase variation. The

maximum error in the phase variation caused by a systematic over-

estimating of weak intensities is estimated to be 2 or 3 percent. This

estimate is based first on reductions of the data both by reading
individual drift curves and by averaging the drift curves point by

point prior to reading, and second on readings of experimentally
simulated drift curves of known intensity. The estimated effects of

systematic instrumental errors such as non-linearity are negligible.

Our conclusions from the observations are that the 3.15 cm
emission of Venus varies with the phase of solar illumination and

that the minimum is reached about 12 degrees after inferior con-
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junction. The simple solutions found by fitting the first two terms

of a Fourier series to the measurements place the probable magni-
tude of the phase variation between ± 730K and ± 890K with
some preference for the lower value.

CompAwsoN wrIH PREVIOUS NRL OBSERVATIONS NEAR A WAVE-

LENGTH Op 3 CM

The daily averages of the blackbody disk temperature are
compared in Figure 3 with the daily values from previous obser-
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Fig. 3

vationr made using the 50 foot reflector at wavelengths near 3 cm
in 1956 and 1958. The reproducibility appears good, and there is no

apparent evidence in these data for changes in the emission charac-
teristics of Venus from one inferior conjunction to another.
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DreousazoN

Observations at 10 cm wavelength made over the same time

interval have been published by F. D. Drake (1962), and the result
indicates a small but apparently significant phase variation in the
radiation from Venus at this longer wavelength. Drake's solution
gives the following result.

T = = 6220K (9) + 390K (12) cos (/-- 170)

The time average radio brightness temperature observed by
Drake at 10 cm and that at 3.15 cm from the observations described
here agree closely, and as a result there is no significant evidence
for a temperature gradient or a difference in emissivity from these

results.

The magnitude of the phase variation is much smaller at
10cm than at 3.15 cm which in consistent with the emission of the

longer wavelength at a deeper level as is expected in the absence of
ionospheric effects. The minir um of the phase variation is observed
after inferior conjunction in both cases, by 12 degrees at 3.15 cm

and by 17 degrees at 10 cm, although the uncertainty in the phase
angle is rather high. The larger phase lag at the longer wavelength

would also be consistent with the emission of the 10 cm radiation at
a deeper level than the 3.15 cm radiation. The observation of the
minimum after inferior conjunction suggests that the rotation
period of Venus is not the same as the orbital period, and that the
sense of the rotation is retrograde. The larger phase variation at
3.15 cm than at 10 cm could also be consistent with emission from
the ionosphere of Venus, as variations in the ionization would be
more evident at the short wavelengths where the medium becomes
more transparent, but short time variations might be expected
from this same cause.
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DISCUSSION DES COMMUNICATIONS 23 b 33.

E. J. Opx (23). - A layer of accumulated dust and rubble will provide
protection from further erosion. For Mercury, as well as for the moon, the
fraction of new eroded mass will be insignificant.

C. SAOGA (23). - Dr. Hedge was concerned that the low surface atmos-
pheric pressure on Mercury, detected polarimetrically by Dollfus, was
still large enough to prevent substantial rnicrometooritic erosion of Mercury.
I would like to point out that whatever atmosphere may exist on the sunlit
side of Mercury must be absent in the dark hemisphere because of the
extremely low temperatures - all gases are probably frozen out. Therefore,
the micrometeoritic erosion and redistribution of surface material must
occur preferentially on the dark side. In a way, this is unfortunate, because
many of us had hoped that the dark side of Mercury would provide an
historical record on the interplanetary material in the inner regions of the
solar system dating back to the times of origins - with the older material
being deepest. If substantial stirring and erosion occurs, this record will
not be in the pristine state we would desire.

J. Rosca (24). - To which part of the Saturn rings do your spectro-
meter tracings refer?

G. P. KunERx (24). - A square area, on one side, 8" X 8" covering
rings A, B and C.

H. A. GEBBIE, G. ROLAD, L. DELBOUILLE (24). - Nous croyons utile

de pr6senter ici un spectre infra-rouge de Jupiter tout r6cemment obtenu
au moyen d'un interfirombtre de Michelson.

LUNE

4I I I I
- as mOO mOO tos0 mo moo mo Cw~
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Lea observations ont &A faites b l'Observatoire do Haute-Provense,
dam des conditions expdrimentates tout & fait comparables h oelles utilisdes
on 1961 pour l'6tude do Venus (H. A. Gebbie, L. Delbouille et G. Roland:

Monthly Notime., 126, 497, 1962).

La figure montre un spectre do Jupiter calculi avec une rdsolution

d'environ 40 cm- 1, ainsi qu'un spectre de la Lune obtenu Ia mAme cult avco
le mmoe 6quipement. Une comparaison rapide de ces deux rdsultats met en
6vidence la tr~s forte absorption do l'atmosph~re do Jupiter dana Ia r6gion
de 6000 h 3000 cm-1 , et indique une autre r~gion d'absorption vers 6500 em-1.

Faisons remarquer encore quo Ia quantit4 de vapour d'eau prdsente dans

l'atmosph~re terrestre au moment de ces deux observations 6taiL assez
grande (on pout noter l'importance de la bande do H3 e h 8800 cm-1 et le
bruit non n~gligeablo provonant des fluctuations do i'absorption atmosph6.
rique pendant lea mesures, redistribu&'es sur tout le spectre par I'analyss
harmonique). Nous envisageons d'effectuer prochainement d'autres obser-
vations par doe nuits plus st'eheg, et permettant d'atteindre un, plus haute
r6solution.

D. H. MENZEL (30). - I desagree with Dr. Sagan's suggestion that the
yellow color of Venus may be an effect of Rayleigh scattering. It is true
that, for an observer near the surface the incident radiation - sky plus
direct beam - will be reddened. But this reddening arises from the fact

that the missing blue light has been scattered outwards. I concede that,
near inferior conjunction, some reddening may occur, but this must be
balanced by excess blue near superior conjunction.

C. SAGAN (30). -- There is a paper by Coulson in which multiple scat-
tering in a Rayleigh atmosphere is considered, and the outgoing radiation

computed. The computation is made for an atmosphere of terrestrial min
but for very large zenith angles which give ut an idea of the effect of more
massive atmosphere. As the effective pathlength increases, the light scat.

tered out of the atmosphere is increasingly reddened.

D. H. MENZEL (30). - 1 have not seen the work Dr. Sagan has referred
to, but elementary principles show that it must be wrong. A perfect Rayleigh

atmosphere of infinite extent must essentially scatter into space all the
incident radiation. It will, therefore, appear white. If the atmosphere is not
infinite the blue light will be dispersed in the upper atmosphere. The planet
must appear blue in integrated light, though some variation of color with

phase may occur.

E. J. Opix (27) (30). -- For more reliable results, extrapolation of the
temperature-pressure relation should be made logarithmically, and not
linear T versus P, or T versus log P.

C. SAGAN (30). - The extrapolation was not made free-hand; the
choice of axes, linear, semi-long, or long does not affect the results. The
data point were fit assuming convection equilibrium, and the adiabats
were simply continued to the surface.
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H. E. Sums (30). - I do not think that the large amounts of CO, in
the atmosphere of Venus have anything to do with the Urey equilibrium.
Relatively large amounts of carbon in the surface material of Venus would
explain the absence of O, and the high CO, pressure. Absence of water makes
it probably that sulphur compounds might be contributing to the formation
of clouds. Has a search been made for sulphur compound in the atmosphere
of Venus?

C. SAGAN (30). - The original suggestion that failure of the Urey
equilibrium may explain the large amounts of carbon dioxide on Venus
was made by Urey a decade ago. The equilibrium partial pressure carbon
dioxide on the Earth computed on the assumption that the Urey equili.
brium obtains, gives a result which is within about 1 order of magnitude
of the observed terrestrial carbon dioxide abundance. For this reason I
think it is at least a natural line of attack to assume that the failure of the
Urey equilibrium is the cause of the large abundance of CO, on Venue.
However, I would like to point out that neither the failure of the Urey
equilibrium nor Suess' assumption of large amounts of surface carbonaceous
material on Venus explain the high partial pressure of nitrogen which are
also indicated on Venus. As for sulphur compounds in the Cythereen atmos-
phere, an unsuccessful search for sulphur dioxide has been made many
years ago by Kuiper (G. P. Kuiper, Atmospheres of the Earth and Planew,
revised edition, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Chapter 12, 1952).

A. H. BApmlm (30). - What water vapor abundance is required to
support clouds of water droplets?

C. SAGAN (30). - To explain the millimeter spectrum by water droplets,
a total water vapor abundance below the clouds of several tens of grm cm-'
are required for an adiabatic lapse rate on the dark side ; of several hundreds
of gm cm-2 for a half adiabatic lapse rate. The required water vapor mixing
ratio is then several orders of magnitude greater than the values obtained
by Spinrad.

A. H. BAzNRm (30). - I would like to caution against drawing con-
clusions about the temperature on the sunlit hemisphere on the basis of
published microwave phase data. The existing data cover a small range of
phase angles and sunlit temperatures derived thereby involve a considerable
extrapolation. Conclusions that the sunlit temperature may approach
10000 K are based on an unrealistic model consisting of constant, and diffe-
rent, temperatures for the dark and sunlit hemisphere. When thes circum.
stances are coupled with the inherent poor accuracy of radio measurements,
the need for extreme care in using them data to define models of Venus is
obvious.

C. SAGAN (30). - The preceding conclusions depended only on the
existence of a moderated phase effect : 50 or 1000K. Such phase effeots
have been reported by Dieke, by Mayer, and by Kusmin and Salomonovitoh;
Lilley has suggested much greater phase effects. I certainly agree that better
observations would be very useful.
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G. de VAuoourxzus (30). - The temperature at the occultation level
is T = 7.0 M, hence depends on the CO, mixing ratio. To what level does
your value of 2400K refer?

C. SAGA-S (30). - 2400 K was not the temperature at the occultation
level ; it was the temperature at the cloud top, obtained from the occultation
data under the assumption of radiative equilibrium between the two levels.
The occultation temperature was about 2030 K.

S. I. RAsOOL (30). - With regard to the attenuation of microwave
radiation by clouds, I had done similar calculations for different thicknesses
of water clouds in order to explain the observed relative decrease of radiation
from Venus at 8 -m. If Mr. Chairman allows I should like to show a slide
to this respect (see figure I).
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The attenuation by different cloud thicknesses has been plotted as a
function of wavelength. It is seen that a 2 km thick cloud is almost completely
transparent to 3 cm radiation, but absorbs about 50 % of the 8 mm radiation.
I had therefore estimated the Venus clouds thickness - 2 k1n, which could
have explained the observed spectrum of Venus radio temperatures.

Now that observations at 4 nun are also available (see Mayer's review
paper) and the temperature at this wavelength is about the *ame aa at 8 mm,
figure I suggests that if the Venus clouds are a terrestrial type, their thickness
may be either < 0.5 km or > 4 km. The thicknesses in between would be
absorbing the 8 and 4 mm radiation differentially, which will contradict
the observations.

F. LINK (32). - En ce qui concerne le sens de la rotation directe d&duite
des mosures radio-astronomiques, l'asyxnmtrie de l'allongement des comes
de Venus (voir BAC 10, 114. 1959: A. J.. 55. 184, 1949) me conduit 6 la
m6me conclusion.

E. J. OPmK (33). -- A moderate effect of phase in the microwave tempe.
rature of Venus, as now proposed, may be an effect of opacity and emission
level and need not necessarily contradict the aeolospheric model. Very
much larger phase effects formerly suggested by other authors indicate a
large margin of uncertainty in the reality of the phase effect.
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34. - PRECISION MAPPING OF MARS

G. DE VAUCOULEURS
Department of Astronomy, University of Texas, Austin, Texas
and Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass., U. S. A.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for accurate maps of Mars has been obvious since

the beginning of the space age. Within a few years close-up TV

photography of the surface of Mars will be attempted by reconnais-

sance probes of the Mariner series. At present discrepancies of

5 to 10 degrees (*) or more are not uncommon in the areographio

coordinates of even well-defined points on different maps. It is

clear that such maps of Mars will not meet the requirements of

the planetary exploration program a few years hence. In antici-
pation of this need for a geometrically accurate net of reference

points a program for the precision mapping of the surface of Mars

was initiated by the author in 1958 at Harvard Observatory under

the general direction of D. H. Menzel and with the assistance of

R. Wright, C. S. Yui, and Mrs L. Hudson. Since 1960 the program

has been continued under the immediate supervision of A. T. Young
at Harvard Observatory and by the author assisted by R. Wright,

H. Ables, J. Roth, and Mrs. V. Wittasek at the University of Texas.

This program has been supported and assisted in various ways

since its inception by the Cambridge Research Laboratories, Air

Research and Development Command, U. S. Air Force, by the

Applied Research Laboratory, General dynamics - Fort Worth,

and by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of

Technology.

(*) I areocentric degree = 60 kin at the surface = 0"12 (0"22) in the

center of the disk at aphelic (perihelic) oppositions.
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2. THE MARS MAP PROJZCT

The Mars Map Project has developed during the past four

years in the following four main directions :

1. Preparation of a detailed, critical compilation of published

areographic coordinates (visual and photographic) for the oppo-

sitions of 1909 to 1954 (1).

2. Preparation of a map and list of areographic coordinates

from visual observations at Lowell Observatory during the oppo-

sition in 1958 (IL 3).

3. Checks on the basis of the areographic coordinates system

(coordinates of pole, rotation period, ellipticity of globe) and study

of systematic and accidental errors (zero points, phase effect, defi-

nition of stations) (7. 8).

4. Measurement of areographic coordinates on composite

enlargements of photographs by W. S. Finsen (Union Observatory

1954, 1956) and by R. B. Leighton (Mount Wilson Observatory

1956).

The following is a summary of the main results to date.

3. SOURCES OF AREOGRAPHIC COORDINATES (1)

A total of 49 different sources of areographic coordinates are

available for the three cycles of oppositions from 1909 to 1954

during which 21 observers contributed a total of 2,300 values (from

over 12,000 independent measurements) for 586 areographic stations

(307 from visual observations, 429 from photographic observations,

with 150 in common). These were carefully checked by Mr. Wright

through a critical study of the original sources. Ref. I gives a homo-

geneous survey of this material with a detailed cross-identification

of the points; it includes a series of 28 maps on transparent paper
showing the precise locations of the stations measured by each

observer at each opposition (Fig. 1) with extensive notes as to

misidentifications, misprints and other errors; the stations can be
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identified by means of an outline map of the topography (Fig. 2)
and two combined maps of all well-identified points, one for the
visual observations (307 points) and one for the photographic
observations (429 points) (Fig. 3, 4). A double-entry table of
* Master List Numbers provides the cros-identification between
the individual maps and the combined maps which are all precisely

on the same scale. The areographic coordinates themselves and
other relevant data have been recorded on IBM punched cards for
statistical analysis and future publication.

An extension of the survey of areographic coordinates data to
the period 1877-1907 is in progress.

4. AUoGRA"PH C OORmDnATUs •AD MAP wou 1958 (. s's)

The opposition of Mars in 1958 was observed by the author at
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona. Some 32 carefully posi-
tioned drawings of the disk were secured between October 4 and
November 22, 1958 with the 24-inch refractor generally dia-
phragmed to 18 or 21 inches and magnifications of 350 x to 550 x (2).
Areographic coordinates of 546 points of the surface (Fig. 5) were

derived from 2321 coordinate pairs measured on these drawings by
Mr. Wright using orthographic coordinate grids prepared by
Dr. C. S. YtI, Hood College, Maryland. The reduction of the data
recorded on punched cards was made through the courtesy of
Drs. A. R. Hibbs and R. Eimer with the IBM 7090 computer of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The use of an electronic computer made
possible a much more thorough allowance for systematic effects,
weights, and other factors than in earlier work. Table 1 gives as an

example the output of the machine (2nd approximation) for a
typical first-class point (NO 2001 = VML No 20 = Juventae Fons).

The internal probable errors of the adopted mean coordinates (in
the system of the 1958 ephemeris; cf. section 5 below) of well-
defined and well-observed points are of the order of ± 100 in longi-
tude and ± 005 in latitude, near the equator (3). A comparison of the
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longitudes derived from drawings and from transits indicates a
negligible systematic difference (003 ± 003 p. e.). A comparison of
visual longitudes (corrected for phase effect) in 1939 (4) and in
1958 (7) tends to support the correction to the (old) ephemeris
rotation period derived by Ashbrook in 1953 (6) and adopted in
the ephemeris since 1960 (of. section 5 below).

Two maps in Aitoff equal area projection based on the 1958
observations (Fig. 6, 7) were prepared by Mr. J. Roth, using a
photometrically checked step scale of 4 gray* to transfer to the
maps the relative brightness or * tone * values of the dark and

bright regions. The visual step-values (i. e., relative surface bright-
nesses on a logarithmic scale) of the various regions were derived
from over 1,000 photometric estimates made during the 1958
opposition and previously reduced to a standard system (*).

A similar reduction of 4200 coordinate pairs of some 650 points
of the surface of Mars measured by Mr. Wright on 73 carefully-
positioned drawings made by the author in 1941 at the P6ridier

Observatory, Le Houga, France is now in progress.

5. SYSTEMATIC AND ACCIDENTAL ERRORS (7. 8)

A comparison of existing lists of areographio coordinates dis-
closes quickly that systematic errors are often much larger than

the internal (accidental) probable errors. A special effort has been
made to estimate the magnitude of these systematic errors and to
devise ways of eliminating them as far as possible prior to the

setting up of a standard system of areographic coordinates. This
investigation is still in progress, but some preliminary results may

be listed:

5. 1. Origin (zero point) of longitude.

Most observers have adopted the ephemeris system in use from
1909 to 1959; a few, however, followed the faulty tradition of
placing the center of Sinus Meridiani (or Fastigium Aryn) at 00.0;
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a few others used arbit.rary origins (e. g., placing Titanum Sinus at
1700.0) (1). Apparent errors of up to about 30 may arise from this
source alone. Provisional mean values of the coordinates of the
center of Sinus Meridiani (Visual Master list No 1) on the new ephe-
meris system (see below) are X, = 3570.1, Yi - - 20.6 ; errors are
probably well under 00.5 in )X and 10 in 4 ($).

5. 2. Coordindes of th pol

Most visual observers have adopted the ephemeris coordinates
= 3170.5, & = + 540.5 (Eq. 1905.0) derived by Lowell (if. N. 66,

51, 1905); a few, however, have used slightly different poles,
especially the photographic observers: Trumpler, 3150.77, +
540.63 (Lick 0. Bull. 13, 33, 1927) and Camichel : 3160.48, +

520.78 (S). Apparent errors of up to about 10.5 in the latitudes (and 10
in the longitudes within 600 from the equator) may arise from this
source alone. The inherent freedom from systematic errors of
Camichel's method and its good agreement with the mean pole of
the satellite orbits 3160.60, + 520.94 derived by Burton (A. J., 39,
163, 1929) suggests that the ephemeris values should be corrected by

about - 10.0 and - 10.5 ; the errors of the corrected coordinates
a = 3160.55, ge - + 520.85 are probably under 00.1 ($36). A
physical ephemeris of Mars for the oppositions of 1877 to 1963 will

be computed with these revised elements.

5. 3. EliipticiJ of the globe

Most visual observers have ignored the ellipticity of Mars, i. e.
the difference between areographic and areocentric latitudes.
Trampler has made allowance for an apparent ellipticity of about
1/100 which introduces a maximum difference ofOO.3 at intermediate

latitudes; if the true ellipticity has the dynamical value 1/190
the difference is at present negligible for all practical purposes. The
unresolved discrepancy between geometric and dynamical ellip-
ticities makes it advisable to postpone decision (Is).
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5. 4. Rotation period

The Ashbrook correction of + 0.0147 ± 0r002• (in. e.) (') to
the ephemeris value in use between 1909 and 1959 (P = 24 h 37 m
22.6542 s) has been inoorporated in the ephemeris since 1960, thus
introducing a discontinuity of 10.2 in the ephemeris longitude of the
central meridian. The following correction will reduce longitudes
based on the 1909-1959 ephemeris to the new system : A X2 =
- 00.0212 (t - 9.), where (t - tI) is in years and ts = 1909.04.
To it must be added a correction for the difference At = ET - UT
between Ephemeris Time and Universal Time, AX. = - 0.00406
(At - 8.6), where At is in seconds. The total correction varies
almost linearly from - 00.02 to - 10.15 between the oppositions of
1909 and 1958 (7. 8).

5. 5. Plwe effect

Longitudes measured on drawings or photographs are subject
to a common systematic error depending on the phase angle in longi-
tude A A = A@ - Aq, due to the asymmetrical illumination of the
disk (invisibility of geometric terminator, irradiation at the limb) (1).
Systematic errors in excess of ± 20 may be introduced by this
effect which on several occasions has caused observers to announce
prematurely and mistakenly errors of up to 30 in the ephemeris.
To a first approximation the error (measured in degrees of longitude)
is independent of latitude 1i1 < 60 (there are too few measurable
points in the polar regions) and the following correction will
reduce the measures to exact opposition :

AX, = - 0.150 (A A) + 0.11 X 10-3 (AA)s

(A A < 0 before opposition) (7. 9). Note that the effect exceeds 00.5
for phases angles as small as 40. By analogy, systematic errors of
this order of magnitude may be present also in areographic atitudeu
when Mars is not in the plane of the ecliptic. The yearly residuals

A 4----pv- of the latitudes measured on photographs by
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Camichel (21), A 4 = + 00.2 + 10.0 oos (n - 3160), if • helio-

centric longitude, indicate the presence of an effect of this type,
perhaps mixed with small systematic errors due to the effect of the
irradiation of the polar caps on the apparent position of the center
of the disk (6).

5. 6. Timing and other errora

The data of some visual observers (especially Fournier) lead
to longitudes systematically in error by up to + 20 and due pro-

I I I | I

L)Io 'A AXo IX-Fo)
WX + Drawings

+2" X Micrometor
0 Photographs
A Transits

o -"---.-- -- • _ _ ,
0

++A A +

4 A

-6.

A(X - Co)

+21

+ A New Eph.
o _ - A A 22!669

+

SA Old Eph.
-. A2 22!654

-4-"

i I I i , I I

1900 1920 1940 1960

Fig. 8. - Mean longitude differenoes from provisional mean Fournier system
(above) and mean Casnichel system (below), all reduced to new ephemeris

system, and oorrected for phase effects (where applicable).
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bably to faulty timing (for instance, if the longitude of the central

meridian is computed for the middle of each observing session last-

ing perhaps 20 to 30 minutes rather than for the middle of the initial
period of a few minutes during which the main markings are

positioned on the drawing). These errors are disclosed a) by com-

parison with other observers (visual and photographic), and more
directly, b) by comparison with longitudes derived from transits (*).

On the other hand, there is good agreement between longitudes
from transits and from photographs, thus from 82 transits by 14

observers A ?0 (transits minus Camichel) = - 0.02 ; however, the

time interval 1909 - 1958 is still too short for a decisive confir-
mation of the new ephemeris rotation period (22.669) as against

the old value (22'654) (Figure 8).

CAMICHEL

-- 60 -30 0 +30* 4600
]•I I I I I I I I I I

44o
1950 - Mean

+2'

o .. . . . . . .- -- - " • ' • . . . _o . .

-4.

L•.o
+4" 1954 - Meon

*. . .•ie. - .--'

-.--4 " ,* ..

-2-

-4.

i I ! I I I i I I i I I I n

-60 -30* 0 + 30* +600

Fig. 9. - Example of systematio longitude differences vs. latitude.

(*) Surprisingly, longitudes derived from timing of transits seem to
be free of systematic errors depending on phase angle (Ashbrook draws the
opposite oonclusion in Ref. 5).
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The comparisons are complicated by the fact that in many
cases the systematic longitud( differences (as well as the latitude
differences) depend on latitude (Fig. 9, 10). Hence, a simple sepa-

ration of errors between the two coordinates does not lead to a
satisfactory reduction to a homogeneous system. An application
to this problem of new methods of numerical interpolation and

mapping developed by R. Gallet and W. Jones at the U. S. Bureau
of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, is now under consideration.

-600 -300 0 +3CP +6(f
I I ' I '' I ' , I I

*6l Vw-Mean

o .I - . .. • .

.*e 0

- e*

4"-e

Fig. 10. - Example of systematic latitude differenoes vs. latitude.

6. MEAsuRMENTr oF CoMPosrrI PHOTOGRAPHS

Through the kindness of Dr. W. S. Finsen some 80 enlarged

composite positives on film of photographs taken by him in 1954

and 1956 with the 27 ½-inch refractor of the Union (now Republik)
Observatory, Johannesburg, South Africa were made available to
the Mars Map Project for measurement; some 4,000 coordinate
pairs of about 200 points have been measured on these composites
by Dr. C. S. YUI and will shortly be prepared for further reduction
at Harvard Observatory.

Dr. R. B. Leighton of the California Institute of Technology
generously loaned to the Project slightly enlarged black-and-
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white color separation negative copies of color films of Mars taken
by him in 1956 with the 60-inch reflector of Mount Wilson Obser-

vatory. Some of Dr. Leighton's photographs are among the best on
record and they show a large amount of fine detail. Out of 14,000
images about 7,000 were selected as suitable for compositing, and
from these 740 composite positive transparencies on film (image

diameter about 50 mm) were prepared at Harvard Observatory by
Mrs. L. Hudson who then measured some 8,000 coordinate pairs of

about 300 surface points. This material will be transferred to pun-

ohed cards in the near future for analysis and reduction ; this phase

of the project continues at Harvard Observatory under the imme-

diate direction of Dr. A. T. Young.
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T~rnLu 1

Zmmpl of Ou" for point No. 2001 - MXL 20 Jumnsw Poi

Point 2001 il - 1.2 , 62o5 =820= 3.50
46 1.0 - -- 306 = - 4.61

8% 8j W;, ' Q, 8 , w, I Dr.

62.0 -. 2 .5 .48 -4.5 .0 9 70 2
62.0 -. 2 .5 .62 -2.7 .0 .9 .79 26
60.5 -. 2 ý-2.1 .73 -3.1' .0 .5 .85 27
62.9 -. 2 .4 .88 -5.6 .0 -2.0 .94 28
68.6 .8 1 6.1 .27 -3.2 .0 4 .52 29
62.8 -. 2 .2 .51 -1.9 .0 1 1.7 .71 30

e(Q)) = .41 *(Qv) =-.00 o,. 10 98 ap = 1.29
E x 0.71 Eq = 00.41

The entrius are as follows :
1st line : Mean value of point definition Q%; weighted uean ).; sum of

weights in X.
2nd line : Mean value of point definition Q,; weighted mean 4p; sum of

weights in (p.

Successive columns give : longitude corrected for phase effect and drawing
error in )., residual of QX, residual of X. weight w in ), ; latitude correo-
ted for drawing error in p, residual of Qv, residual of y, weight w in 4;
drawing number.

Last two lines give : standard error of Q), standard error of Q,; standard
error of X, standard error of V (both for unit, weight), probable error of
mean X, probable error of mean y.

1. Example of machine output for point 1958-2001 = VML 20
Juventae Fons (p. 66 of Se. Rep. No. 4).
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35. - LA NATURE DE LA SURFACE ET DR L'ATMOSPE*RE
DR LA PLANkTE MARS D'APRflS LES DONNIE8 PHOTO-

MATRIQUES ET O0LORIM~TRIQUES

V. V. SHARONOY
Obmertato* &s Mi'Uwprog & Im~sinrad, U.R.S.8.

Pendant plusieurs aamdes, Io laboratofro d'ast~ronomie pMano
taire do l"Universit6 do Ldningrad, a 6tudid Is r~partition do bril-
lance ot do coulour sur lo diaque do Mars, on omployant de. m6tho-
des visanlles'et photographiques (I-~.~ ) En m6mo temps, on
a d6torm~ind I'albodo et Is coulour does ohantillona des roob.. ainal
quo des rdgions du paybago terreutre. Los r6sultats obteaus per-
mettent do tiror qnolqoue conclusions mur I& nature do Ia surfac
ot do I'atmosphbro do Mars.

Le probihme do Is, concho violetto a une grand. importance;
il consiato A expliquer I'invisibilit6 oompibto des d6tailu mur los
olioh~s, obtonus dana l'ultraviolot (I& valour do l'albedo ultraviolet
dtant baus, & pou pr~s 0, 1).

On pout arriver & l'obten4 1'aide d'nn des trois mod~les
suivant.:

1. La coloration do Is surface out telle quo lea difftences de
briflanoe do sou Meails diminuont an fur et & mesure qu'on s'6loigno
vera Ia region ultraviolotte du spectre ; c'est pourquoi, dama l'ultra-
violet, il sunfit d'uno conchs bion mince d'atmosph~re difusamte
pour rendre lou ditails inviuibles.

H. Leu contrastos do brillaiwe dans l'ultraviolot no uont pas
faibles, main l'albedo g~ndral out si bas (k pea pros 0,01) quo I&
brillance do Is hunibre dilfuide, dans uno mince couch. datmos-
phbre, suffit & rendre lou Miails indisucenables.

]III L'albedo At lea diffirenoes do brillance dans l'ultravilolt
sont normaux, mais l'atmosphlre out opaque, l'oxtinction ayant
pour cause 1'abeorption rirse et non la diffusion. Pour qu'un tel
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modble solt an accrd avoc lee faits observds, il cot n~cousaare
d'admottro qu'auideesus do I& couch. abeorbanto se trouve uno
souche diffusante, duna laquelle se trouvent lew calottes polaires
ot lee nuages bleus, et dam. laquolle Is diffuision does rayons solaires
fait disparaltro l'assombuissemont, an bord du disque, dA & l'ab-
sorption dam. Is couch. baas..

Si Pon admot quo pour l'atmoephbmreot Is aol do Mars il eat
pormis do prondro do. valour. tout a fait arbitraires pour los pars-
mbtres optiques, los trois modblos pouvent s'accordor ayeo I&
distribution do brillance At de conleu obwevde mur le disqu do
Mars. Maim si P'on part du prmncipe quo loe mcdble. los plus vria-
somblablee sont fondds our Ia comparaison do Is nature do Mars
ot cole do Is Torre, et selon leequols il y a analogis relative emitro
I& nature do coo planktes, on sera oblig do prdfdr erI premier
modblo.

Pour coes raisons, noun aflons supposer quo I& couleur orange-
du disque do Mars appartient an aol m6mo do Is planko et quo Is
voioe violot a pour cause I& simple diffusion does rayons molaires
dam. l'atnioeplire, cotto diffusion so faisant suivant une loi mom-
blablo & col.e do Rayleigh. Noun admottons do mAine quo l'ab-
sorption vrial damn latmosph~re ost insignifianto, quo Is donsit6
optique do Is couch. atmosph6rique n'eet pas grande, et qn'il
n'existe aucuneocouch. violette 6le'vdo.

Lee travaux do N. P. Barabachov (7), do 1. K. Koval ('), do
N:- N. Sytinskaya, (4) At d'autres ddmontrent qu'un tel sch6ma
correspond bion aux rdsultats des mesures photomktriques faitos
dam. diverse. r6gions du spectre.

Venutre part, il eat certain quo l'atinmoplire do Mars pr~eente
un adrosol dont los particules de Is phase disporiAe, en naissant
et en so d6truiuant, donnont lion aux obangemonts do densWt du
voile violet, k l'apparition doe nuagee blous, et !pet-tre, des
calottee polaires. 11 est possible que corn partioules so tronvont
concontrdes damn lee couches basses do I'atinosph~re. A cot doft,
on pent citer le fait suivant pendant le ddvoloppement des brumes
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oranges do grande 6tendueosur Mars en 1956, lee nuages blouis at

I& ealotte, polaire mad en dtaient recouverts (A). On peut~disouter
l'hypothseo solon laquolle l'dhauffomont do I& surface do Mars par
1. Soleil conduit b, l'6vaporation de l'eau dont tine quantit6 so
trouvo dama 10 aol do I& planbte, Sortant du aol, ot pdn6trant dama
lee bassos couches do l'atanosplibre, (dont, Is tompdrature mur
Mans eat beaucoup plus basso queocello du aol), Is vapour seocondense
ot forme une, brumo, rar6fi6o, composde do cristaux do glace Wrs

petite ; Is diffusion s~lective dans tin tel milieu est I& cause, do
l'apparition does nuages blous ou violets dama l'atmosplibre.

II s'onsuit des nombreuses recherches do oolorim6trie des
rMgions claire. & Is surface do Mars quo, lout coloration rouge-
orange eat trns satur~e et soul tin tree petit noanbro do min6raux

et de roches torrestres a tine, coloration aussi intense ; par exomple,
Is limonite pulvris~e (c'est4-Adire l'ocre forreuse), lo sable et
l'argile pigmont~s do limonite, (9). Los donn~es sur 1'albedo, et Is
couleur sont repr6sont~os dana lo tableau 1 ; l'albedo oat pris par
rapport A la r~gion visuolle, du spectre, et Is oouleur on fonction
du e color-excess *, c'est-4-dire on fonctior& de la, diff~rence D des

indices deocouleur do 1'&hantiilon et des rayons solaires. Le systamo
employ6 pour obtenir los valours do D eat le m6me pour lee 6chan-

tiflons obtenus au laboratoire et pour lee d6tails do Mars. Los valeurs

moyennes sont obtenues en utilisant tin grand nombre do mosures
do ohaque ospbce do roches (dana certains cas plus do 100), les
6ohantillons 6tant pris, autant, quo possible, dama diff6ronte pays.

On pout voir quo, l'albodo do Mars ressemblo & celui do diff6-
rents matdriaux terrestros, tandis quo los vaieurs 6lev6es do D
do Is surface do I& planbte (d6passant I pour lea r6gions claires),
no peuvoilt 6tre somblables 'qu'aux produits do l'effiorescenoe
pigmont&s par Ia limonite dont Ia coloration est tr&s satur6e. 11
est. 1% remarquer quo los1r6gions sombree ont aussi tine couleur

rouge~tre, bien quo, moins saturde, s'approchiant, du brun (D = 0,9).
Lout couleur verditre, souvont indiqu~e par los observations
visuelles, devrait 6tre attribu6e b tine illusion d'optique provoquds
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par 1. contrasto do coulour aveo des rdgions olaires do coloration
plus intenso.

Los observations photom6triquos noue montront quo Is
r6fiozlon do Is lumlibre par 10 aol des r6gions claires so produit
d'apr~is Is loi de Lambort. L'explioation Is plus simple en est quo
Is nappo oxt6rieure do Is surface de Mars est oompos6o do poudro
on do poussibres oolor~os en orange par Ia limonite.

11 est b, noter quo Mi. A. Dollfus, ayant fait do nombreuses
mesures polarim6triques, est arriv6 & des conclusions analogues (10).
COtte hypoth~se eat en accord aveo los observations des brouillards
oranges dont nous avons vu quolques exemples remarquables
pendant l'opposition do 1950.

11 est naturel do suppober qu'tme nappe continue et uniforms
do poussi~res dana los regons olaires do Mans s'est form~e griae
aux partioularit6a des procossus do l'effioresconoe et do I'Ltrosion,
pour lesquols l'eau joue tin r6le insignifiant, contrairement, a ce
qu'on voit stir Is Terre. Dana des conditions pareilles, il no aso form.
pas d'hydrosilicates eA pour cette m~m. raiaon, l'argile no pent
Atre r~pandue sur Mars. Los produite do destruction des roohes
initiales seraiont des particules fines du type CaC(),, MgCO3, FeCO8 ,
quelques silicates anhydres, et los particulos non d~oompos6es des
min6raux des roohes ign~es, du quartz par exemple, du feldapath,
des pyrox~nes, des amphiboles, do lolivine. En l'absenoe d'ean,
Is cimontation du mat~riel clastique n'a pas lieu et celui-oi route en
,6tat do poudre.

Ul est b, noter quo l'idde, suivant laquelle le, sol do Mars eat
form6 non par le sable, mais par des particules en 6tat do potiasihre,
des carbonates et do Is limonite, so trouverait en accord aveo 1.
rdsultat obtenn par Sinton et Strong (Ili, qiti n'ont pa. trouv6
dan. 1e spectre do Mar s i raio d'absorption typique pour le quartz
et lea silicates (8,9 IA) Il serait trbs fimportant d'6tudier le spectre
lnfrasrortge pour lea rayons rdfl6ohia par Is limonite et los roohos
aolor6es par ofl..

IU faut encore noter quo si le pigment principal & Is surface
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do Mums set ks limonito on l'hydrogoothito (Fes 0. + nHj 0, n
dtant 6ga & 1,5 - 5), on set oblig6 dadmottro Is prdsonoe d'une
quantit~d queoconque d'oau, caw dana 1Ics mofi il n'y on aurait pas
du tout, Is d6hydratation de I& limonito at sa transformation en
goothito (Fe. Os + H. 0) ot enauite on h~matito (Fe. 03) aurait
liou. Puisque our Mars ls temp~raturo moyonne est partout au-
deusous do 00 C, l'oau y sera toujoura en 6tst do glaco, qui no pout
fondro quo dana une mince ooucho supdriouro du sol et soulemont
pour un temp.s tres court. Main sanw doute, cola suffit pour quo Is
limonite des couohes supdrioures du aol soit un mindr&l stble.

LA supposition oonweniant Is pr6senco do quolque quantitS
d'oau, aso trouve on accord avoc Is suadite hypothbeo solon laquelle,
Is brumne violotto at lea, nuages blous sont formds dana Is zono do
contact entro lesaol ot I'atmosphbie.

Plusiours auteurs ont admia quo dana lea r~gions sombros
do Mars il doit exiater un m~canismo do rg6gn6ration quoloonque
qui leur permet do gardor lour coloration sombre mnalgr Ia s6di-
mentation do Is pouasi~ro. L'oxomple do I& nature des d6sorts
terrestres nous montre quo cola n'ost pas n~coaeaire, puisque sur
Is surface do Is Terre, il oxidte des r6gions do d6flation oix les pro-
duits do l'drosion 6olienne aont emport~s par lea vents, ainai quo
des rigions do x~lmentation et d'accumulation do tela produits.
Par analogie, on pout supposer quo los r6giona sombre. do Ia surface
do Mars reprdsentent des zones do d6fiation, tandia quo lea r6gions
claire. ropr6sentent des zones d'accumulation do pouaai~res. Dana
@0 cm, Ia coulour et lea autres propri"t~ optiquos des rfgions som-
bre. seront d6termintdes par I& couleur des rochos initiales, oouvertes
d'uno nappo intonrompuo do fines pouasibres; lou roches pouvent
Atre aImnarsou ign6es.

Lea changemonts saisonniers do lour couleur pouvent Atre
attribu6s aux: ohangoments do 1P6paisseur do Is, nappo de pouassires,
ainai quo le suppose Kuiper (11), at aussi k l'apparition d'une vdg6-
t#Aion primitive, solon l'opinioui do Is plupart d'auteurs.
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T~x~z~v 1

vl'ebs& s IG .mobur dit objudf Ow to TV" .9 e MON.

Albedo rCoulsur D

Espbw de* mwtdiaux ou des - _ _ _ _

nappen t VuSWM vlw v leursasu

extrisnes incyonn eztmAu moymnns

LA ddseit argieu 0.15-0.4" 0.29 0.24-0.561 04

Le. ddsert pie-mux 0.15-0.25 0.19 0.28.0.36 0.833
Lo. sables des ddeerts 0.14-0.38 0.26 0.26-.1.2 0.40
Les sables des plages 0.11.0.3.0 0.21 0.08.0.50 k So 8
Leessablead'originesdifflreate 0.11.0.40 0.24 0.06-1.14' 0.54
Las roohes rouges du systime

do Perm 0.10-0.28 0.17 0.29-.0.8 0.61
Los produits feareux ds

l'.ffloresoesio 0.08.0.27 0.16 0.28-1.07 0.62
Los ninerais dofer paludien 0.08.0.35 0.15 0.33.1.08 0.73
Limonkite opaque 0.05-0.22 0.11 0.001.00 0.44
Limonits pulvdriude (core) 0.13.0.28 I0.18 0.88.1.24 1.01
LA sable do Is couch. do

l'ortstean 0.08.0.23 0.16 0.93..3 1.07
Tewo romms 0.10.0.181 0.13 0.93-1.28 1.07
mars. rdgionsolGirsh 0.17-0.24 0.18 1.03-1.18 1.09
Mans, rdgiouns samba'.. 0.06.0.14 j0.10 0.82.0.99 0.89

()L. N. RADLVA. Photomnstrele Sad odolahrlesl obuservations of Mars
during the oppomiition. of 1939. Mire,,. Jew... of 8ovia Union., 17, 4.

30-46, 1940.
()V. V. BuAaoxov, Photographic obeervations of Man a" th, opposition

of 1939. Askrop,. Jous. of Beaus. Usia, 17, 4, 37439, 1940.
()V. V. Onma~ovro, The brightnessa oontasto observed on the surfass of

Nams Powit... 06wr. Oiv. 83,62-73,1941.
')N. N. SvrrmazAyh, The maskur of the marts.. and satmosphere of the

plamet Mar. acording to data of absolute photometry. 0ein~Ue Rsndw
do VAom5. do &.. dii VURS8, 43, 151.14, 1944

()V. V. OnAzoxov,.o Vaimh * do L'UsiuerWdM do Lsmimpsd 13, 19,
187.32f, 1,88; Las rdsultatis di. observations pendent 1'opposiltln do
IMars Im 1 , 123184 198.
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(*) V. V. SAnzoxov, Btlin & la oombiesion & phjiqu pkmntair., 2,
80-38, 1960.

(') N. P. BAzAACnOV et I. K. KovAL, La photem6trie photographique do
Mars a I'aide des dmrans oolorn5 pendant l'opposition do 1958. Edition do
l'Universitd do Kharkov, 530 pages, 1959.

(1) I. K. KovAL, AseoR. Journ. of Sovti Unon, 34, 8, 412-218, 1957.

() V. V. 8A•sowov, Asfron. Journ. of Sovid Unoin, 38, 2, 267-.72, 1901.

(•0) A. DoLJrus, ]ttude des plantes par polaristion do lowt lumie.
Thbe. Universitd do Paris, sem. A, 2869, 70-110, 1956.

(II) W. M. Scrrori and J. 8Toxo, Ap. J., 131, 459.469, 1960.
(1,) G. Kuimm, Ap. J., 125, 307-317, 1957.
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36. - LES PROPRI1ST9S OPTIQUES DE L'ATMOSPHPRE
ET DE LA SURFACE DE MARS D19DUITES DES OBSER-
VATIONS PHOTOMPTRIQUES ET SPECTROPHOTOMMTI-
QUES EFFECTUAES A L'OBSERVATOIRE ASTRON03IQUE

DE KHARKOV

N. P. BARABASHEV et W. 1. EZERSKY,
Obwervtsoire Astvonomique, Kharkov, U. R. S. S.

Rtsumt

L'analyse does r6aultats des observations photom~triquos do
Mars, offeotu~es & l'observatoire astronomique do Kharkov (1932-
1968), .tir Is, base do la thdorie do Ia diffusion do I& lumi~ro dama

loe atmosph~res does plan~tes, montre quo los potitos valour. do
Is donsit6 optique do l'atmosphbre ot do I'albodo do I& surface sont

los plus probables.
Los r6sultats des observation~s spectrophotom6triques du

disque do Mars montrent aussi qu'il W'est pas n6ceesaire d'adoptor
des grandes valour. do Is donsiIt6 optiquo do l'atmosph~re do Mars
on Iumi~res blouo ot ultravioloeto.
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37. - SUR U',APPLICATION DE LA PHOTOMIMTIE DANS
LES RECHERCHES DE LA NATURE DE MARS

N. X. BYTINSKAYA
Oaierwvamdoe4 l'Urtsmiwr* do Lenitwqad, U.R.S.S.

Lee observations de Mars, finite. & 1'aide don m6thodes visuelles,
photographiques et photoeloctriques, fournimsnt Ia distribution do
la briliance stir le disquo do Is pisnkte pour duffirentes rigions spe-
trales. Pour l'interpritation ult~rieure des rdsultato do toils. obser-
vations, il eat a&W d'exprlmer I& brillance sone Is forme d'une
quantitd app.I~o c l'aibodo appanrent A. * at qui reprdsent. Is rapport
do Is brillance mesurdo B on tin point donn6 du disque, & J& brillance
B, d'un diffussur parfait, orient6 normalement aux rayons du
Soloed ot 6loign6 do celui-ci d'une distance 6galo au rayon voctour do
Mans au moment do l'obesrvation :

A4MB

On pout trouver un paredl albodo & l'aide do diffdrentss obser-
vations, on faisant, par oexmple, une comparaison photom6trique
antro Is brillanos du disque do Mars at Ia brillance dos images
extrafocales don dtoile.. Mais o'est Is comparalson do Is brillance des
parties do Is, surface do I& plan~te avac Is briliance d'un doran
diffusaint (I'albedo duquel est bien ddterrnind tin laboratoire) qui
donne les rdsultsts les pins pr"ci.

On installs l'dcran & tine distance tell. du t~lescope qu'on
puisse on fare Is photographie oti 1e mosurer ans changer Is dis-
tance focal.. Pendant les observations, il doit restor normal aux
rayons du Soleil. Puusquo damn cette position, H est Mcl&r non seu-
laemnt par los rayons directs du Soledl, main ausmi par Is lumi~re
dmifs~e du ciel at des objet. tenrestres, il tst nsceuslre d'on mesure
I& brillance deux fois :d'abcd, pendant I'Mcairemomt total (valour
Be,) et ensuite pendant l'Sclairoment diffuo6 seulomont (valeur
B.,). La diff~rene Be, -B#2 repr~sente Is brfiliacwe ddterminde
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soulemont par l'6olairement direct du Soloil. Si l'on ddulgne lee
rayons-veoteuru do Mans at do Is Terre par A. et AT,, lee facteurs do
Is transparence do l'atmosph~re terrestro au moment de l'obeer-
vation do Mar. et do l'6cran par P.e~t P., et lea masses d'air corres-
pondantes par Fm ot F,,, on pout 6orire Aa sous Isa formeo:

As = , B At .F-'(2)

On pout trouvor dos descriptions plus ddtaill6os conoernant do
telles observations dans un do moo ouvragoe pr6oddntu (1). Los
observations do cotto sorts out Ad4 offectudee i l'observatoiro do
Tachkout on 1939, 1954 at 1950. LA mdthode do l'6cran diffusant
a 6tW suedi employ6o & 1'observatoiro do Kharkov par N. P. Bara-
bachov et par 1. K. Koval (I).

11 out A remarquer qu'en so servant do I& photom6trio pho-
tographique, l'irradiation photographiquo devient uno source
dauigoreuse d'orreuru. Cotte irradiaition oat provoquE. autant par
lo tremblemont do l'image, par suite do Is turbulence do l'atmos-
phbre, quo par Is diffusion do I& lumi~re dams 1'dmulsion do I& plaque
photographique. A cause do coo effete, I& lumibre va au-"ol des
vraies limites do l'imago du disqtie, ce qui pout order un faux sassom-
brissement au bord du disque 14 o~i il n'y en a pas at altdrer 10 vrai
aauombrissement I& o&u il y en a. C'ost pourquoi, on reprenant
pluuioure fois do parefoes observations, il out souhaitablo d'utiliser
ult&ieurement un tel proocdd ; ainsi, lee sources d'erreuru mont
rdduites au minimum.

LA briliance d'un 6l6ment queloonque du disque do Mani cor-
prond do Is lumibre r~fl6chie par I& surfacoe do Is plan~te St do I&
lumi~re diffua~e daza I'atmosphbre. On doit 96paer coo deux corn-
posantee lons do l'lnterpr6tation des rdsultats des observations
photomrnirques; no disposant quo do donn~es photomdtrquos, il
n'y a aucuno posuibllitd do Is faire avec exactitudo. C'est pourquoi,
il faut, & priori, fair quelques hypoth~ses arbitraires sur los pro-
pridtd do is surface et do l'atmosph~re do Mars. A cause do oela4
Is. conclusions finales. seront, en quolquo sorto, hypoth6tiques..
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Du point de vue des calculi pratiquos, il eat plus commode de,
so servir des donn~os pour la vraie opposition, quand l'angle de
phase eat dgal A. zdro, et l'angle i d'incideonw does rayons solaires,
pour ohaque point du disque, eat 6gaI &. 1anglo de r6flexion g dans
I& direction do l'obsorvatour. Comme T'on sait (2), damos coscia
I'albedo As pent 6tre exprim6 par I& formula gdndrale suivanto :

r 6tant l'slbedo vrai do Is surface, q - un param~re ompirique qui
eat d6fini par I& loi do r6fleicion do Is surface ;,v - l'dpaisseur optique
do l'atmosphbbre ; m, n et x - quolquos parambtres d6terminds
d'spr~a Is m6thode do calcul do Is lumibre diffufAd.

En oppliquant, oette formula A. l'6tude do Is nature do Mars, on
suppose connuos quciques quantit~s, tandis quo les autres sont,
inconnues ; celies-ci sont obtenues on rdsolvant plusiours 6quations
du type (3). Le plus mouvont, on prond. pour quantitds comiugse
As, i, mn, a et x, il resto alors &. determiner r, q at -r.

Pour avoir les, quantit6s m, a et x indispensables au calcul,
on so servant do I& thdorio do Is diffusion do tel on. tel genre, il oat
ndoeessare deoconnaltre encore quolques propri6t&e optiques de
l'atmosph~re, comme par exemple le diagramme do diffusion ot le
facteur:

r Td Td(4)

oii Td1 ot rs sont les composantes, do l'6paassour optique ~r, ddter-
min~e. par Is diffusion pure et l'absorption vraio. Puisque ans
donn~es nous sont inoonnues, on est conduit A. los choisir comme un
des 6l6ments du modbel do I'atmosph~re adopt6 pour lee calculi (4).

L& thorie do Is diffusion Is plus simple no tient pas compte do
Is diffusion d'ordre sup~riour et do 1'Echang do lumi~re ontre I&
surface et l'stmosph~re ; m = x 2 correspond A. ce cia. Si, outre
cola, le "igramme do difusion ost sph~rique, &lors x = 0,0796,
maii s'il correspond A. Is loi do Rayleigh, x = 0,188.

Puisque lee valour. do Is brillance ou do l'albedo EvaludemA
l'aido d'une thdorie si primitive, sout toujours infirioures aux
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rdritabies, 11 eat utile de faire usage do mdthodes plus pr~ciseu.
V. G. Fessonkov a propood, pour componser le manque do

brillanco, do prondro dama Is formulo (3) m = 1 et non pas a = 2,
% restant dgal 6, 2 (6). A pr6sent, plusiours savants (Ambartzouin-

jan (4), Chandrasokhar (7), Sobolev (6) et d'autres) ont 6labord des
thories exact.. do Is diffusion, dana lesquelles use tiennent compte
do l'Mcairement, do I& surface par I& lumibre diffuse do 1'stmosphibre,
do I'delairemont do l'stmosph~ro par Is lumibre r6fl6chio do Is sur-
faco et do Ia diffusion d'ordre sum1rieur dana l'atmosphbro m6mo.
Les expressions concornant Is brillanco sont tr~s oompiiqu~es.
Cependant, dana lee calculs pratiques, on pout lee utilisor on aso
servant do Is formulo (3).

11 faut, pour cola, caloulor pour ohaque valour do l'angle i Is
valour do Ia composante stmosph~riquo do I& brillance ou do
l'albedo (y compris Is brillance do Is surface, d~finie par la r~flexion
do l'delairement diffus6 do I'atmosph~re) pour lee diff6rentes valeurs
do Is, densith optique do Is couche atmosphdrique Tr. Si I'on choisit
convenablement los param~tre8 x et n, on pout repr~senter empiri-
quemont par le deuxibme terme do Is formulo (3), Is d6pendanoe
ontre cette composanto ot ; pour un intervalle particulier de valour.
do ~r, suppos6 existor sur Mars (par oxeinpie, pour 0 < r < 0,5). Ce.
paamm~tres 6tant connus, on pout prondre cette formulo pour uno
dquation et trouver los valour. inconnues r, q et 'r & Ia base d'uno
th~orio plus pr6ciso.

Ii est dvident quo pour cola il faut avoir les valour. As pour Is
s6rie deoi. On pout le fairseon observant Ia mgmo partie do Is surface
do Mars A difffrentes distances du m~ridien central. Pourtant,
cola exige do longues observations pendant toute une nuit, Co qui
pout, A son tour, ontrainer des orreurs ayant un carsetbre syst6-
matique per suite d'un caloul non oomplot do l'oxtmnction terrestre.
Un proc6dd plus simple consists en l'dtude do Is distribution do Is
brillanco 10 long du rayon du disque, aux diffirents points desquels
correspondent des valour. diverse. do i. Cepondant, en co can on eat
conduit A n6gliger los dilfdrences locales des propri"td do l'atmos-
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phbme et do Is rdfloxibilit en divers points du diaque. Dam nao deux
can, il faut partir do l'hypoth~se suivante :il n'y a pas do variation
diurno dama le. prepridt~s do I& surface at do l'atmosphbro, c'est-h-
dire .quo los pararmbres do (3) no ohangent pas avecsi.

Dome morn travaux sur 1'6tude do Is nature do Mars par Ila
m~todes photom6triques, jo partais toujourn du soh~ma d'une
atmosphere purement difusanto (r == 1), qui me permt plus
vraisomblable. E. I. Opik (s), a montr6 quo I'hypothise d'une
atmosphbro absorbant. pout Atre ausui on accord avec loe r6sultato
des observations, maim alor il faut admettro q = 0, oe qui me
permit peu probable. Owr & Is valour q = 0, il correspond uno struc-
ture fort ruguouse et trMs tourmont~e. Dana lee conditions do
l'atmosphbre do Mars, ayant des tomp~tos do pouuuibre, ume parell.
structure do I& surface pout rester difficilemont inchangde, puisque
los saillios wront ddtruites par l'6rosion, et lee oavitida weont rem-
plies do sable ou do pouas~ros.

IAeparamutre r 6tantw a 1, lIeB r~ultats do Is d6finition do
r et q ddpendent pen do Is m6thodo do calcul adoptde, parc. quo,
dama oe oa, r n'est pa. grand et I& brillanco do Is lumibre diffus~o
dana l'stmosph~re eat faiblo per rapport A Is brillance do Is surface
mmem. Cependant, los valour. do r, d'aprbs des mdthodos deocalcul
divermes, sont We~ diffdrentes. Par exemple, si on n~glige toutos los
formes do Is diffusion secondaire (m = s=2), r so trouvera trop
6lev6e, puisque dana oe o. los oomposanto. do Is brllance, dues &
Ia diffuson aecondaire, weont attribsmdes & Is diffusion atmosph6-
rique du premier ordre, oe qui douzi uno masse do gas plus &veve
qu'en r6afitd. Jo cite, & titre d'exomplo, le r~sultats d'obsw-
vatione (los donudes initialee sont pr~senthes dana 1e tableau 1),
obtonus on utiisant d'abord Is thorie I& plus simple Aet naito une
thorio, tenant compte do W. difuslon d'ordre supdrleu At do
l'6chaag do lumi~e ontre l'atmnosphis et, Is surface. Dan* los
deuxo", on pumd r= 1, ledlagramme dediffusion solonlIsloi de
Rayleigh.

Comm. on le volt., Ia diffdrenoe ontro los valour. de r est plus quo
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TZ~&tmaw 1

1(6%h,) 36o 420 560 630 730

rdeons rvwons rdon• m idgons rdons rdo- on r-gons Ir•ios
0 mbre olire smbrei elairs mbre salai sombrm

00 0.100 0.114 0.119 0.168 0.184 0.163 0.236 0.161 0.280
10 0.100 0.114 0.119 0.166 0.182 0.161 0.232 0.158 0.272
15 0.100 0.113 1 0.118 0.163 0.180 0.157 0.227 0.156 0.2W
20 O.O 0.112 0.117 0.160 0.174 0.153 0.220 0.152 O.2,6
23 0.098 0.112 0.117 0.157 0.170 0.150 0.214 0.148 0.*240
26 0.098 0.111 0.116 0.155 0.166 0.147 0.209 0.146 0.243
28 0.0" 0.110 0.116 0.15 0.164 0.141 0.204 0.143 0.235

31.3 0.097 0.110 0.115 0.150 0.160 0.138 0.196 0.140 0.229
33.5 0.096 0.109 0.115 0.147 0.157 0.135 0.193 0.136 0.222
36,5 0.095 0.109 0.114 0.143 0.151 0.128 0.184 0.130 0.11
41.5 0.094 0.108 0.113 0.137 0.145 0.119 0.119 0.122 0.194
44.5 0.094 0.109 0.112 0.134 0.140 0.115 0.162 0.117 0.163
48.0 0.093 0.107 0.111 0.129 0.135 0.108 0.154 0.111 0.176
81.6 0.092 0.107 0.110 0.125 0.130 0.102 0.145 0.105 0.156
55.0 0.091 0.107 0.100 0.121 0.124 0.098 0.135 0.099 0.144
56.0 0.090 0.106 0.109 0.120 0.119 0.092 0.126 0.093 0.138

TABLzAu 2

Region La tldorie Is plus simple Una thdom plum prdoim

du ....... ...
Spectra i .lot. rgions rgiom Celot.

mL olare.• ombres te Po- c lairm bombreaj lpas-

360 0.087 0.057 0.30 i 0.205 0.051 0.051 0.32 0.145
430 0.092 0.083 0.28 0.175 0.099 0.089 0.30 0.101
560 0.190 0.163 0.28 0.103 0.184 0.159 0.28 0.047
630 0.236 0.160 0.24 0.080 0.236 0.160 0.24 0.031
730 0.283 0.155 0.18 0.051 0.278 0.159 0.18 0.023

q 1.22 1.20 (1.0) I - 1.18 1.04 (1.0)
D - 0.0506 PF,=2 22 D = 0.0147 P, " 171 mm
C - 0.0396 P, = 86nm C = 0.0301 P, = 65mm
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double. Dam lee deux m6thodes de caloul, Is variation de r avec X

cot moirs rapide que dans Is loi de Rayleigh en )-'. Cela s'explique
facilement par le fait que 1'atmosph~re de Mars contient une quan-

titA de grandes particules de pouusibre en suspension, qui donnent
une diffusion neutre. La variation de r avec ). eat bien reprdaentdo
par I& formule de King :

C
D + V i- •(5)

Le premier terme exprime Is diffusion neutre sur lea grandes
particules; le second exprime I& diffusion mol6culaire dana le gaz
pur. En admettant que Is pression atmosph6rique eat proportion-

neile au paramctre C, on peut par oomparaison avec Is valeur de C
pour l'atmovphbre terretre obtenir Is preasion atmosphdrique P1

(en mm), & Is surface de Mars, mesur6e au barombtre A mercure, et

Is presion P, = 0,38 P1 mesurde au barom6tre androide.
Le fait que le changement de r aveo I& longueur de l'onde ne

suit pas Ia loi de Rayleigh, montre que le diagramme de diffusion
ne doit pa. 6tre sym6trique. C'et pourquoi lea rdsultats les plus

TABLSAv 3

Pt~on
du

speotre d'spr• lee d'aprbs les
x rdgiotm rdgions ouiotte. mesures memures

M clairem sombre. polaire des rdgions de rgionm
claires sombres

350 0.0_4 0.064 0.34 0.117 0.117
430 0.103 0.092 0.31 0.074 0.071
500 0.179 0.159 0.29 0.034 0.034
630 0.235 0.161 0.14 0.028 0.025
730 0.277 0.159 0.18 0.018 0.018

1 1.16 1.09 (1.0)
D = 0.0301 1 nmm
C - 0.0213 Ps= 46 nmm
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corrects soront coux qui s'obtiennent & l'aide du diagramme do
diffusion de forme allong~e, oorrospondant, par oexmple, & oe qu'on
obtiont en moyenne pour touts Is couche do I'stmosphbre torrestre,
d'aprbs lee observations do Is distribution do Ia brillanos our le ciel
sans nuagos.

En faisant is oalcul d'apr~s une m~thode pr6ciso ot admet-
tant, comma auparavant, r' = 1, nous obtonons lea r~sultats du

Tableau 3.
Lee vaeours do As sont diffdrontoe, ueloai quo lee rigions sont

sombre. ou claires; mais leur application conduit & des valour.
6gales doer. CVest uno bonne raison pour dire quo los valour. obtenues
do -r sont r~eiles.
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38. - SPECTROPHOTOM19TRIE CONTINiUE
(omitro 8100 At 3200 A) D'UN7E RPGION CLAIR DE MARS
A L'OPPOSITION, ET NATURE DE LA COUCHE VIOLETTE

PIumz GUERIN
Inatiu*a d'Aatrophy-ique do Part., Prance

Fin doembre 1960, an cours de quatro nuits d'obasrvation,
nous avons obtonu, sour doux plaquos inddpondantes, do nombreux
spectres & petito disporsion (longuour totale :13 mm) du centre

du disque do Mars (i4gion olaire d'Arabia) ot d'une 6toilo (,q Cas A)
do typo spectral (GOV) voiuin do colui du Soloil (G1,5V), au moyen
du petit speotrographo & chhassis oscillant do D. Chalongo, fix6 an
foyer Ceassegrain du rdflectour do 81 cm do l'Obsorvatoire do Hauto-
Provencs. Par oomparaison spectrophotom6triquo deoeas spectra.,
longuour d'ondo par longueur d'ondo (plus do 40 pointds dans
1'uatorvallo 3167 - 6113 A), nous avons chorch6 obtonir,&zans k
d~itil, I& courbo do pouvoir r6flectour do I& r6gion martienno vis6e.

LA m6thodo d'obaorvation et ]a tochniquo do dipouillomont
utihia~ss ont d6ji dt46 d6crites anthriourement, ainsi quo los premiers
r~sultats obtenus (1) (2). Insistons ici sur I& pr6cision deoeas mosures,
qui tient & plusioura causes :a) faible longuour does spectras, lesquels
sont on outreocontigus our les plaques, oe qui diminue grandoment
los erreurs locales. photographiques ; b) dga&it approximativo des
noiroisesmonts & comparor ; o) fort dlargiasomont des spectros,
obtenu par l'oaoillation du chissis porte-plaque (0), qui no produit
auoune strie et pormot I'onegsteont an microphotombtre avea

tins fsnto fine ot haute, d'ott diminution de Is granularit6 ; d) pla-
ques d~voioppdos & fond, pour r6duire 1'offot Eborhard; o) d~tor-
mination, pour chaqus plaque, des courbes do noiroissomont
correspondant 6, 37 longuours d'ondo diff6rentes; f) obiervations
do Mans et do -1Cas A & dos distances z~nithalos voisinos ;g) oor-

(*) L'6largimseeent obtenu set environ deux fois plus granid dama 19
rouge quo dama 1'ultraviolet, oe qui a pour offot do reinforcer Is naoircsiment
photographique aux courts. longuoura d'onde.
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rootion dlff~reutiele do l'abeorption atmosph6rique pox dffuimon
Rayleigh et par I'osone.

Aums bion nos diverse. comparaisona spotrophotom6triqueg
do Mars & -1 Cas A oonduisent-elies b, des r~sultats similaires, tant
dama 1'alUure gn&vkal quo danm le d6taff. Nous pr6sentorA ioi
(11g. 1) deux do oes comparaisons. Rappelons quo Jes courbes ob-
tenues ont 6t6 dtablies do, Is fa~gon suivante':

IS.

#3* * 234kWOO
274k woO

Fig. 1. Do=z empwabm do Jima k q Cm A.

1.-Dans l'intervdki &peciral 6113 - 4020 A (ip. compris
entro 1.63 et 2.49), nous avons oompaar6 lee intensitds en do nom-
breux points does fonds continua apparete. (L4% fonds continua
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rdels des Atoiles G sont inaccessible. avec ]a faible dispersion utilis6e,
en raison du tr&s grand nombre de raies fines, noydes clans le grain
de I& plaque). Nous avons, d6flni lea fonds continua apparent.
selon L%. m~me m~thode qu'utilise Chalonge pour d6terniiner leg
gradients relatifa stellaires, dana le visible et le bleu, au moyen du
m6me spectrographe. Pour rapportor lee intensit6e monochro-
matiques de Mars A colles du Soleil, o'est-&-dire pour psasser de Is
oourbe de Is. fig. 1 & la, courbe de pouvoir r6fleoteur de Mars, dana

l'intervalle spectral consid&r6, ii nous a done suffi do corrigor Is
premicere courbe en tenant compte de Is valeur, d6termin~e par
Chalonge, du gradient relatif dana le visible (*) de -ý Cas A par
rapport & uno 6toile de type solaire. Ce gradient eat &* peu pr~a bien

connu, mais sa valeur est faiblo, de sorte quo la correction apport~e

eat do toute &V~on petite.

20. - Dama l'iniervalle 8pedral compris enfre lee raea H et K
e~t 'l'tdra-violet extrime (bandes do l'ozone), il West plus possible,
en revanche, de d6flnir un fond continu apparent :lee bandes; et
lee raies visible8 (ou plut6t lea groupements de raies, compte tenu
de la faible dispersion du spectrographe) sont teilemont nom-
breuses et intenaes, que nous avona dfi comparer entre elies lee
intensit~s dans 22 a fen~tres * arbitrairement choiuios entre ces

bandes ou ces raies. None avona ainsi mis en 6videnoe lee ondula-
tion8 de Is partie inf6rieure de la courbe dessin6e fig. 1. Ces ondula-

tions so retrouvent sur toutee nos comparaisona de Marn & vj Cas A,
et ne sont done pas dues A un effet photographique. La question

est do savoir si ce sont do v6ritables bandes, produites par l'atmoa-
ph~re martienne, ou au contraire si ces ondulationa traduisent

seulement Is 16g~ro difftrence entre lee types spectrani do -n Cas A
et du Soleil. En effet, bien qu%& premi~re vue, lee intensitds des
raiee ultraviolettes apparaissent identiques sur nos spectres do
Mars et, do j Oaw A, il eat certain qu'un examen attentif do forts

(*) Chalonge diatingue deux gradients dana I& r6gion spectral. conai-
ddrde :le gradient s rouge.* et le gradient 4 bleu.s. Le premier W'est diffdrent
du second quo si I'on compare des dtoileu 0, B, A, & des dtoiles F et G.
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agradluseemonts photographiques deoes0 spoctres montro, quo
oortaines bandes ou raios sont l6g~roment ronforodes dans Io spectre
de Mans (o'est-bA-dire dana le spectro solaire), oommo, il fallait s'y
attendre. Cola oonduit 6, penser quo, le passage du typo GOV au
type G1,5V pourrait dgalement so traduiro, par le renforoement,
en oertaines r6gions du spectre ultra-violet plus qu'en d'autres,
de tr~s nombreuses raies fines non r~solues, lesquelles oontribue-
rajent A l'intensit6 dans lee pseudo-fen~tres ohoisie. et seralont
A l'origino des ondulations obuev6es.

I Lust
4qCas A

I .U

Cm CN

I Mars

to 79 Cas A
tI Mars

I ~ ~ 3 I JI

Fig. 2. - Compeasisons ultre-violottes do la Lune et do Mere & il Cos A
(trait plain) et au Soleil (pointiU16).

Chaciine des courbes on trait plain cot I& moyenne do 4 comperaisons
(8 spectres).

Pour tranoher Is question, nous avons oompa~rd speotrophoto-

m6triquement, dans l'ultra-violot, le rayonnement d'une r6gion nlon

luminesoente do Is Lune & oelui de -q Cas A, au moyen du m~me

spootrographe. Les spectres furent obtenus en 1962, et I& r6gion
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lunairo vis6e fut Is centre du cirque Copernic (s), vera Is pleine

lune. La comparaison do ces spoctres a fait apparaltre ezaciemeist
los m4mes ondulations ultra-violettee (fig. 2A) quo Ia comparaison
do Mar. A � Cas A, rappel6e pour in6moire sur is fig. 2B. Co rdsultat
prouvo que los ov�duistions observ6es ne eonJ paa dues A i'atmosph�re
do Mars, ot infirm. done lee conclusions provisoires do noB premi�re.
publications; il apporto en outre une preuvo direct. do Is fld6Iit�
et de Is sensibilit6 de nos comparaisons spectrophotom6triques.

DM lore, il ost possible d'obtenir is courbe do r4flectivit�
ultra-violette do is r�gion martienno vis6e on op6rant do is fs�on
suivante. Los gradients relatifa * ultra-violets . (su-dolA do is
limit. do Bamer) des 6toies des clam.. F ot Ga t 6tablis par
Chalonge au moyen do mesuros portant sur doux longuours d'onde
seuloment (point. A et B), qui somblent correspondre A do v6ritsblsu
fen6tres pour passer du typo GOV au type GI,5V (Soloil), il
suffit d'op6ror 1. rolevement BB'. N c6t6 des longuours d'onde
plus grandes quo ceile do is limit. do Balmer, il faut au contraire
abai�iser is nourbe (1. point C venant en C'), pour tonir compte
do is diff6rence des gradients a blous * (d6j& mentionnde plus haut).
Le point A Joue ici I. r6le do charni�re, is diffdrenoe do disoon-
tinaiitds do Balmer 6tant ndgligeable. Puisque l'on no doit pat
s'attendre A observer des band.. d'absorption ou des bandes do
luminescence dane 10 spectre propre do is r6gion lunaire dtudide,
Ia ligne A peirie incurv�e joignant do fa9on monotone Jes trois

points C', A et B' traduit is comparaison spectrophotom6trique do
cette region lunaire aiz Soleil (c'est-A-dire is courbo do pouvoir

r�flecteur do Copernic). Lea difftirences d'ordonn6es entre oette
courbe et is courbe ondul6e CAB fourniront los corrections A appor-
tsr A is courbo onduI�e relative A Mare (fig. 2B) pour obtenir is

courbe do pouvoir rw�flecteur ultra-violet do Ia planMo.
La courbe oomplMe obtenue flnalenwnt out reprdsentde fig. 3.

L z�ro des ordonn�es do cett. courbe no pout 6videmmont pea

(*) Rdgion lunmre non lumine.oente, d'apr�u lea rd.ultats do Dubola et do
Vigroux.
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6t,. dddult do flo mosures, male H oad possible do bs fixer api~s
coup an tenant oompte des mosures absolues pubides per d'autro.
auteurs. Nous avons utilied cellus do Doflfus, portmnt sur 8 Icmgueurs
d'onde dam s 1 visible, et relatives & un certain nombre do tweh.
claire. do Mars & l-opposition (fig. 4).

U,

07

as,2

Fi.3 bred *lediddaonr ud"d a AsaIIpo~n(ce~ gdhiu)

FIg. 3. - Co arte on s~lotiit4 roto relata~d ivequg do Mm arebi &

1'opcsitou doheis lgerthmi407



0/

0

0

01 0

0

0

0 0
0 00

Fig. 4. - Courbe do rdflootivitA du centre du disque do Mars (Arabia) &
1'opposition (6ohelle lindaire), ot ooinpetaiso aveo les inesures do Doilfum

dam s 1 visible.

oettoe 6poque. Nos manures do r6flectivith d'un ddsert olair do Mans
danm 1s visible traduiaent done Is r6fieotivit6 du aol lul-m~no. II
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serait intdrneunt do compawe Is oourbo obtonue cellos quo Iron

Vdriude. LA .poot!0photom~trio continue out Is souls, on otoet,
pouvoir mettre an dvidouce de ldghre ondulation~s commke cello
visibles stur lou fig. 3 at 4, entro 4600 A ot 5200 A. Par ailiours,
on remarquora quo le sommet do notre oourbo s'inourvo voas 1'hr-

zontals dama lo rouge, slows quo los mesuues do Dolflixs, tout comma

celles de Vaucouleurs (3), qui a~ttignont lo rouge oxtr~me, no

montrent pas trace d'uno tells inourvation. S~i ceil-ci est r6elle,
oe n'est done qu'un accident tr&s localia do Is coube do rdfeoctivit6;
il so pout d'ailleurs quo 1'ineurvation en question soit illusoiro ot

rdsulto d'une petite erreur syst6matique dana 1e repdrage des

longuours d'onde oti dans Is meoure dos noircissements on une
r~gion du spectre oii I& dispersion set tr~s petite et ohi Is .enaibilit6

do Is plaque s'annuleL brusquement.
Data. l'tdhra-violei, 1'absence totale de bandes d'absorption

diffuses ou do bandes do luminescence d'origmoe martienns pormot
do rojoter les diverses tentatives d'explication do Is coucho violette

bas6s sour l'existence do teftes bandes. Au moment do nos obser-
vations, Is conchs violette, photographi~e our dmulsion ortho-
chroinatique avec filtre violet Wratten 34 au foyer coud6 du
r6flootour do 193 cm do I'Observatoire do Haute-Proveone, no
montrait, an centre du disque do Mars, ni .i cloaring # spectaculaire,
mi formations nuageuses claires importantes. On pout on d6duire
quo nos mesures do pouvoir r6fleoteur do Mars dane l'ultra-violet
traduisent I& rdflectivit6 do I& conchs violette s normales.. L'incur-
vation progressive et r6gulibre do Is couche vows I'horizontale,au

courtes longuetirs d'ondo (*) t6moigne on favour do I& diffusion
per do petites particules, gouttelettes ou cristaux (4), oonform6-
mont aux th6ories classiques (5).

Do nouvelles meinres do rdflootivit4, portant sour Wo taohes

claires ot lee taches sombre. do Mars, en particulier au moment d'un

(*) IA oourbe do rdfleotivit6 do Ia Luno, dans Is m~ni domavin. spectral
(fig. 2A), no coees au ooutraire do ddoroitre aveo Is longuour d'onds.
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grand 4 olearing * (l'doils do comparalon ohomse dtant do type
aclaire, poor Ia- fasilU du ddpouillement), aeralet oependant
ndcessaires pour tencher Is question do aavofr si les e clearings *
oionslas~et efecotivement en un daroaoet do Is couche violotto,
lalasant voir lei tacheu sombres du ao], on si, au oontraire, les
apparences observdes scat dues A do simples ronforcementa du pan-
vofr diffusant do cetteocouehe au-deusus des dd~erts clairs, lids
principalement, mais non impdrativement, & Is nature du aol sous-
jacent. 11 eit bion oonnu, en offet, quo do nombrouses grisailles
observdwen u lumidro bleue on violetto an moment dose c learinp *
no correspondent A auoune tache sombre du aol (*); d'autro part,
le contraste naturol, dama le visible, des taches sombros do Mans
par rapport aux tachies claires (ddtormin par Pollfus loraque les
mnesures polanimdtriques indiquont uno grand. transparence do
l'atmosphbre martlmenn juaque dan. le blou) d*$crct rapidomnont
Ver ls courties longuours d'ouide e contrasts naturel, tr&s faible
dama Is blou, ]'set sans doute encore plus dans Is violet, ae qul
pout haire douter quo lee taahos sombres dn aol soieut clairemeut
diacernables dama cetteocoulou & Is favour do pr~tenduce grand..
dolaircies do Is couch. violette.

(0) Cette remerqu & 6W formude an particuli per Kuiper (4).
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39.- THE ATMOSPHERE OF MARS

D. H. MENZEL
Hanowd Coosga Obswuagmy

Cambr(id 38, Mae., U. S. A.

The available data concerning Mas are far too few to permit
the development of a definitive model of the atmosphere of that
planet. We urgently need new observations. Until now these
models are likely to display wide variance. There are, however, a
few general conclusions that one can draw concerning the lower
atmosphere of Mars, especially the layers responsible for haze and
clouds.

I shall not concern myself about the chemical composition of
the Martian atmosphere. I suppose that it consists mainly of nitro-
gen, with a few per cent of carbon dioxide and argon. I shall not
object to adding a small amount of molecular oxygen.

I am concerned, however, with water vapor content since that
substance is capable of condensing out to form liquid or crystal
fogs. The quantity of water in an atmosphere is often expressed as
the number of centimeters of precipitable water. And the somewhat
vague standard of reference is the amount of water vapor above
Mount Wilson on an average clear winter day. We shall not be far
wrong if we adopt I centimeter of precipitable water as the reference
standard.

We may reasonably suppose that about ten times as much
water exists on Man in the solid state as exists in the form of
atmospheric vapor. We may further assume that the polar caps
occupy about one-tenth of the surface of Mars. Then, if the atmos-
phere of Mars were to contain the standard reference figure of one
centimeter of precipitable water, the depth of accumulated ice or,
rather, hoar frost over the poles,would be about 100 times greater,

or one meter.
Actually this figure must be much too large. Dunham estimated

it as about 1000 times smaller. Hence, if this were so, the depth of
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the layer of polar frost would be only a millimeter. I think that
Dunham's figure, arrived at without consderation of the curve
growth, is perhaps ten times too low. I conclude that the thickness
of the layer of polar frost is not more than a few centimeters.

Adopting 0.1 millimeter as the amount of precipitable water
in the atmosphere and assuming that it is distributed through one
scale height of about 20 km, we calculate a vapor pressure of
5 dynes. This figure is the equilibrium vapor pressure over ice at a
temperature of 1900K. The air, of course, may not be saturated,
so that higher temperatures are permissible. But, if we are to form

an ice fog in an atmosphere of such a low vapor pressure, the
temperature of the surrounding air must be less than 1900K. The
vapor pressure is very sensitive to small changes in temperature.
Lowering the temperature by only 12 degrees will reduce the vapor
pressure by a factor of 10. At the theoretical adiabatic gradient for

the atmosphere of Mars, a difference of 12 degrees will take place

in only 4 kilometers. A layer of ice fog will thus be extremely thin
and it wili occur in that region of the atmosphere where the tempe-
rature ranges between about 1800K to 1900K.

The height of that layer will vary with latitude, season, and
time of day. The rarefied atmosphere of Mars would stimulate
radiation cooling during the night, with possible formation of a
temperature inversion. One may therefore expect under certain
conditions a double ice layer, one near the ground and another at
higher elevation. Indeed, the white markings often seen on the
eastern terminator may well be a layer of frost on the surface of the
planet, a thin deposit that quickly sublimes as the day advances.

It is tempting to suppose that the thin layer of crystal fog is
responsible for the appearance of the blue image of Mars. A thin
layer is necessary to account for the sharp edges of the blue images.
And Rayleigh scattering does the rest. Particles some 2 x 10" in
diameter are indicated. A column of 2 x 10' particles per cmz will
give adequate optical depth in the violet and yet be transparent in
the visible. This amount of material is extremely small, slightly leas
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than 10-6 grams per am'. This is much less than the 10-s grams
per om2 of precipitable water previously postulated. The discrepancy
disappears if we set the cloud layer forming at about 1600K, with
a partially saturated atmosphere underneath. And we cannot com-
pletely dismiss the pooibility that the fog may consist of frozen
carbon dioxide.

Now return to other questions related to the atmosphere. The
redness of Mars, its low albedo, and the visibility of surface markings
in the red and yellow indicate that the total amount of atmosphere
is small. Dollfus sets the value of 0.22 in terms of the equivalent
scattering power of the earth's atmosphere. And since at least
half of this scattering must be a*'.. huted to haze, the total atmos-
phere of Mars must be less than nne Anth that of the earth.

Although some scientists have ascribed the red color of Mars
to its atmosphere, I see no justification for this hypothesis. Mars is
red because its surface is red. The red images show marked darken-
ing to the limb. For this effect I see no explanation but absorption

by a low and fairly thick layer of dust. The dust particles must be
larger than 1 micron to minimize the Rayleigh scattering. Accord-
ing to Stokes' formula, particles of this size near the surface of
Mars would acquire a speed of sedimentation of 3 x 10-2 centi-
meters per second. A layer three kilometers thick, therefore, would
take about 107 seconds or about four months to settle out. This

slow rate of fall for the absorbing red layer is thus consistent with
the permanence of the polar caps and the failure of the dust to

cover it.

We have concluded, then, that the atmosphere of Mars
contains two layers of particulate matter, a thick layer of large
dust particles near the surface and a very thin layer of fine particles
above, perhaps well above, the layer of dust. We have implied
that this upper layer consists of fine ice crystals. Certainly this
suggestion is consistent with the association between the thin atmos-
pheric clouds and the underlying polar caps. The clouds, for exam-
ple, persist for some time after the solid cap has sublimed. But the
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ice crystal hypothesis is not without difficulty. Ice crystals would
seem to have a very high reflocting power and should, therefore,
lead to a higher violet albedo than that determined for Mars.
I should prefer dark absorbing clouds, rather than ice crystals.
Smoke would be about right, like the blue smoke from the lighted

end of a cigarette, rather than the white smoke from the unlit

end. Perhaps the blue clouds consist of very fine dust and their
association with the polar regions may be attributed to some effect

of atmospheric circulation that causes the particles to concentrate
in these areas.

None of these hypotheses accounts satisfactorily for the pheno-
menon known as o blue clearing s, the improved visibility of surface
features in blue light near the time of opposition. I have long felt
that this * clearing* may arise from improved contrast at the
planet's surface, near opposition, when rays of sunlight falling

upon a roughened surface can escape from the interstices through
which they entered.

I have noticed a similar effect from airplanes flying over desert
areas in the south western U. S. The effect is especially pronounced
near sunset. The shadow of the plane on the ground is surrounded
by a bright halo 2 or 3 degrees in diameter. Within this halo,

the details of the surface markings are much more clearly seen than

outside of the halo.
This work is related to and has received partial support from

Ni~tional Aeronautics and Space Administration Grant NsG 89-60
with Ha-..id University.
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40. - UPPER ATMOSPHERE OF MARS (*)

JoWm W. CHAMBERLAIN (**)
Ywrk. Olemvaory and Dowhnmds of Geo*Ay.jaa Seownc

UaiverAi of O•hosg, U. S. A.

ABsTRACT

Most of our knowledge of the earth's upper atmosphere is
obtained from experiments in situ or remote observations that
offer fairly direct interpretations. For the other planets neither
approach is as yet possible, so indirect, theoretical procedures ae
required to construct models of their atmospheres. Herein the
wide variety of basic physical processes governing the structure of
a planetary high atmosphere are set forth, with a view toward
obtaining 1 deductive models * - i. e., models derived theoretically
when only the chemical composition and temperature of the lower

atmosphere and the incident solar flux are specified (in addition to
various physical and astronomical constants).

The procedures are applied to Mars, whose lower and middle

atmosphere is already partially understood from earlier work,
notably that of R. Goody. The uncertainties involved at various
stages in the construction of such a model are emphasized, as are

the major differences in physical processes and atmospheric

characteristics between Mars and the Earth.

The most significant result is that the CO that must be in the
upper atmosphere of Mars should serve as an effective thermostat,
keeping the temperature at the escape level (150 km) from

exceeding about 11000K. This is cool enough for Mars to retain
atomic oxygen. Were it not for O0 cooling, Mars' upper atmosphere

would be so extensive and form such an effective thermal insulation
between the upper ionosphere &.nd the heat sink at the mesopause

(*) Oomplete pap publiued In the A.trophysioal Jotwm, VoL 136,
582, IN2.

(*) Alfred P. Bloom Reseroh Fellow, 1961-63.
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that the temperature would exceed 20000 K. The lifetime for the

escape of oxygen is estimated as 10' years.
The mesopause is determined by CO radiation. Near the

mesopause CO, should become dissociated and the free 0 atoms

form a thin layer of 0 3; this effect has no analogy on earth. The
model ionosphere has considerably smaller densities of ionization
than comparable regions in the earth's atmosphere. The E region
is split into two distinct portions, with X-rays forming the higher

one (E.) and ultraviolet light ionizing 0. near the mesopause (E1).

The Martian analogue to the terrestrial F. region may not develop
a very high electron density, and the entire ionosphere should be
depleted at night.
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41.- BORD ATMOSPH19RIQUE DE MARS

F. LINK
Inwtitut Astronomique de l'Acadimie dee Science.,

Prague-Ondwejov, TchA&olovaquie

Cette note ehsaie do r6pondre en quelque sorte & la suggestion

formul6e par do Vaucouleurs (1).

4 A re-evaluation of the theoretical effect of the atmospheric

layer projected beyond the limb should be made for both molecular
scattering and plausible assumpt ion on the vertical distribution of
turbidity in the atmosphere of Mars.*
qui, en m~me temps, r6sume ce quo nous nous proposons de d6ve-
lopper dans la suite.

Dans un milieu diffusant sans absorption vraie,!n6gligeons la

diffusion secondaire et tout autre 6clairement sauf celui dd an

Soleil. La luminance d'un volume 616mentaire du milieu db'est li6e

& I profondeur optique dr dans la direction de propagation dela

lumibre solaire par (%)g

db = KEdi (1)
oit E est l'6clairement solaire de l'6lment et K une constante~qui

prend les valeurs

K = -- (2) pour Ia diffusion orthotrope,

3
K = (3) pour la diffusion mol6culaire et<pour l'obser-

vateur en P regardant dans la direction des

rayons solaires.

La luminance db vue du point P sera alors

db = KE* exp (- 2,1) dT (4)

oit 'r est I& profondeur optique depuis l'entr6e M, du milieu, Eo

l'6clairement solaire en M,. La luminance totale danm la direction

PM, sera alors

b = -E- (I[ -- exp (-- 2,r)] (5)

2
oh -r est la profondeur optique totale suivant le rayon.
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La derni~re relation pormot do calculor Is, luminance du bord
do I'atmosphbre do Marn lorsque Is plambe oat en opposition s1
nous connajasona lee valour. do Is profondour optique en fonction
de laltitude mninimale he~ des rayons.

Danm Ia sunite, none alone oonsid6rer d'abord l'atmosphbre
pureoet onsuito quelquos modbles simple. des couches do pousuibres.
Pour l'atmcsphbre, none adoptorone los param~tres suivants:

a = 3400 km : le rayon do Ia planibte,

g = 383 cm/bec' :l'intoneit6 do Ia pesantour,
pe= 85 mb (d'an~roide) laI presuion au aol,

T = 2200 K :Is temp6rature do I'atmosphbre isotherm.,

m = 28 :les poida mol6culaire do l'air (N,).

On obtiendra alore danm l'atincphbro isotherm.

Me p.11 = 1,77 km (6) Ia, hauteur r~duito do l'atmcsph~ro

on Ia masse d'air an z~nith on km
d'air do Is densit6 normal..

H - := 17 km (7) 1P6cheIle do hautour, k - 8,3. 107.
mg

27 pe ii 0,104 (8) Ia deneit6 de l'air au aol exprim~e
f - -O 13 =en deneit4 normale do I'air.

log p = 1,02 - 0,0255 h (9) Ia densith en fonction de l'altitude
A exprimde en km

M =pVi~ifH (10) Ia muase d'air travors6e per lee

rayons horizontsax passant A l'al-
titudo he.

¶ = AM (11) Ia profondeur optique muivant ces
rayons ott A out le coefficient d'ab-
sorption apparent. calcul6 A partir
do Is diffusion moldoulaire do Is,
lumlibre.

Dame I& suite none adopterons lee mod~Ies suivants ponr I'atmo-
sph~re do Mars:
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Type Description Structure

I atmosphbre pure formule (9)
11 atm. pure + couche homog. A, = 0 kin, A. = 30 kmi
III atm. pure + couche homog. h,1  27 kin, h, =30 km

IV atm. pure + couche homog. hA1  0 kin, A. = 100 km
V atmosphc~re pollu~e proportionellemont 6, p.

La profondeur optique dana lee oan II et TV sera donn~e par

Is forinule

2Av!, , 1 (12)

et dana le can III

i=2t.% -- - - /~_h (13)

ott to eat Is profondeur optique au 7Anith.

Danm le can V, nous supposorona l'atmosph~re de Mars remplie,
do poussibres en chute libre danm le milieu rdsistant atmosph6rique.
Commo le diambtre does pousait-res eat probabloment infdrieur &
I1A~ (d'aprbs Ia a~lectivith de l'abaorption), leur distribution en alti-
tude sora do Ia mgme forme, que cello do la densit6 do 1'air, sauf
dans lee couches imm~datement voisines du aol.

La valour du facteur K d6pend du genre do Ia diffusion ce qui
pourrait influencer dana une certaine mosure l'int,6gration de (4),
mais un tel raffinement est provisoiremont superfin 6tant donn6
le dogrd d'approximation de nos mod~les atmoaph6riques. Dana I&
forinulo (5), noun mettrons done uimplemont (2) ou (3).

Noun avons effectud lee calculs do ~r dan. lee trois regions
spectralee suivantes:

A A' (cas V)

km-1  km-1

UV 3600 A 0,0350 0,075 0,0775
VIS 5400 A 0,00575 0,040 0,0282
IR 7000 A 0,00205 0,015 0,0105
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Les valeurs oi-dessus sont d6cadiques.
Lee figure. 1-5 donnent lea courbee log [I - exp (- 2-r)]=f(k,)

calouldes pour lee owa I-V et lee trois r6gions speotrales cl-deasus.
On pout lee divisor en doux oat6gories. Danm Is premibre ostdgorie
nous mettrons loe oourbes monotones (I et V), tandis quo dana I&
secondo ost6gorie seront olaa~s~e lea courbes A descents brusque
qui marquent le niveau mup6rieur des couches II, III et IV.

120fs

Fig. 1. - Luminance dui bord atmuospherique en fonction do I'ajtitude.
Atmosph~ie pure (ma 1) - 3500A, .5400. A,.. 7000 A.

Sur lee oourbes monotones, ls bord optique aera d6flni par lea

propridt6s du r6ceptour qwi, directement ou indirectemont (our 10

clich6), sera en fin deocompte Necil hurnain. En vertu de Ia th6orio

du oontraate (3), N'eil place Is, limits estim~e au point d'infloxion

do Is courbo log b ~=f(A). Cola veut dire, par ex., pour lo clich6
photographique, qu'il faut transformer Is courbe Jog b =f(h), &
l'aide do Is courbo do gradation, en une oourbo do donsit6 D = F(ho)

dont le point d'inflexion fix. le bord estimd do Is, plan~ts.
.Ainsi, dana latmosphbre pure (1) ou poilu6e (V) le bord estim6

se trouvo plus haut dans W'V quo dans 1'IR (fig. 6C an bas). Sa
position, fix~e par le point d'inflsxioui do Is courbe D at l'extension

optique du disque, out un effet mixto d'origines tmosph6rique ot
instrumentals. L'extenaion eat d'autre part plus grande duna iatmo-
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sphbre poliudo quo dama 1'atmoisphk~e pure, mais nous no mommos
pas d'aoord avec Fessenkov (4) qui a trouv6 quo 1'atumophbro pure
no sumft pas pour dormer en LTV uno extension observable.

Dana I'atmosphbro A oouohe do pouauibre lmit&e, le bord
optique eat dorm6 par Is limito sup6rioure do I& oouohe. Toutofois
sur quelques oourbos (11 ot III) en UXV, oetto limito est pen marqu6o
(fig. 2 et 3) do fa~on quo 1. bord optique en UXV sit 10 m~mo quo

o400

-Fig. 2. - Luuinance du bord atmosphdrique an fonction do I'altitudle.
Couche mainos M 'ltitude do 30 kx (oas nI) dama 1'tmnoephbe pure..

so f00o

Fig. 3. - Luminanc satnicphdaiqus on fonotion do I'aldtltds. Couche 6pims
b, 1'aittuds do 30 Ian (am MI) dama latmosphir. pure.
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dons I'atmosph~re pure (1), o'oet-h-dire vera 70 kin, tandis que
dama 1IR il se trouverait Is la uite sup6rieure, de Is couche vers
30 km.

-T ' V

of..

001I

I tV a s aterciin oIs oore0*trstqedNi

42 Lm2neamspdiu nfntind 'jiue.Cuh piu



est Wre 6tenduo. Lee mesuree de Dollfus (v. plus loin) mont do oette
nature.

IV

1% %

4R4
I~

foo

so

-4oo O

Mg. 6. - Reprdeentat~~~io btgaqu e etfdoIlmincph

A... ~ ~ I qulqe Vore erssdsfg ,4 .B. wbsd rdto a
plaques phtographiqus. C... dosit& D do 'izg htraiqen

fontio dolatiu

FIs.6 -aeu Rnglaredseato photo-gisphique (cau eaoti de 1 luminane ph./4
A..qdque awnbe difiiepri oservbl des fig. T,,.B.. errene ongrditionsdo

Nrous pouvomnt, xdon our~es quen nu leemeureos dobserver, &o

lispere deslu4 dosoMauts, # llrgiuemotdu bor tosptique node Mando

Ivaours a'nguolaire do lndtairgaemototqootd 'rr.o14
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42. - THEORETICAL ESTIMATES OF THE AVERAGE

SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES ON MARS

Gzovun OHRING
GeopwIac Corporuotio of America

Bedford, Maes., U.S. A.

I. Avrmiaz SuiwAcz TuxzRA=URic

A. )1xrodvcon

Of extreme interest to meteorologists and astrophysicists who

are involved in planetary atmospheres research is the average

surface temperature of the planets. Planetary surface temperature

can be derived from both experimental observation and theoretical

reasoning. The observational determinations, which work well in

the case of a rather tenuous atmosphere such as Mars', are based
upon measurements of the planet's emission of infrared radiation ;

the theoretical determinations are based largely upon some sort of

radiative equilibrium considerations. In the present study we derive

estimates, based upon radiative equilibrium considerations, of the

minimum and maximum possible value of the average temperature

of the Martian surface. These estimates are then compared to some

of the thermal emission observations.

B. Theory

The average surface temperature of a planet which has an

atmosphere that is transparent to long wave radiation can be

computed by equating the energy received from the sun to the

energy emitted by the planet's surface. The following formula-for

the temperature of such a planet can be easily derived

(8.c.) (1 -- A) (1)
4o

where T is temperature,
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s. c. is the solar constant at the earth's distance from the sun,
A is the planetary albedo,

o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
I is a dilution factor equal to r/r',

where r, is the mean distance from the earth to the sun, and rv is

the mean distance from the planet to the sun.
If one now introduces into such a planetary atmosphere gases

that absorb long wave radiation, a a green-house * effect is created
and the average surface temperature will increase above that given
by Equation (1). Thus for an atmosphere that is not completely
transparent to long wave radiation Equation (1) can be used to
derive an estimate of the lowest possible value of the average
planetary surface temperature. For the planet Mars the following

numerical values can be substituted in Equation (1)

A = 0.15
ji = 0.44

8. c. = 2.0 cal cm-t min-I
S= 8.13 x 10-11 cal cm-2 deg-4 ain--

With these substitutions the lowest possible value for the average

planetary surface temperature for Mars turns out to be 2190 K.
The problem of estimating the maximum possiblu value of the

average Martian surface temperature is more complex. We wish

to maximize the greenhouse effect, within reason, in order to obtain
a realistic estimate of the maximum surface temperature. The
green-house effect depends essentially upon the amount and vertical
distribution of absorbing gases, and on the vertical distribution of
temperature. The greater the amount of absorbing gases - the
more opaque the atmosphere is - the greater will be the green-
house effect, and thus the higher will be the surface temperature.
In our model (discussed later) we attempt to make realistic estim-
ates of the maximum amounts of carbon dioxide, water vapor and
ozone in the Martian atmosphere, and their distribution with height.
Once the maximum amount of absorbing gas is fixed we have
only to chose a realistic temperature distribution with height,
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which would maximize the surface temperature. For simplicity,

and for lack of knowledge, we shall assume that the temperature
variation with height is linear. This is probably a goc d approxim-

ation in the troposphere of Mars, as it is for the troposphere of the

earth, and it is the troposphere rather than the upper atmosphere

that contributes most to the radiation fluxes. The question we must

now answer is, * What choice of constant lapse rate will produce

a maximum green-house effect and thus a maximum surface tem-
perature? * We can answer this question by going through the

following qualitative reasoning.

The upward flux of long wave radiation at the top of the
Martian atmosphere must balance the incoming solar radiation

that is not reflected back to space. This can be written as

I, (1 -A) = W (2)

where I is the average incoming flux of radiation at the top of

uhe Martian atmosphere,

A is the planetary albedo, and
W is the upward flux of long wave radiation at the top of

the atmosphere.

The upward flux W is composed of radiation coming directly

from the planet's surface and of radiation emanating from the
planet's atmosphere. If the atmosphere is isothermal, the radiation

originating in the atmosphere will be at the same temperature as

the radiation originating from the surface. Thus, the upward flux

will remain constant with height and have a value equal to the

black body flux emitted by the surface. The surface temperature
of an isothermal atmosphere would then be the same as that

computed from Equation (1), i. e. 2190 K. If the temperature

decreases with height, however, the radiation emitted by the
atmosphere would be at a lower temperature than that emitted

by the ground. In order that W now balance the incoming radiation,
the surface temperature must be higher than 2190 K. The greater

the lapse rate the greater is the surface temperature in order for

balance to occur at the top of the atmosphere. In a planetary
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atmosphere the limiting lapse rate in the adiabatic lapse rate and

we choose this as the lapse rate that will maximize the green-house

effect and hence the surface temperature.

With a given distribution of absorbers and temperature lapse
rate, the outgoing radiation, W, is a function only of the surface

temperature, and can be written as (Elsasser, 1960; Hales et al,
1960)

To To To

W=aT•,--JT R(COs)dT-- JT R(HsO)dT--JTt R(0 3) dT (3)

where R = (I -'rf) dv (4)

and To is surface temperature,
Ts is the temperature at the top of the atmosphere,

B is the black body flux,
vy is the flux tranamissivity, and

v is frequency.

R is a function of path length, u, and temperature, T, of the
particular gas in question. Tables of R for carbon dioxide, water
vapor and ozone have been presented by Elsasser (1960) and

expanded by Hales, d al, (1960). R for carbon dioxide covers the
15 'iband, R for HO covers the 6.3 IL band, the window region,
and the rotational band, and R for ozone covers the 9.6 IA band.

The integrals in Equation (3) can be evaluated numerically, given
the temperature and absorber distribution in the atmosphere. It

should be noted that both water vapor and carbon dioxide absorb

radiation in the 15 1A band. However, since we are attempting to
maximize the green-house effect we shall treat these absorptions
independently and make no correction for the overlap.

Equation (2) can now be written as
To To

1 0 (1- A)+ ITr R(CO.)dT + fu R(H.0) dT +

T '

+ Tt R(o,) dT= (5)
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To solve this equation for the surface temperature, T., one

can assume a value for T, and perform the integrations on the left

side of the equation. Upon adding the incoming radiation to the
evaluated integrals, we can compute a second approximation of T,
from Equation (5). This new value is then used to recalculate the

integrals and obtain a third approximation, and so on, until a
value of To is obtained that balances Equation (5). The surface
temperature obtained from this model represents an estimate of
the maximum possible value of the average surface temperature
on Mars.

C. Green-house model and computational echniques

The green-house model that we shall adopt is based upon
reasonable estimates of the maximum amounts of carbon dioxide,
water vapor and ozone in the atmosphere of Mars. Of these three

constituents, carbon dioxide is the only one that has definitely
been detected in the Martian atmosphere. Grandjean and Goody
(1955), in a re-analysis of Kuiper's (1952) near infrared measure-
ments, derive a carbon dioxide content of about 2 % for the
commonly accepted surface pressure of 85 mb. We shall simply
double this value for our estimate of maximum carbon dioxide
content. We shall further assume that all three gases are uniformly

mixed with height so that the path lengths are a function only
of pressure, and that a linear pressure correction can be applied
directly.to the path lengths as suggested by Elsasser (1960). With
these assumptions and a carbon dioxide content of 4 % the carbon
dioxide path length for any pressure thickness is

SUo, = 86.8 Ap (6)

where Auco. is the pressure corrected path length (cm STP) in a
layer with mean pressure p mb and thickness Ap mb.

Although water vapor has not been detected spectroscopically
in the Martian atmosphere, the aqueous nature of the polar cape
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indicates that there must be some water vapor present. Dunham
(1952), on the basis of spectroscopic observations, derived an upper

limit of 0.0015 times the terrestrial amount over Mt. Wilson on an
average clear night. This is of the order of 10-l cm of precipitable
water with the terrestrial amount of about 0.7 cm prevailing during

Dunham's observations. De Vaucouleurs (1954) states that the

amount of precipitable water is very likely much less than 4 x 10-cem

and probably less than 1 x 10-2 cm. We take as our estimate of
the maximum water vapor content the value 10- cm of precipitable

water. Assuming a constant mixing ratio with height, the pressure

corrected water vapor path length (em precip. water) for any
pressure thickness can be written as

Aui.o--=1.18 10- -'I P (7)

Ozone also has not been detected in the Martian atmosphere.
An upper limit of 0.05 cm h-s been given by Kuiper (1952) who

based his estimate on the failure of attempts to detect ozone by
means of absorption spectra. Another estimate of the maximum

amount of ozone has been derived by Marmo, et al, (1960) who
computed the total amount of photochemically produced ozone for
an atmosphere that had a maximum possible amount of oxygen.
The maximum amount of oxygen is about 2.5 m (Dunham, 1952)
and for this oxygen content Marmo, et al, computed a value of

about 0.15 cm for the total amount of ozone. Using this latter
value as our estimate of the maximum amount of ozone on Mars
we can express the pressure corrected ozone path lengths (cm STP)

as

AU3=1.8 X 10-( 1 P~)A 8

As discussed previously the adiabatic lapse rate, approximately
3.7 deg/km is to be used in the radiation computations. The surface

pressure is taken as 85 mb. In order to evaluate numerically the
integrals appearing in Equation (5), the atmosphere is divided into
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nine layers of thickness 10 mb, except for the topmost layer, whose
thickness is 5 mb. For example the integral for carbon dioxide is
written as

Z Rj (log GT 4 ) ATE,

where R• is the R value of the 10 layer, which is a function of aj,
the pressure corrected carbon dioxide path length from top of the

1.1 1 1 1
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Fig. 1. - Extrapolated values of R(C0 2 ).

atmosphere to the middle of the layer, and Tj, the average temper-
ature of the 10 layer ; and ATj is the temperature difference between
the bottom and top of the sO layer.

Mean temperatures and path lengths for each layer are used
to obtain values of the R function from Elsasser's (1960) tables,
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and the computation is similar in all respects to that suggeOted
by Elsamr except that numerical rather than graphical integration

is used. In our model the temperature at the top of the atmosphere

is zero K and the temperatures in the upper part of the atmosphere

are below 1930 K. Since Elseaser's tables of R cover only the range

193 < T < 313, they were extrapolated from 193 K to a tempera-

ture of zero K, for selected path lengths, in our computations.

The extrapolation to zero degrees K was performed with the know-
ledge that R at zero degrees is equal to zero (see Equation [4]).

P19

As a check on the extrapolation, integrals of the form Jf RdT

at constant path length were evaluated graphically and compared

to similar integrals given by Elsasser (1960). Although there may

still be some error in the values of R used at temperatures less

than 1930 K, these will not significantly affect the computations

since the contributions of the upper layers to the outgoing radiation

are much less than the contributions from the lower layers. Graphs
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showing the extrapolated R curves are contained in Figures 1, 2,

and 3.
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Fig. 3. - E]xtapolated valum of R(O,).

D. Reemd

For a solar constant of 2.0 cal cm-3 min-' and a dilution factor

of 0.44, the average incoming radiation at the top of the Martian
atmosphere, I, is 317 cal cm-2 day-'. With the commonly accepted
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value of 0.15 for the Martian planetary albedo the average amount
of solar radiation remaining after reflection is

10 (1 - A) = 269 cal cm-3 day-'.

Using this value and the maximum green-house model discussed

above, we obtain from Equation (5) a value of T, equal to 2330 K.

This temperature is our estimate of the maximum possible value

of the average surface temperature on Mars. Comparing 2330 K
with our previous estimate of 2190 K for the minimum possible

value, we see that even a maximum green-house effect would raise

the surface temperature only about 140 K. This maximum green-

house effect can be compared to the average green-house effect for

the earth. The temperature of the earth's surface, if it had an

atmosphere transparent to long wave radiation, can be computed

from Equation (1). With an albedo of 0.35, IA = 1 and a solar

constant of 2.0 cal cm-2 min-', Equation (1) yields a temperature

of 2520 K for the earth. The observed average temperature of the

earth is about 2880 K, indicating that the average green-house

effect for the earth is about 360 K, or about 2 1/2 times as large

as the maximum green-house effect for Mars.

Of the three gases contributing to the green-house effect, car-

bon. dioxide is by far the most important as can be seen from the

following values of the integrals appearing in Equation (5)

T,

fT R(CO,) dT - 57 cal cm-' day-'
T#

ft R(HO) dT IS cal cm-' day-'
Tt

It R(O) dT = 4 cal cm-1 day-'

This is in contrast to the earth's atmosphere where water vapor

is the most important absorber of long-wave radiation.

Another measure of the effectiveness of the green-house is the

ratio of outgoing long-wave radiation at the top of the atmosphere
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to the long-wave radiation emitted by the surface, which may be
termed the infrared transparency of the atmosphere. The lower the
infrared transparency, the more effective is the green-house. For
average conditions on earth the infrared transparency (based on
radiation fluxes computed by London, 1957) is about 57 % ; for
our maximum green-house on Mars, the infrared transparency is
77%.

Based upon our theoretical estimates the true average surface
temperature of Mars should lie between 2190 K and 2330 K. In

order to fix the average temperature more accurately, it would be
necessary to know the actual amounts and distribution of absorb-
ing gases, and the ctual vertical temperature distribution. A sample
calculation in, *- ted that the use of the estimated average carbon
dioxide concentration - 2 % by volume - rather than a maximum
concentration - 4 % by volume - did not affect the outgoing

radiation too much. Also the vertical temperature distribution we
used cannot be too far from the actual temperature distribution.
We therefore suggest that the actual mean temperature is closer
to 2330 K than to 2190 K. In the next section we compare our
estimate with some of the observations of Martian temperatures.

E. Comparison •ith observations

The observations of surface temperature or. Mars ara generally
based upon measurements of the planet's thermal emission; these
measurements are usually made during oppositions and therefore
refer largely to the sunlit side of the planet. Gifford (1956) has
analyzed systematically large numbers of such observations and
has derived average latitudinal surface temperature distributions
on the noon meridian for each of the four seasons for the latitude
range 600 N to 800 S. On the basis of continuity and solar insolation
considerations we have extrapolated these curves to the poles;
they are shown in Figure 4, with extrapolations indicated by dashed

lines. In order to compute the average planetary surface temper-
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ature from these observations we must perform the following
operations

300 f

260

240/

lop

160 ,, l . I1I1I
90 60 30 0 30 60 90

S.O. EouAroP N.N

Fig. 4. - Average surface temperature variation along the Martian noon
meridian for southern hemisphete seasons (after Gifford, 1956).

(a) Winter, (b) Fall, (c) Summer, (d) Spring.

(1) Average the seasonal curves to obtain an average annual

curve ;

(2) Subtract from these noon-time temperatures the amplitude

of the average diurnal variation of temperature as a function of

latitude in order to obtain a mean daily temperature ;

(3) Compute the average planetary surface temperature by
weighting the mean temperature at each latitude belt according
to the area of the latitude belt.

When the first of these operations is performed the average
annual noon curve shown in Figure 5 results. The correction of
this curve for diurnal variation is important because such variations
are apparently appreciable on Mars. There have been a number
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of measurements, mostly in tropical regions, of the variations of
Martian surface temperature during the day. Gifford's (1956) ana-

lysis of 214 daytinwe surface temperatures near the Martian equator
indicates a diurnal range of about 700 C, which is equivalent to
an amplitude of 350 C. De Vauoouleurs (1954), in his book on Mars,
suggests an average amplitude of 250C in the equatorial regions.

260 l

t•

go90 11 . 0 5o 60 go

S EOUA TOR N. H.

Fig. 5. - Average annual surface temperature as a function- of latitude:
(a) noon temperatures, (b) mean daily temperatures.

In the recent observations of Sinton and Strong (1960), however,

the indicated amplitude is about 450 C or higher. Since the analyses

of Gifford and de Vaucouleurs are based upon more data we shall

rely on their estimates for the amplitude of the diurnal variation

at the equator; we therefore adopt an amplitude of 300 C in the

equatorial regions of Mars. Assuming that the diurnal variation

depends only on insolation, we can approximate the latitudinal

variation of the amplitude by a simple cosine function

a% 30 cos c (9)

where a, is the amplitude at any latitude 9. When these amplitudes

are subtracted from the noon curve, the average annual curve

shown in Figure 5 is obtained. The curve indicates an average

equatorial temperature close to 2400 K and average polar temper-
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ature of between 2000 K and 2100 K. The average planetary surface

temperature can be obtained from a numerical integration of this
curve from pole to pole, weighting the temperatures according to
surface area as follows :

T(c) cos y d y (10)

where T is the average planetary surface temperature, and T((p)
ic the average surface temperature at latitude (p. Upon performing
this integration we obtain a value of 2330 K for the average Martian
surface temperature. Within the scope of the uncertainties involved
in obtaining this value, it can be considered to be in reasonable
agreement with the computed theoretical range 2190 K to 2330 K.

11. AVERAGE VERTICAL DiSTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE

A. Introduction

The average vertical distribution of temperature in a planetary
atmosphere is generally controlled by the following processes :
(1) radiation, (2) convection, and (3) condensation phenomena.
Horizontal eddy transport and advection of heat, though important
at various latitudes and seasons, should not affect the average
vertical temperature distribution. The Martian atmosphere and, to
a smaller extent, the earth's atmosphere are largely transparent
to solar radiation. Thus, most of the solar energy is not absorbed
directly in the atmospheres of these planets but rather at the
planetary surfaces. This energy is then transmitted to the atmo-
sphere by infrared radiative and convective transfer. In the earth's
atmosphere, but probably not on Mars, the release of heat into the

atmosphere by condensation of water vapor accompanies the radi-
ative and convective processes. The combination of these processes
in the earth's atmosphere results in an average tropospheric lapse
rate of about 60 K/km, which is about 60 % of the lapse rate that
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would be produced by dry convection alone : the adiabatic lapse

rate. Radiative processes, both short-wave absorption and long-

wave emission, if allowed to act alone in the earth's atmosphere
would produce a temperature distribution close to adiabatic in the

troposphere and close to the observed temperatures in the upper
stratosphere (Manabe and M6ller, 1961). Thus, in the earth's strato-
sphere, the controlling processes are principally radiative.

The temperature distribution in the Martian atmosphere is
unknown. Present knowledge concerning the Martian atmosphere
indicates that condensation phenomena and absorption of solar
radiation by the atmosphere can be neglected. The major processes
affecting the average vertical temperature distribution in the Mart-
ian atmosphere are then infrared radiation and convection. In the
present study, we compute the average vertical temperature dis-
tribution on Mars on the basis of a simple model which, though
primarily a radiative equilibrium model, permits the effect of
convection to be considered.

B. Theoretical formulation

As stated in the introduction, the important processes controll-
ing the temperature structure of the Martian atmosphere are

infrared radiation and convection. If one computes the temperature

distribution that would result frow radiative transfer alone, one
obtains a radiative equilibrium temperature profile. For an atmo-
sphere such as Mars' or the earth's, the infrared radiative equili-

brium temperature profile is characterized by extreme convective
instability in the lower layers (see, for example, Goody, 1954, de
Vaucouleurs, 1954). Because of its instability, such a temperature
profile cannot exist; convection takes place and the temperatures
in the lower layers are changed. The new lapse rate is determined

by convective equilibrinm rather than radiative equilibrium and

is equal to the adiabatic lapse rate (in the case of the earth's
atmosphere condensation processes further change the prevailing
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lapse rate). The height to which convection extends depends upon
infrared radiation processes ; convection will extend to that height
above which infrared radiation produces a stable lapse rate (Goody,
1954). This level separates a convective troposphere from a radiative
equilibrium stratosphere and can be referred to as the tropopause.

Simple as this theoretical formulation may be, it does improve
upon a theory based upon radiative equilibrium alone in that the
effect of convection, if not the actual mechanisms, are included,

and it does permit estimates of the height of the tropopause. This

formulation has been applied to the Martian atmosphere previously

(Goody, 1957) ; however, the surface temperature used, 2700 K, is

probably about 400 K higher than the average surface temperature
(see previous discussion of average surface temperature).

C. Computational technique

Our goal is to determine the average temperature structure
in the Martian atmosphere on the basis of a convective troposphere

lying below a radiative equilibrium stratosphere that is thermally

stable. The computations are based upon the initial value method
of computing radiative equilibrium temperatures (see Manabe and

M6iler, 1961). Starting with an initial isothermal atmosphere whose

temperature is equal to the average Martian surface temperature,
we compute the infrared radiative temperature change rates as a

function of height. These rates are then applied to the initial

temperature profile in order to obtain a new temperature profile.
This process is continued until a temperature profile is obtained

for which the radiational rates of temIerature change are negligibly

small. At each stage of the calculations, however, the temperature
profiles are checked for instability; if any layer has a lapse rate

greater than the adiabatic, the temperatures are brought back to

the adiabatic curve prior to the next calculation of radiational

rates of temperature change. Such instabilities will occur, accord-

ing to the previous discussion, in the lower layers of the atmosphere.

Throughout the computation the surface temperature is held con-
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stant. Within the limits of the theoretical formulation, the final
temperature profile obtained from these calculations should be
representative of the average temperature structure of the Martian

atmosphere.

The radiational rates of temperature change were determined

from the divergence of the net flux of radiation with height, as
computed with the aid of Elsasser's (1960) radiation tables. Carbon
dioxide is assumed to be the only important radiating gas, and the
15 it band of carbon dioxide the only important band. Following
Elsasser's notation, the upward and downward fluxes of radiation
at any reference level can be written as (see Elsasser, 1960, and
Hales, ed at, 1960).

Ft (0) aT -I f T R(u,T) dT (11)

Fý (0) = f-T R(u,T) dT + R(u1 ,T) dT (12)
TI

where

tdB,
R(u,T) = f•d[ [I -r r(u)] dv (13)

and Ft (0) and Fý (0) are the upward and downward radiation
fluxes at the reference level, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
Tg is the ground temperature, u is the reduced carbon dioxide path

length (increasing upwards and downwards from the reference level),
T is temperature, T, is the temperature at the top of the atmosphere,
T. is the temperature at the reference level, ul is the reduced
carbon dioxide path length from the top of the atmosphere to the
reference level, B. is the black-body energy per unit spectral inter-
val, and -r is the flux transmissivity. The integral in Equation (11)

and the first integral in Equation (12) follow the actual temperature-
path-length relationship in atmosphere; the second integral in
Equation (12) is a boundary term; the integral in Equation (13)
extends over the 15 ji carbon dioxide band.
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The net flux at any level is given by the difference between
the upward and downward fluxes.

Fnet (0) = Ft (O) -F F (0) (14)

The radiational rate of temperature change can be obtained
from the vertical divergence of the net flux

AT g AF(1
At C;, Ap

where AT/At is the radiational rate of temperature change for a
layer of pressure thickness Ap, g is the acceleration of gravity,
Cp is the specific heat of the atmosphere at constant pressure.
With g = 373 cm sece-, cj, = 0.24 cal g-I deg-', AFnet in cal cm-0
day-' and Ap in mb, Equation (15) can be written as

AT(deg 1.55 AFn, (16)
At \day/=.5 Ap

The atmospheric integrals in Equations (11) and (12) are

evaluated numerically by dividing the atmosphere into eight layers
of thickness 10 mb and one layer (the topmost) of 5 mb. Mean
temperatures and path lengths for each layer are used to obtain
the values of R from expanded tables of R, which have been com-

puted by Hales, et al (1960). As suggested by Elsasser (1960), a
linear pressure correction is applied to the path lengths to correct
for pressure broadening of the absorption lines.

The Elsasser-Hales tables of R cover the range of temperature

from 3130 K to 1930 K. These tables were extended, for the path
lengths applicable on Mars, to a temperature of zero OK. The
extrapolation to zero OK was performed with the knowledge that
R(u,T) at T = 0 is equal to zero. As a check on the extrapolation,

193

integrals of the form f R dT at constant u were evaluated
"0

graphically and compared to similar integrals presented by Elsasser
(1960). If necessary, the curves were redrawn until good agreement
was obtained. Fortunately, the values of R are small at these low
temperatures so that the use of extrapolated values should not
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seriously affect the final results. The extrapolated values of R for
the 15 [ carbon dioxide band are shown in Figure 1.

The second integral in Equation (12), which represents an
integration from zero OK to the temperature at the top of the
atmosphere, at constant path length, was evaluated graphically
from the curves in Figure 1. At the lower boundary, the ground,
the temperature was held constant throughout the computations ;
at the upper boundary, the top of the atmosphere, the temperature

was assumed equal to the temperature of the highest layer, which
varied during the successive iterations. The radiation fluxes were
computed at the top and bottom of each layer and the radiational
rates of temperature change were then obtained from Equation (16).

The calculations were stopped when all of the radiational rates
of temperature change were equal to or less than 0.1 deg day-.
As a check on the calculations, the same iteration technique was
applied to an atmosphere that initially had an adiabatic lapse rate.

D. Physical model

A value of 2300 K is adopted for the average surface temper-
ature of Mars. This value is based upon the discussion in Section I.
The most probable value of surface pressure is about 85 mb (de
Vaucouleurs, 1954) and the adiabatic lapse rate is about 3.70K/km

(Kellogg and Sagan, 1961).
In the present calculations, the Martian atmosphere is assumed

to be dry and devoid of ozone. The only gas that has been observed
spectroscopically in the Martian atmosphere is carbon dioxide.
Grandjean and Goody (1955) derive a carbon dioxide content of
about 2 %, assuming a surface pressure of 85 mb. This compares
to an average carbon dioxide content of 0.03 % by volume in the
earth's atmosphere. Assuming that the carbon dioxide is uniformly
mixed in the Martian atmosphere, we can write the pressure cor-
rected path length as

Au = 43.4 P(7)
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where Au is the carbon dioxide path length in cm STP of a layer
of thickness Ap mb and average pressure P mb. With this physical
model and with the theoretical formulation and computational

teohniques outlined above, we can now compute the average ver-
tical distribution of temperature in the Martian atmosphere.

E. Results

The computed temperature profile and an adiabatic profile
are illustrated in Figure 6; the crosses represent temperatures
obtained from an atmosphere that is initially isothermal at 2300 K,
and the circles represent temperatures obtained from an atmosphere
that initially has an adiabatic temperature profile and a surface
temperature of 2300 K. At no level is the difference between the

two sets of computed temperatures greater than 50 K. The tropo-
sphere extends to a height of about 9 km where it is topped by
a tropopause whose temperature is 1960 K. Above the tropopause
the temperature decreases at an average rate slightly less than

adiabatic to about 900 K near 42 km (2.5 mb). This last temperature
represents the average temperature of the topmost 5 mb layer of
the Martian atmosphere. Also shown in Figure 6 is an approximate

representation of the profile computed by Goody (1957) for the
same carbon dioxide content but with a surface temperature of
2700 K. Goody's computed tropopause is about the same height as
ours. Above the tropopause the shapes of both curves are in reason-
able agreement up to about 20 mb, but above this level our temper-

atures decrease more rapidly than Goody's. This discrepancy may
be due to a number of factors, including the low height resolution
in the upper part of our model atmosphere, the boundary condition
we imposed at the top of the atmosphere and the extrapolated R
values used at these heights. In any case the major features of both

profiles are the same :
(1) An adiabatic troposphere extending to about 9 kmi; and
(2) A stratosphere that is stable but with temperature still

decreasing with height.
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Fig. 6. - Computed vertical distribution of temperature in the Martian
atmoephere. - Crosses represent temperatures obtained from an initial

isothermal state; circles represent temperatures obtained from an initial

adiabatic state. - Goody's (1957) profile and an adiabatic profile (dashed
line) are also indicated.

It is interesting to note that at the low temperatures which

we have computed for the 30 to 40 km region, carbon dioxide

would condense. Such a condensation might have some connection

with the blue haze observed in the Martian atmosphere. However,

before we can adopt our estimated temperature distribution with
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any degree of certainty we must first ascertain how much water

vapor and ozone is actually present in the Martian atmosphere.
Ozone especially, if present, would affect the stratospheric temper-

rture distribution through its direct absorption of solar radiation.

Thus, the computed temperature distribution should be considered
as a tentative estimate of the true temperature distribution.

Additional computations should be made as soon as better estimates
of the average water vapor and ozone contents become available.

III. SUMMARY

From theoretical computations based upon radiative equili-

brium considerations, the average surface temperature of the planet
Mars is found to be in the range of 2190 K to 2330 K.

This is in reasonable agreement with the thermal emission

observations which suggest a mean temperature of about 2330 K.
The computations also indicate that the maximum green-house
effect on Mars is about 40 o, of the average green-house effect in

the earth's atmosphere, and that carbon dioxide is the most impor-
tant contributor to the Martian green-house.

The major characteristics of the computed vertical distribution

of temperature in the Martian atmosphere are an adiabatic tropo-

sphere extending to 9 kin, and a stratosphere that is stable, but
with temperature still decreasing with height. If ozone is present
in the atmosphere additional computations should be made to

evaluate its effect on the temperature distribution.
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43. - EXTREME MODEL ATMOSPHERE OF MARS ()

G. F. SCHILLING
The RAND Corporation

Santa Monica, California, U. S. A.

INTRODUCTION

When faced with the requirements of designing and building

space probes to explore our neighboring planets, the scientific

experimenter as well as the engineer must rely on quantitative

data rather than best estimates. Mars has been the subject of

astronomical observations for centuries, and there can be found in

the scientific literature an abundance of material about its atmo-

sphere. Yet an impartial, critical analysis soon reveals that our

present reliable, quantitative knowledge of its characteristics is
very scarce, indeed.

Consequently, I have recently attempted to compute theore-

tical models of the atmosphere of Mars on the basis of the very

few available, factual data, together with a minimum of assumpt-

ions. Distinct from earlier approaches which have resulted in * mean

values *, these model atmospheres give extreme upper and lower

limits for the distribution of pressure, temperature, and density in

the Martian atmosphere up to 150 km altitude.

The mathematical method used is essentially one which proved

successful in developing model atmospheres of Earth as recently

as some twenty years ago, before the advent of sounding rockets

and high-altitude balloon measurements. While I believe that this

method has indeed yielded reliable data needed for the engineering

design of space probes for the exploration of Mars, the spread of

values is still very broad, and indicative of our present scarcity

of knowledge.

(*) This research was supported in part by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No, N-33561
(NAS 7-100) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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METHOD OF COMPUTATION

The study took three steps towards a quantitative description

of the principal physical parameters of the atmosphere of Mars.
First, an attempt was made to derive extreme limits for the per-
missible ranges of atmospheric temperature, pressure, and density

which could prevail near the Martian surface in middle and low
latitudes. These limits were derived essentially from past obser-

vations of the mass of the Martian atmosphere per unit surface
area, and from radiometric observations of the ground temperature,

permitting inferences about the range of air temperature close to
the ground.

Secondly, the permissible variations with altitude of these

limits were computed for a Martian troposphere in convective as
well as conductive equilibrium, with isothermal equilibrium above
the tropopause. Taken into account were such uncertainties as our

knowledge of mass and diameter of Mars (and hence gravitational
acceleration) and variation of the intensity of solar radiation from

aphelion to perihelion. This method allowed a reasonably confident
calculation of probable lower limits up to about 80 km altitude.
Reliable upper limits, however, could not be derived in such a

rigorous 'Ay, primarily because of our practically complete lack

of factual knowledge of the composition of the Martian atmosphere.
The third step, consequently, introduced a number of specul-

ative assumptions with regard to the role played by minor con-

stituents, especially CO. and ozone. A resultant conjectural model

was computed for the case of maximum heating caused by these

constituents absorbing solar energy in the Martian atmosphere.

CONCLUSIONS

The detailed calculations and the numerical results of the

limiting envelopes for three specific model atmospheres are being

published elsewhere (1). Figure 1 is an attempt to combine these
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of about 130 km, properties will depend so sensitively on the atmo-
spheric composition (2), it was felt that computations of reliable

limits would be too speculative at this time.

Obviously, the range of values is undesirably broad. Yet it

probably reflects more realistically our actual knowledge about

the atmosphere of Mars, than do model atmospheres based on

t best values, or 1 most likely conditions s. In the near future we

can expect that any single datum obtained by means of space

probes or high-altitude balloons will make it possible to narrow

these wide limits of possible conditions. Using any of our present

factual knowledge, I must hesitate to do so.
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44. - ON THE PROBLEMS OF A MARTIAN OZONOSPHERE

H. K. PAETZOLD
Inadituse of Geoplhpye and Me6eorology,

University of Cologme, Almage

In the terrestrial atmosphere, the ozone layer is one of the
most interesting atmospheric components. On the other hand, the
Martian atmosphere has the most similar features to the terrestrial
atmosphere in the solar system. The greatest difference is the cer-
tainly extreme low oxygen content, which cannot be greater than
200 cm 0 (NTP). This suggests the problem of the photochemical
ozone formation in a planetary atmosphere with a very low oxygen

concentration. The photochemical theory of ozone formation in
well known now for the earth so that an extrapolation can be

tied for other conditions. The basic photochemical reactions are
for the Martian atmosphere :

(1) 02 + v - 0 + 0

(2) 0 + O +-M - 0,O + M

(3) O + kv -, 0 + 0,
(4) 0 + 0, - 0, + 02
(5) 0 + O+M -0, + M
(6) C0, + hV CO + 0

(7) CO + O+M -- COt + M

For a relative oxygen concentration Co. > 0,001 (*), a simple

formula can be held as valid for the main part of a Martian ozono-

sphere :

()[] to () ./ .° I. (A) e'.% dA
exp(Q/RT) Jo2o I (A) e"'o, Ah

with p (h) : air density

T air temperature

Is (h) extramartian intensity of the solar light

(*) Co, means the relative concentration of molecules.
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Q :activation energy of the bimolecular reaction (4)

as, a.: spectral absorption coefficients
for oxygen and ozone

¢o,, o,: optical thickness
[03] number of O-Molec./cms (**)

In formula (8) only the reactions I - 4 are considered. For
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Fig. 1. - Vertical temperature profiles for Earth and Mar

(*) In Fig. 3 and 4 the ozone content c(h) is given in om O/km -
units [0] = s(h). 10-5 NA. (NA - Avogadro's number).
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oxygen concentration Co, < 0,001 also the reactions 5 - 7 have

to be involved. All calculations have been made for a sun elevation

of 450. No effects of atmospheric transport has been considered

since its influence does not affect the general features according

to our experiences on earth.

For the ozone calculation, the heating effect of the ozone

layer itself must be considered since the ozone formation strongly

depends on the temperature (Equ. (8)). In Fig. 1 the assumed

temperatures are g'ven for an oxygen concentration Co. = 0 and

100
Km

Earth "Mars
S60

j9
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20

0
10- 107 t*-70- 3

Fig. 2. - Ar densty profiles
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(), = 0,002. Fig. 2 demonstrates the profiles of the air density

of Manrs and Earth with its crossing in an altitude of about 28 km.

It is very instructive to calculate the ozone profile for the

earth with varying oxygan concentration C0 . From Fig. 3, it can

be well seen that also for low oxygen concentrations, an ozone

layer exists above an altitude of about 10 km. This is due to the

strong dependence of the ozone formation on the air density

according to Equ. (8). The same feature is shown by Fig. 4 for Mar.

Since the ozone formation does not depend on the absolute intensity

40
km

.30

/ " 
Earth

•0

0 1.10-2 2.10'- 3. fo -2 cmIKm

Ozone - concentrotion 6 (h)
Fig. 3. - Va•oml now profil on North
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of the solar LUV-radiation but strongly on the temperature, more
ozone in found on Mars than on the Earth for the same oxygen
concentration due to the lower air temperature on Mars. As a
main result it must be pointed out that also on Mars, an ozone
layer should exist high above the planetary surface for oxygen
concentration Co, > 0,001. This limit for Earth and Mars means
that a higher planetary ozone layer should be expected also for a
low oxygen concentration until the value of the optical thickness ro.

of the ozonizing UV-light becomes smaller than the one at the
ground.

so
Am

60

40 - U

Am
Fig. 4. - Vertical ozone profiles for Mans

Fig. 5 gives the total thickness of the ozone layer for different
oxygen concentrations. The most important fact is that the total
amount linearly decreases while the oxygen concentration expo-
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nentially decreases down to very low values. From these results
several interesting conclusions can be made :

First the ozone content can be used as a very sensitive indicator
for the oxygen concentration in a planetary atmosphere. From a
total ozone layer of 0,01 cm 0. a Martian oxygen layer of 30 am
02 (NTP) must be concluded.

cm 03 (NrP)
4 otrs

I
I

I
I

I

-0,4 I

IE
S,/ I-//

042

o- 4 10-

Fig. 5. - Total owns amount for Earth and Mars

Since according to the existing measurements, a Martian O. -
layer will not exceed the value above the upper possible oxygen
concentration cannot be greater than about 5. 10-4 0-Mol/Air-Mol.
In future, balloon measurements at 40 km altitude should be made
to reduce this limit, since at that altitude nine tenth of the terrestrial

ozone layer is below the instruments.
Further also for low oxygen concentration a typical circulation

should exist in the Martian stratosphere similar to that which is
produced by the warm layer due to the 0,-UV-absorption on Earth.
In Fig. 1, the warm layer is shown, which results, for an oxygen
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concentration of 0,002 on Mars. Since the inclination of the Martian
rotation axis to the orbital plane is similar to that of the Earth,
such a Martian warm stratoepheric layer should produce also a
stratospheric pressure gradient from the summer to the winter
hemisphere. The resulting zonal winds are demonstrated in Fig. 8
with its typical change from west to east between winter and

summer.

/5 ~l. A 4$Ces't.O
U7

• I IIo0 50o 5O oo'5e

70'- Earth WS "--

'. 40

At • the resuts %bv %r Monnete wit 0 hee0stn

at tepSumeaysrmae foWlwe xye cnenrato.Btti

t ybesim d %0 a.

10

00 so ioMALSOV.
40- EAST WEST --

Fig. 6. - Statospherio wind system.

At least the results above re connected with the existence
of oxygen in the Martian atmosphere. It was an old idea that the
oxygen has vanished by oxydation of the Martian crust, since
one assumed that a Martian ozone layer would be located directly
at the planetary surface for a lower oxygen concentration. But this
assumption cannot be further held as valid. On the other hand,
recent dates of satellites have given a new picture of the exospheric
terrestrial temperatures. During daytime they vary between 1900
and 14000K in the solar cycle. From this, the exospheric tempera-
ture may be estimated to be of 13000K on Uma. But at this tempe-
rature the atomic oxygen is not anymore a stable component of
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the Martian atmosphere, because a considerable amount of oxygen

will escape into space. Nitrogen (molecular weight 28) will be stable
also in the Martian atmosphere because its dissociation must be

very weak according to the conditions in the terrestrial atmosphere.

The so called lifetime t, is defined as the time, in the course
of which an atmosphere has escaped to 1/e of its initial amount.

It is given by formula (9)

1(1 t_ (RT)"'. exp f2Mr

(9) fejj mM + RTre Ve Rt/

with m atomic weight
R gas constant

f gravitation constant
M planetary mass

re lower boundary of the exosphere

For rc = 4500 km and T = 13000K, the escape time tz results

only to 1 . 10' years for atomic oxygen. Regarding the intensity of

dissociating solar UV-light and the energy flux heating up the
Martian ionosphere and exosphere (f 0,3 erg/cm' sec), it seems

possible that during a time of 4. 10' years, a layer of liquid water

of 500 to 1000 meter thickness has been dissociated and evaporated
into space. This would explain the lack of water and oxygen on Mars
without any additional assumptions. For the solar system a very

instructive row follows for the atmosphere of several planets.

Planet Atmosphere

Great planets high hydrogen amount
Earth nearly no hydrogen
Mans no oxygen and hydrogen
Mercury no atmosphere
Moon no atmosphere

This row can be fully explained with our recent knowledge

about planetary masses and exospheric temperatures.
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DISCUSSION DES COMMUNICATIONS 34 & 44.

E. H. COLLINSON (34) (36). - Dr. Shiton's photographs showing some
of the canals would indicate that they may be fine lines after all. I would
like to ask whether visual observers at the Pic du Midi or elsewhere see the
canals as fine lines.

A. Douj~us (34) (36). - Under the best seeing conditions we see them
broken up into spots.

W. M. SiNroN (34) (36). - Though they may be resolved into spots
they are quite narrow and long and whether they can be divided into spots
or not they cannot result from a statistical alignment of spots and there
must be some physical reason for their existence.

P. GumuN (38). - Concemnant un 46ventuel renforeement des bandes
de l'ozone dens le spectre de Mars. les oomparaisons ont 6t6 faites dans lee
o fen~cres * correspondant aux minima d'absorption de l'ozone dama l'extrbme
ultra-violet. Il eut fallu comparer celle-ci pour mettre en 6vidence une
6vontuelle composante inartienne. Celle-ci eat certainement trie faibie, si
m6me elle existe, car elle napparait pas visuellement stir de forts agran-
dissements & grand contraste des spectres obtenus. Un. 6tude spectro-
photorn6trique particuli~re des bandes de l'ozone serait cependant a~cessire
pour trencher la question.

E. J. Opix (39). - An interpretation of the blue clearing being observed
more often around opposition, as a statistical effect of contrast, has been
recently published by (Opik in s Progress in the Astronautical Scienceso..
It would follow from a phase law of the solid Martian surface similar to
that of the rough surface of the moon. It is gratifying to find independent
support from Dr. Menzel for this idea - it makes * a mujority of twos..

E. J. Orpx (40) (44). - Oxygen will escape more efficiently on the
ionized state and it. lifetime on Mans will be much shorter than 10, years.
CO will accumulate. It is a strong radiator and will completely change the
radiative and photochemical balance of the Martian upper atmosphere.

A. Dow~us (41). - A propos de Ia variation du diambtre de Mans en
Jumi~re bleue et rouge et aux effets de l'atmosphbre martienne sur Ia mesure
de ce diaanbtre, je peux risumer lea mesures microm6triques tnis pricises
qui ont 6t6~ r~ati86es ces derni~res anmdes &t l'Observatoire du Pie du Midi.

Ces mesures mettent ht profit lee trois oppositions au voisinage du
p6rih6lie de 1954, 1956 et 1958. Ellee mettent ht profit 6galement Ia tr~s
grande sensibilit6 du miorombtre birdfringent &t double image d~crit par
l'auteur en 1952.

De nombreuses mesures ont Wt r6alisdes au cours des trois oppositions
pr6cddentes successivement ou simultandment par MM. Camichel, Focas
at l'auteur. L'aecord entre las merares des diff6rents observateur. ddpmw
rarement 0O".04.
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Lee rdaultate des mosuree du diambtre 6quatorial de et du diaxnbtre
polaire dp sont lee sulvante:

Ann~o de(orango) dp(orange) de(bleu p~lu) ellipticit46

19541 9"41 9"30 9:18 9"28 0,0118 &1 U.A.
1958 9"45 F "3 9 '48 9"38 0,0117
19581 9"41 9 '"29 9"45 9"28 0,01 18

Moyon-,-
nos. 9"42 9",31 9""4 9"31 0,0117

Le dispersion des inesuros on orangd set voisine de 2,5 millibmes mow.-
mont ; I& pricision est celle do l'dtalonnage du microm~tre, soit 3 millibmes..

On no d~ebcle aucun 6cart sonsible entro lea diarnetree mosurde on blou
et on rougo aux rogards do Is disporsion des mesurea. 11 faut d&Iuiro quo Is
diff6renco des rayons p.1n6taires en bleu et on rouge est inf~rieure h 27 km.
Par cono6quont le a ph6nom~ne do Wright * n'oxiste pas. Lee voiles bleus do
1'atmosphber no sauraient done Atro tr~s absorbents.

La correction duo &~ l'atmosph~ro au bord du disque a dt6 offoctude.
Ello vaut onviron 35 km. On trouvo finalemont pour le diazn~tre &iuatorial:
6 790 km, pour lo diam~tro polaire : 8 7 10 kin et pour donait6 4,09.

La valour do l'aplatiasoment, polaire vaut 0,912 ; il ne peut 6tro attribu6
6, l'atmoepb~er, mnaim doit provenir do I& surface m~me do Is plan~te. L'apla.
tiamement dynamique donn6 par Is porturbation seculaire des satellites
vaut 0,0051 ; il est done probable quo Is constitution interno du globe doit
Atre comploxe.

E. J. OPIm (42). - If maximum greenhouse effect is considered, shiolding
by dust (optical thickness 0.25 to 0..5) of outgoing end incoming radition
should not be neglected.

A. DoL~rus. - LUobjot do ce commontaire eet do prdsonter Ie travail.
quo vient d'acbovor to Dr. G. do Mottoni at Genos (Italie) d'apr-6s 1'dude doe
collections do clieb~sde doI& planbte Mans groupies dama le Centre do Docu-
mnentation do l'Union Astronomique Internationalo &~ Moudon.

Le Dr. G1. do Mottoni a extrait 260 cdich~s do Mars obtenus pondant
1'opposition pdriht~lique do 1958 aux Obeervatoiros du Pic du Midi, do
Johannesburg, do Lick, do Bloomfountain, do Stalingrad, do Milan Merate,
do Tokyo, du Mont Wilson et do G~nbs

Grice 4 cetto tr,6@ iinportante documentation, le Dr. G. do Mottoni a
idaliad per le domain nouf grandes cartes planisphbros on coordonndes polaires
oentr~ee our Is p~le Sud Inartion. Ces carte. ddcoupent on nouf intervallee
do temp. Ia pdrodo s'dtondant entro Ie 15 juillet ot le 15 octobro 1956. La
documentation utilisdo provient d'Obeervatoires aituds mousn des longitudes
terreitree divorsee, do sorts qu'il devient alor. possiblo do reconstituer
1'aspect do Ia plan~te Mars mous preeque touts. -e longitudes, pour chacune
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don cwarte prodcddntem. Chaque cartes at aecompegfi do reproductions
do l'ensemble dam oliobda photographiquem qui out servi & Is oonstituer;
oem clichdo mont rangdo radialemont, au regard de la longitude oorrespondant
& lour mi6ridiens centraux. GrAce h cc e t groin travai do dmsin at do photo.
graphic, partioulibbrenient, moignd. on pout observor immddiatomout, b position
ot lee mouvemonts des diffdrenta nuagem portdA par l'atmoeph~re martienne.
LA Dr. 0. do Mottoni a colrch6 h reconstituar I'6volution des grandam pertur-
bations anormales qui me mont ddvoloppdem dama I'atmomphbre inartienne
h cetto pdriode. En particulier, il a oonstat6 quo les grand@ voiles jaunna
apparus on ao~t 1956 me mont produita smuriltarndmont ot indd6pondaanment
an diff6ronts points du diaque vers Isa latitude -4WOo at aemblent avoir mumv
grams jiement des trajootoires spiraldem dana le moan des longitudem oroismantem
an meorapprochant do l'6quatour.

Lo Dr. G. do Mottoni a remi, fm Centre do Documentation plandtaire
do Maudon Is@ copies do mon travail Mfin do Ism rendre disponiblnm pour Is
consultation.
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48. - A SEARCH FOR PERIODICITY IN THE THICKNESS

OF JUPITER'S N. E. B. (*)

Rovxo ROG]9RIO Dz FREITAS MOURAO
Na"W Obwrmovad of Rio do Janeiro, Brazil

A distinctive feature of Jupiter's surface is a number of light

and dark belts where striking, easily observable changes will

occur. Doubtless the activity of those belts is closely bound up

with changes occurring in the higher layers of the planet's atmos-

phere which alone are open to optical observation.

A detailed study of those belts is therefore requisite for any

theoretical approach of Jupiter's atmosphere.

Each belt displays as a whole two characteristics, intrinsic

factors - its mean zenocentric latitude and its thickness. Either
factor allows of micrometric measurement, an operation which

- with due allowance for its incidental inaccuracies - provides

indexes for the activity of the belts no less than for the irregularities
of colour and aspect.

Analyses of zenographic latitude variations of the belts were

carried out in 1954 by E. Schoenberg and W. D. Heintz (9), who
considered the mean latitude of every individual belt on the

planet. Those authors have found a striking periodicity to occur

exclusively in the belts N. T. B. and S. E. B., the periods varying
around 11 years.

However, a study of the belts from the thickness viewpoint

would certainly prove a sounder and closer approach of their

activity, and, consequently, of that of the higher layers of the
planet's atmosphere.

For the analysis of thickness variations we have drawn on the

observations carried out over the past 60 years. A study of these

variations has shown the most striking ones to occur in the N. E. B.

(*) This work was sponsored by the National Research Council of

Brazil.
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The enclosed Table presents the values obtained for the Northern

and Southern parts and their difference or thickness of belt, includ-

ing bibliografical reference. A graph covering these observations

suggested to us a period of 4 and 6 years. By approaching these
values through the Schuster-Whittaker (10) research method we

have obtained the periodogr~ms in figs. 1 and 2 that suggest the

existence of a period of 4.5 years.
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A harmonic analysis brought us to the following analytic

formula for the N. E. B. thickness variation over a period of

4.5 years :

T = 9087 - 1003 cos u - 0016 cos 2u - 0044 cos 3u

+ 0004 sen u - 0003 sen 2u - 0010 sen 3u

u = 860 (t - 1916.96)

where t is reckoned in calendar years.

A graphic representation of this function with the mean

values can be seen in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3
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N. E.B., N.E.B., T Observers

1903.8 26.2 8.8 17.4 Lan(1)
4.7 - 9.0
5.8 21.5 6.8 14.7 , (1)
6.9 22.4 5.9 16.5 , (1)
b.5 20.4 8.8 11.6 * (')
8.96 19.8 7.0 12.8 Phillips (2)
9.11 15.2 8.0 7.2 Lan - C. Luplan.Janaen (')
9.25 20.4 8.8 11.6 Phillips (2)

10.25 14.0 i 8.2 5.8 * (I)
11. 1.9 * (I)
12. 8.3 , (')
13.61 20.2 7.9 12.3 * (2)
13.64 18.7 12.1 6.6 Lan (1)

14.58 18.7 7.9 10.8 6 (3)
14.59 19.3 8.7 10.5 Phillips (2)
15.65 18.0 7.5 10.5 , (s)
16.50 17.1 7.8 9.3 * (2)
17.67 13.5 6.7 6.8 , (2)
17.89 12.9 .5.4 7.5 Thompson (')
18.79 16.5 8.8 7.7 Phillips (')
19.02 19.9 6.1 13.8 * (2)
20.40 18.7 8.0 i 10.7 , (')
21.29 12.7 6.1 6.6 , (2)

22.32 22.0 7.5 14.5 , (2)
23.56 ",.6 6.1 13.5 , (2)
23.34 1 19.5 8.1 1 11.4 Pock (2)

24.53 16.6 5.0 11.6 Phillips (2)
24.48 15.5 4.7 10.8 Peck (2)
25.65 13.4 6.1 7.3 Phillips (t)
26.70 13.9 6.1 7.8 * (2)
27.77 17.3 6.0 11.3 * (2)
28.42 18.5 7.6 10.9 * (2)
29.18 20.3 7.7 12.6 * (2)

28.86 16.6 7.3 9.3 , (2)
30.77 14.2 7.0 7.2 Peck (2)
30.83 14.5 6.4 8.1 Phillips (,)
31.17 15.4 6.6 8.8 , (2)
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N. E.B.a N.E.B., T Observers

31.16 14.0 "" 5.3 8.7 Kellaway ()
31.50 21.0 6.3 14.7 Phillips (2)

32.50 19.0 6.6 12.4 , (2)

34.50 14.0 6.1 7.9 * (2)
35.50 18.6 6.4 12.2 , (2)
36.50 19.6 7.5 12.1 V (2)

37.59 18.3 4.5 13.8 * (J)
38.49 14.1 8.3 5.8 Peck (')
38.64 16.4 6.8 9.6 Phocas (')
38.79 16.0 7.3 8.7 Phillips (2)

38.92 14.6 8.0 6.6 , (2)

39.78 16.3 9.4 6.9 Phocas (')
40.97 14.0 7.4 6.6 Peck (2)

42.08 20.1 7.1 13.0 (,)
43.08 20.2 8.0 12.2 (z)
44.11 13.4 7.4 6.0 (2)

45.34 19.4 9.0 10.4 (')
46.23 19.9 8.7 11.2 (2)

47.43 19.5 6.8 12.7 (')
49.50 17.9 7.0 10.9 (2)

51.50 14.9 7.5 7.4 Ruggieri (2)

52.84 14.5 7.0 7.4 Reeosi ()
52.95 14.4 7.1 7.3 Ruggieri (2)

54.08 18.6 6.0 12.6 * (2)

56.21 12.0 6.2 5.8 Cragg ()
57.27 14.9 4.1 10.8 Johnson-Reose (4)

.27 14.0 7.5 6.5 Dall'Olmo (')
58.22 13.7 6.3 7.4 Botham (2)

34 17.0 4.4 12.6 Dall'Olmo ()
38 16.2 6.2 10.0 Eastman (4)
48 19.8 5.2 14.6 Newman-Reeme (4)

50 19.5 7.9 11.6 Richerds (4)
59.59 17.9 7.6 10.3 Mour&o (7)
60.52 20.6 8.8 11.8 , (8)
61.64 15.0 8.6 7.4 IMourio, Mourilhe, Rooha
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46. - L'ANNEAU DE COMMTS
ET DE M1ET1RORITES CEINTURANT JUPITER

S. K. VSESSVIATSKY
Univeraiti de Kiev, U. R. S. S.

Les observations optiqucs des plan~tes telles que Jupiter,
Saturne et leurs satellites montrent que des processus 6Sruptifs
ou do caractkre voloanique se produisent our ces corps odlestes

(lea tfiches blanches, la tAche rouge, les volcans de Reese, leg
changements our leg surfaces des satellites etc.). Cola se confirme

aussi par leg Mcats de radio-6Smission, li6s aux r6gions actives de
Jupiter.

L'existence (les comktes A, courte p-6riode avec leur origine
r~cente et leur mouvement plan6taire montre que les 6jections
do la mati~re nh~torique et des glaces s'op~rent de nos jours, dans
leg systkmes de Jupiter et de Satumne. Les masses de la matibre
6ject6e, avec des vitesses momns grandes que celles qui produisent

lea com~tes et let; corps m~t~oriques aux orbites h6iiocentriques.
aii aront pas la possibilit46 de quitter la sphere de gravitation et

doivent former le systi~me des satellites. On doit done s'attendro A
la naissance des anneaux, compos~o de fragments com~tes-m~t6o-
rites, do particules de cendre et de gaz, circulant dans le plan do
l'6quateur do la pJlanete. D'accord avec lea particularit~s de leur
structure et de leur spectre, leg anneaux de Satu~rne seraient do

tello nature.
Les observations des alineaux de Saturne montrent do nom-

breux changements (les apparitions At lea disparitions des divisions

et des condensations claires, la luminescence au bord de l'anneau A,
le changement de l'clat de l'anneau C, etc.) (1) qui nous indiquent

que l'6volution eat rapide et qu'une activit6 existe encore de nos

jours. Les faits des observations d~mentent 1'opinion quo lea masses

6ject~ea no peuvent pas acqu~rir le moment angulaire exig6. Ici,
on n6giige les 6jections des satellites, I'influence du champ magn6-
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tique de Ia plankte, lea chocs mutuels des fragments, l'influenoe de
1'anneau qui existe d~A6 linfluence des satellites et d'autres effets.

Non seuloment I'anneau do Saturne panle en favour de cela, mais
aussi l'existonce de l'anneau des particulos autour de ]a Terre, los
anneaux de gaz autour de beaucoup d'6toiles non stationnaires.

Se basant sur lea donn6es obtenuos par 0. Struve (2) et sur
lets observations faites plus tard, on a obtenu 1'indication que Is
ligne moyenne des anneaux s'est approch6e do 9 mile kilom~tres

vers la surface do I& plan~te (0,15 du rayon do la plan~te). Si cola
correspond au centre do la distribution des masses, nous obtenons
quo la diminution do l'6nergie mkcanique globale do l'anneau eat de
ION ergs. L'6nergie a dfi so d.~penser vu los chocs mutuels des
fragments do l'anneau et la r~sistance du milieu de gaz.

A la lumi~re de ces donn6es, l'existence do l'anneau comx~tes-

m6thorites, ceinturant Jupiter, paraft bien probable. En vertu
do cola, on a examin6 do nombreux dessins do Jupiter et on a fait
attention 6, l'aspect et aux particularit6s do la bande 6quatoriale
situ6eo habituellement au milieu de la zone t6quatoriale claire do la
plan~te. La bande t6quatoriale a k6 enregistr~e par los observatours
dNjb dt-s le milieu du sikcle pass6. Los; series des observations Lohse,

Flammarion, Nijland, des membres do I'Association astronomique
do I& Grande-Bretagne et d'autres, obtenues au cours, do plus do
80 ans, ont indiqu6 quo los pt~riodes do visibilit,6 stable do la bande
correspondent au temps do la latitude zenographique maximale

du Soleil (Dc) et do la Terre (Dt). Cola r6pond 6, la supposition
quo la bande 6quatoriale do Jupiter eat l'ombre do l'anneau ceintu-

rant la plan~te. tUne telle conclusion oat confirm6e par l'examon
do la position do la bande sur 10 disque et par sa structure non

homog~ne pendant les p6riodos proches aux petits Do. D'apr~a
los dessins Lohsc, Nijland, des obsorvateur8 BAA et d'autres, ainsi
quo d'apr~s lea photographie8 obtenuos au t~leseope Mount Wilson,
on a d~tormin6 los positions do la bando relativement au oentre

du disque (m). Ces positions oat Ut6 compar6ea aux valeurs Dc.
Une d6pondence certaine a 6t,6 6tablie : a = k Do ; lea valeurs
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k = -1.38 ± 0,27 ot k =-1,50 ± 0,3, d6pendont do diff6renta
proo~ds do, rdsolut~on dos 6quations.

Mais une liaison semblable doit avoir lieu au cas ofi I'ombre

- U'Vinneau est situ6e dana, le plan de l'6quateur do la planbte.
Los valeurs a et los 6valuations do I laJargeur do Ia band.

6quatoriale (= 20, en cas do, Do = 30) donnont 1a hauteur do
l'anneau, en limites 1,4 --:1,0 du rayon du Jupitor ; le bord int~riour
de l'anneau oat & la hauteur 0,6 - 0,3 du rayon.

Les observations avoc does grands t6lescopos pouvont confirmor

1'oxistenco, do l'annoau hypoth6tiquo de Jupiter. 11 nous parait
quo co probli~me pout 6tro r6solu & I'aido do trois proo6d6s :1. 11
faut 6valuer Is position ot I& largour do Is, bande, iquatoriale; 2. il
faut dtablir 1'oxistenoe des anses do I'anneau - clans des conditions
analogues elbas sont aussi invisibles comme cellos do Saturno (petits

Do ot Dt) ; 3. Ui faut t6valuor lea vitessos do rotation des d6tails do
Is bande 6quatorialo dont on n'apergoit, souvont quo des fragments.

Si I& bando 6quatorialo est I'ombre, I& vitesa. angulaire doit 6tr.
1,5 - 2 fois plus grando queocello des d6tails dui disquo.

LA comparaison du noircissement do l'ombre do I'anneau do

Baturne au moment do ma disparition et do Is, band. 6quatoriale
de Jupiter montro quo l'Mcat des ansos do l'annoau, do Jupiter

pout 6tre quoiques dizaines do fois momns grand quo l'6olat des anses
do, Saturn. clans des conditions analogues.
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47. - A PRELIMINARY SEARCH FOR SHORT-PERIOD H(a)

ACTIVITY FROM THE PLANET JUPITER, DURING THE

APPARITION OF 1960

J. V. JELLEY (*)
and A. D. PETFORD

The Uni.,eraiy Obseerrao, Oxford. England

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this contribution is to describe a simple experi-

ment, carried out during the summer of 1960 at the University
Observatory, Oxford, to soaibh for possible short-lived H(ot)

activity from the planet Jupiter which, it was then thought, might

occur during the sporadic and intense decameter radio storms.

The observatory's 12-inch refractor was kindly put at our disposal

by Professor H. H. Plaskett, and the experiment was supported

by Sir Basil Schonland and Dr. E. Bretscher of A.E.R.E., Harwell.

It is essential for us to emphasize that this experiment was

conceived and carried out at a time when it was felt that any

possible optical activity on the planet associated with the decametre

radio storms, might also possess the violent burst features charac-

teristic of the radio emissions. We thus had in mind the catastrophic

phenomena which had been proposed, namely electrical dis-

charges (1), chemical explosions (2) and volcanic activity (3). It was

with these considerations that the experimental technique was

geared to look only for short-period activity, with time structure

comparable with that familiar to the radio observers, namely
10 m. sec to I sec.

However, during the last two years, as a result of the more

recent work, particularly by the groups at Boulder (4), Florida (')

and Yale (6), together with increased knowledge of the shorter

(*) Nuclear Physics Division, Atomic Energy Research Ftablishment,

Harwell, Berks.
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wavelength decimetre radiation (?-12), it would seem more likely

that the radio phenomena are associated with the motion of par-

ticles in a magnetic field. It would thus now appear more fruitful

to look for phenomena auroral-like rather than discharge-like in

character, occuring perhaps in regions of very low gas density and

at a considerable altitude above the planet's visible cloud surface.

2. TECHNIQUE

Optics

The essential features of the two-channel photometer head
used in these experiments is shown in Figure 1. Light from the
planet's 1 mm diameter image at D is passed to a red-sensitive
EMI-Type 9558 phototube PH (8.20 response) after passing through
a 20 A-wide H(a) interference filter F., which could be oriented

for tuning purposes. A better-than 15/1 scintillation compensation
was achieved by electronically comparing the signal in P. with
that from a second tube PR which sampled a 700 A-wide slice
of the spectrum for reference purposes, the centre of gravity of the
effective response of this channel falling close to.the H(m) wave-

length, see Figure 2.

The 1 mm diameter primary image of the planet was guided

manually by the tilting plate 8, within the field of view of an iris

diaphragm D (adjusted to approx. a diameter of 3 mm), by means
of the microscope E and an unsilvered glass plate G.

Initially a second interference filter F. was used in the refe-
rence channel, though this was later replaced by a gelatin Wratten

filter No. 29. With this second arrangement it was found that when
the two channels were set up so that the phototube collector

currents were the same, the photoelectron statistical fluctuations
were also equalised. With the beam splitter S having a fixed division
of the light flux, approx. 48 % in each arm, this condition of equal-
ised photoelectron noise fluctuations leads to the minimum rMn
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noise in the output of the differential amplifier, this noise-level being
then V1 times the noise in either channel separately.

H9  Hot T

T 0

REFERENCE KODAK WRATTEN
W Z CHANNEL FILTER No.29Sw FILTER F.

0 40

00

1• INTERFERENCE

FILTER, WITH

BLOCKING ON

200 20 0 -LSHORT WAVE SIDE

ISO I - i I • ,,,40

i.0 i .- c sa.

toooo t00ooo
WAVELENGTH X•(I)

Fig. 2. -- Spectral Dist~ributions and Response Curves.

,p ; assumed BOWa spectrum reflected off Jupiter (Ref 17, page 140).
v, ; photocathode quantum efficiency (EMI data).

Eketronims

The outputs of the two phototubes pass through integrating

networks and D. C. amplifiers, one for each channel, to a differen-

tial amplifier whose output in turn was fed to a fast electrolytic
paper recorder. The integrating time-constants were adjustable

between 15 m. see and D. C., a value of 45 m. see being used throu-

ghout the experiment. The D. C. amplifiers (Philbrick Research
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Type K2-W) had feed-back loops giving an effective gain of 100.
The paper recorder responded over a frequency range 50 c. p. s. to
D. C. and had a writing speed of 8 cm. min-'. The outputs of the
single channels and the differential amplifier were monitored on
meters, and the overall gains of the two channels were equalised
prior to each run and occasionally during the runs.

Scintillation compensation and filter tuning

Facsimile tracings of recordings are shown in figure 3. Under

typical observing conditions, the scintillation intensity fluctuations
observed on the two single channels are shown at A and B (of ampli-
tude -• 15 % peak to peak), while, with both channels in operation
and balanced, the compensated output appeared as at C, with an
r. m. a. fluctuation level ± 1 % of the mean light level.

JUIPT1R SCINTILLATIONS 0 IS 30 4s sO SEC

BOTH CHANNELS. it
SIGNAL CHANNEL REFERENCE CHANNEL WITH SCINTILLATION

,A) (B) COMPENSATION (C)
"H(1) LINE REFLECTED H(*)LINE REFLECTED FROM

OFF FULL MOON CLEAR SLUE DAYLIGHT SKY

(0) (E)

FILTER TUNING DEGREES FILTER TU24ING O[GlRES

CALISRATiOI JUPITE[R NORMAL RUNNING CONOITIONS_10 ai/Rm's Noise - t I*I.

(F) ( CHART SPEED @CMIMIN

Fig. 3. - Facsimile tracings of recordings.
A & B. Single-channel scintillation fluctuations.
C Residual fluctuations with scintillation compensation.
D Filter tuning on H(a) line reflected off full Moon.
E Filter tuning on H(a) line in blue day.light sky.
F Calibration signals.
* Typical record on normal running conditions.
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It was shown, with a steady light source adjusted to give the
same collector currents as pertained to runs on the planet itself,
that the residual noise shown at C was dominantly photoelectron

fluctuation noise ; it thus follows that the scintillation compensation
improved the overall limiting tsensitivity under the conditions
experienced at Oxford, by a factor well in excess of 15. The impor-
tance of scintillation compensation cannot be over-emphasised in
this type of experiment, for we see from tracings A and B that the
scintillations had components in just the frequency regions of
interest, that is if we believe there to be any optical activity on the
planet with frequency characteristics reported by some for the
radio fine-structure (14. f. 11) i. e. up into the millisecond region.

Record G, figure 3 shows a typical recording for 2.5 mins.
under normal conditions, with calibration signals at F.

The H(%) filter was 1 tuned* by three methods. (1) With a
hydrogen arc lamp and collimator attached to the inside of the

observatory dome, to which the telescope was pointed, (2) on the
Fraunhofer C-line, in light reflected from the full Moon, and (3) on
the same line reflected from clear blue daylight sky. Examples of
(2) and (3) are shown at D and E respectively.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

Recordings with the above equipment were made on 14 occa-
sions between June 19th-August 30th (1960) whenever cloud and
seeing conditions permitted. The observations (is), due to the low
altitude and the proximity of buildings, were limited to ± 2 hours
of local meridian transit. The total observing time was 28.5 hours,
the useful observing time 19.2 hours, and the total elapsed time
1728 hours ; this represents a fractional observing time of only 1.1 %
During these periods no H(a) flashes or short-term flares were
observed at the limiting sensitivity of the equipment (see below).

Although generous assistance was provided by various U. S.
radio observatories, in an attempt to correlate our observing times
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with periods of observed decametre radio activity, difficulties were
caused by the limited periods of observations each side the local

meridia at the radio sites, and also by the differences between the

terrestial longitudes of Oxford and these same radio observatories.

The essential points are tabulated below -

Station Boulder Florida Yale
(Colorado) (Chile Station) (Connecticut)

Assistance from J. W. Warwick A. G. Smith H. J. Smith

Longitude 106oW 70oW 730W

H. A. Local Meridian - 3 hrs. -4- 4 hs( 5hrs)

Planet active 1.2%o of total 5.9% of total Poor conditions
time. time. (only one cer-

tain storm
June 19th to
August 30th) -

Possibility of corre- No overlap poe. Overlap possi-
lation with Oxford sible due to ter- ble ; no radio
optical observations, restial longitude storms occurred

differences, however during
the Oxford ob-
serving periods.

Although no H(m) bursts were observed, it cannot be concluded

definitely that H(z) activity does not exist coincident with the radio

storms, at the intensity levels determined by the existing equipment.

Nevertheless, it should be realised that recent observations in

Australia (13) reveal, at least in 1962, that radio storms on 10 Mc/s
have been observed on all nights.

3. LIMTNG SENSITIVITY

The threshold sensitivity is calculated as follows -

If AN is the observed r. m. s. photoelectron fluctuation noise
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from the output of the difference amplifier, v the photocathode
quantum efficiency at H(a), c the overall optical efficiency of the

atmosphere and all components of the optical system, and A is the

collecting area of the 0. G., then the minimum detectable H(a)

flux at the top of the earth's atmosphere will be

9Jmin - (ANji'ctA) photons/ema . ... (i)

for a light flash of duration •< r, the integration time constant. The

minimum detectable H(c) light intensity, at the surface of the

planet, Jm.,, will then be :

Jmjn = 4 nr dt(p photons ......... (ii)

where d is the distance of the planet at opposition.

Numerical estimates

From measured phototube collector currents, and an r. m. s.

output noise of ± 1%, AN = ± 153 photoelectrons on the H(cx)

phototube, for -r -45 m. sec. Allowing V2_ for the reference
channel, AN (effective) = ± 216 photoelectrons.

A = 700 em' (Oxfordl 12" OGf. Efficiency estimates
=i 0.05 Ref (16), 150 iAA/lumen. (see figure 1).

S= 0.045 secs. At altitude 17o, ref (17), p. 115,
T ý 0.6 (60%, Grubb Parsons atmospheric absorption is 3.4 air

filter), masses. At 0.21 mag/air mm,
AX = 20 A (Grubb Parsons filter) ref(17)p. 116, weget
g = 0.092 (see right). o0.53
With these figures in (i) we get : = 0.89 (450 plate, n = 1.55)
Ti,,, =i67 H(a) photons/cm' 0.80 (estimated)

aind, withad = 4.2 AU (Ref (17), es = 0.92 (4% at each surface)
p. 155) e8 = 0.48 (Grubb Parsons data)

S6.3 x 10'cm, from (ii) ,L = 0.92 (4 % at each surface)
J =fi 3.34x 1051 H(%) photons T, - 0.60 (Filter data)

= 1.02 x 10" joules. e (Total) = 0.092

For e flares*, of 'duration longer than the time-constant, i. e.

for periods - 0.1 see. to - 3 min, the corresponding rate of

light emission would have to have been > 2.3 X 1011 watts to
have been detectable, since the power in the source would be

S=
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4. FUTURE PLANS

An experiment of a different type has been planned for this
summer's opposition (1962) which will be carried out in conjunction
with Dr. D. W. Dewhirst at the Observatories, Cambridge, Profes-
sor R. 0. Redman having generously provided the facilities. It is
now planned to look for steady H(%) activity of an auroral character,
assuming this to be formed by possible Van Allen particles inter-
acting either with the upper atmosphere of the planet or an exo-
sphere, if such exists around Jupiter. With these considerations in
mind, the equipment has been modified for off-limb observations.

It consists of a single refrigerated EMI phototube (12 photoelectrons
sec-' at - 400C), a light chopper switching the light between two

interference filters at 1 c. p. a., and photon-counting electronics.
A siderostat and an f/12 15" 0. G. will form the basis of the tele-
scope.
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48. - ON THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF
JUPITER'S ATMOSPHERE

R. HIDE

Massachusetts Inmitute of Technology,
Cambridge 39, Massachu8tea, U. S. A.

I. INTRODUCTION

The complete specification of any hydrodynamical system
requires a knowledge of (a) the physical properties and chemical

composition of the fluid one is dealing with, (b) the geometry of the
system and (c) the nature and distribution of the energy sources.
In addition is required (d) the ability to solve the mathematical

equations governing the system. In a * make-believe * world where
this knowledge and ability were available, observations of the

flow would serve merely as a check on the theoretical calcu-
lations.

In dealing with the hydrodynamics of the Earth's atmosphere,
since items (a), (b) and (c) can be specified more or less precisely,
the most serious difficulties are encountered under item (d). Fortu-
nately, through a judicious combination of observation and theory,
significant progress in dynamical meteorology has been made in

recent years. Owing to the vast complexity of the problem, this
progress has been slow, not always sure, and much remains to be
done.

In the case of Jupiter's atmosphere the situation is apparently
much worse, since its physical properties and chemical composition
are by no means certain, its depth is unknown and what knowledge
we possess about energy sources is incomplete. In the absence of any

redeeming features, such as some significant observational clues,
considerations of the hydrodynamics of Jupiter's atmosphere would
be inextricably confined to the realm of day-dream and speculation.
Fortunately such clues exist. One of these is the presence of a
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strong equatorial current, which moves relative to the rest of the
visible surface at 10 cm/sec in an eastward direction (4). Another
- and the one that we shall pursue in this paper - is the presence
of the Great Red Spot (**).

I have already advanced a theory of the Great Red Spot (1)
which is capable, evidently, of accounting in a fairly unforced way
for its principal properties. In what follows, the essential features
of the theory, in its original, simplest, form, will be described briefly,
together with a number of subsequent developments. These
developments have led not only to further insight into the hydro-
dynamics of Jupiter's atmosphere, but also give rise to some
interesting speculations with regard to Jupiter's deep interior. The
details of this work will be published in due course.

It is not immediately obvious why one feature - albeit
prominent - should be an early candidate for relatively detailed
scrutiny, when the average features of Jupiter's atmospheric
motions (1 general circulation *) - such as the number of bands
displayed by Jupiter's visible surface and the average variation of
the rotation rate with latitude, as evinced by the motion of markings
on that surface - have not yet been satisfactorily explained (1).
Perhaps this is a matter of personal choice. Certainly it is my
experience with this and other work (4) that an indirect approach
to problems of this kind can often lead to a valuable interplay
between theory, experiment and observation which has no counter-
part in the direct approach. Thus, while one of the ultimate goals

of any serious study of the hydrodynamics of Jupiter's atmosphere
must be a rational theory of its general circulation, this 'problem
is not the central one of this paper.

(0) The rotation periods of Systems I and II are 950-30'.003 and
9b550408.632 respectively (1).

("*) Spinrad discovered recently (3) that according to the Doppler shift
of ammonia lines in Jupiter's spectrum, the material giving rise to these lines
rotates westward at several kilometres per second relative to the visible
surface. The reconciliation of this discovery with other observations is a
challenging problem to the hydrodynamicist. It suggests that supersonic
* jet streams * may exist in Jupiter's atmosphere, and emphasises the need for
the study of the . Spinrad effect * as a function of latitude and time.
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II. PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES OF THE GREAT RED SPOT

The principal properties of the Great Red Spot may be sum-

marized as follows :-

(1) Size, position and form

(2) Uniqueness

(3) Long enduring character

(4) Extensive motion in longitude

(5) Very slight motion in latitude

(6) Seeming repui 'on of the South Equatorial Belt and

presence of Red Spot Hollow

(7) Interaction with the South Tropical Disturbance

(8) Association with other features of Jupiter's visible surface

(9) Contrast and colour

This list is based on Theodore Phillips's article on Jupiter in

the 1929 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (5), but with some

modifications.

Property 1 : Size, position and form. The mean radius Re of

Jupiter is about 69,000 km. The Great Red Spot is elliptical in

shape. having its long axis along zenocentric latitude 2208, and

occupies 300 of longitude and 100 of latitude. Thus it is some

40,000 km long and 13,000 km wide.

Property 2 : Uniquenes8. Perhaps Phillips excluded this

property from his list because it is so obvious. It is, however, a

very important property which any acceptable theory must account

for.

Property 3 : Long enduring character. The apparent perma-

nence of the Great Red Spot amongst the otherwise ever-changing

features of Jupiter's surface of dense cloud is the property that has

proved most baffling, and which has led to some weird suggestions.

There is positive evidence that the Spot has existed since 1831, and

since it is likely that the spot reported by Hooke in 1664 (during
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the earliest telescopic observations of Jupiter) and the Great Red
Spot are one and the same, the age of the Spot is certainly greater

thuin 130 yearm, and possibly very much greater, perhaps by many

orders of magnitude.

Property 4 : Extensive motion in longitude. The mean rotation

period of Hooke's Spot was 9h 55m 598 in 1664-66 and 9h 55m 54P
in 1666-72. That of the Great Red Spot varied irregularly between
9h 55m 31' and 9h 55m 44S during the interval 1831 to 1948 ().

The longitude of the Spot with respect to System II (rotation
period 9a i55m 408.632) as given by Smith and Carr include data

for the past ten years (7). According to a private communication
from Peek, the mean annual period for the years 1950 to 1958

inclusive was 9h 55m 448, 438, 438, 43s, 438, 428.5, 41s.5, 42s.5 and
42'. The corresponding amplitude of the irregular drift in longitude
implied by these variable periods is considerable, amounting to

over 10000. Significant accelerations of this motion in longitude

occurred in 1880, 1910, 1926 and 1936.

Property 5 : Very slight motion in latitude. In contrast to the
extensive excursions in longitude undergone by the Great Red Spot,
its latitude has hardly varied at all. During the interval 1908 to
1930 the mean latitude of the 1 centre, of the Spot was - 21.80,

the maximum departure of the # centre * from this position being

only 1.50, although in 1882, one measurement gave - 25.20. Since

the Spot occupies 100 of latitude, which is much greater than these
departures, and variations in the appearance of the Spot must
introduce uncertainties of the order of a degree in locating the

latitude of its . centre *, there is no clear evidence that the latitude
of the Spot has changed at all.

Property 6: Seeming repulsion of South Equatorial Belt and the

presence of the Red Spot Hollow. In longitudes remote from the
Great Red Spot, the southern boundary of the South Equatorial
Belt is located several degrees south of the northernmost part of

the Spot, and the Spot causes an indentation in this boundary.
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This indentation is the so-called ( Red Spot Hollow *. Short-lived
spots in the South Tropical zone tend to be swept around the Great
Red Spot, skirting round its northern edge.

Evidently there is seldom anything equivalent to the Red Spot

Hollow on the southern side of the Spot, and any successful theory
of the Great Red Spot should account not only for the Red Spot

Hollow but also for the striking asymmetry manifested by the
absence of an indentation on the other side of the Spot.

Property 7 : Interaction with the South Tropical Disturbance.
In 1901, a conspicuous marking arose in the South Tropical Zone.

It occupied the whole breadth of the zone and some tens of degrees
of longitude. Its rotation period was somewhat less than that of the
Great Red Spot, which it overtook two years later. Although the so-
called 1 South Tropical Disturbance * has subsequently disappeared
and then reappeared from time to time, it seems to be a semi-pcr-
manent feature of Jupiter's visible surface, which may, according
to drawings, have been present as early as 1859. Peek (6) has
described the interaction between the Great Red Spot and the South
Tropical Disturbance, his account being based on observations
covering several conjunctions. There is evidence that the S.T.D.
propagates from one end of the G.R.S. to the other at an average
speed which is up to ten times the spetd at which it approaches and
recedes from the G.R.S.

Property 8 : Association with other feature8 of J~piter's visible

aurface. This is a somewhat vague property which Phillips included
in his list (6). Possible features which may turn out to be associated
with the presence of the Great Red Spot are the tendency for
short-lived spot activity to be a maximum between 50S and 350S,

and the unsymmetrical rotation with respect to the equator of the
visible surface of the planet. In 1915, for example, the northern
hemisphere rotated more slowly than the southern hemisphere,

average rotation periods for these two regions (excluding the Equa-

torial Zone with its much shorter period of rotation (9" 50m 25') than
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the rest of the planet) being 9h 55m 42s and 9h 55m 24' respecti-

vely.

Several years ago when the existing evidence suggested to

some authors that intense radio bursts from Jupiter might be

associated with the Great Red Spot, it would have been natural to

include this feature here. Now that we have more information

about these radio bursts, a direct connection between them and the

Spot is no longer suspected (7).

Property 9 : Contrast and Colour. At times the Great Red Spot

is a very conspicuous object, contrasting greatly with its surround-

ings. On occasions when the outline of the Spot is difficult to

discern, the position of the Spot is evinced by the Red Spot Hollow.

Evidently, although there have been occasions when either the Spot

or the Hollow is invisible, one of these features seems always to be

present (').

The Spot was described as * brick red* when it first came into

prominence in 1878 - hence its name - and there is spectroscopic

evidence that the Spot is generally redder than its surroundings.

However, there have been occasions when observers have given

its colour as e faint grey s, and others when the Spot, in contrast

with the surrounding regions of dense, light grey cloud, was very

dark, having no cloud over it. This tendency for cloud to have

difficulty in forming over the Spot is noteworthy and may be signi-

ficant.

III. PREVIOUS THEORIES OF THE GREAT RED SPOT

There have been no previous theories, if by a theory * we mean

a model which is based on fewer reasonable ad hoc assumptions than

there are significant facts to explain. The suggestion that the Spot

is due to a floating solid object (a raft) seems to have attracted

most attention (').

Such a suggestion can obviously account for Properties I and 3,

although the chemical composition of the raft has not been specified.
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This is not a trivial objection since the mean density of Jupiter's
atmosphere is probably much less than that of nearly all known

solids.

The supposition that the object is floating has been considered
necessary in order to account for Property 4. One famous textbook

of astronomy states effectively that this property demonstrates

unequivocally that ((the Spot cannot be rooted in anything solid
within the planet *, and another that it o shows unquestionably that

the Spot is floating *. There are at least two logical errors in the

arguments leading to this conclusion. First, it has been assumed
(implicitly) that the o solid planet * must rotate uniformly, which,

as we shall show later, is probably untrue. Secondly, property 5 -
very slight latitudinal motion of the Spot - does not find a natural

explanation in terms of a floating object unless one makes addi-

tional assumptions that are apparently so artificial that one could

only consider them seriously in the absence of any reasonable

alternative approach to the problem (8).

IV. JUPITER'S INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND ROTATION

The mean density P, of Jupiter is 1.34 gm cm-3 (6). Its moment

of inertia 10 about the rotation axis of the planet is given by

10 ,o5( p 01R1) R2 = 2.2 x 1049gmcms (1)

where mo = 0.6 and R0 (= 6.9 x 109 cm) is the mean radius of the

planet. Since oto = 1 corresponds to a homogeneous distribution of

density, Jupiter is centrally condensed, having a density p which

is a generally decreasing function of r, the distance from the

centre. (The corresponding value of o0 for the Earth is 0.84).

Although there have been many attempts to determine the

composition and internal constitution of Jupiter (S), general

agreement has not yet been reached, and even if the writer were

competent to do so it would take us too far from the main theme

of this paper to give a critical discussion here. Without being too
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precise about all the details, we shall assume here that Jupiter is
almost spherically symmetrical and consists essentially of three
regions, namely a central core of mean radius R, and mean density

p, ; an intermediate region which we term # mantle ) of mean density
p., extending out to a mean radial distance RM, and an atmosphere
of mean density P. surrounding the mantle and extending somewhat
beyond the visible surface of the planet, mean radius R*.

If the core is liquid and electrically conducting, then this
presumably is where the general Jovian magnetic field (10) has its
origin, the most likely mechanism being a # homogeneous dynamo*
type of process ("), involving hydrodynamical motions in the core

of the order of I cm/sec.
Properties of radio bursts on decameter wavelengths from

Jupiter have led to the introduction of System III, which rotates
with a period of 9h 55m 29.378 and with respect to which the general
pattern of radio burst sources has moved only slightly during the
past decade (10. 12), variations of the rotation period PR of this
pattern amounting to no more than about 0.5 sec. It is likely that
irrespective of the details of the mechanism responsible for the
radio bursts, the pattern of sources is related to the form of the
magnetic field. Hence, if P, is the instantaneous (spatial) average
rotation period of the core, then P, = PR.

Now consider the rotation period, P,,, of the mantle. Hide (1)
(Section V below) has suggested that the Great Red Spot is due to
a * topographical feature* at the surface of the * solid planet*
underlying the atmosphere and has proposed a mechanism by means
of which the hydrodynamical effects of this1 topographical feature *

make themselves manifest at great heights in the atmosphere,
thus accounting for Properties I and 3 of the Spot. On this model,
the motion of the s solid planet * is essentially that of the Great
Red Spot.

We shall identify the * mantle * of the present model with the
* solid planet * of reference (1), s solid * in the sense that any internal

motions within the mantle are characterized by time scales of the
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order of the age of the Great Red Spot. Thus Properties 4 and 5

imply that while the longitude with respect to its mean motion of
any material point in the mantle undergoes extensive changes,
variations in latitude are slight.

Because of the tremendous gyroscopic stability of the mantle,

the assumption that the motion of the Great Red Spot is that of

the mantle makes it possible to reconcile Properties 4 and 5 (1).
From the observed longitude variations, making reasonable assum-
ptions about R. and p., it is possible to estimate the order of
magnitude of the torque C,. required to account for these variations.

Assuming that torques on the mantle applied about an axis in the
equatorial plane are no stronger than C., it is a simple matter to
show that resulting variations in latitude are utterly negligible (1).

The origin of these torques remains to be accounted for. One

suggestion is that atmospheric motions may be responsible (1).
Certainlv, if the motions of the visible surface are characteristic of

the flow at lower levels (see Section VII), and the depth (R0 - R.)
i;f the atmosph"re is greater than about 1,00to km, angular momen-

tum variations in the atmo.iphere could be of roughly the same order
of magnitude of those of the mantle, even if RC!RO < 1. One diffi-

culty with this suggestion is that unless (R, - R,) < R0, it is

hard to account for the energy varintions of the mantle without
invoking what may be an unrealistic rate of energy dissipation in
the atmosphere. Another difficulty is the striking difference between

I), and P.. We have seen that over the decade for which we have
information on radio bursts, PR, the rotation period of the radio-
burst source pattern, and hence P,, has remained within about

0.5 sec. of 9h 55m 29.48. During the same interval of time, the

rotation period of the Great Red Spot, and hence P., behaved

quite differently (see Property 4, Section II). Thus the suggestion
that angular momentum transfer from the atmosphere is respon-

sible for the motion of the mantle requires that the core and

mantle should be weakly coupled mechanically. This is unlikely
unless the electrical conductivity of the lower mantle is very low

indeed.
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The obvious alternative possibility as to the origin of the
torques responsible for the motion of the mantle is that they arise
in the core (10). The fact that under plausible assumptions the
transit time for hydromagnetic waves to cross the core is of the same
order of magnitude as the time scale of the longitudinal motions of
the Great Red Spot suggests that the mantle and core undergo
coupled torsional oscillations, the coupling being due to Jupiter's
general poloidal magnetic field. Presumably the hydrodynamical
motions in the core which are responsible for the magnetic field
can excite these torsional oscillations, although here again detailed
calculations are needed.

The fact that PR has varied only slightly over the past ten
years must mean that the time scale associated with hydrodyna-
mical motions in Jupiter's liquid core is at least several decades.
When as a result of further radio-astronomical observations we
know how PR varies with time, it will be possible to subject some
of the foregoing suggestions to quantitative tests. Unfortunately
if the behaviour of PR over the past ten years has been typical, it
may bc several decades before PR has changed sufficiently for any

definite conclusions to be reached.
The argument that since there is as yet no evidence that PR has

varied significantly, PR must be the rotation period of the * solid
planet *, has been invoked by several workers. Although properties
of Jupiter's interior implied by this seductively direct conclusion
have not been discussed in detail, it seemb from the foregoing
discussion that their reconciliation with present knowledge about
Jupiter may raise difficulties which are at least as great as, and
probably much greater than, those associated with the model
adopted in this paper.

V. e TAYLOR COLUMNS . AND THE NATURE OF THE GREAT RED SPOT

Simple order of magnitude arguments applied to the hydro-
dynamical equations show that Coriolis forces due to Jupiter's
rotation dominate the atmospheric flow. If U is a typical horizontal
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relative flow velocity, L a horizontal length characteristic of the
flow pattern and 0 is the basic angular velocity of rotation, in the
absence of strong frictional effects the extent to which rotation
dominates the hydrodynamical flow depends on the Rossby
number, TJ/L 0. Taking U-= 10' cm/sec and L - 10' cm as

typical of the flow in the neighbourhood of the Red Spot, since
= = 1.7 x 10-4 rad/sec, U/L Q = 10-a. When U/L L < 1 and

effects due to density inhomogeneities can be ignored, according to
a theorem due to Proudman and Taylor (13) flows which do not
change rapidly with time (i. e. insignificant changes in 2 7r / Q see.)
tend to be two-dimensional, in planes perpendicular to the axis of
rotation.

If the Proudman-Taylor theorem holds even approximately in
Jupiter's atmosphere, then the effect on the atmospheric circulation
of quite a shallow o topographical feature* of the upper surface of
the mantle %ould be attenuated very slowly with direction parallel
to the axis of rotation, and thus, contrary to general expectation,
such a feature could make its presence manifest at the upper
levels of quite a deep atmosphere.

Hide (1) has suggested that the atmospheric flow would be
unable to surmount a # topographical feature *, irrespective of
whether it be a * mountain, or a * depression s, if its vertical
dimension,h, exceeds j given, on certain simplifying assumptions, by

A = x (R - R.,) (U I LII), (1)(*)

where m is a pure number of order unity, (RO - R.) being the depth
of the atmosphere. When this criterion is satisfied there will be a
column of fluid stretching from the # topographical feature * at the

bottom of the atmosphere all the way to the * top * of the atmos-
phere. In the absence of internal energy sources this column of
fluid will be stagnant, partaking only of the motion of the , topo-
graphical feature ,, and virtually no mixing between the fluid
within the column and that without will occur.

(0) Equation (1) does not hold when h is so small that friction is no
longer negligible (see Section VII).
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Effects of this kind were predicted and demonstrated experi-
mentally many years ago by Taylor (13), whose qualitative exper-

iments have since been repeated by others (14). Ibbetson is now
carrying out quantitative experiments to test Hide's criterion for
the occurrence of ,iTaylor columns * (see equation (1)). In these

experiments k Taylor columns * are produced by towing a solid
object, of height A, horizontally across a cylindrical tank of water
of uniform depth which rotates about a vertical axis.

Since U/IAW _ 10-s for Jupitei, by equation (1) A_ 10- (R 0-- R,)
The depth (Ro -- R,) of Jupiter's atmosphere is not known. If we
postulate that the Great Red Spot is simply the top of a * Taylor
column * (1) and accept for the moment the simplest form of the
theory based on the highly idealized atmosphere assumed above
(homogeneous density, etc.) then the column would be parallel to
the axis of rotation. Thus the e topographical feature * responsible
for the s Taylor column * will be located at a lower latitude than the
Spot. A simple geometrical construction serves to show that this
sets an upper limit on (R, - Rt.), which amounts to about 0.04 R 0,
or 2800 km. Whether this upper limit is significant will depend on
the results of a detailed evaluation of the assumptions which
underlie it. It is much less than the value of (R0 - R.) assumed in

reference (1), based on an old model of Jupiter's internal constitu-
tion. On the other hand, it is comparable with, or somewhat greater
than some of the values of (R. - R.) which have been suggested

more recently. If we take (R. - Rm) = 1000 km then j = 1 km.

Although geometrically this is a very shallow feature, the mecha-

nical stresses in the mantle associated with such a K topographical

feature * might be as high as 108 or 10' dyne/cm2. If this * feature *

cannot be supported elastically, it may be necessary to invoke slow
convection in the mantle to account for it, in which case the
coefficient of viscosity of the mantle material must exceed about
1019 gm cm- 1 see-' (1).

In order to account for Property I (see Section II) it is neces-
sary to postulate that the size, position and form of the Great Red
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Spot are more or less directly related to size, position and form
of the t topographical feature *. If the * Taylor column * is parallel
to the rotation axis then not only is the # topographical features

located at lower latitudes than the Spot, but the former is more

nearly circular than the latter.

Now consider the uniqueness of the Great Red Spot (Property 2

- see Section II). Equation (1) shows that A is inversely propor-

tional to L, and since we identify L with the horizontal dimension

of a * topographical feature *, it is clear that unless we make a

priori highly unacceptable assumptions about the relationship

between h and L for the topographic structure of the mantle-atmo-

sphere interface (e. g. h inversely proportional to L), there is a

highly selective effect in which only large horizontal scale features
can produce * Taylor columns *. The fact that on the present theory

only one 4 Taylor column has had a more or less continuous exis-

tence over the past few hundred years suggests that the dimensions

of the a topographical feature * responsible for the Great Red Spot

are close to the critical value, so that smaller t topographical

features * would be incapable of producing persistent effects at the

level of the visible surface of the planet (1). Although these argum-

ents do not account completely for the uniqueness of the Great

Red Spot they suggest a plausible explanation which could be

quite consistent with a mantle-atmosphere interface which is

topographically complicated (1).

VI. FLOW AROUND THE GREAT RED SPOT

The tendency for short lived spots in the South Tropical zone

to pass around the Great Red Spot, thus avoiding the Spot itself

(see Property 6, Section II), are accounted for in an obvious way

in terms of a s Taylor column *.

Although there have been some suggested explanations of the

colouring of Jupiter (4. 16), no general agreement has been'reached on

this matter. Whatever the correct explanation turns out to be, the
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contrast between the Great Red Spot and its surroundings (see
Property 9) presumably implies that there is little mixing between
the Spot and its environment, since molecular diffusion would be
negligible over such tremendous distances. This is in accord with
the 4 Taylor column * model.

It is tempting to suggest that the tendency for cloud to have
difficulty in forming over the Great Red Spot (see Property 9) is
direct evidence for a stagnant region underlying the Spot, indi-
cating a * Taylor column * possessing no internal energy sources.
However, according to some authors (16), motions within the Spot
have been seen occasionally, implying that energy sources may
exist either within the s Taylor column *, or at its base (6).

Now consider the formation of the Red Spot Hollow, and
the characteristic asymmetry manifested by the absence of a
comparable indentation on the other side of the Spot (dee Property 6,
Section II). This property suggests that the flow around the
s Taylor column * is approximately laminar on the equatorward
side and turbulent on the other side. (This turbulence may account
for the tendency for short-lived spot activity to be a maximum
between 50S and 3508 (see Property 8).) The flow outside the

* Taylor column * in the experiments referred to in Section V exhi-
bits a distinct asymmetry resembling in a striking way the appea-
rance of the Great Red Spot.

Simple theoretical arguments based on vorticity considerations
suggest that the effects of the curvature of the planet on the flow
around the * Taylor column * in Jupiter's atmosphere (in meteoro-
logical parlance P-effects, P3 denoting the variation with latitude
of the vertical component of the basic rotation vector) should not
introduce any gross asymmetry into the flow, so that experiments
in which curvature effects are absent may have some relevance.
Further experimental and theoretical work is obviously needed, of
course, and this will be carried out as part of the programme now in
progress.
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VII. CRMQUZ OF SnPLEST MODEL

By invoking the presence of a 4 Taylor column * in Jupiter's
atmosphere we have been able to account for most of the properties
of the Great Red Spot. This does not prove that ae Taylor column *
exists there, so that we must examine quantitatively the assump-
tions under which the arguments of Section VI can be expected to
hold.

These assumptions are essentially that:

(a) the atmosphere is in motion near the mantle-atmosphere
interface ; otherwise there would be no interaction with a
s topographical feature. ;

(b) the flow can be regarded as slow and steady;
(c) primary effects of friction can be ignored ;
(d) the fluid can be regarded as homogeneous;

(e) the fluid can be regarded as incompressible.
In addition, we must assess :

(f) the effect of the curvature of the planet on the conditions
for s Taylor columns * to arise.

We have no direct evidence with regard to (a). Stommel and
Veronis (17) have studied steady convective motion in a stably

stratified fluid subject to horizontal temperature variations over
the upper surface, when rotation and curvature effects are present,

and thus deduced the depth to which the motions generated near
the upper surface will penetrate into the fluid. This theoretical

study suggests that the t penetration depth* for Jupiter's atmo-
sphere would be 3 x 10' [(Ro - R./A 0/0]% cm where A 0/0 in
the fractional potential density contrast between the bottom and
top of the atmosphere. There is a wide range of plausible values
of (R. - R.) and A tý/O for which this penetration depth is com-
parable with, or greater than (R0 - R.).

Now consider (b). If the motions at depth in Jupiter's atmos-
phere are comparable in regard to flow velocity, and also in time
scale for gross changes to occur, with those at the level of the
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visible surface, then the assumption that the flow is slow and
steady should be valid.

Turning to (c), frictional forces will be due primarily to eddy
viscosity. In the main body of the flow, over length scales of plane-

tary size, friction will be utterly negligible, although frictional

effects would be present in the * walls# of a * Taylor columns.
If v. is the coefficient of eddy viscosity, then the Ekman boundary

layer ("8) at the bottom of the atmosphere, where it meets the
mantle, will have thickness of order (v, / Q sin 0)1/2, where Q is the
angular velocity of rotation of the planet and 0 is the angle of lati-

tude. The criterion for the occurrence of * Taylor columns* given
in Section V (see equation 1) ignores friction, which is evidently
legitimate if (vE / Q sin 0)/2 << h, i. e. if vs < h2 0 sin 0. (How
seriously the latitude dependence has to be taken is not clear;
we include it here in order to be conservative.) If h = 10'0 cm, hs Q
is of order 10 cm 2 sec- 1. Since %E is not known, we cannot tell
whether the e Ekman layer * will submerge the , topographical
feature * and thus suppress the * Taylor column,. Values of v3

ranging from 10 to 104 cm2 sec-' are encountered in the Earth's

atmosphere and oceans, v. being strongly dependent on many
quantities, especially the vertical stability due to density strati-
fication.

We shall consider assumptions (d) and (f) together. Hide (i)
has treated the theory of the hydrodynamical disturbance due to

corrugations of the lower bounding surface of a rotating spherical
shell of fluid relative to which there is a zonal current having

velocity U0 in the eastward (x) direction. Assuming (1) the corru-
gations to be periodic with wavenumbers kx and k, in the x and y
directions (y directed northwards) and of small amplitude compared
with k; 1 and k;1 ; (2) that U, is independent of time t, and also of

x, y and the upward vertical coordinate z; (3) that the fluid is
incompressible; and employing the * P-plane# approximation of
dynamical meteorology and oceanography (20), it may be shown
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that in a certain approximation the disturbance varies in the z
direction as exp. ± Kz, where

K2 =•

0 (2)

In equation (2) fis tbh Coriolis parameter, 2 L) sin 0, f df/dy

S2 Q cos 0/R 0 , assumed constant, and N is the * Brunt-VaisaglA

frequency* (21) equal to [- g (din a/dz)]'h, being the potential

density (equal to the actual density p in the case of an incompres-

sible fluid). A is proportional to the variation of Coriolis parameter
with latitude, and would vanish in the absence of curvature of the

planet's surface. N2 is a measure of the vertical stability due to den-

sity stratification.

To simplify the following discussion, consider the case k. = 0,

k= k, corresponding to ridges having their axes transverse to

the direction of the basic current. Thus, by equation (2)

K2==k--lN2/Uk\( P _K2 = V 1-I, 3
K I -P,', k2 ) .U 0o) (3)

In the absence of rotation (f = 0), density stratification

(N2 = 0) and curvature effects (P = 0), K = ± k. This corresponds

to a disturbance which suffers exponential attenuation with z.

When N2 = 0, f= 0 but f 0, and the Rossby number

U.k/f < 1, corresponding to strong rotation effects but none due

to density stratification and curvature, K = ± i U k'/f. Thus,

in contrast to the previous case, the disturbance varies harmoni-

cally with z, and in the limit of zero Rossby number, the wavelength

of the harmonic perturbation is infinite, that is to say, there is no
variation with z, which is in keeping with the Proudman-Taylor

theorem (see Section V).

When P = 0 but N/U,1 kV > I andfs/U2 kV > 1, corresponding

to significant effects due to both density stratification and rotation,

then K is real, and again we have exponential damping (23), showing
that vertical density stratification can oppose the tendency of
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rotation to favour the propagation of the disturbance to great
distances from its region of origin.

Finally, we consider the case N2/U:2 ks > 1, pf/Us k2 > I and
P3/k2Uo > 1, corresponding to strong effects due to density strati-
fication, rotation and curvature, and we find that K is again imagi-

nary. Thus, when strong curvature effects are also present, the
disturbance varies harmonically with z. In the limit of N2/U;2 ks > 1,

f/U; kV > 1, 5/k1UO >> 1, we have K = ± i (N/f) (A/U0 )l/h.

Typical values of Ai and U0 for mid-latitude regions of Jupiter's
atmosphere are 10-"4 em-1 see-' and 102 em see-' respectively, .o

that atmospheric disturbances due to , topographic features s
having horizontal dimensions in excess of about 10 cm would be
influenced by the curvature of the planet. The term N2/U; V' is of

the order of 104 A p/p, if A p/p is identified with the fractional
potential density contrast over a scale height, and f2[U.1 ks -_ 10'
so that ± iK/k = (A p/p)"'/.. Since A p/p would be less than unity,
possibly by several orders of magnitude, this result suggests that
even in the presence of curvature and density stratification,
effects analogous to those responsible for , Taylor columns * in a
homogeneous fluid may still occur though it is not clear that the
effects of * bottom topography * would Le propagated parallel to
the rotation axis. This conclusion is tentative, since the foregoing
theoretical discussion is obviously far from adequate, and must be
amplified in the future. The effects of vertical shear in the basic
motion ought to be taken into account, but this is a difficult mathe-
matical problem (23).

We shall defer discussion of the conditions under which
assumption (e) - that in treating the hydrodynamics of planetary
scale motions the fluid may be regarded as incompressible - until
the next section 8, because, as we shall see, compressibility gives
rise to novel effects on Jupiter.

Up to this point we have made no mention of terrestrial
meteorology. An obvious question is whether 1 Taylor columns*
arise in the Earth's atmosphere. The subject of air-flow over moun-
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tains has been studied intensively, both observationally and
theoretically (14), but so far as I know, nothing as striking as a
t Taylor column* has been discussed in this context. Perhaps this
is not surprising since the smallest Rossby number for the Earth's
atmosphere is as high as 10-1, that is, one or two orders of magni-
tude greater than the corresponding quantity for Jupiter. The
Earth's rotation can exert a stronger control over ocean currents
than over atmospheric motions of comparable horizontal scale, the
smallest Rossby number for the oceans being much less than 10-1.
It would be interesting to look for possible effects of bottom
topography on ocean currents. Equation (2) suggests that topo-
graphical features greater than 100 km in horizontal extent might
produce such effects in spite of stable density stratification. It is
noteworthy, perhaps, that there is now some evidence that meanders
of the Gulf Stream are influenced by the topography of the bottom
of the Atlantic Ocean (25).

VIII. DYNAMICAL EFFECTS OF COMPRESSIBILITY

IN A HIGHLY ROTATING FLUID

The details of the interaction between the Great Red Spot and
the South Tropical Disturbance (Property 7, see Section II) have
not yet been considered. Some time ago I attempted to interpret
the rapid acceleration of the South Tropical Disturbance as it
moves past the Spot in terms of ordinary Rossby waves (20. 20)
but Toomre objected to my interpretation and offered an alter-
native suggestion. He drew to my attention the possibility that
compressibility effects might be important in Jupiter's atmosphere
and, idealizing the 1Taylor column, as a long rigid cylinder ignoring
curvature effects and treating the atmospheric flow as uniform at

great distances from the * Taylor column *, he showed (27) that the
stream function for the flow can be expressed in terms of modified
Bessel functions of the second kind :-

- U.&. K, (f.5/a) sin p/K1 (fc 0/a), (4)
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where U0 is the speed of flow at & = oo, (r, () are cylindrical polar
coordinates, (the surface of the rigid cylinder being & -= &0,)

a is the speed of sound, and, as before, f denotes the Coriolis para-

meter. When f 60/a 4 1, 4 = U0 30o sin q)/&. This is the incom-

pressible case, in which ý falls off as &-I. The flow speed in the neigh-

bourhood of the cylinder is not markedly different from U0. On

the other hand, when f&,/a ) 1, -- = U0& sin ( (&o/&)1"' exp

[-f (& - Q0 )/a], and it may be shown that in these circumstances

the fluid undergoes very rapid acceleration in the neighbourhood

of the cylinder.

The value of the # rotational Mach number of&oa for the flow

around the Great Red Spot is about 10. Thus, compressibility

effects will not he negligible. However, when fr*/a = 10, the

theoretical value of the acceleration in the neighbourhood of the

cylinder, though considerable, falls somewhat short of the observed

acceleration of the South Tropical Disturbance in the vicinity of

the Red Spot, suggesting that additional effects may be present.

Further theoretical work along these lines is clearly needed.

It is not intuitively obvious that a & rotational Mach number ).

f ",/a, (where L is a length characteristic of the flow in planes

perpendicular to the rotation axis) should determine whether com-

pressibility effects will be significant. However, that this is so may

be seen as follows: - If the flow is quasi-two-dimensional in planes

perpendicular to the rotation axis, and is highly geostrophic
(i. e. the order of magnitude U/L of the relative vorticity is much

less than f, where U is a typical relative flow speed) dynamical pres-

sure variations are of the order of p fUL, and associated density

variations , pfUL/at. The corresponding contribution to the rela-

tive vorticity ,f (pfUL/al)/p, which is only small in comparison

with U/L when f2L'/a'2 1. Otherwise compressibility effects

cannot be ignored.

Amongst the many idealizations made by the meteorologist in

treating the dynamics of large horizontal scale flow in the Earth's

atmosphere, the assumption of incompressibility is hardly the most
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serious one (although even here the rotational Mach number can
exceed unity when L exceeds 3000 kin). f'L 2/as is of order 10' for
Jupiter, and should be comparable for Saturn, so that the syste-

matic study of compressibility effects on the hydrodynamics of

rotating fluids will, evidently, be a necessary step towards a satis-
factory theory of the hydrodynamics of the atmospheres of large,
cold, rapidly rotating planets. To my knowledge, this branch of
fluid dynamics has hardly been explored and offers exciting pro-

spects in its own right, apart from any possible application to

planetary atmospheres.
The theoretical study of so-called * Rossby waves * in an

incompressible fluid has clarified certain aspects of the dynamics

of the mid-latitude motions of the Earth's atmosphere. Rossby
considered the propagation of a small amplitude horizontal distur-
bance of a uniform wind in an eastward (x) direction, having a speed
U0 relative to the rotating planet (K. 2). Assuming that the distur-
bance varies harmonically with x and t. having wavenumber k and
angular frequency w (wavelength 27r/k and period 2 7c/O), ignoring

the effects of horizontal density gradients and making use of the
so-called * f-plane approximation * (20) it may be shown that

20 coso 0 k
( R (k= in') (5)

where the flow is supposed to be confined between latitude circles
01 = 00o- n/Rom and 0,, = 00 + 7r/Rom (36, 26). The phase velo-

city C, of these waves (with respect to the basic current) is given by

2 0 cos8o
CP, (O---lk - -R _(k _ ) (6)

and group velocity CI by

2 Q cos 00 (k' - in)Cg, dc 1 •dk R (k -m)'(7)

The quantity

T27c_ CI, d (k- 1),2t (8)
T (C,-C,) k-IdC, :,W
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willbearoug h measure of the time required for a disturbance of
arbitrary shape and dominant wavenumber k to disperse.

When the width of the basic current, 7/rn is comparable with
or greater than the wavelength 27r/k of the disturbance, the waves

are highly dispersive. The period 2 n / ,) is then of the order of
several days for wavelengths in the 103 km iange, and so is the dis-
persion time TD; this is in accord with meteorological observations.

Hide (29) has considered the theory of Roasby waves in a

compressible fluid and thus shown that provided m is replaced
by An, where

mt (+ 4 10 sin' 00(,

m• a (9)

equations (5), (6) and (7) still apply. Since it/m is the width of the
current, rt/;ni may be regarded as a o reduced width *, the reduct-
ion factor being (1 -- 402 sin' 6,/rn a')%/2. Hence compressibility

has two primary effects. It increases both the period of oscillation
2t / co, and the * dispersion time *, TD, by factors which, when

kP < ý0 are 4 02 sin 0.1/k0 a2 and 16 -Q" sin4 0,i4' a' respectively.
In the case of Jupiter the reduced width, i/&, will differ

significantly from the true width, n/m, when it/m >• 10/sin 0o cm.

The circumference of the planet is 4.3 x 1010 cm, so that there
could be disturbances for which compressibility effects are not
negligible. Consider such a disturbance at latitude 200 having a
wavelength 2 7t/k = 1.2 x 1010 cm, which is 0.25 of the length of

the latitude circle. The period of oscillation 27r / &) - 10' sec and
the dispersion time TD ' 5 X 106 sec. These should be compared

with the o incompressible * values of 106 sec and 5 x 104 sec respec-
tively.

In lengthening the oscillation period and dispersion time,

compressibility has an effect which is comparable qualitatively and
quantitatively with that of vertical density stratification (29). For
simplicity, such effects were excluded from the analysis leading to
equations (5) and (9) by supposing the atmosphere to have a uni-
form density and to be bounded by two horizontal rigid surfaces.
Before a realistic comparison of theory with observation can be
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attempted, horizontal density gradients will also have to be taken

into account and the * P-plane * treatment refined by considering
the case of a nearly spherical shell of fluid.

Peek has described the behaviour of what he calls the * oscil-
lating spots * in the South Tropical Zone (6) and has given the
following expression for the longitude in System II of one of these
spots :

X = 2710.6 - 0.310 9 - 00.0018 P' + 50.30 exp (-0.018 t) sin 50.0 t

where t is in days. According to this expression, the period of
oscillation is 72 days or 6 x 106 sec. Two additional observational
facts which we must ultimately explain are (a) the persistence, for
a matter of years, of the South Tropical Disturbance (see Property 7,
Section II), and (b) the variations in position and width of the dark
and light bands on Jupiter, which are also associated with a time
scale of years. If these phenomena are not # climatological *, then
their time scales would have to be commensurate with * meteorolo-

gical* periods. The highly idealized theoretical model discussed
above leads to oscillation periods and dispersion times which are

respectively, one and two orders of magnitude longer than the

corresponding quantities for an incompressible fluid. Whether more
refined theory will yield oscillation periods and dispersion times
long enough to account for the observations remains to be seen.

IX. CONCLUSION

Doubtless the expert dynamical meteorologist will find my
approach to the hydrodynamical problems outlined in this paper
cavalier in the extreme, and many of the arguments suspect or
incomplete. With this in mind, I have attempted to make my

suggestions fairly explicit. because only in this way are underlying

assumptions made clear. I do not regard these suggestions as final,
but merely as working hypotheses which can serve a useful purpose.
A number of promising lines of inquiry have emerged, and these

riust be followed up. Thus and with average luck, we should at
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least learn a little about certain novel hydrodynamical processes.

With better than average luck we may thus equip ourselves to
deal adequately with the hydrodynamics of Jupiter's atmosphere.
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49. - ON THE NATURE OF THE JOVIAN RED SPOT

CARL SAGAN (*)
The •nstitute for Basic Research in Science,

The Space Sciences Laboratory, and The Department of Astronomy.
University of California, Berkeley, California, U. S. A.

The Great Red Spot lies in the South Tropical Zone of the

atmosphere of Jupiter. At least for the past 130 years it has been

localized at approximately the same latitude, centered near - 220 ;

it is possibly identical with a feature observed by Hooke and Cassini
in 1664-65. The observed motion of the Red Spot is quite remark-

able. Since 1879 it has drifted erratically in latitude only some two

or three degrees from the mean position ; on the other hand, the

Red Spot has drifted in longitude since 1831 some 35290 with

respect to System II, or 10800 with respect to the mean motion
(v., e. g., Peek, 1958). The curious discrepancy between the motion

in latitude and the motion in longitude has important dynamical

consequences, and any model of the Red SpoL must be prepared to

explain these motions.

Until very recently, the only explanation of the drift in longi-

tude has been that the Red Spot is not connected with the

surface of Jupiter; instead, the Red Spot is conceived to be a large
object, with a depth comparable to its transverse dimensions

(11,000km wide and 40,000km long), floating either in a liquid

medium (Hough, 1905), or in an # ocean* of highly compressed

gases (Wildt, 1939).

One difficulty which immediately arises is the composition of

the (presumed) floating Red Spot. The total atmospheric pressure

at the visible cloud tops of Jupiter is <'5 atm, and the tempera-

tures there are some 170 to 2000K (Zabriskie, 1962; Opik, 1962).

Thus, if we are looking down on the top of the floating object

itself - and not some extiemely thick permanent cloud form above

(0) Now at Hearvard University and Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser-

vatory, Cambridge, Masa., U.S.A.
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a floating object - the Red Spot must be a solid at these pressures

and temperatures. Solid hydrogen and helium, are therefore
eliminated. The Red Spot cannot be water, ammonia or methane

ices, or a mixture thereof, if its depth is small, because its density
would then exceed that of the surrounding atmosphere (of. Wildt,
1961, p. 205). More exotic compositions are rendered unlikely by
the failure to detect their precursors in the Jovian atmosphere
by spectroscopy. The hypothesis that the Red Spot is a floating
object fails to explain two other obseivables : that there is only
one Red Spot, and that the Red Spot is red.

A more critical test of the notion of a floating Red Spot arises
from the absence of a drift in latitude. A floating object on a

rotating planet will experience the Eotv6s-Lambert force, moving it
towards the equator. This force arises from the fact that the gravi-

tational potential of a floating object will be proportional to g,
the acceleration due to gravity. On a rotating planet, g is least at the
equator, and the object tends to move equatorward to minimize its
potential energy. For a spherical object of density p and radius r,

floating in an incompressible medium of density p., the E6tv6s-
Lambert force is

FE..L~ -n'-I-± Mr9(f ecsliX (1)

(of. Lambert, 1921 ; Jeffreys, 1959). In eq. (1), m is the mass of
the floating object, go is the acceleration due to gravity at the

equator of the planet of equatorial radius R, e is the planetary
ellipticity, X, is the latitude, and

f = CR) R/go (2)
where w is the angular velocity of planetary rotation. The derivation

of ýequatjor (1). utilizes the Clairaut .equation. for gavyi'y to first
order only.

In .general suclh a floating sphere wil eAxperience a viscous
damping force; in the familiar range of pressures and temperatures
where the viscosity is independent of pressure, the damping force
is given by Stokes' law

F, = 6 7z v v r (3)
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where 7 is the coefficient of viscosity, and v is the velocity of the

floating object.

The equation of motion of the sphere is then given by

d• d•
+ b + coos). ?sin = 0 (4)

where

7
b G r -(5)

m

c g' (--f)_ e (6)

and we have set v R (d X i dt). The appropriate boundary

conditions will be discussed presently. The substitution x = cos X

transforms equation (4) into the useful form

d'x L x ] d,
dts+ l_ +bJ +- cx=0 (7)

There are several approximations which can now be applied which

greatly simplify equation (7) without substantial degradation of

the problem in its present application.

We first consider the relative magnitude of the two terms in

square brackets in equation (7). With r - 2 x 10' cm, m =

(4/3) 7 7' p, p I gm cm-3, and 1 -- 10-' poises (as, e. g., for liquid

hydrogen), we find from equation (5) that b - 10-"2 see-1 . There

are no other choifes of p and v under the preceding assumptions

which will increase b very substantially. Consequently, except for

very small values of x,

-> b (8)

Small values of x apply only when the Red Spot is very close to the

pole of rotation. Since we are only concerned with motions between

middle and equatorial latitudes, inequality (8) can be adopted. Thus
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the terms Involving the coefficient b can be dropped in equations

(7) and (4), and the latter equation reduces to

digdl3 ±•ccos5Xin1fl--o (9)

This approximation remains valid as long as b 4 10-10 see-1 .

We have already mentioned the stability of the Red Spot over
the past two centuries. For relatively small movements about
), = - 220, we set cos Isin X j const. ,0.35, and solve the

resulting simple differenitial equation unler the boundary condi-
d),

tions that at t = 0, ., an. - 0. It then fillows that the

drift in latitude due to the Eotvs-Lambert force is given by

X - X, 0 1.g (10)

With X- ?o < 100 over r > 130 years, and setting R = 7.14X
109rcm, r-- 2 X 109rcm, go- =2.4 x 103 cmsee-, P= 27/c!-,-

3.6 x 104 sees, and e = 6.2 x 10-2, we obtain that the observed

drift in latitude is consistent under the preceding assumptions only
if

I ___-- < 5 < 10-"4 (11)

Po

It is, of course, unlikely in the extreme that an object floating in

an incompressible fluid should be so close in density to the buoyant
medium. The case of a compressible fluid will be discussed presently.

An escape from this conclusion exists if the viscosity of the

flotation medium is very high; as, for example, if the base of the
Red Spot were floating in a medium comparable to that in which the
terrestrial continents float (I ,-- 1021 poises). Then the first term in

equation (4) can be neglected in comparison with the second, and
the equation can be integrated with no further approximations as

b i tan (,1

c tanX

With the same choices of other parameters as in the previous case,
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large values of 7 lead to quite reasonable values of 1 - L But it is
PO

easy to show that the large viscosities required to explain the small

drift in latitude are incompatible with the much smaller viscosities

required to explain the large drift in longitude.

The preceding discussion has assumed that 7 = 7 (P, T).

The temperature dependence of the viscosity is ordinarily slight ;

for Yj x To, n varies from 0.64 for He to 1.09 for NH.. At very great

pressures, however, as are certainly present deep in the atmosphere

of Jupiter, eddy resistance carries away momentum, and the

viscosity is a strong function of pressure. For some gases, e. g., for

CO at 100 atm, r, (x P. It should also be noted that the derivation

of the Stokes force, eq. (3), in effect assumes that -1 :p6 (P).

However, whatever the effect of an increase in the viscosity over

the values we have already adopted, it cannot be an effect diffe-

rential in latitude and in longitude. Consequently, the previous

conclusions remain unchanged. We conclude that a model Red

Spot floatiig in any incompressiLle fluid is untenable.

If the Red Spot were immersed in a compressible medium, it

would sink until the mean density of the Red Spot just equaled the

mean density of the surrounding fluid. At first sight this would

eliminate the objections to small values of I - .-- above. Since high
PO

densities are achieved below the clouds in the massive Jovian

atmosphere, we proceed to consider a solid Red Spot floating in

a dense compressible atmosphere.

For convective equilibrium, the difference in density between

two atmospheric levels can be expressed as
1

AP=p,[l-- + 4 z. YZ)1 ] (13)

where p, and T, are, respectively, the density and temperatures at

the reference level, r = - g/cp is the dry adiabatic lapse rate,

y = cp/c, is the ratio of specific heats, and AZ is the difference in

altitude between the two levels.
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The total angular momentum of the model Red Spot will be

conserved. Since the mass and latitude of the Red Spot remain con-

stant to first approximation, a change in angular velocity of
rotation, w (t), will be compensated by a change in the distance
R (t) of the Red Spot from the center of Jupiter. The conditions

R? = R2 ,(14)
and

R,-- R = AZ (15)
lead to

Equation (16) expresses thc change in the mean density of the

medium surrounding the Red Spot as a function of the change in
angular velocity of the Red Spot.

At substantial depths in the atmosphere of Jupiter, the

combination of absorption and scattering in and below the clouds
will attenuate all but a very small fraction of the incident solar
radiation. tsothermal conditions should be approached in the lower
atmosphere, the extent depending on the existence of other energy
sources. For an isothermal atmosphere, the analogue of equation(l 6)
is

.1 = P I -exp -2 J-o (17)

where H = kT/mg is the scale height of the Jovian atmosphere

at these depths. The true situation should lie somewhere between
the extremes of eqs. (16) and (17).

During time-intervals of a year, changes in the period of rotation
of the Red Spot of 3 or 4 seconds are not unusual (v., e. g., Peek,
1959, pp. 144-145). The mean period of rotation of the Red Spot
during the past 130 years is some 9h 56m. Thus, in the course of a
year,

,Aco A Pt
-. . P 10- (18)

For the evaluation of eqs. (16) and (17) through eq. (18), we adopt
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r=- 4 KO/km, T1 = 1800 K, I = 3.3, and y = 4/3, although

any reasonable choices lead to similar numerice repflets. We find

that for both the adiabatic and the isothermal cases,

p / p 0.2 (19)

i. e., conservation of angular momentum by a model Red Spot

floating in a compressible atmosphere demands that, in the course

of one year, the Red Spot must move in depth so that the effective

density of its flotation medium varies by some twenty per cent.

But then the difficulties posed by the Ebtvtis-Lambert force,

and underlined by inequalilty (11), arc still with us.
Another force on a floating object is the Pekeris stress, due to

an assumed temperature difference between equator and poles at

great depths (Pek~ris, 1935). The Pekeris stress is clearly difficult

t6estimate for Jupiter. Although it is of opposite sign to the E6tv6s-

Lambert force, it is very doubtful that the magnitude will be at

all similar and that an equilibrium could be attained. If it were

necessary'to save the floating Red Spot at all costs, such an equi-

librium-might be invoked.

In the preceding discussion, we have adopted as a computa-

tional device•- it does not affect the character of the results - the

assignment of an effective density P for the flotation medium.

Actually, if the thickness of the Red Spot is comparable to its other

dimensions, the' density of the atmosphere varies by many orders

of magnitude between its top and bottom. In such an atmosphere,

the bottom of the Red Spot will float near that atmospheric level

at which the ambient density equals the mean Red Spot density.
Taking theT value of cloudtop pressure and temperature and

atmospheric structure previously adopted, and s 1 gm cm-8,

we find that the base of the Red Spot is only , 100 km below the
clouds for an isothermal atmosphere, and - 1000 km for an adia-

batic atmosphere. If the depth of the Red Spot is to be at all com-

parable to its other dimensions, we require even for an adiabatic

atmosphere below the clouds,

PRS > 10 gm cm-3  (20)
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If the composition of the Red Spot is to reflect cosmic abundances

of the elements, the high mean density of inequality (20) must then
indicate a high-pressure solid state phase transition.

The possibility that the Red Spot exists in at least two different
solid phases was previously raised by Peek (1959; pp. 238 et 8eq.)
in a not entirely successful attempt to correlate the albedo and
angular acceleration of the Red Spot. Here, the phase transition
suggests a possible escape from the problem associated with the
E6tv6s-Lambert latitude drift. At any given moment the Red Spot

will be floating so that its mean density and the effective density of
the flotation medium are just equal. At some depth below the top of
the Red Spot, a phase transition boundary will exist, below which
there is a discontinuous increase in the density of the solid. Now,
as a consequence of an acceleration in longitude, conservation of
angular momnivtum alters the depth of the Red Spot. If it rises,
the phase transition boundary rides downwards within the solid

body of the Red Spot, and its mean density decreases; if it sinks,
the boundary rides upwards, and its mean density increases. In
either case, the mean density of the Red Spot changes to counter-
balance - at least in part - the change in the effective density of

the flotation medium caused by the bobbing of the Red Spot. The
changes in level required to explain the angular acceleration of the
Red Spot by conservation of angular momentum are only some
tens of kilometers as can be seen from eqs. (13) and (16), and their

isothermal analogues. Thus the rate of Red Spot bobbing will
be < 1 mm/sec. It is thert fore conceivable that the smooth motion
of a pressure-induced phase-transition boundary up and down
through the body of the Red Spot could just compensate the
density difference between the Red Spot and the medium esta-
blished by the bobbing, and thereby keep the E6tvos-Lambert

drift in latitude within the observed limits. The hypothesis
demands that the mean density of the Red Spot, averaged over

both phases near the phase transition boundary, be proportional to
the first power of the density of the surrounding medium at the
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same level. A detailed test of this hypothesis must await a speci-
fication of the composition of the Red Spot and of the nature of the

phase transition.

The only published alternative to the floating Red Spot model

is that of Hide (1962). Hide shows that a topographical disconti-
nuity in the solid surface of Jupiter, which is only a few kilometers
high, but which has transverse dimensions comparable to those
of thie [ted Spot, would suffice to produce a stagnant Taylor column
extending to the Jovian cloud level. If the column were fixed to a
uniformly rotating solid surface, the drift in longitude cannot be
explained - in the last century there would have been timeb when
the plateau was in one hemisphere and the column in the other.
But if the solid surface rotated nonuniformly (only the system solid
body plus atmosphere must conserve angular momentum), then
Hide has shown that the drift in longitude, the absence of a drift in
latitude, and several other observable dynamic features of the
Red Spot are readily explained.

The meteorological hypothesis may also provide a natural

explanation for the color of the Red Spot. In the original formu-
lation of the model, the column is stagnant ; there is no material

exchange between the Red Spot and its surroundings, and very
limited exchange between the top and the bottom of the column.
However, the recent observations of Focas (1962) provide direct
evidence for exchange through the boundaries of the Red Spot.
If the meteorological hypothesis is to be preserved, we must require
an energy source within the Red Spot column. Then the cell must
be convective and will carry to the top of the atmosphere material
characteristic of lower depths. It can be also expected to be the
seat of thunderstorm activity. In laboratory experiments with
simulated Jovian atmospheres, Sagan and Miller (1960) have shown
that a variety of simple organic molecules, among them HCN, CH12,
C2H 4, C.H6, and CHCN, are produced in high yield by electric
discharges. Similar molecules should be produced by ultraviolet light
in the Jovian atmosphere and should be carried to lower depths.
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It is noteworthy that many of the polymerization and interaction
products of these molecules are colored red or yellow ; the acety-
lene polymer cuprene was first suggested in this connection by
Urey (1952). It therefore seems possible that the coloration of the
Red Spot is due to organic molecules produced there by electrical
discharge ; or produced by ultraviolet light in the whole atmosphere,
carried to great depths, and then convectively recirculated to the
top of the atmosphere in the Red Spot. High dispersion visible
spectra, or lower dispersion infrared spectra of the Red Spot would
help to check this suggestion.

We conclude that the hypothesis of a floating Red Spot is
generally unsatisfactory, unless a particularly favorable solid
state phase transition should be operating; with a wobbly Jovian
solid body, the meteorological hypothesis has several satisfactory
aspects and is probably to be preferred at the present time.
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50. - OPTICS AND GEOMETRY OF THE MATTER

OF SATURN'S RINGS

M. S. BOBROV

Astronmical Council of the USSR Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R.

INTRODUCTION

The system of Saturn's rings is an object of considerable
interest not only for planetary physics, but also for meteoric
astronomy and for the cosmogony of the solar system.

The present report is a brief review of the results obtained by

the author from 1939 to 1962. The majority of the results concerns
the B-ring as for this ring the observational data are more complete
than for the A- and C-rings.

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE B-RING

AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

The first important photometric characteristic of the matter

of the B-ring is the absolute surface brightness of the most intensive
zone in the ansae in an opposition. It may be estimated to 0.62 in

units of that of white orthotropic screen normal to incident solar
radiation, with probable error of 0.14, or 22 %.

This estimation is based on the stellar magnitude of Saturn
without rings in a mean opposition (± 0 m. 89 in Harvard visual

system ; Russell, 1916), on the observed limb darkening of Saturn's
disc (Schoenberg, 1921 ; Barabasheff and Semejkin, 1933 ; Sharonov,
1941 ; Barabasheff and Chekirda, 1952 ; Lebedinets, 1957 ; Camichel,

1958) and on the assumption that in opposition the brightness of the

B-ring in the a&ine is equal to that of the conter of Saturn's disc
(Schoenberg, 1933).

Another important characteristic is the optical thickness of
the ring (for normal beam). Its value is still uncertain, but the

results of the 8-magnitude star occultation by this ring (Westfall,
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1958) show that it is only slightly greater than that of the A-ring.

The latter may be estimated very accurately from the photometry
of Dr. Camichel (1958) to 0.5-0.7. So, the optical thickness of the

B-ring may hardly exceed 1.0-1.5.

Having the values of these two characteristics and applying to

the ring the theory of the multiple light scattering for the. flat

layer of non-absorbing particles, we may easily show that the dif-

fraction scattering cannot account for the observed high brightness

of the ring. Indeed, the computations with the aid of the formulas

and tables of the light scattering theory (Sobolev, 1949 ; Chandra-

sekhar, 1950; Chandrasekhar et al., 1952) show that the ring

matter reflects backwardo (to the Sun) about 3.5 times more radia-

tion than an isotropic white scatterer (Bobrov, 1951). It is approxi-

mately ten times more than from a layer of microscopic dielectric

spheres with refractive index of 1.33.

On the contrary, the concept of large light-grey particles with

very rough surface (Bobrov, 1951, 1952) covered with hoarfrost

or snow (Kuiper, 1949, 1957 ; Moroz, 1961) is in very good agree-

ment with this result as well as with the form of the phase curve

of the ring. If we adopt the roughness of particles equal to that

of the Moon and Mercury, we obtain for the albedo of an individual

particle the value of 0.6-0.7 (Bobrov, 1952, 1959).

GEomRmc THICKNSS OF TEE RINGS

This characteristic may be obtained from observations at high

altitude observatories either at the moment the Earth is crossing

the ring-plane or when the Earth it at the dark side of the rings;

in the latter case, an observer may detect the bright line of the edge

at the nearest border of the dark side.

Similar conditions were realized in E. C. Slipher's observations

on February, 1921, especially on February 20 (Slipher, 1922).

The bright edge of the dark side was not detected. In E. C. Slipher's

conditions it is evident that the thickness of the rings is les than
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2-4 km. Unfortunately the moment of the ring-plane passage by
the Earth was missed. If it was not, E. C. Slipher could still see the

rings precisely edge-on if they were as thin as 0.5 km. Such favour-
able conditions did not take place since that time, but the passages

of 1965-1966 will be very favourable.

PHASE EFFECT OF THE RINGS AND ITS INTERPRETATION

I should like to ramind that the stellar magnitude of the

brightness of the A- and B-rings shows a pronounced and non-

linear phase effect, the variation of magnitude being the stronger

the less is the phase angle x. The full amplitude of the effect has an

order of 0.5 magnitude in spite of the fact that the maximum
value of the phase angle cannot exceed 6 Y2 degrees. As the role

of the diffraction scattering is small the phase effect may be inter-

preted in terms of geometrical optics.

Seeliger (1887, 1893) was the first who developed a theory of

purely geometric collective phase effect of macroscopic particles

(shadow effect theory) with specia lattention to Saturn's rings.
Seeliger's assumption that the Sun may be treated as a point

Fig. 1
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source led to the disagreement of his theory with observations
The improved shadow theory developed by the author (Bobrov,
1940, 1951, 1952, 1954, 1956, 1959, 1960) takes into account finite
angular dimensions of the solar disc and the scattering of higher

orders. New theoretical phase curve of the B-ring was computed
and it was found to be in good agreement with observational datg
(Bobrov. 1959, see Fig. 1).

Hence the following parameters of the matter of the rings
may be obtained : the volume density D has an order of 3.10-3, the

total mass of the rings varies from 4.10-' M ý to 4.10-7 M1, the
average radius of particles ranging from 10 cm to 10 m. It was
found that the particles of the B-ring show a strong individual

phase effect with the phase coefficient of about 0m.024 pro 10 of
phase. This is an evidence of the fact that the roughness of the
particles is greater than that of the Moon and Mercury and is com-
parable to that of some asteroids, such as Metida, Nioba, Meleta,

Tyche, Frigga (see Putilin, 1953).

THE SHADOW EFFECT IN THE CASE WHEN PARTICLES ARE OF

UNEQUAL SIZE

The former results were obtained assuming that all the par-

ticles were equal in size. A further approximation is a model with
particles of unequal sizes (Bobrov, 1961). It was assumed that the
radii of particles have a dispersion from PL to p . which may be

expressed by the equation : dN = Kp- dp, dN being the number of

particles with radii from p to p + dp, K and a-constants. For this

model a general formula was derived for boib.. as a function of D,
-ro and a, bo and b. denoting the brightness of the ring respectively
at opposition (a = 0) and at a = max, D being the vol-ame density,
-ro the optical thickness, and a the exponent in the law of dispersion.

5 7
Numerical computations were made for a -, 3 and -, and

2 2
.o = 0.7 and 1.0. The results may be summarized as follows
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1. If the dispersion interval is wide (i. e. it includes not only
macroscopic particles but also fine dust with P, down to 10-4 cm),

an agreement with observations (a sufficiently intensive shadow
effect) may be obtained only for a < 3.

2. The estimations of the volume density D of the B-ring

found with the model without dispersion should now be revised.
The new values will be higher but likely not more than by one
order.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OBSERVERS

The observational data of Saturn's rings are still incomplete

and non-professional. Further observatioits with big instruments
are very desirable. Of special interest are : (a) observations of
occultations of stars by rings, (b) observations (including at high
altitude observatories) at the moments when the Earth is crossing
the ring-plane, and (c) electrophotometry of the phase-effect
(rings B and A).
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51. .- PHOTOMATRIE DE JUPITER ET DE SATURNE
A PARTIR DE CLICHRS OBTENUS

AVEC LA CAMERA P~LECTIRONIQUE

MoNiquRc BELLIER, MARiE-F"tAX9oxsz DUPR9, GtpRAsD WL19RICK,
JEwr ROSCH et JAcQUrEs ARSAC

Obsert'nore de Parioa.Meudon ef Ob&wnxaoire dus Pic du Midi, France

INTRODUCTION.

Dana le cadre d'une 6tude des grosses Plankes au moyen de

la camdra 6lectronique Lallemand, nous avona obtenu des clichds
de Jupiter et de Saturne en septembre 1960 et juillet 1961. Les
premiers r6sultats de cette 6tude ont Wt. pr~sent6s lora du Deuxi~me
Symposium stir lea R16cepteurs Photo~1ectriques d'Images (Londres,

septembre 196 1) et nous appellerona article I cette communication (1)

Trois photographies 6lectroniques de Saturne ont Wt analys6es
par Fur, des auteurs (2) et, it l'heure actuelle, I'6tude d6taiil.e de
l'ensemble des clich6s est assez &vance&.

Dana I& prt~sente communication, nous nous proposons d'une
part de rappeler sch~matiquement les avantages que pr~sente ]a
photographie 6lectronique systkme Lallemand pour I'dtude des
Plan~tes, d'autre part de signaler quelques r~sultats nouveaux
obtenus A partir des premiers clich68.

Pour la description de la cam.~ra, nows renvoyon8 aux publi-
cations de Lallemand (3) , de Lallemand et Duchesne (4) et & deux:
articles plus r~cents (11-).

RAPPEL DES PROPfflftlS D1F LA PHOTOGRAPHIE tLECTRONIQUE.

1. -Les 61ectrons 6mi8 par la photocathode sont enregistr68
directement dana une 6mulsion nucl~aire, ce qui garantit le8 per-
formances maximum.

2. - On enregistre toutes lee informations, en raison des
propri6tda suivantes
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a. absence de seuill

b. rendement 6lev6 et constant 10 photons donnent un

photodlectron, qui donne une trace (7);

o. rdponse lin~aire, en raison des deux propri~t~s pr6c6dentes;

Ia densit6 eat proportionnelle 6, 1'6clairement, au moins aux faibles

d. photographie fid~ie, en raison de la correspondance exacte

entre le point d'6mission du pboto-6lectron et sa trace dane l'6mul-

sion.

3. - L'dmulsion ne pr~sente pas de voile, et lee tre-s faibles
densit~s peuvent se mesurer correctement.

4. - Les trois propri~t~to pr6o6denteR permettent une photo-

m~trie pr6cise dans tine gamme 6tendue d'dclairement.

INTfCRAT DE LA PJIOTOGRAPHIE OLECTRONIQUE POI7R L'IkTUDE

DES PLANETES.

En photographie platiftaire. claseique on se heurte aux diffi-

cult~s suivantes:

a. Poses trop longues avec broujillage des informations par

Is turbulence stmoeph~rique.

b. Emploi d'6mulsions rapides At grains moyens on gros (pas

assez d'informations enregistr~es).

c. Caracthristique d~favorable de 1't6mulsion :si lee parties

brillantes d'une Plankte sont correctement enregistrdes, lee parties

lee Plus sombre. peuvent ne pas 6tre enregistr~es du tout.

La photographie 6lectronique permet de surmonter ces diffi-

cultds. Dane P'article L, none avons indiqu6 lee conditions de prise

dese cich~s eA de leur analyse :instrumentation photodlectrique

et optique, grandeur des images, tempe de pose, microphotom6trie,

etc.
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PHOTOMATRI DE JUPITER.

Dane le m~ine article, noun avons pr~sent6 deux photographies
de Jupiter prisos le 9 juillet 1961 et les courbes de variation do Ia
brillance suivant l'axe Nori-Sud de Is Plankto. Ici nous comparons.
figure 1, trois coupes Eat-Quest d~luites de l'un de ces olich6s.

%I %

.4w

Fig.1I

La premibre coupe a Wt faite suivant le diambtro dquatorial tandia
quo les deux autree, suivent le milieu des bandee tropicalee Nord
et Sud. Comme oes diagrammos aont deatinds & Ia meaure do 1'assom-
brissement centre-bord moyen, noun avons onus tous les petite
accidents morphologiques bien qu'ila aoient caract6ristiques do
Isa surface do Jupiter. Seulos lee variations de brillanco A grande
6chelle ont Wt conser v~es. Pour I& oomparaison, noun avons choisi
comme point do rdf~renco un point du bord Eat otx Ia brillance
eat lee 6/10 de Ia brillanco maximum do Is region dquatoriale.
Lea courbee fournissent lee r~sultats suivants
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a. A Is longueur d'onde utilis~e, X~ 5850 A, l'aaaombris-
sement eat important. Ainsi pour r/B = 0,9, on trouve
0,45 B,=.

b. On pout encore mesurer Ia brillanoe & r/B = 0,95 et il
eat possible de Is calculer plus pr~s du bard en faisant uno, correction
tenant compte, des diverse. causes d'dtalement. Nous reviondrons
sour ce point lors de l'6tude de Saturne.

c. L'aaaombrisaement de I& zone dquatorial, nWest pas tr~s
difftrent de celui des bandes tropicales. On remarque seulemont
quo, dana le cas present, Is diasymdtrie entre lea bards Eat et Otiest,

due on majeuro partie 6, Is phase, aemble un peu plus pronono6e,
pour Ia zone 6quatoriale.

II ressort, do, cotte premi~re analyse quo lea accidents photo-
m6triquea de I& surface do Jupiter sont si important. qu'il semble,
souhaitable d'utiliaer une autre m6thode pour determiner l'assom-

brissement centre-bard :on pout, par exemple, prendre, une a6rie
do photographies do Ia Plan~te dtaI~es stur tine demi rotation au
momns et 6tablir lea courbes d'aaaombriaaement do r6gions bien

d6finies du disque.

-PH0TOMiCTRIE DE SATURNE.

Nous avona montrd (1.32) quo Is photographie 6lectronique eat

bien adapt~e A* 1'tude photom6trique des anneaux do Saturno,
en particulier dui faible anneau do crepe C. Dana l'article I, nous
avona publi6 plusieurs photograpbiea deocette Plankto, tine coupe
photom6trique Eat-Quest et le mod~le correspondant pour lee
anneaux. D'autrea coupes Eat-Quest et Nord-Sud ant Ad4 dtablies

et analys6es (2).

Depuis, il nous a sembl6 int~reaaant, A titre expdrimontal,

do d6terminer le contenti en information des clichda. En d'autres

termes, nous avona cherchd quela 6taient lea plus petits d~taile
aignificatife des coupes photomdtriquea. Cette recherche no, pr6-
senterait aucuno difficult6 en l'absence des fluctuations dues 6, la,
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granularit6 et aux: d~fauts de l'ensemble photocathode-6mulgion.

Heureusement, avec lee 6mulsions A grains fine Ilford C 2 et K 2,
lee fluctuations sont peu importantes et nous avons Pu tracer,
avec une approximation suffisante, Is, courbe moyenne que l'on

obtiendrait en l'absonce de grain. Nous pensons que lee erreure
qui se sont gliae6es dana le trac6 n'altbrent pas sensiblement le

r6sultat.

LA planche I pr6sente trois tiragee; diff~renta du coich6 6tudid
ici et I& figure 2 montre Is coupe Est-Oueet correspondante. On
remarque

SATURNE 9 )M 61 Post 112 scout~ phasm~tiqu. M..

Fig 2

a. La diseym~trie Eet-Ouest du diaque (phase).

b. La diff~renoe de profondeur de Is division de Cassini A
I'Eet et A I'Ouest (qualith difftrente des image aux: point. con-

sid6rds).

c. L& pr6senoe de plusieurs points d'inflexion en partioulier
dane Is partie intdrieure de l'annesu B, 1% l'Ouest.

A l'extdrieur de l'anneau A, lee pieds de I. oourbe correspondent

A l'6talement local des images et permettent de d6terminer oehii-ci
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Photogtraphite e-le(troni(1I- de Naturne Pic dut Midi 9 juillet 1961.
Luanette dje 60 cm de tIiamietre F/'60 -Plaqtuet liford K2 ~- pose 1/2 see.
3 tirage-s smi papier dii sn~tne n~gatif original -- le tirage le pliutblane montre

F'anneati fie er~pe.



si onl fait une hypothbe sur Is r6partition de Is. brillance. Nous
avons admis que, b. Ia limit. de 1'anneau, Ia brillanoe passe sane
transition d'une valeur ffnie b. une valeur nulle.

MOD*LE EN CRtNEAUX. PREMIARE MIATHODE.

Grice b. 1'hypoth~se pr&c~dente, nous avons obtenu. une
fonction d'~alement moienine et admis, en premik~e approximation,
as validit6 pour I'ensemble de Is coupe Est-Quest. LA figure 3
repr~sente cette fonction pour une ligne. Dans un premier calculi,

Fond=L~ ciiai.lmeriL vw -cr

r Une 163"e

01

OIL -- cote

Fig. 3
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nous avons utilia I& courbe 1. Par I& suite, nous nous sommee
aervis de I& oourbe 2, A pied plus dt&16. En fait lee deux oourbes
conduisont A des rdeultate peu difftents. L'int4gration do Is oourbe 2
conduit A la oourbe do Is figure 4 vaisbie pour tin demi-plan. Cetto
dernikre courbo doit prdsonter le m~ine pied moyen quo Is coupe
Eat-Quest de Is figure 2.

Fig. 4. - Fonotion d'dtalement pour un demi-plan.

Comme dans P'article 1, notia avona 6tabli tin mod~le en cr6-
neaux do I& Plan&At. La m6thode cozisiste &. d46terminer intuitive-
ment le modblo, &, 1'dtaler et A v6rifier a posetriori 1'acoord aveo
Ia coupe photomdtrique. A d6faut, on recommence. Pour le prdsent
travail, nous avons dispoe6 de ia coualctrice IBM 650 do I'Obaer-

vatofre do Paris-Meudon, qui op~re un calcul d'dtalement en
30 secondes environ. Nous avons pria Is largeur du or6neau. 6I6men-
taire 6gale A 0"40 et noun avons pens6 qu'il 6tait suffisant pour
1'dtude des annosux do cherchor tin modkl. prdsentant is sym~tre
Est-Ouest.

Le modble moyon do la figure 5 a lee propri"t~ suivantes:

a. Ii repr6sente mal le disque, qui out diaskymatrique (phase).
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b. L'anneau A pout 6tro d6erit per deux or~neaux, la partie
int~vieure 6tant la plus brillante, commo P'ont not6 LYOT (1)e

Saturn# 9.VII.61 Model, on creneaux. to point itietLaie mant des crineav,
oni trait poitn-eoobif mesUiri

Fig 5

c. L'anneau B eat bien reprdeent6 par 3 cr~noaux do largouu.
relatives 1/5, 1/5 et 3/5. Leurs s6parations correspondent &. des
divisions minoures pr~Svueo par is M6cainique c6loste.

d. L'anneau C est constitud par deux crdneaux do largeur 2/3
et, 1/3 et de briflanoe 0,10 et, 0,18, l'unith correspondant au point
1. plus brillaint du disque. Les calculs 6tant simples et rapides,
nous avoDp essay6 plusiours modeles pour cot ainnoau (variation
rdguli~re de brillance do 0,10 A 0,15; variation rdguli~re de 0,10 &
0,18 avec ou sans division ontre B et C ; etc.). Les autres mod~les

no donnont pa.s un accord aussi bon.

MOD*LR EN CRANzAux. DzuIxxum MiTHODE.

On pourrait, en appliquant 1., m~thode prtdo~donte, construire
une succession do modbels, repru~sontant do mioux on mioux, aip'r
ftalemeut, I& courbo expdrimentalo. Nous avons prdfdr6 op6rer plus
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$YstMmatiquement: 6tant donn~es tine courbe expdriinentale d'une

part, une courbo d'6talement d'autre part, nous avons utilis6 tine

m~thode de calcul permettant de restituer, par tine suite d'approxi-
mations, la courbe correspondant & tin 6talement nul.

La signification de ce calcul est limit6e par les deux points
suivants:

t0 Le bruit. 11 reste n~cessairement du bruit dans la courbe

exp~rimentale liss~e de la figure 2. La restitution qui redonne leur
valeur propre aux d~tails r6els cr~e donc aussi des d~tailg artificiels

d6s au bruit.
Ceci conduit & d~finir un seuil au-dessous duquel on considbre,

par s~curit6, que lea d6tails ne sont pas significatifs et on arrhte
le calcul de restitution dks que l'6art ontre Ia courbe exp~rimentale
et la courbe restitu~e puis 6tal~e est inf6rieur & ce sethl en chaque
point. Par suite le probkme ti'a pas une solution unique. 11 existe
une s~rie de solutions diff~rant seulement par leur structure fine
et le calcul fournit l'une d'elles.

20 La turbulence almosphirique. La photographie 6Iectronique
des 6toiles doubles nous a d~jA amen6 A consid~rer l'alt6ration des
images par Ia turbulence atmoaph~rique ('1- 1). Avec tin objectif
de 60 cm de diamktre, l'alt~ration instantan~e eat bien la mime
pour des directions faisant un angle do 2 A 3" maia il eat pen pro-
bable qu'il en soit ainsi pour des directions dix fois plus 6cart~es.

Cependant, lee poses. stir Sattirne ont dir6 tine demi-secondo
et ceci conduit par int~gration & tine altdration momns h6tdrog~ne.
En fait, on constate quo l'4~alement de I'image est, aux errours
do d6pouilleinent prne, exactement le m~me aux deux points
extr6mes do l'anneau A. Ceci nWest probablement pas enti~rement
fortuit et par suite on pout espt6rer quo l'~alement a Wt assez
semblable tout lo long dui diam~tre principal do Saturne.

Le programme do calcui a W dtabli par l'un do nous (J. A.),
qui a montrd Is convergence do la m6thodo itdrative do Van CIrTrT.

Nous avons choisi la valour 0,5 % commo asuil correspondant au
r~sidu do bruit contonti dans la figure 2 et noun avons utilisd A
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nouveau un mod~le en er~neaux do lar-gour 6l6montairo 0".40.

Cette dimension a 'eat r~v~l6e tr~s convenable main une discussion
nous a montr6 depuis que des erdneaux moins larges permottraient,

une adaptation plus ais&e aux varitions rapidea do brillanco do
Saturno. Avoc Isa caloulatrice IBM 650 lo calcul entier dure un pen

moins d'une houre.

Lea r~sultats apparaiaaont sur lea figures 6 et 7. La derni~re
repr6sonte I& solution correspondant an senil choisi. Elle a W

obtenue aprbs 17 it~rations ce qui mndique que la. convergence nWeat
pas trbs rapide. La premikre qui repr~aente le rdaultat A un stade
interm~diaire, apr~s 8 it6rations, montre, que la reatitution eat

d6jA termin.~e 6, ce atade, sauf dans quelques r6gions A tr~a forte
pent. telles quo I&. partie int~rieure de l'anneau B 6, lOucet ou Is.
division de Casaini A l'Est.

SATURNE? 9.va.6i coupe phaoemitrijua WE. Corr i9i douf't&eanteit

Fig. 6

La figure 7 conduit aux romarques suivantes

10 Les bords ext~rieurs de 1'anneau A sont am:e abrupt..

LA fonction d'ftalemont utilia6e eat done une bonno approximation
deocello qui correspond A I'hypoth~se faite.
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Fig. 7. - Saturn. 9.VII.61 Coupe Photomdtrique W.E.
oorrigde do 1'6taiexnent. - Solution obtenue apr~s 17 it~rations.

20 Pour 6tudier lee dimensiors relative@ du disque et des
anneaux, nous avons pris comme r~f46rence I& division do Cassini.
On voit alors qu'il existo un bon accord avec lee positions tir6os
de l'Anierican Ephemeris, port~es en abscisse. Cepondant le diamb-
tre 6quatorial du disque semble un peu plus petit que Is valour
admise.

30 L'anneau B A 1'Ouest prdsento deux minima qui sont lids

A l'existence do points d'inflexion oar Ia courbe do I& figure 2. Le
minimum intdrieur a Wt observ6 par LYoT (10) et par DoLLIus (11)

tandis quo le douxibme coincide avec uno division faiblo pr~vuo
par Is mt~caniquo c6leste.

40 A I'Ouest, un minimum trio pen profond apparaft & Is
partie ext6rieure do l'annoau C, & un endroit oii LYOT a observ6
une division (10).

.50 A l'Est, l'annoau A prdsonte le ronforoomont do brillanco

caractdristiqno do ma partie intorne et tan minimum qui correspond
saws doute A Is s6rie do minima notds par lee observatours visuels.

Ainsi Ia restitution a fait apparaltre do nombreux d6tails
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et il oat satiafaisant de constater quo tous 006 details collnoident
avec des obsorvations visuelles sfiros on avec des pr&!ictiona thdo-
riquos. Maio on conatato aussi qu'elie n'a pas fait apparaitre lee
mAmes structures fines A l'Est et & 1'Ouest. En fait, ceci Uski
pr6visible. On constato en effot sour Is figure 2 que si lee c6tds Eat
et Ouest sont absolument semblables dama lours grandes lignes,
Hos pr6sentent copendant do petites diffdrences qui aprks restitution
correspondent A des structures asaoz carwctris~es. Le cas do I&
division do Cassini, dont nous savona par d'autres clich&s pris au
m~ine moment quo Is dissym~trie apparente entre l'Eat ot l'Oueot
out duo eentioliement & une diffdrenco dana I'alt~ration des images,
nous incline & penser plus g6ndralement quo lee diasomblanoes
observ6es peuvent 6tre, pour tine large part, attribu6es A do teiles
variations de I'althration d'un point 6, un autre.

Do petite. erreurs de depouiilemont ont Pu jouor dgalement
tin r6le. Ainsi I& m6thode do restitution, A .ýsus do as puissance
m~ine, exige do grandes pr~cautions. Nous pensons l'appliquer
ulthrieurement avec tine pr~cision accrue en utilisant en particulior
des images plus grandes pour lesquelles lee ph6nombne8 do bruit
deviendront encore plus n6gligeables.

CONCLUSION.

La photographie 6lectronique des planktes prdsente lee pro-
pri6t6s suivantes

a. Elie permet d'obtenir des clichds avec des poses suffisain-
mont courtes pour quo I& turbulence stmosph6rique no brouilio
pas les informnations.

b. Co. clich6s, our lesquols lou parties sombres sont aussi bien.
enrogistrt~e quo lee parties brillantes, sa pr~tent bien A, une photo-
m6trie prdcise.

c. Ila contiennent beaucoup d'informationa ot il out possible
do inottre en 6vidence leurs d~tails fins par uno m~thode poussA.
do restitution parce quo le niveau do bruit dd au grain out suffisam-
mont faible.
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52. -- PRELIMINARY RESULTS CONCERNING THE

ATMOSPHERIC ACTIVITY OF JUPITER AND SATURN

J. H. FOCAS

Athen Oberv,,atory. eaece

GENERAL

With regard to the evolution of the jovian atmospheric
phenomena, the following precisions can be made :

- The apparition of brilliantly white and dark matter on
Jupiter, is the prominent character of atmospheric activity on
this planet.

- The apparent amount of brilliantly white and dark matter
gives evidence of the intensity of the atmospheric activity.

- The knowledge of the fine structure of the jovian features
allows their classification by forms, brilliancy, dimensions, time of
apparition and life time within the cycle of activity and level in
the atmosphere.

- The study of the ascending, descending, lateral and vortical
motions of brilliant and dark matter, allows conclusions on the

dynamics of the jovian atmosphere.

- The manifestations of atmospheric activity are identical
for the whole planet irrespectively of the zenographical latitude;
the scale and intensity of the phenomena vary with the zenogra-
phical latitude.

- Distribution and motion of the jovian markings as a
whole characterize a zonal circulation. Meridian circulation in the
cells is evident.

- The total activity on the planet during the last 100 years
seems to be stronger in the southern hemisphere.

- The minimum intensity of the total activity for the whole
planet seems to follow a 20-22 years cycle.
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-The propagation of the activity by starting cycle seems to

be effleted from 40-450 of zenographical latitude towards the
equator; it changes (opposite) direction in the course of the 20-22
years cycle.

- In the case of Saturn, activity shows propagation from
45-50W of cronogmphic latitude towards the poles.

OBSERVATIONAL DATA

a. Visual observations and measures taken in the period
1857-1962 by : different observers 1857-1880; Lohse, Potsdam
1881-1909 ; British Astron. Assoc. and Lau, 1910-1923; S. Plakidis,
Athens, 1924-1933 ; J. H. Focas, Athens 1933-1962.

b. Photographs taken by : B. Lyot and H. Camichel (for the
most part), Pic-du-Midi 1914-1958 ; J. H. Focas, Athens 1953-1962.

o. Polarimetric observations taken by: B. Lyot, Meudon
1923-1926; A. Dollfus, Pic-du-Midi 1951-1955; J. H. Focas, Athens
1955-1961.

CONNECTION BETWEZN BRILLIANT AND DARK MATTER

SThe white-yellowish zones of Jupiter examined under
perfect seeing conditions with a high resolving power show a
oumuliform structure of approx. 1 sec. are size. This is the aspect

of the inactive areas and should not be confused with the brilliant
spots of a few seconds of arc size, characterizing the disturbed areas.

- The starting stage of the jovian-activity is cataclysmic.
Paroxysm is manifested by the apparition, on the said cumuliform
ground, of brilliantly white spots as isolated units, couples or
families ; these spots appear suddenly on one or more points of the
atmospheric cells ; for the most part of the cases paroxysm props-
gates along the axes of the cells oppositely to the direction of rotation
of the planet (successive apparition of such spots on increasing longi-
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tudes). In some cases the disturbance develops simultaneously
either part of a given point of the cell. The life time of these spots
varies from a few days to several weeks. The repartition of the
energy in the cells seems to be non homogenous. (Fig. I and 2).

- The stage following the paroxysm is marked by the appa-

rition of dark nodes at the following end of the brilliant spots ; dark
matter as a rule, follows brilliant matter. The dark nodes are the
emanation points of dark filamentary strips. Such strips moving
polewards, oppositely to the direction of rotation of the planet,
spread along the axes of the cells and result into dark belts. At this
initial stage the belts reach their maximum darkening. The longi-
tudinal distribution of dark matter in the cells is closely connected
with brilliant matter.

Time elapsed between the apparition of brilliant matter and
the formation of the belts, in principle, does not exceed one year

(Fig. 3).

- The stage following the formation of the belts is character-
ized by the apparition by intervals, of brilliant spot. in the middle
of the dark or semi-dark belts or at their boundaries. Brilliant matter

appearing among dark matter provokes a pressional effect and
deviation of the latter; dark belts become suddenly broader when
brilliant matter appears along their central axis. Brilliant matter
appearing at the boundaries of the belts provokes curvature of the
components inwards.

The apparition of bright matter and the resulting deviation
of dark matter denote ascending motion of bright matter in the
cells.

- In the case of narrow bands, bright spots appear first
below the bands, these latter being projected in front of the bright
spots; in their ascending motion the bright spots break the bands
up.

- Dark bands are broken up by bright spots being in lateral
motion. (Fig. 5 and 6).
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- Dark nodes created at the boundaries of brilliant spots are
the emanation points of narrow strips of a spiral aspect. Such
brilliant spots and strips as a whole characterize a vortex system.

Dark matter being at the vicinity of bright spots in vortical
motion is attracted towards the bright spots as by a suction effect.

- Filamentary strips connected with brilliant spots in vortical
motion are visible up ýo the circumpolar areas of Jupiter, more
pronounced in the equatorial and adjacent areas, less pronounced
in high latitudes due to absorption. Such formations on Saturn,
thanks to the favourable inclination of the axis of rotation of this
planet, are visible up to the poles.

Strips develop under a screw-like form. Strips created in one
hemisphere are sometimes crossing the equator and ride belts in
the opposite hemisphere; they are moving at higher levels than
theAbelts ; proper motion of these items is peculiar.

- Strips characterize an epigenic stage of activity in the
cells after maximum.

Strips created at the boundaries of bright spots are deviated
and attracted towards new bright spots emerging at their vicinity.

- Evolution of strips is rather slow. Their life-time ranges

from a few days to three months.

- Strips remain visible after disappearance of the brilliant
spots from which they emanate. They seem to be the residue of
decreasing activity.

Strips having vanished by decreasing activity may suddenly
become stronger than previously as a result of revival of the
activity at the same area of the cell. (Fig. 7 to 12).

- Their fine structure shows that strips consist of discontinued
dark blocks ranged a screw-like form.

- The Red Spot or Pseudo-Red Spots show by starting acti-
vity an alternation of brilliant and dark matter followed by pres-
sional effects, vertical, vortical and lateral motions; by decreasing
activity they become dark. Their fine structure shows fractional
dark masses in motion, vanishing progressively. (Fig. 13 to 23).
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South Tropical Disturbance shows an alternation of bright
and dark matter in longitudinal expansion along the axis of the
corresponding cell.

- The Red or Pseudo-Red Spots and the South Tropical
Disturbance seem to constitute one and the same disturbance
phenomenon in the corresponding cell with various manifestations.

-- Dark belts or bands after maximum darkening vanish
progressively; blocks of dark matter disappear and the belts
take the form of a solenoid with two distinct components ; these
components in turn become very faint and narrow; they remain
visible for a long time with intermittent disappearance by localities
and vanish progressively as if they were seen through a transparent
or semi-transparent medium of increasing thickness; polarization

measured on dark belts shows variation for the same angles of
sight of the overlying absorbing atmospheric layer, due to descend-
ing motion of the dark matter in the cells. Ascending and descending
motions in the cells speak for a meridian circulation.

- The drift of the belts (Fig. 4) of Jupiter in latitude during
the period 1875-1961 shows the following periodicities :

Southern hemisphere System II Deviation (M--m),.
- S. S. T.B. approx. 12-15 y. approx. 6-80
- S.T.B. 0 14-16, 0 3-4
- S. E. B. south edge 0 4-6 * * 3-4

Equatorial Zone System I
- S. E. B. north edge approx. 12-16 y. 0 3-4
- N. E. D. south edge 0 12-16, * 3-4

Northern hemisphere System II
- N. E. B. north edge approx. 3-6 y. 3 $-6
- N.T.B. * 10-14, * 3-4
- N. N. T.B. , 12? * 4-8

The drift of the belts in latitude seems to be connected with
the cycle of activity in the corresponding atmospheric cells ; criteria
concerning the meridian circulation in the cells may roughly be
established therefrom (Fig. 30).
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CYCLE OF ATMOSPHERIC ACTIVITY

-The apparent amount of dark matter is the product of
atmospheric activity on Jupiter. Observational material covering
approx. nine revolutions of the planet (1857-1961) allows tentative

conclusions as regards the cycle as per which the activity in the

jovian atmosphere develops. (Figures 24 to 29).

- The minimum total activity for the whole planet is produced

according to a 20-22 years cycle. During this cycle, activity in

individual cells shows one or two maxima.

- An inversion is shown as regards the intensity of activity

in adjacent belts at a given time; when f. i. the S. T. B. is strong

the S. E. B. is faint and vice-versa. The same is noted in the northern

hemisphere.

- It seems that by starting cycle the activity propagates from

the higher latitudes towards the equator and changes direction

during the 20-22 years cycle. In the case of Saturn activity shows

propagation from 45-500 latitude towards the pole.

-- The total intensity of the activity seems to be slightly

higher in the southern hemisphere of Jupiter.
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JITPITFR :FORMATION OF THE BELTS.

Stf.1938 may 2. 4

Fig. 1. W*iithin the remaining faint and narrow components
Fig. I a) of the belt of the previous cycle. cataclysmic activity starts.

S.E. I~' us. 26.

160 letu.Athens-Jefft - o

Fig. 2. Brilliant isolated spots or groups of spots in ascending
motion appear along the axis of the belt, followed by dark nodes.



JUPITER EVOLUTTION OF THE BELTS.

Fig. 31. Strip, ant| blocks of dark mutter enmaulatinl from (lark nodes.
Inoving l jwl.carlPs oppositelY to the direction of rotation of the planet.

splbrea alona tihe axes of' tlhe, cells and forin the tfwlts.

SA.11,pl• July 7.

Fig. 4. - End of the activity in the S.E.B. (a). There remain traces of the
components of the belt. A large bright area in ascending motion appears

below the south component of the S.E.B. lying at a higher level.



JUPITE~R ASCE~NDING MOTIONS OF BRI(iHT MATTER IN THE CELLS.

n~e

Fig. 5. Brilliant spots in am~eending motion broke up the Equatorial Band

and the N.N.T.B. Deviation of (lark imatter a.s a restilt of the action of such
brilliant spots is obvious.

16"Refr. Athonu-J .Ild

Fig. 6. - Brilliant spots in ascending motion broke up the S. T. B.

and the S. E. B. s. c. provoking displacement of dark matter.
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Fig. 7 to 12

Dark filamentary strips characterize an epigenic stage of activity in the

cells (after maximum) . they ar-t recorded in active areas all over the planet.

They emanate from dark nodes following brilliant spots emerging through
the dark boundaries of the be-lts.

Strips develop under a screw like form. cross the equator and occasionally

ride belts in the opposite hemisphere. moving at a higher level than the belts.

Strips are shifted over brilliant spots.

Strips remain sometimes visible after disappearance of the brilliant spots
and nodes from which they emanate. - - Revival of strips is often recorded.

The life-tinte of the strips ranges I-ot weuen at few days and :1 months.



JUPITER : EVOLUTION OF A PSEUDO-RED SPOT IN THE SOUTH TROPICAL ZONE.

(TYPICAL EVOLUTION OF A CENTRE OF ACTIVITY ON JUPITER).

16" 0. (s. Athens --- J. H. F.

1946 STS Bright spot (1) is
followed by dark mat-

5 April ter (2) and a ' hollow

.X813 is formed.
I-- Dark filamentary

strips (4) in vortical

$41 motion appea:" at the
disturbed centre. The

SApril S. F. B. s. e. (5 and

7) are attracted to-
% ards the disturbed
area.

Blocks of (lark

I May mattor (6) are ac-

cumu111lated close to
bright spot (1).

The S. T. B. is

broken up by bright
spo)t (1) moving south-
wards (I f Maj).

[ May i A new bright

- A- %" " spot 18) appears close
to (1) ; the distuPbanee

centre, Si4eeums to IIIOVe

iii SW direction (18

I8 May Fragments of the
S. T. B. and S. E. B.

s. e. and blocks of the
initial (lark spot (2),
converge towards the

""disturbance centre (9)
11 Juneaa• • 0 moving in S. W. direc-

tion. (11 June).

- The activity cea-
ses and the S. T. B.
(10) takes its regular

aspect again; dark

22 July masses progressively
- .j vanishing persist at

the place of the distur-

I I I I I I I I bance.

600 80s0 000 120°

Fig. 13



JUPITER CYCLE (, | YEARS) OF ACTIVITY IN THE RED SPOT'S AREA.

16" REFRACTOR ATHENS.

1926 Oet.16

*-16bering 1.6bewrng

F.ig. 14 Fi g. 15

193M July 11 1939 Oct.19

•" J.3l.Fs d .3I..

Fig. It; Fig. 19



1935 July 16

, -" , .1 1.1

Fig. 20 Fig. 21

Aul f t...

Fig. 22 Fig. 23



Fig. 14 to 23

The Red Spot's system is a centre of periodical (approx. II years)
activity closely connected with the activity manifested in the corresponding
atmospheric cell in which the south edge of the S. E. B. is produced ; it
extends symmetrically eitherside of the S. E. B. s. e. (axis of the cell) and
shows the typical alternation of brilliant and dark matter characterizing the
activity throughout the planet.

By ending activity the R. S. is at limit of visibility or invisible, which is
the case fur the S. E. B. to (Fig. 14).

By starting activity, at the place of the vanished or disappeared R. S.
appear brilliant spots and dark strips converging towards theoe latter, the
S. E. B. being under formation as per the same mechanism (Fig. 15).

The evolution of the activity in the Red Spot's area shows pressional
effects permanently on the S. E. B. s. e. (Hollow) and sometimes on the
S. T. B. (curvature of the belt, meridian displacement of the centre of gravity
of the system Fig. 17, 18, 19) attraction of dark matter towards the disturbed
area as by suction effect and vortical motions of dark strips around brilliant
spots (Fig. 17, 18, 19 and 23) as well as displacement of blocks of dark
matter in the Red Spot (Fig. 20 and 21).

The pinkish-red or rosy aspect of the Red Spot of a rather uniform
tonality is the residue of the activity in the area (Fig. 22 and 23).

The nmnifestations of the activity in the Red Spot's area characterize
a long.lived vortex system with peculiar proper motion in longitude. Pseudo-
Red Spots (Fig. 24) oeeasionally appearing in the same atmospheric cell,
characterize a rather short lived (a few months) vortex system developing
as the classical Red Spot.

(The hbove aspects belong to different cycles; they are destined to
illustrate roughly the evolution of the activity in the R. S. area during an
average cycle).



JUPITER : CYCLE OF ATMOSPHERIC ACTIVITY

Fig. 24. - Minimum activity. 1943 Dec. 17 - 25" 0. G. Pic.du-Midi B. Lyot

Fig. 25. - Maximum acivi*. 19" Marh 20. - 25" 0. G. Pie.du.Midi
H. Camichel



Fig. 26. - Activit approaching minimum. 1961 August 4. -

25" 0. G. Pic-du.Midi. - M. Matin.

(displacement of the activity in the Equat. Zone. The S. T. B. is attracted
towards the southern boundary of the Red Spot)



JUPITER: MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ATMOSPHERIC ACTIVITY

1935 May 18.

iA

I941 Octob.21

t ig.2S 16*Roetr. J.U.P.

The varing amount of brilliant and dark matter on the planet is a criterium
of the intensity of atmosph. activity.

Fig. 26. Maximum activity.

Fig. 27. Minimum activity (whole planet) ; every 20-22 Years.
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53. - ON THE SPECTRUM OF SATURN

GUIDO MUNCH
Mount Wilson and Palkmar Observatories

Carnegie Institution of Washington, U. S. A.

and

Hmyo SPINRAD
Jet Proputsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology, U. S. A.

It has been recently discovered (Spinrad 1962) that the NH,

lines observed in the spectrum of the equator of Jupiter have tilts

differing significantly from what would be expected from the

inclination of the scattered Fraunhofer lines. In order to find out

the true nature of this remarkable phenomenon, we have studied the
inclination of the Fraunhofer lines and of the CH 4 lines shown by

the spectrum of Saturn on plates being taken currently with the

Mt. Wilson and Palomar Coud6 spectrographs. A Mt. Wilson plate,

obtained on May 17, 1962, with the 72 inch camera and a grating

with 900 grooves per mm, covers the yellow-red second order with

dispersion of 2.85 A//mm. The slit of the spectrograph was placed

along the apparent major axis of the ring system, and it is thus the

trace of the planet surface with a plane containing the equatorial

nodes and a point at B = + 180 latitude. Although the plate is

somewhat underexposed, repeated independent measures of the

inclinations a (®) and a (CH 4 ), ell the Fraunhofer lines and of the

strongest CH 4 features in the )X 6190 band, with respect to the Fe

comparison spectrum or the terrestrial H2O lines, give

a (e) = 6006 and a (CH 4) = 3035

The relative value of the velocity difference between the material

scattering the Fraunhofer spectrum and the CH 4 gas is then
a (OH4)

2 - ( ) I - 0.10 (1•± 0.6)

The probable error here given has been derived from the inter-

nal agreement of the various determinations, some made directly
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with a reticle-protractor, others by measures of differences in wave-
length between the lines at both limbs of the planet.

The Palomar plate, obtained with the 144-inch camera with
the slit parallel to the major axis of the ring system and passing
approximately through the puint B = + 100 &i the central meridian

has a dispersion of 3.42 A/mm and a linear scale of 6".65 mm- 1.

The region of the X 6190 band of CH 4 in this plate is shown in
Figure 1, where it can be seen that many lines appear sharp enough

to be measured for wavelength with great accuracy. Several
independent determinations of the quantity c defined above, give
consistently values very close to 0.1, with a relative probable error
around fifty per cent. The actual results of the various measures and
description of the procedures followed will be published later.

For the time being we wish to point out that, unlike the case of
NH3 in Jupiter, where it was found t =-- 0.3, the CH 4 layers in
Saturn appear to be rotating fawter than the layers scattering the

Fraunhofer spectrum by about ten per cent.

In the course of the preliminary inspection of the two Saturn

plates referred to above, two sharp lines, absent in the Fraunhofer
spectrum, have been measured at AX 6453.03 and 6367.80 A. These
two features should be identified with certainty, with the S(0) anl

S (1) lines of the 4 - 0 quadrupole rotation-vibration band of
molecular hydrogen, as predicted long ago by Herzberg (1938).
The inclination of these lines is, within the uncertainty of measure-

ment, half that of the Fraunhofer lines.

REFERENCES

HEBzRBRo, G., Ap. J., 87, 428, 1938.
SPInAD, H., Ap. J. (in press), 1962.
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54. - RESULTS OF RECENT DECAMETER-WAVELENGTH

OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER

ALSx. Q. SMITH, T. D. CARR, and N. F. SIX
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Florida, U. S. A.

and
Maipti Radioastronomical Observatory, University of Chile

Recently P. A. Sturrock (1962) published a list of no less than

five energy sources capable of generating electromagnetic waves

in the terrestrial magnetosphere. At the same time, Sturrock dis-

cussed a total of seven mechanisms for converting energy from

these sources into radiation. The various energy sources and con-

version mechanisms are listed in Table 1.

TABLE I

M1echanimsm for the Generation of Planetary Radio Noise

Energy Sources Conversion Mechanisms

1. Energetic electrons in Van Allen I. Cyclotron or synchrotron
belts radiation

2. Solar wind 2. Plasma oscillations
3. Bursts of energetic particles from 3. Magnetohydrodynamic waves

the sun 4. Acoustic waves
4. Shock waves of solar origin in the 5. Cerenkov radiation

interplanetary medium 6. Travelling.wave amplification
5. Rotational energy of the planet 7. Excitation of whistler mode.

There is no apparent reason why this listing should not be

equally applicable to the generation of decameter radio noise in

the vicinity of Jupiter. It is evident from Table I that the number

of possible combinations is quite large. In fact, one might be said

to have an embaraasment of riches. Clearly, if we are to distinguish

between all of these sources and all of these mechanisms, it is

necessary to examine the details of the radiation with great care.

One important clue is certainly the number and zenographic
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distribution of the decameter radio sources on or about Jupiter.

In his pioneering work in this field C. A. Shamin (1955) reoognized

oldy one source. Later Gallet (1961) wrote, * At least four main

sources can be distinguished, but a more complex pattern probably

exists, made up of weaker sources that cannot be separated... *.

In our own publications we have generally referred to three sources,

which have been designated by the letters A, B, and C. (Carr et al.

1961). Lately we have been re-examining this question, using

computer techniques to combine and smooth all of the available

data from our observatories in Florida and Chile in order to obtain

the best possible representation of the sources.

0.4

18.0 MC
A

>. 03-

aD 0.2
0 Bg

ert

0.1

00 900 1800 2700 3600

LONGITUDE, SYSTEM X

Fig. 1. - Smoothed probability profile for Jovian sources at 18 Me/a. The
longitude system used is the radiofrequency System III (Carr et &1 1961).

Although this work is not yet completed, Fig. 1 is typical of

the present results. The figure is derived from a histogram in which

the probability of receiving 18 Mo/s radiation has been plotted as

a function of the longitude of Jupiter's central meridian. A 50

longitude interval was used in the original histogram, and a three-

point average has been employed in obtaining the smoothed curved

of Fig. 1. The probability peaks, of course, imply the existence of
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directional sources at the longitudes of the peaks. One quite per-

sistent feature of the new profiles is that the B source generally

appears to be broadened, and in many cases it is at least partially

resolved into two peaks. As the dashed curves suggest, there is a

strong implication that Gallet's count of ý four main sources*

was correct. Since most of the theories dealing with the mechanism

of the radiation connect the sources with the geometry of Jupiter's

magnetic field, it seems possible that not one, but two, magnetic

dipoles are involved. It is also significant that in no case is the

spacing between the peaks in Fig. I very close to 1800, implying

that the dipoles are eccentric with respect to the axis of rotation

of the planet.

A second clue to the origin of the Jovian radiation is provided

Ioo I , \

i0

2 so-

00

z

FREQUENCY IN MU,4

Fig. 2. -- Curve uhowing the percentage of obeerving periods dmurin which
Jovian radiation was received in a three-month period neatr the middle of

the 1961 apparition.

by the variation in its intensity with frequency. Our data indicate
that the strongest bursts at 5 Mo/s correspond to a received flux

of 10-18 w/m'/cps, which is comparable to fairly intense solar
bursts. Preliminary estimates based on the 1961 data show that the
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intensity declines as the - 3.6 power of the frequency. This spectral
index is far smaller than that of the galactic background, which has
an index of about - 2.0 in the decameter range. It is also much
smaller than the indices of the discrete sources, which generally
range from - 0.3 to - 2.2. The latter fact somewhat vitiates the

suggestion of the Stroms (1962) that Jupiter is merely focussing
upon the earth energy which actually comes from a background of
discrete sources.

Fig. 2 shows a simple plot of the percentage of observing
periods during which signals were detected at various frequencies
by our two observatories. It should be noted that 10 Mc/s signals
were observed in a full 80 % of the periods, while 28 Mc/s radiation
was, as usual, relatively infrequent. The most striking feature of

the curve, however, is the implied sharp cut-off near 30 Me/s. If
the radiation is cyclotron emission from electrons trapped in
Jupiter's magnetic field, as we have suggested elsewhere (Smith et

"al, 1962), this cut-off establishes an upper limit of about 10 gauss
for the region of the magnetic field which is ordinarily accessible to

the particles. Occasional observations of radiation at slightly

higher frequencies can be explained as the result of electrons
on unusual trajectories which carry them deeper into the polar
magnetic fields.

For a number of years Jupiter observers have been aware of an
apparent inverse correlation between sunspot numbers and the
general activity of Jupiter in the decameter regicn. In the past
the writers have demonstrated this effect by computing a planet-
wide probability of emission, averaged over all longitudes and over
an entire observing season (Carr et al. 1961). We have now extended
this analysis through the 1961 apparition, which included a full
twelve months of observations. As Fig. 3 shows, the new data are

consistent with the previous trend. It begins to appear that this
negative correlation is more than fortuitous, although it is, of
course, desirable to continue the observations throughout an entire
sunspot cycle. Several investigators have reasoned that the effect
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may be due to the screening action of a Jovian ionosphere which,

like that of the earth, increases in density near sunspot maximum.

In this connection it is perhaps disappointing that the 22 Mole data

follow a curve of precisely the same shape as the 18 Me/# curve.

Warwick (1960) has made the ingenious suggestion that inter-

planetary space itself may become effectively more opaque around

sunspot maximum because of the presence of diffusing or scattering

clouds of solar plasma.

200-

-0.2

SUNSOTS
,I00-- "

-0.1

50-
JUPTER 5

19W4 1955 919 1•7 HM 9 1960 161 1962

YEAR

Fig. 3. - Comparison of 18-Mc/s Jovian activity with smoothed Zurich
sunspot numbers. (Solar data from Solar.Geophysioal Data, Part B, NBS

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado, May 1962).

To these hypotheses we wish to add a further observation.

Because of tho 70 11' inclination of the sun's axis of rotation, as

Jupiter circles his orbit the planet is situated first above the nor-

them sunspot belt and then above the southern sunspot belt.

Between these extreme positions the planet crosses the plane of the
solar equator, a region which is relatively free of spots. Fig. 4
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indicates that when Jupiter was extremely active in early 1957

(see Fig. 3) the planet enjoyed maximum exposure to the southern

sunspot zone. In 1950 and 1951, at the time of Shain's early obser-

vations, when Jovian activity apparently was also at a high level,

the planet was experiencing maximum exposure to the northern

sunspot zone. At the present time the sub-Jovian point on the solar

ING7

0II

1I "
S,/

IOF SOL.AR E.MATOR

I
I

Fig. 4. - Orbital position of Jupiter relative to the inclination of the sun's
axis of rotation. The position of Jupiter is shown for January 1 of each year
from 1950 through 1963. It is interesting to note that the radio observations

now span a complete orbit of the plant.

surface is again moving into the northern sunspot belt, and the
Jovian radiation level is once more rising. On the assumption that

Jovian activity may be triggered by the emission of relatively

narrow, vertical cones of particles from disturbed regions on the
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sun, it seems reasonable to suppose that the shape of the curve of

Fig. 3 may be determined, at least in part, by the orbital position

of the planet relative to the sunspot zones.

During the period immediately following the discovery of the

Jovian decameter radiation, J. D. Kraus and R. M. Gallet reported

the reception of very short pulses having durations of only a few

milliseconds. This type of signal was not heard for a number of

years, but in 1961 it began to reappear (Douglas and Smith 1961).

During 1962, noise storms composed at least partly of these short

pulses have been common. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of several

bursts of short pulses with a train of normal pulses. In a loudspeaker

the short pulses produce a rapid popping or rasping sound that

contrasts strongly with the smooth, swishing noise which charac-

terizes the normal radiation. Recently we have obtained dynamic

spectra of a number of bursts of short pulses, and these differ

significantly from the spectra of ordinary bursts.

Fig. 6 illustrates the build-up and decay of a normal pulse over

a period of about four seconds. The rather smooth envelope of this
pulse is typical of many which have been recorded. On the other

hand, Fig. 7 shows frames taken from the spectra of two bursts of

short pulses which occurred several minutes apart. The striking

* saw-tooth * appearance of these spectra is suggestive of harmo-

nies of some highly resonant phenomenon. In several instances a

slight frequency drift of individual peaks was evident during a burst.
In every case the drift was to lower frequencies at a rate of about

0.1 Mc/s per second. The direction of this drift is, of course, remini-

scent of the drift of solar bursts, which is attributed to radiation

sources rising through a plasma of decreasing density.

In connection with the phenomena shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7,
the reader should be cautioned that the terrestrial ionosphere

plays a role of as yet undetermined significance in modifying or

even creating certain details of the received radiation (Douglas and

Smith 1961, Smith et al 1960). It is not yet possible to present a

simple theory which accounts for all of the complexities of the
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Jovian decameter radiation. However, cyclotron emission from
electrons of solar origin, trapped in a rather complex magnetic
field, represents a mechanism which accounts for many of the

grosser features of the signals,
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55. - OBSERVATIONS BEARING ON THE MECHANISM
OF JOVIAN DECAMETRIC EMISSION

Juiu N. DOUGLAS and H~azu J. SMITH
YaJ Unmreuqj Obwmvov, U. S. A.

From several current observational and analytical programs of

the Yale planetary radio astronomy work, we have selected for

summary presentation four results which lead to specific important

conditions which must be placed on the Jovian decametric radiation.

1. ROTATION PERIOD AND iTS CoNSTANCY

While several workers have reported relatively precise rotation

periods derived from limited runs of Jupiter data, Douglas (1960

a, b) has recently published a value for the radio rotation period

based on a statistical analysis of all known Jovian noise storms

collected by all observers over the interval 1950-1960. This period

(now adopted by IAU Commission 40 - see IAU Information

Bulletin No 8, March 1962, p. 4), and the associated Jovian longi-

tude system, bear the designation :

System III (1957.0) : period-= 9h 55m 29' 37

epoch = System II Jan 1. 0, 1957.

The mere existence of so ell-defined a period is of course important

for understanding the mechanism of emission; but more particu-

larly it is now relevant to report checks on the accuracy of ti .i

published standard value, also to examine it for possible real varia-

tions.

The statistical method introduced by Douglas uses as input

data only the J. D. times during which Jupiter storms were observed

to be active. If one were able to tabulate each observed storm as a

function of the corresponding Jovian longitude of central meridian

(LCM) at that moment, determined according to the (unknown)

true rotation period PT, and if the distribution of radio emission as
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a function of LCM is really asymmetrical, the result. generate a

non-uniform histogram (of. Fig. 1) of frequency of events associated

with each LCM. Any error in assuming the period will have the

effect of assigning storm events to false longitudes, tending to

NUMBER
OF

EVENTS YALE 1961

20 - 22. 2 MC

a ° 600 1200 1800 24e° 300" 360'

A, II (Iq57. ()

NUMBER

OF YALE P161

I VENTS 22.2. MC"

30
INCLUDING PRE AND

P(ST-CIRSORS

20

i 5

0" 60' 1200 160° 2400 3000 3600

X 111 (1957.00

Figure 1. - Histogram of 1961 Yale 22.2 Mc Jupiter noise storm dat&.
a) Main-storm phases only.
b) Also including weak pro- and post-cursor activity.

disperse histogram peaks into adjacent valleys thus reducing the

overall relief. The relief of a histogram is measured by its variance

(sum of the squares of its ordinates divided by the number of ordi-

nates). Accordingly, the true rotation period may be estimated by

first assuming a range of periods P1... (PT)... P., and computing the

appropriate LCM histogram for each. That period corresponding to
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the smoothed maximum of the run of varisoces of the successive

histograms constitutes the best statistical approximation to PT.

Considering that nearly 700 separate storms are now available this
program requires substantial time on a large computer; however,

the results of such an analysis gave the unambiguous IAU period

referred to above, with a standard deviation evaluated in several
ways to be about 0(.16.

The new conclusions reported here arose from a careful recheck

and repunching of all the old input data, during which a number of

errors were corrected. Also it was necessary to rewrite the program

to fit an IBM 709 computer recently installed at Yale, thus in
effect checking the older program. Finally, two additional series of

events (Warwick from 1960 and Yale from 1961) have become
available; inclusion of these adds important weight to the period

determination by extending the time bae-line of numerous highly
reliable observations through another year.

PERIOD

h 5 5 m~9 55I2037
I (AU XmPIOD)

I I 1 I I I 1 I I I

1950 1-52 I054 1956 1 95 1 I O

FE'TIMATED YEARILY PERIODS. 1BASED ON COMUINED

DATA OF AL.L OB9SElRVERSi

Fig. 2. - Jovian radio rotation periods determined from each year's data
"Parately.
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It is pleasant to report that the reanalysis yields the same
period as before, to within a small fraction of the quoted standard
deviation; there is thus no reason to question that the present
System I1 (1957.0) provides a statistically reliable fit, with a
probable error of about 01. 1, for all existing data now available to us.

One might still question whether this mean period 1950-1961
may conceal a secular change or significant annual variation.
Accordingly the new program was also used to compute an inde-
pendent period for each year of data (Fig. 2). The estimated
standard deviations of the annual periods are much larger than that
of the mean because of the relatively short time base-line within
each observing season as well as the snmall number of eventr in a
given year. However, to the limited precision available, Figure 2
(plus other groupings of the data not here reproduced) indicates no
systematic period drift greater than about I second over the period
1950-1961, also no significant annual fluctuations greater than
about ± 25 during this time.

A more exhaustive analysis, presenting statistical models and
results in detail, is in preparation (Douglas 1963).

2. 1961 YALE DATA

For several years a portion of our work has been concentrated
on obtaining completely unambiguous identification of Jupiter
storms with several single-frequency phase-switched interfero-
meters. In 1961 the more or less perfected equipment and the
relatively low sunspot number made possible a very strong series of
observations on 22.2 Mc. The authors independently judged the
records, eliminating doubtful cases, leaving a substantial collection
of essentially uncontaminated Jupiter storm data which in turn

produced an unusually clean histogram (Fig. la) displaying sharp
isolation of its three apparent-activity regions (for a similar 22.2 Mc
histogram, see Carr et al 1961). During the analysis of the records,
in addition to tabulating the usual mainstorm phases of strong
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activity (frequently marked by a characteristic abrupt start or
stop over only fractions of a minute), we also tabulated separately
any instance of the * pre- and post-cursOr* activity which often
seems to be present but is usually only faintly visible, typically
being nearly an order of magnitude weaker than main..storm
activity. We rather confidently expected to find that the weak
pre- and post-cursor activity would normally violate the histogram
of strong events, tending to wash it out severely by filling in the
gaps between active regions. Instead, the effect of including this

I 84)

.° I + 2700

YALE 1961

22.2 MC

NIVhER OF EVZNTS VS (195?.0O

PRE AND POST-CURSORS OUTE•"D IN

SHADED HISTOGRAM

Fig. 3. - &ene data vs Figure 1, but plotted as a polar histogrm (shaded
portions refer to main-storm phase; light portions the pro-and post-oursor

activity).

feeble activity (Fig. 1b) proved to be mainly one of supporting the
longitudinal distribution shown by the strong activity, with very
little filling-in of the quiet longitudes.

Such effects become clearer if the same data, rather than being
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plotted on a conventional linear histogram as in Figure 1, are put
instead on a polar projection (Fig. 3). In this form it is much easier
to appreciate the longitudinal asymmetry of Jovian decametric

emission.

180

COMBINED DATA

1950- 19f61

ALL. FREQUENCIES

00

Fig. 4. - Polar Jupiter activity histogram including all data from all
observers on all frequencies from 1950 through 1960, plus Yale 1.961.

Figure 3 indicates strongly a basically tri-lobed character of

the emission, at least around 22 Mc, although it is true that in parti-

cular lobe I is relatively broad; as suggested by A. Smith (1962) it

may in turn be multiple. Significant changes do appear in the lobe-.

pattern from year to year, ranging from the near-disappearance of

lobe 3 to the occasional suggestion of intermediate minor lobes. Also

some presently available data (Carr et al 1961, Warwick 1961 and
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1962) indicate that extreme sharpness of lobes tends to wash out

in the range of Jupiter storm frequencies below 15 Me. But Figure 4,

a similar histogram which includes all of the available Jupiter data

over all years and frequencies, shows that the general tri-lobed

aspect of Figure :3 is no accident, even in its 100 tilt of the axis of

lobes 1 and 3 with respect to the major lobe 2.

As a second conclusion from Figure 3, comparison of parts (a)

and (b) shows that, as seen from the earth, the emission - regardless

of whether it is strong or weak - has the same directional charac-

teristics. This suggests the reality of fairly sharp directional contain-

ment of the radiation, within which abrupt changes of activity level

arise for other reasons (perhaps associated with secondary propa-
gation effects or intrinsic changes in the emitted flux). Effectively-

the radiation seems to be confined to cones having apparent half-

power diameter of the order of 30-400.

In using any form of Jupiter activity histogram, one must

remember that we have no direct observation of the geographical

location of the radio source ; a storm is only as8ociated in phase, via

the LCM, with the specified X111. The actively emitting region(s)

may have a systematically different longitude, as for example above
the back side of the planet 100 away from the LCM corresponding

to the time of emission. Also there may be three (or more) emitting

regions, or perhaps only a single source location having three

principal lobes of emission.

But the most interesting conclusion follows in conjunction

with Morris and Berge's (1962) recent determination (see also

Morris, 1962), using microwave polarization measurements, of the

approximate longitude of Jupiter's magnetic pole. Their data indi-

cate for the pole a mean longitude of roughly 2080 ± 100 on the

System III of Carr et al (1961) which for this purpose differs only
insignificantly from the IAU System III (1957.0). The magnetic pole

is thus in close alignment with the major lobe (and with the oppo-

site o empty quarter *) c-ntered at 2120 ± 70. This is one of the

strongest observational facts lending support to Warwick's general
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picture of the Jovian decametric radiation being caused by pheno-
mena of an auroral character rather than surface activity of any

kind.

3. POLARIZATION ANOMALIES

In 1961 the Yale Bethany Station also brought into operation
on 22.2 Me a complete polarimeter able in principle, with proper
calibration, to yield all four Stokes parameters even of the elemental
fraction-of-a-second storm bursts. Here we wish merely to report
one major finding from the polarization records. Specifically, it
has been known since 1956 that the decameter storms are normally
right-elliptically polarized, although with occasional appearance
of some left-elliptical polarization. Our 1961 records were consistent
with this pattern, showing about 97 % of the time the right-ellip-
tical component to predominate str3ngly (e. g, Fig. 5b).

Violating this normal pattern, on two occasions (June 5.35

and August 7.23, 1961, UT) activity beginning almost exclusively

"a& right elliptical changed (luring several minutes to almost
exclusively left-elliptical, then after about ten minutes switched
again smoothly but quickly back to right. Both sources were

centered on the principal lobe (perhaps the magnetic pole?),
respectively at XM = 2060 and 23 to. Whatever the mechanism

invoked (including multiple sources, reflections, or propagation
mode-shifts) such well-established anomalies may help to thin the
range of acceptable models for the radiation source.

4. POWER AND ENERGY ASSOCIATED wrilH DECAMWITR STORMS

Several authors (esp. Gallet 1961) have attempted to estimate
the powers involved in the decameter storms. Publication of another

set of estimates seems to us in order since the time over which well-

calibrated observations are available is now longer, and since some
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assumptions can now be spelled out more clearly than before. For
the past four years the Yale records have included automatic cali-

bration marks such that a source must produce at our antennas a

total flux in both polarizations of 6.1 (± 25 %) X 10-"2 wu-' cp8-1
in order to cause a deflection equal to the calibration. Since we
know the distance of the Jupiter source, computation of the

total decametric power radiated depends on three variables : the

observed deflections on the charts, the actual emission spectrum,
and the true emission cone angle. Serious uncertainty about each
of these factors, particularly the last two, permits only an order-of-
magnitude final estimate of power.

Considering first the deflections, it is necessary to distinguish
between apparent burst intensity and actual storm intensity.
The individual bursts of characteristic duration around I second,
while perhaps in part originating at Jupiter (Douglas and H. Smith

1;,A), are often so strongly amplitude-modulated by ionospheric

diffraction and refraction effects as to be unreliable indicators of
power. A typical example of this is provided by Figure 5a, where

identical equipment at two stations separated by 100 km indicates
the same general pattern of activity plus essential identity of indi-
vidual burst times - but with ionospheric amplitude modulation

inducing gross and random relative changes of intensity at each
station. Such effects may also be expected to become more serious

toward lower frequencies approaching the critical frequency,

rendering the burst or burst-group intensity a questionable basis
for spectral studies. Furthermore it is the overall storm activity
which sets the basic power and energy requirements, within whioh

even real bursts may only represent perturbations.

With these problems in mind we have chosen to deal with the
question of major storm energy, which can be evaluated almost

independently of the ionosphere. Figure 5b shows the sort of major
storm activity to be discussed here ; note in particular the strong

baseline deflection representing integrated power. In our experience,
such storms - of typical duration 10 to 100 minutes - have never
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shown baseline deflections exceeding twice the calibration ;. strong
storms are normally of the order of the calibration, and this value
is reasonable to adopt as a measure of the integrated 22.2 Me flux

throughout the storm.
The bandwidth and spectrum are more difficult to evaluate.

Strong storm activity has been observed over a bandwidth as small
as I Mc. More typically a 5 Mc bandwidth may be active, while
extremely well-developed storms occasionally radiate over much
of the spectrum from 5 to 30 Mc (Warwick 1961, 1962). The flux
spectral index ui may be defined, conventionally, as S o v". Since

Warwick's swept-frequency equipment is gain-referenced at each
frequency to the galactic background, the rather uniform apparent
intensity of his spwctra as a function of frequency implies a negative
index in order to take into account the spectrum of the galaxy
itself. The Florida workers (A. Smith 1962), who first called atten-
tion to the character of the Jupiter index, suggest that n - 5
fits at least the strongest bursts observed from 5 to 25 Mc.

Concerniug the last major parameter, we have only indirect
evidence as to the effective cone angles into which the decameter

power is radiated. The duration of a short storm must be accepted
as a lowest limit. A more probable value comes from assuming that
the lobes of Figures 3 and 4 measure directly that slice of the emis-
sion cone which Jupiter's rotation sweeps past the earth, in which
case about 600 would seem a reasonable choice for cone half-power
diameter. Finally, of course, the upper limit for cone angles would

be the case of isotropic emission.

These considerations can now be applied to the problem of the
total decametric power radiated from Jupiter. Corresponding to
typical strong 22 Mc continuum storms causing deflections of the

order of calibration, we require a source at the opposition distance
of Jupiter to radiate 2.6 x 102 w cp8-1 ater-1. Adopting 20 Mc as

a maximum momentary emission bandwidth, and a spectral index

n = - 1 for emission into a 600 cone, the total radiated decameter

power during strong storms follows as 1010 watts, the uncertainty
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Fig. 5a.
Jupiter 22.2 Me total-power tracings (8 June 1962) produced on a common
record;r by a met of identical antennas and receivers located respectively at
P1omfret. Conn. (uptwr channel) and Bethany. Conn. (lower channel) sepam-
ted by 100 kin on an ENE line. Timing grid lines on these records are

5MO apart.

Fig. 5h.
One hour of record showing tYpical development of 22.2 Me major Jupiter

storm ( 26.Jul 1961).

Channel identification, top to bottom : total power left-circular polari-
zation. total power right-circular polarization, phase-switched interfero-
meter with phase-sensiti ve detection. With time. running from left to right.
note first the standard calibration mark, next an isolated earl'v portion of
the storm featuring only bursts. then the onset major-storm activity with
its pronounced baseline shifts. Note also the customary overwhelming domi-
nance of right-circular polarization.



being at least a factor of 10. Jupiter must thus have a mechanism
capable of generating decameter powers of this order at least for
times of the order of an hour, and more likely for substantial
portions of several days (Douglas and Smith 1963) amounting to a
total energy radiated by the entire storm of 1020 to l023 erg.

It is still more difficult to estimate Jupiter's averaged contin-
uous decameter R F emission over long periods of time. Keeping

to orders of magnitude, emission is detectable roughly 20 % of

the time over the range of frequencies considered here (more often

at the lowest frequencies), but over periods of a year this activity
probably averages only I to 10 %/ of the flux levels discussed above

for strong storms. A mean emitted power of the order of 106 watts

is thus indicated for the decametric spectrum above 5 Mc; the
spectrum below 5 Mc may prove to be the more important compo-

nent of noise-storm power on the average. It is interesting that
the mean decimetric emission also amounts to about 108 watts.

Although these powers seem large, even a very modest solar breeze

should continuously deliver at least 10"1 watts to the vicinity of
Jupiter's magnetosphere.

Suppo~rt from the National Science Foundation, the National

Aeronautics and Space Agency and the Research Corporation for

various phases of this work is gratefully acknowledged.
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50. - POLARIZATION OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER
AT DECAMETRE WAVELENGTHS

C.H. BARROW
Florida Stae Uniimrsiy, Depar•, of Physice

Tallaahae, Florida, U. S. A.

Radio observations of Jupiter were made at Florida State

University in 1961 at frequencies of 18.3, 18.7, 19.5 and 24 me/s.

Crude polarization observations were attempted at 18.3 and 24 mo/s.

On three occasions simultaneous observations at these frequencies
indicated predominantly right-handed polarization at 24 me/s,

but predominantly random or linear polarization at 18.3 mc/s (1).

A new series of polarization observations has recently been

commenced using crossed-Yagi tracking aerial systems at 16, 18,

22, and 26 mcds. Pending the completion of switching circuitry the

aerial manufacturer's phase identification system has, so far, allowed

two events to be studied to some extent. A pronounced polarization

has yet to be observed at 18 mc/s although right-handed polari-

zation appeared to be present at 22 me/s.

If the gyrofrequency, or possibly some critica! frequency, on

Jupiter should be within the frequency rangc 16-26 md/s, and

there are indications that this may be the case (2), it should be

possible to detect this by observing a change in polarization mode

from one frequency to another. If, however, the gyrofrequency

should be above 26 mo/e, polarization observations at all frequencies

should indicate aimilar modes and it would be necessary to measure

axial ratios in order to obtain further information concerning the

state of the Jovian magnetic field.

Some eight weeks of observation with a 38 mc/s phase-

switching interferometer allowed one small event to be recorded at

this frequency.
This work is being supported by the National Aeronautics and

Spamce Administration (Grant Number NSG-224-61).
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57. - POLARIZATION OF THE 2840 MC/S RADIATION

FROM JUPITER

D. MORRIS and J. F. BARTLETT
California Inetitute of Technology Radio Observxaor.

California, U. S. A.

This paper briefly summarizes measurements made at the

Caltech Radio Observatory on the 2840 Me/s (10.6 cm) radiation

from Jupiter. The results are compared with similar measurements

made earlier at 960 Mc/s (31 cm) and 1390 Me/s (22 cm).

The observations were made during the week 14-21 April 1962

with an ;iiterfeiouieter of baseline 300 ) E-W. At this antenna

separation, Jupiter was unresolved and values were obtained for

the total flux, fractional-linear polarization and position angle of

the electric vector of the radiation. To obtain an adequate signal to

noise ratio it was necessary to integrate the fringes for periods of

the order of 20 minutes. For this purpose an analogue computer and

mechanical integrator were used.

The values so found for the flux and polarization are displayed

in Figure 1 as a function of the system Ill longitude defined by

Smith and Carr (1959). Each point is derived from observations

extending over ± I b about meridiatn transit. No circularly polarized

radiation greater than 5 % wa& found.

It is apparent that the position angle of the electric vector

shows a variation correlated with Jupiter's rotation. A similar

effect was found previously at 1390 Mc/s (Morris and Berge 1962),

although in that investigation it had to be assumed that the total

flux and fractional polarization were substantially constant during

the planet's rotation. On theoretical grounds one can expect varia-

tions in the total flux and fractional polarization if the decimeter

radiation from the Jovian Van Allen belts is beamed. In addition,

as the obscuration of the Van Allen belts by the solid planet varies

there will be associated changes in the observed radiation. Within

the experimental uncertainties we can detect no systematic varia-
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Fig. 1. - Polarization parmneters of the 2840 mc/s radiation from Jupiter.
Total flux, fractional polarization, and position angle of electric vector
measured relative to Jupiter's equator, as a function of System M longitude

of the central meridian.
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Fig. 2. - Polarization paramete•i of the 1390 mo/s radiation from Jupiter.
Total flux, fractional polarization, and position angle of the electric vector
measured relative to Jupiter's equator, as a function of System III longitude

of the central meridian.
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tion in flux greater than ± 10 %, nor any change in fractional
polarization greater than ± 0.1.

In Figures 2 and 3 the results of measurements similar to the

above, but made earlier at 1390 Mo/s (22 cm) and 960 Mo/s (31 cm),

are shown. These observations were also made within ± lb about

meridian transit, but on a N-S baseline. The appropriate antenna

1001 1
Total Fu SO -
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20
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Fractional 03 -

P o l ar iz atio nl m 0

0
e ion 1961, 800 X. N-S
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I0*
-20 -

-0• 40* 0" 2 16 9 200 240" 280 320* 3W
SYSTEMM LONGITUDE

Fig. 3. - Polarization of the 960 mo/s radiatian from Jupiter. Fractional
polarization, and position angle of the electric vector measured relative to
Jupiter's equator, as a function of the System III longitude of the central

meridian.

separation is indicated in Figures 2 and 3, and we have assumed in
the following that the effects of observing with this resolution are

negligible. The measurements at all three frequencies show the

same trends and Table I has been compiled as a summary. The
2840 Mo/s flux has been normalized using Broton and Medd's (1960)

value for the flux of Cass A with a correction for resolution at

300 ). E-W derived from the measurements of Rowson (1959).
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The variation in the position angle of the electric vector has been
assumed to be due to a tilt of Jupiter's magnetic axis with respect

to its rotational axis together with a time invariant Faraday
rotation in the earth's ionosphere. On this basis a least squares
analysis yields the full line curve in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The calcul-
ated values of the magnetic axis tilt and longitude of the magnetic
pole associated with the principal decameter radio source are
given in Table I. Within their errors the three sets of measurements
yield the same value for the position of the Jovian Magnetic poles.

TABLr 1

Magnetic Long. III
Date f(Mc/) Flux* Axis Tilt pole

190
Jan.-Feb. 1961 960 6.7±1.0 33±7 70.3±50 2250±°-40

June 1961 1390 - 90.0±30 2000±!00

Jume-July 1961 1390 8.2±1.2 28±6 70.7±30 1980±180
April 1962 2840 8.3±1.0 20±5 200±110 2600±700

7.0*0±!.0 23.5*-±5

It will be seen that the fractional polarization of the radiation
shows an apparent variation with frequency. However, this could
equally well be a temporal variation and for the same reason we
cannot draw any unambiguoug conclusion about the spectral

index of the radiation. In this connection it is interesting that the
2840 Me/s disk temperature corresponding to the flux quoted in
Table I is 8000 ± 1000K. Sloanaker and Boland (1961) obtained

values of 6400K and 3150K in 1958 and 1959, respectively. They
also pointed out that if the discrepancy between their two measu-
rements was to be accounted for by partial linear polarization of

the radiation then a very high fractional polarization was required.
If we assume that the fractional polarization has remained un-

-(*) 1 0-" W/m'/c/s at 4.0412 A. U.
(*) Corrected for thermal radiation.
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changed between 1958 and the present time, Sloanaker and Boland's
values can be corrected and become 7440K and 3920K, respectively.
Within the experimental errors the larger (1958) disk temperature
then agrees with our measurement, but the low (1959) value of
3920K can only be accounted for by a temporal variation in disk
temperature or in fractional polarization, or both.
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THE RADIATION BELT OF JUPITER

X. S. ROBERTS and G. R. HUGUENIN
Harvard College Observatory

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U. S. A.

I. INTRODUCTION

The significant aspects of Jupiter's microwave radiation are

a) The flux at decimeter wavelengths is much larger than would be

predicted from the measured infrared temperature of about 130oK(l).

Equivalent black body disc temperatures derived from these flux

meawsues reach values as high as 40,000oK at 68 cm. b) Measures

at 31 and 22 cm (2.3) and at 21 cm (4) have shown that the radiation

is partially polarized in a direction approximately parallel to

Jupiter's rotational equator. The equatorial extent of this radiation

is about 3 Jovian diameters. c) A positive correlation exists between

the flux received from Jupiter and solar activity as measured by

sunspot number or 10.7 cm solar flux (6). This correlation has been

found only in those observations which were made with the E vector

of the antenna system approximately parallel to Jupiter's equator.

Items b) and c) above imply that that component of the Jovian

decimeter radiation which is polarized is also the component which

varies with solar activity.

In anticipation of the discussion to follow, we will find it

convenient to separate the Jovian radiation into three components:

Component 1 : The thermal radiation corresponding to an

observed temperature of about 1300K.

Component 2: The nonpolarized, nonthermal radiation which

at decimeter wavelengths has a disc temperature. of several

thousand degrees. Components I and 2 may be related but

because of the high temperatures found for Component
2 it seems desirable, at present, to distinguish between

these two.
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Component 3 The polarized, nonthermal radiation from

Jupiter.

II. OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Table I summarizes the observational data for Jupiter. The

disc temperatures given in column 2 are equivalent black body

TABLz I

Summary of Obaertationi

TD 81 at 5AU Avg. 10 cmi
ci, m OK lO__-___ (c/)__ i 8olar Flux' e

IR 130 (1)
3.15 140 1.05
3.15 1 145 1.05 (6)

3.03 171 1.41 (V)
3.17 - 173 1.27 (7)

3.36 189 1.27 (1)
3.75 200 1.05 (8)

10.0 622 0.46 740 108 (9)
10.2 315 0.22 790 169 (10)

10.3 640 0.44 670 229 (10)

20.8 3,600 0.61 140 103 (4)

20.8 2,200 0.37 770 114 (4)
21.0 2,500 0.42 760 212 (11)
21.1 4,500' 0.74 140 204 (12)

21.1 3,900 0.65 1 150 110 (a)
21.1 4,100 0.68 1 240 96 (a)
22.0 2,900 0.43 760 211 (18)
31 5,500 0.4 770 214 (14)

68.2 44,000 0.69 1404 201 (15)

68.2 34,000 0.53 1504 215 (16)

68.2 10,000 0.15 1404 159 (11)

1. Average angle between E vector of antenna system and rotational
equator of Jupiter. These values are accurate to 1 or 2 degress. The observa.
tions at 3 cm are averages over a range of 4.

2. Averages take into account the difference in sy"odio rotation period
of sun as viewed from Jupiter and the earth.

3. The antenna temperature for Virgo A a adopted in (I,) has bean
corrected.

4. Faraday rotation may signifloantly alter theme values.
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temperabures for a source equal in size to the optical dimensions of
Jupiter. Column 3 presents the observed fluxes SA adjasted to a
standard distance of 5 A. U. It should be noted that these fluxes
represent the radiation in both planes of polarization for an assumed
randomly polarized source. Column 4 gives the angle p between

the E vector of the antenna system and the rutational equator

of Jupiter,

60.000 _ I I I I I I I
40,000-

20,000-

10,1000- 4

-00 -

6000 -

w

4000J

SI

200

1 000-

WAV OS. WITH E VECTOR
400- APPROX PARALLEL TO

JUPITER'S EQUATOR
i9- 0 0 f. APPROX

PERPENDICULAR

200 -+ 095. AVERAGED
200$ OVER VARIOUS

/ INFRA RED ORIENTATIO#4S

100 M .. t..-... I I I --I I
5 15 25 35 45 55 65

WAVE LENGTH (CM)

Fig. 1. - Dino temperature m1 a function of wavelength. The smooth curve
reprementa the speottum of Component 2. TWo posible extrapolations of this

spectrum to highr wavelength* an indicated by the dashed lines.
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Average values of the 10.7 cm solar flux during the period of

observation are given iii column 5.
Figure 1 displays the disc temperature TD a a function of

wavelength while Fig. 2 is a plot of the flux as a function of wave-

length. An observational uncertainty of the order of 10 % is

present in the values of TD and SA. A discordant point occurs at

10 cm where one of the values is about one half of the other two

values at this wavelength.

11111111Jll I Il[ilI
1.6n

0 E VECTOR PORALLEL TO EQUATOR

+ 0 E VECTOR PERPENoICULAR TO EQUATOR
+ Oft A.G. OVER AL. ORIENTATIONS

4+

I +
6

0.4 0
0

0.2 3 5 7 10 20 30 0 SO 7

WAV LENGT (CM)

Fig. 1. - Observed flux (adjusted to a ditanoe of 5 A. U.) ow a function
of w&v6jl. The M ontribution to the observed flux from a 130o K soloc
is indicated by the curve. The diSferm between open and Wled cires is
duo to Componmt 3 radiation. The lowest flux measure at 68Mn is an upper

limit to Component 2 radistion at this wavelmgth.

As might be expected, those observations which accept only

a small fraction of the polarized component of the Jovian radiation,

indicated by open ciroles in both Figs. I and 2, are systenmtically

lower than those observations which do measure this component

(filled circles). A smooth curve has been drawn through those points
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in Fig. 1 which represent observations made of the unpolarized

component of the Jovian radiation. This curve, which includes the

thermal componen. of Jupiter (Component 1), represents the energy
distribution as a function of wavelength of Component 2. (The

contribution of Component I merely changes the zero point of the

temperature scale.) Two possible extrapolations of this curve are
indicated by the dashed lines. The observations at 68 cm were
made approximately parallel to Jupiter's equator and therefore

include a significant contribution from the polarized radiation.

Since Faraday rotaticn in the carth's ionosphere at this wavelength
is quite large, an uncertainty as to the true orientation of the E
vector of the antenna system with respect to Jupiter's equator is

present. We may use the 68 cm data to place an upper limit of
about 10,0000K on the disc temperature, at this wavelength, of

Component 2.

The contribution to the observed flux at centimeter wave-

lengths due to the infrared temperature of 1300K is shown by the
curve in Fig. 2. At 10 cm, Component I contributes about 25 % of
the observed radiation for large 4. We also we from this figure that
the flux due to Component 2 is relatively constant to ) s 30 cm

and decreases at longer wavelengths, the lowest plotted point at

68 cm representing an upper limit to Component 2 radiation. The
difference between observations made parallel to Jupiter's equator
and those made perpendicular to the equator represents the

radiation due to Component 3. The difference indicated in Fig.2
is artifically large because of the usual procedure in multiplying
observed antenna temperatures by a factor of two to account for

both planes of polarization in an assumed random'y polarized
source. If Component 2 is 100 % polarized at 21 cm, th ) flux to be
attributed to Component 3 should be reduced by one half (for

_ 00) from the values (i. e. the differences) indicated in Fig. 2.

Smaller amounts of polarization for this component would result
in correspondingly smaller reductions in the indicated flux for

Component 3.
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III. OommaTizox wITH SOLAB AoTrITY

An analysis for a possible correlation between solar activity
and the flux radiated by Jupiter was performed on those data for
which sufficient information was available. Several of the solutions
are based on unpublished material kindly made available to us by
the Naval Resesrch Laboratory and the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory. A least squares determination of the regression of
Jupiter flux on solar activity of the form

Jup. flux (m ± o.) (10"7 0flu) +

wu made for the various sets of 21 om observations listed in

Table I as well as one set of 10 cm data (10) and the 31 cm data (16).
These calculations took into account the different synodic rotation
periods of the sun as observed from Jupiter and from the earth and

PHASE LAG
4 DAYSI

FLUX - 0.37X1o-'o+0 2 5XIO-' too 0 -4W--

0.7•
0

S0.6-

NUMBER OF OISRMATIOF40

56
0 8,10
0 11.12

is -50.20

O I- I I I I I
s0 90 100 110 120 130 140

10.7 CM SOLAR FLUX

M&g. 3.- LAmat squares delminatiou of the r.nin of Jupiter flux
(at 14U No) a smolar atvity. Mhe Jupiter obsirvalmal dAta wam obtalned
with mmr radiomenter sttahe to the Harvard 6foot rado teleope.
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were made fmr i variety of phase lap between molar activity and
observed Jupiter flux. An example of one such solution is shown in
Fig. 3 where the observational data was obtained in 1981 with a
maser radiometer operating at 1423 Me (A). A reproduction of a
drift curve observation of Jupiter made with this equipment is

. .W
AmTO

14Dm

a -a

F ig. m 4.- r Example of d phtca oee ati of Jupiter obtiy e with eaks

iatioys ofThe alope.ly a an fnction of theiphas lag, hisraioh
OW

isghetovraan geof di hauveoselvatguof Joupysiterobained wth

lag is to be expge ssince the slar ativity measured by 10.7 em
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flux ii also s0idoily varying quantity from (ay to day, going through
a cycle inthe order of one sidereal rotation period of the sun. It is

interesting to note in Fig. 5 that the ratio M is quite high over a

large range of values of phase lag; this range reflects the autocor-

relations of Jovian radiation and of solar activity.

LEAST SQUARE DETERMINATIONS OF

JUP. FLUX m t e. ) '10-0-C I- I bf..

FOR VARIOUS PHASE LAGS

0
4.0]

0 0

&0 0
.m

2.0-0

00

0
D.O-- 1 1-

o o I 1 11 l11 l1 I 1 1-1.1
-6 -4 -2 0 -2 44 +6 +8 +10 -12 -14 -16 -18 +20

PHASE i.•, -DYS

Fig. 5. - The slope of the regression of Jupiter flux on solar activity in
term of the standard error of the determination of the slope vw phase lag.

The results of the various least squares determinations for the

21 cm data listed in Table I are shown in Fig. 6. We plot here the

average value of the Jupiter flux tv the average value of the 10.7 cm

solar flux during the period of observations. The filled and open

circles represent, respectively, observations in which the E vector

of the antenna system was approximately parallel and perpendi-

cular to Jupiter's rotational equator. The length of the line through

each point represents the range of solar activity during the period
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of observations, while the slope of the line is that obtaincd from the

least squares determination. The slope with the largest - for a
am

phase lag between 2 and 6 days was used in constructing this dia-

gram. The error bar at the end of each of the lines represents the
uncertainty in the determination of the slope. The observational

uncertainties in the average flux values are about 10 %. The dashed

line represents an extension of the well determined solution illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The regression of Jovian flux on solar activity need

LUAST SQUARE SLOES 21 CM

- /6

0.4 .

°0 E.ETRPRLE TO EQUTO

o.o0S I , I

10.7 CM SOA FLUX

F%. 6. - The reut o th r anlyss on various se of 21 am

obevtions. Average values of Jupiter flux and solar flux we plotted a
open and filled circles. The length of the solid line through eac circle indi-
cates the variation in 10.7 cin solar" flux during the period of observation.
The standard error of the deeunto of the s1lope will yield a range of
possible slopes as indicated by the error ban for a lin rotated about the

plotted average value.

not be linear, and in fset a smaller slope may exist at higher values

of molar activity. Physically this would imply a a maturtion * of

the effect giving rise to the Jovisa flux variations.
Within the range of uncertainties mentioned above, we con-
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elude that the polarized component of the Jovian radiation is
correlated with solar activity while the unpolarized component

shows no signifioant correlation. We see from Fig. 6 that the polar-
ized component will disappear, leaving only the unpolarized oom-

ponent, at very low values of solar activity. This fact together with
the polarization characteristics of the two types of radiation ae the
bks for the delineation of Components 2 and 3. We. may thus add
another characteristic to the description of Component 3 : its

dependence on solar activity.

IV. OuoIn o0r CoAipowhNT 3

Because of the polarized, nonthermal nature of Component 3,

magneto-bremastrahlung immediately suggests itself as the

mechanism responsible for this component. Following Drake (1U),

Field (1.), and Roberts and Stanley (14), we consider as the basio

model high-energy electrons trapped in a Jovian magnetic field.

Field (1?) has shown that the cyclotron mechanism is unlikely on

the basis of the decay time of a monoenergetio injection of electrons

into the Jovian magnetic field. Cyclotron radiation may also be

excluded by another line of reasoning based on the observational

data presented in Section UI. From Fig. 6 we see that the pola-

rization of the decimeter radiation increases with increasing solar
activity; cyclotron radiation predicts an opposite result. This

follows (19) from Field's polarization curve (Ref. 18, Fig. 4) and the
source dimensions and equatorial polarization measured by Morris

and Berg (2).
With the elimination of cyclotron radiation we turn to a syn-

chrotron mechanism as the source of Component 3 of Jupiter's

radiation. Our task is twofold : (i) to obtain a quantitative picture

of the radiation belt responsible for Component 3, and (ii) to aocount

for the formation of such a belt, including its dependence on solar

activity, in terms of our current knowledge of the interplanetary

medium and the solar wind.
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The general theory of synchrotron radiation from electrons
trapped in a planetary dipole magnetic field has been considered by
Chang (It ii). He derives the appropriate Stokes parameter descrip-
tion of synchrotron radiation from planetary radiation belt..
Following Chang's discmuson, we shall construct a model of the
radiation belt based on the observatiornal data presented in the
previous sections. From Fig. 8 we derive the equatorial flux from
Component 3 at 21 cm with a 10.7 cm solar flux value of 100 to be

S($U) ow2 X 10v-N win- (c/.)-1

It is likely that a polar flux from Component 3 greater than 0.5 x
10-w wn-' (c/a)-' would have been detected in the solar correlation
analyses. We therefore asume that the polar flux is

S(SI) < 0.5 x 10-" ,o,-' (c/S)-'

The resultant polarization of Component 3 at 1 = 21 cm is

= +s 0. 6 (2)

For a polarization of Component 3 of > 0.6, the polarization of the
entire Jupiter source (at 10.7 solar flux, SF, = 100) becomes

mi Z 0.20 (SF - 100)

which is in fairly good agreement with the observed value (8) of
0.28 ± 0.06 at 1390 Me. The size of the decimeter source measured
by Morris and Berge (8) indicates a polar extent roughly the dia-
meter of Jupiter, and an equatudal size of about 3 Jovian diameter.
For the model discussed here, it is assumed that Components I and
2 re limited in extent to the visible disc of Jupiter and that
Component 3 has an equatorial size of 3 D4. To explain the ob-
served polarization of Jupiter and therefore the polarization of
Component 3, we find that the north-south extent of the belt is
from 0.5 to 0.6 D4.

The observational data also yield information as to the cham -
teristio time for the cycle of acceleration and decay of thirespon-
sible electrons. This time is of the order of 5 ± 3 days and follows
from the width of the correlation tv phase lag diagram shown in
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Fig. 5 and the corresponding width found in the autocorrelation of
the solar 10.7 cm flux over the period of observations.

In summary, the purely observational data yield the following
picture of Component 3 at • 21 cm.

Size : Equatorial extent -, 3 D4.

Polarization : 0.6

Characteristic time for acceleration .(or injection)
and decay : - 5 ± 3 days

Flux : 2 x 10-26 tom- (c/s)-' at SF = 100, X = 21 cm.

These quantities represent the input data, and may be considered
as constraints, for the model. In addition, the following assumptions
have been made.

(1) The magnetic field of Jupiter has a dipole configuration

for R <3 R4.

(2) The equatorial magnetic field at the location of the radia-
tion belt (3R4) shall satisfy the condition

B 2 (3 R 4, 7r/2) > M V(3
8n

where Rmpv" is the solar wind pressure at Jupiter's orbit.

(3) The internal pressure of the trapped radiation shall be leos
than the magnetic pressure of the trapping field, that is:

B' (3 RZ, n/2) > •. (4)8n

The relevant Stokes parameters ('. ') for synchrotron
radiation are :

-~~f d p (E, a*) F fd 5and

Q (f) dVdf= CB coos2X dVdf f(EO )fJE (6R1 f P (E, a*) Fv dE (6)

where I~r)dVdf is the total intensity radiated from volume
element dV in the frequency range /f at f.
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Q(f)dVdf is the portion of I(f)dVdf with electric vector parallel
to the equator minus the portion of I(f)dVdf with electric
vector perpendicular (i. e. parallel to the pole).

B is the magiietiu field strength.

R is Lite distance to the observer.

p (E, m*) dVdEdx is the number of radiating electrons in volume
dV with energies in the range dE at E and helix angles in the
range dot at ot* where a* is the angle between the vector

magnetic field at dV and the vector to the observer. X is the

angle involved in defining QdV. It is the angle measured clock-

wise by the observer from a direction coplanar with the equator

and at right angles to the line to the observer to the projection

of the magnetic field into the plane at right angles to the

observer.

J. is the Schwinger critical frequency corresponding to a*,

i. e. f*P - LB in m* El where L is a constant.

F() f K.&I (x) dx, (7)

and

Fp (f) = K,~ G) (8)
The density distribution used for the calculations of this model

is based on a monoenergetic electron spectrum, and an isotropic

helix angle distribution to the cutoff angle a... The cutoff angle at
corresponds to mirror points consistent with the observed polariza-

tion of Component 3. From the spectrum of Fig. 2, the Schwinger

critical frequency is chosen to be 3 kMc, which places the frequency

of maximum radiation in the decimeter range around 50 to 60 cm.

The model, though admittedly crude, is very instructive; more

refined calculations will appear elsewhere (19).

Numerically integrating the equations for I(f) and Q(f) with

the observational and assumed constraints, the following picture

of the Jovian radiation belt emerges:
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(1) 0. the latitude of the maximum mirror points, of 1oo012O.

(2) an, the equatorial cutoff helix angle corresponding to 0.,, of

200-20. ,.

(3) An equatorial magnetic field, B (3RZ, 7/2), at the belt (3R 24)

of 1.75 gauss corresponding to an equatorial field at the surface

of Jupiter of 47 gauss.

(4) Electron energies of 10 Mev with a corresponding gyroradius,
,3, of 183 meters.

(5) A total number N of electrons participating of 3 x 10U, or

for a belt 0.1 R4 in thickness, a density, n,, of 4 x 10-6 elec-

trons per cm'. The calculations are for a o thin* belt; the

arbitrarily chosen thickness need only be larger than rs.

(6) Polarization of Component 3 at 21 cm of 0.64 with a total

polarization for Jupiter at 21 cm of 0.21. These values represen-
ting recoverable quantities from the input data.

(7) Characteristic time for decay T1, of 5 days.

(8) The dimensions of the radiation belt are roughly that of a

torus with a major radius of 3R 4 and a cross section of 0.1 R2$

in the equatorial plane and 0.5 R24 perpendicular to this plane.

Tirnu II

Pwames.re *I Radiwim B.U

T1 2 B(3R•,w/2) B(RZ,ic/2) E N,

Days I u Kv cm-4  rten

0.1 24 640 2.8 2.10" 3.10r- 3.9
1 5.1 138 6.1 9.10" 1.10-4 39
3 2.5 64 8.8 2.10" 3.10-' 116
5 1.8 47 10 3.10" 4.10-' 18
7 1.4 38 12 3.10" 5.10-' 283

10 1.1 30 13 4.10" 6.10-' 390
100 0.24 6.3 so 2.10" 3.10-' 3,'60
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We present in Table I the parameters of the radiation belt for
various values of Tih for the range 0.1 to 100 days. The geometric
aspects remain the same as those derived above.

From Table II, we see that the equatorial magnetic field,
B(R 42, 7/2), required is large compared to the earth but is not
unreasonable in size. The total number of high energy electrons N
is too large to be supplied directly by the solar wind, i. e. to be
transported from the sun to Jupiter. However, an acceleration by
tNU aoar wind of low velocity eectron already present at Jupiter 18
pofuible and liMy; such an acceleration has beon suggested by
Charg (so. 21).

The acceleration mechanism active at Jupiter must favor the
acceleration of already trapped low-energy electrons to higher

energic3 and flatter helices. The most likely mechanism for pro-
ducing flat helices an-i high energies invnlvee the propagation of
hydromW.etic waves from the boundary region between Jupiter's
magnctosphere and the interplanetary medium. This mechanism

could be particularly effective if at Jupiter's orbit (- 5 A. U) the
flow of solar plasma broke from laminar flow into turbulence.
The correlation of the emission of Component 3 with solar activity
is consistent with a solar wind acceleration hypothesis.

The energy radiated by Component 3 for a flux of 2 x 10-0
wIM (c/s)-I (at SF = 100) over a bandwidth of 3 WMc is
2.7 x 1014 ergs/sec. The energy intercepted by Jupiter from the
solar wind, assuming 10 protons cm-3 travelling at 300 km/sec at
the earth (33), is 1.4 x 1019 ergs/sec. Thus the efficiency of energy
conversion from the solar wind to decimeter radiation need only be
of the order of i0-s. The total mas of the radiating electrons is less
than one gram.

V. O=GiN or COMPON rNT 2

The origin of the Component 2 radiation is more difficult to fix;
thermal (including ionospheric free-free transitions) and such
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nonthermal mechanisms as a second radiation belt or continual
electrical discharges (storms) all encounter difficulties which are
compounded by a lack of sufficient observational data. We shall
consider here one possible mechanism for accounting for Component
2 : a Jovian ionosphere.

Three quantities are available which will allow us to describe

such an ionosphere :

(1) The spectrum of Component 2.

(2) An estimate of Jupiter's equatorial magnetic field (from
section IV) and therefore the cyclotron frequency in the iono-
sphere.

(3) Observations of Jovian decameter radiation to 34 Me (2).
We shall assume that this radiation originates below the
ionosphere and propagates through this ionosphere in the
extraordinary mode (whistler mode).

For decameter radiation of frequency v to penetrate the iono-
sphere we require

V1, < V I + (9)

where vp is the plasma frequency and vH the cyclotron frequency.
Adopting vy corresponding to a magnetic field B (RZ, n/2) = 47
gauss, the value derived for Ty, --- 5 days, and an upper limit of
v = 50 Mc we obtain

vP < 100 Mc

The corresponding electron density n is given by

VP = 9 V , (10)

or

nm, < 1.3 x 10' cm-a.

The quantity n.. is the maximum electron density in the Jovian
ionosphere consistent with circularly polarized decameter radiation.
This density is about two orders of magnitude larger than in the
earth's ionosphere.
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Figure 2 shows a spectrum of Component 2 which, for an
ionospheric model, corresponds to an opacity of approximately

unity at X- = 20 cm with a temperature of 25000K. The opacity

due to free-fr3e transitions in the ionospheo is

,r = 1.1 x 10-' T--% X. f ndz (1)

For -r = 1 at ). = 20 cm we obtain

f n2dz = 3 x 1024

Or, for a uniform electron density of n., < 1.3 x 10s,

z > 2.3 x 102 kma. This value, about 5 times larger than the earth's

ionosphere, is quite sensitive to the adoptti cutoff frequency for

decameter radiation.

In general, we require an ionosphere for Jupiter that is both

denser and deeper than the earth's. Any complete explanation of
such a Jovian ionosphere will have to include a mechanism for

maintaining such a large ionosphere. An ionospheric model in

addition to explaining Component 2 also poswesse the features

(and drawbacks )ascribed to it in proposed explanations of Jovian

decameter radiation (see e. g. 21 25).

VI. SUMMARY AxD DSIDECRATA

The resuvu of the microwave aspects of Jupiter's radiation
given in Section I can most simply be interpreted in terms of three

separate mechanisms :

1. The thermal radiation

2. A non thermal, non polarized mechanism, e. g. an ionosphere

or inner radiation belt.

3. Synchrotron radiation from a radiation belt.

Interestingly enough, an extraterrestrial observer studying the

earth's electromagnetic spectrum would arrive at the same general
conclusions about the earth.
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A high (compared to the earth) but not improbable magnetic
field of ~ 50 gauses i required to account for Component 3 radiation.
The relativistic electrons responsible for this radiation arise from a

hydromagnetic acceleration of trapped low-velocity electrons at

Jupiter. The solar wind can supply the energy necessary for the

acceleration and, if need be, the necessary number of initially low

velocity electrons.

The explanation of Component 2 radiation is more uncertain.

If an ionospheric model is to be invoked, this ionosphere will be

denser and deeper than the earth's ionosphere. The most serious

problem here is the method of maintaining such an ionosphere.

The radio study of Jupiter presents us with a valuable tool for
studying the sun, the interplanetary medium, and the problem of

radiations belts. To properly evaluate the interrelation of these

various parameters, simultaneous observations at different fre-
quencies and polarizations over a solar cycle will be needed. Jupiter

also represents an obvious problem for world-wide observations.
Even a short period of intensive, round-the-clock observations

would be most valuable.
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59. - THE RELATION BETWEEN JUPITER'S DECAMETRIC
EMISSION AND RADIATION BELTS

JAmEs W. WARWICK

High Altitude Observatory Boulder, Colorado, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

Dynamic spectra of Jupiter's sporadic radio emission show that
the longitude profile, above 25 megacycles, consists of two principal
sources, one early in longitude, drifting from low to high frequencies,
and the other, late in longitude, drifting from high to low frequen-
cies. This pattern is virtually permanent in all spectra obtained over
a two-year interval. It can be understood in terms of precipitation

of fast (10 kev) electron. out of Jupiter's belts, and down to the
surface of the planet along dipole lines of force. There the particles

generate emission essentially at the electronic gyro frequency in
the local magnetic field. With this interpretation, we m-ty discuss
the location and strength of Jupiter's magnetic dipole moment.
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60. - SOME DATA ON THE INTENSITY OF METHANE
ABSORPTION IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER

V. G. TEIFEL
A88ophysical Institute of Owe Academy of Sciences,

Ka'SSR Alma-Ata, USSR

Observations of the intensity of the absorption band CH 46190 A

were carried out by the author in 1958-1960 at Alma-Ata. The

purpose of these observations wis L 'study the possible changes of

the intensity of the band as a ft ,ctcrn of time and position on the

disk of the planet.

The spectrum of Jupiter was photographed by different

methods. In 1958 the slit of the spectrograph was set along the

equator, along the central meridian and along N-tropical band of

a magnified image of Jupiter. The distribution of intensity on the

disk, along these directions, in the CH,6190 A and 5430 A bands

of 4bsorption was investigated on the spectrograms.

The entrance slit of the microphotometer cuts out on the nega-

tives regions of the spectrum correk.,onding to a width of about

36 A at X 6200 A and of about 29.5 A at ), 5400 A. The measure-

ments of 75 spectrograms showed that the distribution of intensity

along the equator of Jupiter was in accordance with the value

q = 0.79 (') of the coefficient of limb darkening. The observed

distribution proved to be near the theoretical one for the value of

the parameter X = . .. .0.97 (z -- the coefficient of true

absorption, a - the coefficient of scattering in the atmosphere of

Jupiter (2)). The distribution of intensity over the disk, within the

absorption band, turned out to be completely identical with that in

the adjacent regions of the continuous spectrum. This shows that

the intensity of the methane absorption band remains constant in

any regions of the planet disk. In N-tropical band the intensity of

methane absorption does not practically differ from that in the

equator. This shows an equality of heights of the upper boundary
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of the cloud layer both in dark and bright zones of the visible sur-
faee of Jupiter.

These results are in agreement with the previous works of
N. T. Bobrovnikoff (3), D. I. Eropkin (4), V. M. Slipher (') and

S. L. Hein (6).

S. L. Hens had found from 30 spectrograms of Jupiter that the
greatest difference of intensity of methane absorption from the
equatorial zone occurs near 300 latitude. This difference equals -

4 A in the units of the equivalent widths of the cH, 6190 A band.

Our observations (carried out in 1959) of the spectra of different
latitude zones of Jupiter from 200 spectrograms showed that the
difference in the equivalent widths of the CH4 6190 A band for
equatorial and temperate planet zone is negligible (table I).

4

TAELz I

Zone W& "

EZ 18.4 1.7 0.210 0.016

NTZ 18.0 1.8 0.202 0.017

STZ 18.1 1.8 0.205 0.017

In this table Wj is the mean value of the equivalent width,
a., is the mean quadratic error of the determination of Wb, Re is

the depth of the absorption band, a. is the mean quadratic error

of the determination of R,.

Thus, them observations confirm the constancy of the methane

absorption band intensity in different points of Jupiter's disk.

One of the possible explanations of this phenomenon may be the

following : the observed intensity of methane absorption band

depends on two factors : a) the absorption in the pure gaseous layer

of the atmosphere lying over the cloud layer and b) the reduced

albedo~of the cloud layer in the absorption band due to the decrease
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of the value of the parameter I as a result of the incr-ase of true
methane absorption. The absorption in the pure gaseous layer
grows towards the edge of the planet disk. The second factor works
in the opposite direction because the smaller darkness towards the
edge is observed at the smaller values of the parameter )X (7).

At a certain optical thickness of the true gaseous layer in the
methane band (at the center of the - -- = 0.05) these two factors
can compensate each other, and the observed intensity of the
CH4 6190 A band will remain constant at the transition from the
center towards the edge of the disk. The optical thickness of the

pure gaseous layer is very small : from 0.0059 at ) 4000 A to 0.0009
at ) 6500 A, if we proceed from the composition of the atmosphere of
Jupiter according to the model s b* suggested by G. P. Kuiper (s).
The full atmospheric pressure on the upper boundary of the cloud

layer is about 0.85 - 1.00 atm.

The observations carried out in 1959 and 1960 showed that the
intensity of the CH4 band is somewhat changing from night to
night. The average valuu of W& for the equatorial zone, in 1959,
was 18.4 A and in 1960, 20.4 A. The fluctuations of intensity (with

discount of possible errors of measurements) proceed within + I A
and have no marked correlation with the solar activity.

If these fluctuations are real, one may suggest that there are
two reasons for changes of the methane absorption with the passage
of time on Jupiter : 1. - the photochemical procesow (photo-
dissociation of molecules CH4) affected by the .oorpusculsr and
ultraviolet solar radiation, anl 2 -- the fluctuations of height of the
upper boundLy of the cloud layer, that cauie the changes of linear
and optical thickness of the pure gaseous layer of Jupiter's atmos-
phere. Some dimness can appear in the pure gaseous layer. Its

effect can be identical to reason 2.
The c6mputations showed thatvthe life-time of the molecules

CH., in the field of the solar radiation at the distance of Jupiter,
was very large (of order 10 and- more days) for a moderate level of

radiation. It cannot explain the short-time fluctuations of the
intensity of the methane absorption.
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The change of heigt of the upper boundary of the cloud layer
is more likely to take place. It e quals ± 2 km for the above limits of

the fluctuations of the equivalexat width cf the band CH 4 6190 A.
To make these results znore, precise, observations of the

distribution of brightness over the disk of Jupiter in bands of

CH 4 and NH2, with the simultaneous determination of the equi-
valent widths of bands are tco be made. The u3e of interference
filters and spectrographs of high dispersion will make it possible

to find the small deflections in the distribution of the band intensity
over the "disk, due to the heigh t of the upper cloud boundary, that
is determined by the values of Ithe equivalent widths of the absorp-

tion band.
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DISCU2SSION DES COMMUNICATIONS 4.5 h '60.

B. M. Pmzi (49). - An an Advocate of the 4 floating body 0 theory I have
always been worried by the constancy of the latitude of the Red Spot. T was
unaware of the E6tv6s-Lambert forces and thought that the objoct would be
resting in neutral equilibrium and should therefore be freit to wander at
random in latitude.

It was very gratifying to learn of Dr. Sagan's finding that, for the right
form of two-phase model, the equator is not the only stable latitude.

R. E. DANIELsoN (49). - Is it not possible that the addition of magnetic
forces could alter your result, particularly if the bulk of Jupiter is a good
olectrical conductor?

C. SACIAN (49). - Yes, if the Red Spot is also a good conductor, and
the magnetic lines of force are so oriented that drift in latitude is constrained
but drift in longitude is permitted, then the observed motions might be
explicable on these grounds.

A. DOLLFUS (50). - Au cow-s den derni~res ainnes, j'ai mesurd h l'Obser-
vatoire du Pic du Midi, avec, un polarimbtre I4 frange de Lyot. Ia polarisation
de Ia lumiic.re diffus~e par l'anneau B do Saturne.

Les inesures donnent deon rsultats tins complexes. Lour analyse montre
que l'on peut discrimirer dana la polarisation observde deux composantes
diff~rentos. lUno partie dio Pette lumi~re provient do la diffusion directs sur len
corpug~tIls. Cette polarisation i-osto faiblo enItre lea angles de vision 00 et 50
et petit n'interpr~ter eoinme provenant d'un d6pW~t de givre ou de glace. ainsi
quo I'a propoi; le Dr. Kuiper.

Une deuxichne composante tant~t radiale et tant~t paralklol b, Ia trajec-
toire dom lpaIticules indique n6ceomisirexnent que leg corpuscules qui consti-
tuent l'anntmm doivent ktre allongis comme des cigares, 6ventuellement on
pourrait len supposer ýtgalement 8tri-ks par de nombrexuses incisions parall~les.
Il ent difficile de discriminer si ce8 corpuscules sont allong~s dnas le sens de la
trajectoire ou radialement par rapport & Ia planks. La premi~re position eat
celia qui r~sulterait den chocs et, frictions internes ontre len corpusculas de
l'anneau. La deuxi~me correspond h~ la position d'6quilibra gravitationnel
sous l'effet da l'attraoction de la planbte. -_

M. S. Boin~ov (50). - I suppose that the elongated shape of the particles
of Saturn's rings will not change sufficiently the results of the shadow effset
theory which is in very good agreement with observations.

F. Ltwx (52).-Je voudrais bien souligner une certaine parent6 entre lee
p~riodicitds danm la circulation sur Jupiter et cello sur Ia Terre. C'est sans
doute I'activit6 solaira par l'intermn&liaira des radiations corpuaculaires ou
den rayons X qui contr6le ce genre de phtnom~nes. En tout can avant l'intro-
duction de Tiros nous i~tions aasez mal placds pour avoir une vue d'ensemble
sur Ia circulation terneatre en contraste avec Jupiter, oa ces risultate peuvent
Atre obtenus sans difflcultA.
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B. M. P (54). -- Considering the rather large standard deviations
of your individual years, I am surprised that tho I.-obable error of your com.
bined results turns out to be so small. Have you used $chain's actual obsr.
vations to determine the rotation period for 1951?

H. J. gxrru (54). - Yes.

B. M. Pm= (54). - And your result is exactly what Shain would have
obtained, if he had been able to use your computer?

H. T 8xa (54). - Yes.

M. S. BoBuov (58). - I cannot understand how the shook waves caused
in Jupiter's outer atmosphere by solar corpuscular streams may come into
it as close as 3 radii of Jupiter. Indeed, for the Earth the respective distance
is about 7 Earth radii. In the case of Jupiter we have a weaker energy of
solar corpuscular stream and may expect a stronger nmgnetic field of the
planet. Thus, the distance must be sufficiently greater.

M. 8. Roma:s (58). - The radius of the Jovian belt was fixed by the
interferometrio measure@ of Jupiter made by the California Institute of
Technology group. Tb magnetosphere is larger ; the above radius refers
only to the belt, not the entire magnetosphere.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

M. MNNAERT
Sftrmmacka a Sowwsborph a, Ukdroat, HoUMn

Among the different branches of astronomy, Planetary Astro-

physics during a long time developed rather slowly. In recent years,

however, we have watched a real revival of this discipline, which

promises to give in a brief delay a wealth of reliable information

about celestial bodies, similar to the Earth. This is due to the
modern observational techniques, opening new possibilities of

investigation; and also to the stimulus of Space Research, which
activated so many parts of Astronomy. To select e The Physics of

the Planets* as the subject for our 116 Colloquium was certainly,
an excellent choice.

In view of the diversity and abundance of the communi-

cations to which we have listened, the customary final rdsum6 may

be of some use. We shall try to summarize first the papers of a

general character, and then to give a synthetic picture of each of the

individual planets. I apologize for many inevitable omissions and

even errors, but I hope that this survey will in any case help us to

remember some essentials of what we heard in the course of these
three days.

Let me then point out in the first place the importance of

*intvrahon o0aboruato for Planetary Physics : Dr. Dolifs told

us about the magnificent series of Mars photographs, now collected

at Meudon and at the Lowell Observatory; the cooperation on the
Venus clouds i going on; there have been combined efforts at the

moment of a Mercury transit or of a white spot on Saturn. For

special purposes standard instruments have been constructed and
distributed over different observatories. The precision mapping of

Mars is also a cooperative enterprise, in which many observatories

are involved.
The theories concerning the inteor of ase plan& have plaid

a relatively small role in this colloquium. Fortunately we had an
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excellent introductory survey of the problems involved. Progress
here depends to a great extent on our gradually improving know-

ledge of the physical constants. It was interesting to notice, how
the transfer of heat through a planet, formally treated as a simple
problem of conduction, has now proved much more complicate,
since the transfer by radiation and the effect of convection currents
are found to be of much greater importance.

The theory of scattering, applied to planetary atmospheres, is a
special field of research, fundamental for the interpretation of many

optical observations. We note that progress has been made a. o. in
the case of phase functions, sharply peaked in the forward direction,
as they are found for haze and clouds. Relatively complicate cases
have been treated, as e. g. the transfer of radia.tion in stratified and

in non-grey atmospheres, the case of fluorescence and that of inter-
locked multiplet lines.

While a more and more perfect theory is thus being developed,
allowing to calculate the visible properties of an atmosphere as a
function of its composition, it seems that the inverse problem is

less hopeful : it will be difficult to derive the vertical structure and
elementary properties of an atmosphere from macroscopic optical
observations.

Let me also call attention to the theoretical paper on the escape
of gases from planetary atmospheres. It was found that in some
atmospheres this escape take% place according to the classical theory
of Jeans and Spitzer, while in other atmospheres it is limited by the
diffusion and becomes a problem of diffusion equilibrium.

Instrumenti of the most refined design have been applied to the
study of the planets. A very useful survey was given of the heat
detectors; note especially the ferro-electric detector (BaSr)TiO2 ,
the modified Golay cell, the cooled Ge bolometer. The electronic
camera allows short exposures and measurements over a broad
range of brightness, while it has no threshold.

The numerous papers, devoted to the individual planets, can
perhaps be summarized best by drawing a schematical section of
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each of there celestial bodies, and by inserting in this sketch the
information, given in the course of the colloquium. We abstain
from critical discussions and havo only added some question marks,
in order to distinguish mere suggtbtions from direct observational
results. In several cases, discrepant opinions have been simply

juxtaposed. No attempt has been made to keep the right propor-
tions. A few additional and explanatory notes have been added.

Mercury

sulphur ?
. orpanic Free radi ats?

'6. . .t • 5.

/

Fig. 1. -Mercury.

Posible erosion by meteoritic bombwdment; formation of a 4 tailo by
radiation presur (e).
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Fig. 3. - Mans

Precision mapping, 4iming at 001. The coordinate, of the poles agre
with the poles of the satellite orbits.

A careful spectrophotometric comparison between the radiation of the
bright areas with the Sun shows, that their reflectivity increases monoton-
ously with wavelength.

Seasonal effects wer studied by photometry and by polarimetry
propagation of darkening waves, alternatively issued fr-om the two poles
and propagating with a speed of 35 kmn per terretrial day.
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Fig. 4. - Jupiter

An improved determination of the centre-limb darkening was carried
out with the electronic camera. Tho polarization depends strongly on wave.
length.

The activity varies at the same time over the whole planet ; 22 years
cycle. Period of 4.5 years in the thickness of the N. equatorial belt.

Radloemission.

Decimeter waves : a) thermal, 1300K;
b) non thermal, non polarized;
c) non thermal, polarized, z equator, positively
correlated with solar activity (phase lag = 4d).
Electrons from the solar wind, emitting synchroton
radiation in a radiation belt, accelerated by
magnetohydr. waves.

Decameter waves (7 MHz - 41 MHz).
Two discrete sources. Period III - 9h55m29837 is
confirmed. Emission in limited cones. Often right-
handed )olarization at 24 MHz. No coincidence
with H acitit% y on the sun. Negative correlation
with solar activ-ity.
Electrons. emitting cyclotron radiation in surface

magnetic fields.

The hypothesis is put forward, thLa the same elect,'aLs which produce
the decimeter waves come down towards the planet and then produce
decameter waves.
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Fig. 5. - Saturn.
The Doppler effect shows, that the rotation of the H, layer is normal,

while the CH, layer rotates quicker.
Determination of the centre-limb darkening and of the photometric

profile of the rings with the electronic camrers. Improved photometric theory
of the rings.

Emission of internal heat, 1.6 times as strong as the incident solar
radiation.
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URw us, NzpTUNu

The internal composition i1 ambiguous ; mainly He, with H and
4 mud S.

Some interesting spectral features in the Uranus spectrum
have not yet been identified.

Emission of internal heat, twice as strong as the incident solar

radiation.

PROJECTS

Photo-electric colorimetry of the planets and the moon is
undertaken both by the Mt. Wilson and by the Harvard obser-
vatories. Differences in the continuum have already Leon found.

The Princeton University intends to use the 90 cm telescope
of Stratoscope II, at an altitude of 24 km, for photography and
infrared spectroscopy of the planets; a resolving power of 0". 1 is

expected, image stabilization will be better than 1".3G.

-The Stanford University intends to send a probe near one of
the planets, in order to investigate the non-thermal noise, ori-
ginating in the outer atmospheres under the influence of magnetic

fields.

The Berkeley University intends to observe Mars around

opposition by means of a rocket with an UV spectrograph and to
look for water vapour, organic molecules and minor constituents.

For investigation by means of rockets the following spectro-
scopic problems are recommended:

resonance lines of H and He;
molecular lines of CH,, NH, and especially CH. at high

resolution ;
microwave spectra as a function of altitude ; either resonance
lines, or non-resonant absorption, originating under high

pressure.
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This review of suggestions and projeets for the future con0 ,'liuk

our rbsum6.

It is most titdtesting to see, how astronomeru utarted L-y usilt

the methods, R'o succe.f-4tiy applied in stellar astrophySice, .old

how they gradually extended them to the planets. Characteristio

features, however, of planetary studieo are the methods of tOluM-

grmphy, of photometry, and the investigation of the solid- body.

which had ti be especialky developed.

From the numerous papers, presented at this colloquium, we

may conclude that great progress has been achieved, though our

knowledge in still very incomplete. Let us set to work'

We cannot conclude our colloquium without expressilng iW

most cordial thAnikO to Profes Swings and his collaborators fr
the organmation of this most interesting meeting. This refeis W
well to the truly scientifl spirit with which they have selected tht

subject, an to the perfect oanzation, in which Mrs. om"mU.-

Crespin certainly had a geat part. We also feel grateful to the -it)

and the University of LiWgV, which provided a delightful settingl.

And we exprem the hope that them colloquia will go on for many

years, contributing to the progrem of astrophysics by giving to the

participants a rich', up to date information and new inspiration
for future work.
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